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General Editors' Foreword
Rod Gardner and Johannes Wagner (eds)

This is the second edited volume in the Advances in Applied
Linguistics Series - following from the one edited by Claire Kramsch
(2002b). The book brings together invited papers from a wide range of
scholars working in different linguistic and sociocultural contexts, all
of whom have a focus on conversation analysis (CA) in second
language encounters. Thematically, it echoes the Kramsch volume in
its concern with both 'socialization' and 'acquisition', but focuses
more on the kind of close data analysis necessary as methodological
support for a sociocultural account of language use. Such a need has
already been foreshadowed in the work on learning strategies and
communication strategies whether in face-to-face or in computer
mediated contexts (see, for example, Cohen 1998; Kasper and Keller
man 1997).

The title - Second Language Conversations - is broadly
conceptualized to take account of a range of naturalistic settings and
participant structures, thus extending the established paradigms of
NS-NNS interactional studies (e.g., Varonis and Gass 1985) and
naturalistic second language acquisition (e.g., Perdue 1984). Indeed,
the focus on the social contexts of language acquisition characteristic
of this book has already engendered considerable critical discussion in
the mainstream SLA literature (see Firth and Wagner 1997 and
responses to their arguments, Kasper 1997). The challenge is taken
forward here, and in doing so the book underscores the commitment of
the Advances in Applied Linguistics Series to innovative cross
disciplinary research.

Traditionally, second language learning research has approached
learner language data from the perspective of interlanguage, seeing
occurrences of surface errors as potentially significant indices of
learners' developing competence. Such research has focused, however,
more on examining occurrences of language form rather than on
exploring the interactional behaviours of second language learners,
with a consequent tendency among some to see such learner
performance from the perspective of inadequacy or deficiency. In
contrast, by adopting a conversation analytical framework, the authors
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General Editors' Foreword

of the papers in this volume are able to highlight learners' interactional
competence, in particular their strategic ability to collaboratively
construct utterances with native speakers. Here we see an emphasis on
interactional competence as lying at a deeper level than linguistic
competence and acting as a 'crucible' for forging linguistic compe
tence. One particular instance of learners' display of adequacy is their
mastery of sel£- and co-constructed repair. In identifying such
displays, the authors are not making claims about acquisition. They
are simply drawing attention to the ways in which L2 users employ
particular conversational strategies in their performance of a second
language. A close understanding of how L2 users perform in
communicative settings must inform the collection and analysis of
base data for acquisition studies.

The book is a novel project in applied linguistics in more than
one sense: firstly, in its systematic application of the research
methodology of conversation analysis to the second language context,
and secondly, in the way that it focuses on sites of untutored
acquisition outside the classroom context as a means of deepening
insights into L2 users' interactional performance.

Where studies of second language learner performance have
focused on learner conversation, particularly driven by concerns for
documenting the developing of learners' pragmatic ability, the
tendency has been to base such studies on speech act analysis, with
researchers seeking to match particular instances of language use with
particular functional and pragmatic values. Typical among these have
been studies of apologies, requests and refusals (see Kasper and Blum
Kulka 1993). Taking a conversational analytical framework as its base
allows this book to move away from such a focus on linking form with
value, while implicitly acknowledging the difficulty associated with
speech act analysis in real-life interactional settings. Instead, it
concentrates more on the links to be made between communicative
purpose and communication strategy, especially the ways in which L2
users take an active role in co-constructing larger units of discourse, as
they explore with their interlocutors the meaning potential of
utterances. As several papers in this collection identify, such an
interactional focus sits neatly with current concerns for highlighting
sociocultural perspectives on language acquisition, as in the book
edited by Kramsch in the Advances series to which we refer earlier.

One issue that such a focus raises of course is the extent to which
L2 users' conversational strategies match those of L1 users, and the
degree to which the exercise of such strategic language competence in
particular settings can overcome for L2 users deficits in form. This is a
greatly under-researched area in second language acquisition studies.
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The editors' claim about the normality of second language conversa
tion is both methodologically and conceptually interesting. The CA
framework allows us not to impose a deficit model in the analysis of
interaction by making it an imperative that analysts pay attention to
the emergent properties of talk-in-interaction. Conceptually, such a
framework draws on notions of membershipping and communities of
practice by recognising interactional features of repairs, delays, restarts
etc. as characteristic of everyday conversation. The idea of collabora
tion between L1 and L2 users is developed to create the identity of a
conversationally competent member, where the interplay of world
knowledge and language knowledge assumes central significance. The
book thus echoes the seminal work of Bremer et aI, (1996) on the
central issue of achieving shared meaning and understanding in a
second language. But the question of relativity and universality in
conversational strategy suggests some new themes for further empiri
cal research, in particular exploring the repertoire of such strategies in
L1 and L2 users of a given language.

We feel that the book will appeal to various constituencies in
applied linguistics. First of all, it has indirect methodological
consequences for SLA: for SLA researchers to take notice of CA-based
micro-analysis which might lead to a reinterpretation of their raw data,
especially in relation to both verbal and non-verbal performance. More
specific concerns may relate to how to reconcile interpretation of, say,
delay from CA and SLA perspectives. The book offers many small
scale findings which are of general interest. The close analytical focus,
for instance, helps to show how repair of form is typically introduced
by the L2 speaker while repair of troubles with meaning/under
standing seems to be a matter for the L1 speaker. Or, consider how
restarts are a strategically deployed practice designed to safeguard
potentially important turn beginning from overlap. Such insights
signal the importance of the book for stimulating new research in the
analysis of L2 spoken data (Cohen and Boxer 2004).

For scholars working outside of the CA tradition, the rich and
detailed analysis of data undertaken in the individual chapters will
provide a valuable means of learning this particular methodology, not
just in relation to English but also to other languages, for example those
drawn on here: German, French, Japanese, Finnish and Danish. In
their introduction, the editors provide a systematic overview of CA
methodology which will be particularly welcome to the wider applied
linguistics audience.

The book, we think, will also be of interest to researchers in
language education much more generally, and to professionals in
language testing and assessment, in particular (d. Fulcher 2003). Much
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General Editors' Foreword

of what is reported here on the influence of context (e.g., setting,
participant structure, modality) on the quality of the spoken performance
being evaluated (e.g., the domain-specific nature of fluency and
dysfluency), for example, is germane to this constituency and will be
of considerable practical consequence.

We conclude this preface by drawing attention to how Wagner
and Gardner begin their introduction: that second language conversa
tions are becoming an everyday feature of the globalized world and so
'a search for grounded descriptions of what speakers in such situations
actually do' in order to achieve successful outcomes must be on the
agenda of applied linguistics research.
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Introduction
Johannes Wagner and Rod Gardner

Conversations involving speakers whose first language is not the
language of the talk have become widespread in the globalized world.
Migration, increased travel for business or pleasure, as well as
communicating through new technologies across the world, make
second language conversations an increasingly common everyday
event. Business and commerce, medical encounters, media talk and
governmental activities, as well as everyday encounters at work and in
the neighbourhood - even in the family - are frequently conducted in a
language which for some, if not all, participants is not their first.

The conversations analysed and discussed in this volume take
place in a variety of situations in which people go about their daily
routines in work and private life while interacting in a second
language. 1 Several chapters in this collection draw on data which have
been collected in one or other of these situations. English is the default
second language for many multilingual groups of professionals, but
throughout this volume other languages can be seen to be used as a
second language or lingua franca for all participants (German, French,
Japanese, Finnish and Danish). In the first chapter, for example,
surgeons from France, Switzerland and Germany are seen to be
holding a video-conference discussion in their own first languages, as
well as drawing on English as their default second language.

A major natural habitat for second language conversations is
educational institutions, and several chapters draw on data from
classrooms. While talk in second language classrooms occurs naturally
and therefore is relevant subject matter for studies in second language
interaction, experimental methods of collecting data (for example,
through staged interviews and narratives, role-plays, games and
picture drawing tasks) are not. They are staged for the sake of the
researchers and their projects. As has been argued (Wagner 1996,
1998), experimental data are different from naturally occurring data.
Talk in experimental environments has no consequences for the
participants' lives, and this shows in the range and subtlety of
interactional resources deployed in the talk. Experimental settings
focus on second language speakers' lack of competence and often make
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Introduction

them look less competent and resourceful than naturally occurring
data show them in fact to be. Second language speakers appear very
different in real life situations - if what they are doing really counts,
and if their activities have real world consequences. In these settings
they are able to achieve interactionally remarkable feats - as we will
demonstrate later in this introduction, and as a number of the chapters
in this volume also show. Naturally occurring data are rich in
interactional detail, whilst experimental data tend to be qualitatively
'poor'.

It is the aim of this collection to present naturally occurring
second language conversations in a search for grounded descriptions
of what speakers in such situations actually do: the degree to which
general first language conversational practices are - or are not 
employed in achieving successful outcomes for the talk, and the extent
to which grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation aid or hinder the
mutual constructions by participants of the meanings they attempt to
convey and the actions they try to accomplish. This volume
contributes to an exploration of conversations and, more widely,
talk-in-interaction, involving parties for whom the language used is not
the one they are most at home in.

The normality of second language talk

The approach taken in this volume assumes language to be embedded
in the wider practices of talk, verbal and non-verbal. It also assumes
that talk is a collaborative construction by all participants, at all times,
so that neither language production nor reception, neither speaker nor
listener are privileged in any analysis. Indeed, as Goodwin (1979)
shows in his paper on the interactive construction of a sentence, an
utterance is an interactional product, the construction of which is
massively influenced by the 'hearers', to the extent that these hearers
can be seen as equal co-producers of the conversation. Language is
thereby assumed not to exist as a discrete set of systems isolated from
social, discoursal and temporal contexts, but as always and inevitably
emerging from them. Meanings arise out of mutually created discourse,
sensitive to what has gone before, and creating conditions for the
interpretation of what is said next (d. Heritage 1984). Language serves
as one vehicle for action, which in turn is a crucial element for the
creation of the social world. As such, the primary focus in the studies
in this volume is\on how participants manage to achieve successful
outcomes in their interactions, rather than on the 'deficits' they may
have as 'non-native' speakers. Indeed, several chapters demonstrate
that apparent linguistic deficits often are not interactionally significant
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Introduction

to either the first- or second-language-speaking participants, whose
focus is on the successful prosecution and outcomes of their activities,
using whatever means are available.

The main lesson from all the chapters in this collection is that
second language conversations are normal conversations. They can be
described using the same tools of analysis that have been developed for
first language conversations in conversation analysis. As in first
language interactions, the interactive performance of second language
speakers is mediated by - or co-constructed with - their interlocutors
(d. Young and He 1998). The importance of the interlocutor was
shown by Tarone and Uu's study (1995) of a Chinese child learning
English in Australia, who was observed interacting with three different
types of co-participant: teachers, classroom peers and the researcher
(one of the authors who was also a friend of the family). In these
different constellations, the child showed very considerable variation
in the frequency and function of the grammatical elements he used, as
well as the actions he engaged in. For example, with the teacher he
rarely initiated turns, and took few risks in departing from the limited
set of actions with which he was most comfortable. With peers he was
more assertive, initiated more, criticized, argued and even insulted
classmates, and overall spoke more fluently. With the researcher
family friend, he also initiated more, used an even wider range of
functions, and used his most complex linguistic structures.

Even though second language conversations are 'normal', they are
different from first language.interactions in certain respects. The most
obvious difference is that most speakers can easily be recognized as
second language speakers due to accent and grammatical irregularities.
But are these hallmarks of second language talk necessarily con
sequential for the course and the outcome of the interaction? It is one
aim of this volume to investigate, in depth, how and when formal
deficits impact on the ongoing talk and how speakers handle these
matters.

The chapters in the volume explore among other issues whether
certain practices of conversation are found more widely or more
extensively in conversations involving second language speakers. The
main thrust of the existing literature (Brouwer 2000; Carroll 2000; Firth
1996; Hosoda 2000; Kidwell 2000; Kurhila 2001, 2003; Markee 2000;
Rasmussen and Wagner 2000, 2002; Wagner and Firth 1997; Wong
2000a) has been that no interactional phenomena have been found
exclusively in second language talk. To take an example, Wong (2000a)
and Schegloff (2000a) have discussed whether projected actions (e.g.
answers to questions) are systematically delayed in second language
talk. It seems to be the case that differences between second language
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and first language everyday conversations can be explained by their
frequency of occurrence. Certain phenomena such as delay, reformula
tion or certain types of repair may be more common in second language
talk, but such talk is not the only environment in which these
phenomena are found. It is in this sense that we propose that second
language conversations are not conducted in a different way from
those in a first language. It is an aim of this volume to further research
in this area.

Conversation Analysis

The methodology in this volume is Conversation Analysis (CA), a
distinctive approach to analysing everyday social action and interac
tion. CA arose from sociology in the 1960s and has in later years
influenced the study of talk (particularly in sociology, anthropology,
social psychology, communication studies and linguistics), often
combined with ethnographic, ethnomethodological and discourse
analytic approaches, and including a multimodal perspective (talk 
gaze - gesture).

CA describes the orderliness of social interaction as it is
accomplished by methods and procedures that participants share.
Understanding is an accomplishment of all participants, arrived at on
the basis of a wide range of interactional resources.

In the years since its emergence within sociology, CA for a long
time remained a minority interest located in the no-man's-land
between a number of disciplines, but its influence has increased in
recent years, as interest in cross-disciplinary study has grown. It has
sometimes been criticized for what is seen by some as its excessive
attention to detail. However, CA work has grown in influence as the
robustness of many of its findings have become evident, despite the
apparent opacity of its methods to some and the lack of easy
generalizability of many of its findings.

There have been many introductions to work in CA which
discuss in detail its methodology and major findings, many as articles
(too many to cite here, but see Schegloff et aI. 2002 and Gardner 2004
for recent summaries), and some as books (e.g. Psathas 1995; Hutchby
and Wooffitt 1998; ten Have 1999; and to a lesser degree Markee 2000).

CA work typically starts with audio- and/or videotaping
interactions. The rationale is not to collect a representative sample
from a certain population - simply because nobody knows what
'representativeness in interactions' means - but to study social life as
it is revealed through talk. This is done through the documentation
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and analysis of taped interactions which are then studied post hoc in
great detail.

CA projects may seem to start on loose ground, as the starting
point is to collect and transcribe data before any specific research
hypotheses or questions are formed. However, hypotheses will emerge
and be systematically tested during transcription and analysis (this is a
trait shared to a large degree with ethnographic approaches). A typical
CA paper describes the result of the study and does not dwell on the
articulation, testing and revision of intermediate analytic hypotheses.
CA work is based on an assumption that the phenomenon studied will
be found widely or even generally within the community of speakers,
as practices of talk must be shared if conversationalists are to attain
intersubjectivity - as they clearly do, for most of the time. There will be
systematic ways in which parties in conversation do social actions.

Before we discuss the analytic process any further, a brief
discussion of the transcription process is necessary (see Atkinson and
Heritage 1984; Jefferson 1983, 1985, 1996; Psathas and Anderson
1990). Transcribing is a crucial tool for analysis - a tool which enables
the analyst to get beneath the surface of the data to understand the
ways in which people come to say and do the things they do.

One of the founders of CA, Gail Jefferson, developed the transcrip-
tion conventions which are commonly used in CA. The main principle is
that precise details of the delivery of speech in time are carefully noted.
This may include gaze and gesture as well. The transcriber will try to catch
as many features of the interaction as possible, even though any
transcription is selective and based on the research interests of the
researcher (Ochs 1979). Transcribing is therefore a first step in the
analysis. It puts on paper features of the talk that that transcriber hears (or
sees), and what the transcriber will later process and analyse. Any
analysis also needs continuous access to the original data, a continuous
process of refreshing. A transcription line might look as follows
(transcription conventions are explained in the appendix).

Extract 1 Pollution

Colin and Denise (both Australians) are talking with Edina
(German) about pollution. For further information about the data
c.f. Gardner, this volume.

1 Colin: =en'uh- (0.4) s:tea:m,= en' p'llution's j'st-;
2 Edina: °hm hm [hm°;
3 Colin: [b::illowing oud;= a:ll thu time.
4 Denise: fOh jb't |wi'v-, (.) ev'ry country has: (.) s:ome:.
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In these lines, the transcription notes each repeat of elements of the
utterance heard on the tape. Pauses and lengthenings are captured and
the transcript follows the sequence of the acoustic phenomena. It is
essential for CA - which is a theory and method about social actions
unfolding in time through cooperation and the co-construction of the
talk by the participants - to note the precise sequential position of any
element as it emerges in time.

Jefferson demonstrated this when she started to note laughter not
as a comment in the transcription such as 'participant X laughs', but by
meticulously transcribing each separate pulse of laughter. What then
became visible in the transcription was the collaborative organization
of laughter, the participants shifting to produce a burst of air, which
over time might develop into joint laughter (Jefferson 1985).

Another obvious feature of classical CA transcriptions is the use
of modified orthography. In Extract 1, 'pollution' is transcribed as
p'llution and 'just' as j'st. Modified orthography makes phenomena
visible which later in the analysis may show up to be significant.
Unmodified orthography may hide phenomena and therefore foreclose
a possible analysis. Jefferson notes as a footnote to the transcriptions of
a tape where the speakers vary between 'day', 'dih' and 'deh' when
pronouncing names of days (Rahman tapes 1:2:1-2) that 'dropping the
dialect-particulars obscures a possible phenomenon. . . . One possibi-
lity is that the "correct" pronunciation occurs when "day" ends a turn-
constructional unit'.2 The quote shows that modified orthography is a
resource to detect possible phenomena which can be opened up by
systematic transcription. Especially for the transcription of second
language talk, this can be an essential feature.

On the other hand, using modified orthography for transcribing
second language talk may stereotype the speaker, may even be read as
comic-book speech (cf. Jefferson 1996). It may reduce readability, as
well as handling data in electronic media. Currently, transcription
standards seem to be an irresolvable issue - or, put more positively, an
evolving issue. In this volume, the contributors have made cautious
use of modified orthography, which - of course - is an analytic
decision and may impinge on the analysis.

Whilst data are in the process of being transcribed, CA analysis
often proceeds with a process of unfocused sifting, i.e. practitioners
analyse random sections of the data and notice certain features of the
talk. A systematic description of the sequential structures on a single-
case basis may lead to a candidate phenomenon being revealed, i.e. a
potentially generalizable observation about how people co-construct
talk and do certain practices in interaction. At this point, a search
through the whole available corpus becomes necessary. It brings about
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a 'collection' of parallel constructed instances on which the observa-
tions formulated on the basis of the first example can be systematically
tested. Sometimes, however, the particular phenomenon turns out to
be rare, and researchers need to build up a collection over a number of
years.

CA, therefore, is not about single case analyses. Lazaraton
describes CA's goal as 'to build a convincing and comprehensive
analysis of a single case, and then to search for other similar cases in
order to build a collection of cases that represent some interactional
phenomenon' (2003: 3), and goes on to say 'the emphasis in CA is on
understanding single cases in and of themselves, not as part of larger
aggregates of data' (2003: 3). Understanding each segment in its
particularity is surely a major step in a CA analysis, but Lazaraton's
formulation risks neglecting the point that the real power of a CA
argument is based on the regularity of behaviour as documented in the
collection of cases.

The collection is the crucial part of the entire analytic enterprise.
The number of cases in collections may stretch from 20 to 30 instances
to several thousands, depending on the frequency of the phenomenon.
Schegloff's initial collection of phone openings (Schegloff 1968)
consisted of 500 cases; for a later paper on the organization of repair,
he mentions several thousand instances in the collection. However, for
rarer types of repair, as for example embedded repairs (Jefferson 1987;
Brouwer this volume; Brouwer, Rasmussen and Wagner this volume)
or repair in third or fourth position (Schegloff 1992), a smaller
collection may have to suffice.

The size of a collection is not the relevant issue, but rather
whether a description of a certain phenomenon appears to be stable,
that is, do new cases add new features to the description-so-far, or do
they challenge the description as it stands. Deviant cases (ones that
challenge the description) are in fact usually the most crucial ones,
because the description has to be robust enough to be able to cope with
them. If it cannot, the study is not ready to be published, or may even
have to be abandoned.

Descriptions formulated on the basis of collections are empiri-
cally based hypotheses about candidate phenomena. They are testable
and can be challenged on the basis of instances that show the initial
description of a phenomenon to have been wrong. If a collection is
'saturated' (ten Have 1999: 132, quoting Glaser and Strauss 1976), new
instances will not lead the analyst to changes in the description. This
rigid empirical approach partly explains why CA studies have turned
out to be remarkably robust over decades when they have been built on
such saturated collections. This allows CA to work cumulatively. More
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recent CA work has been able to build on the early studies of Sacks and
his associates, rather then to falsify the early research which began in
the sixties.

Single case studies, then, are a launching pad for the main
analysis; they are the departure point from which to build a collection,
which then allows descriptions to be generalized. In itself, a single
case study is only a starting point (but see, for example, Whalen,
Zimmermann and Whalen 1988; Schegloff 1987d, 1988c), since it still
needs validation through a collection. However, single case analyses
may illustrate the interplay of activities in their sequential placement,
or they may relate to very extended samples of a very 'large' size
(Egbert, Niebecker and Rezzara this volume; Mori this volume).

All of these steps - transcription, unmotivated looking and the
building and analysis of a collection (cf. Psathas 1990) - are analytical.
When the analytical work has been completed and a phenomenon has
been described exhaustively, it can be recognized in data and allows an
understanding of what speakers do when they deploy certain resources.

We will illustrate this with the phenomenon of a collaborative
completion, i.e. the completion of an ongoing turn by another speaker
(see, for example, Lerner 1993, 1996). Collaborative completions often
show a high degree of cooperation between speakers and are often
found, for example, in word searches. Here we will discuss a different
case, taken from a series of business phone calls between a Dane (S)
and a German (B). They use English as their working language.

S had in an earlier call complained that B's company had not
delivered a substantial portion of an earlier order. To document this, S
announced that he would fax copies of orders and delivery sheets. The
current call starts with B talking about possible solutions to the
delivery problems, while S tries several times to find out what had
happened to the faxes that B claims not to have received. B even
suggests that S might have a fax problem. At this point, S refers to a
colleague of B, Mr Schulz, who is normally involved in fax
transactions between the two companies.

Extract 2 Fax documents3

1 —>• S: Yes I ev ftalk' with-eh with Misteh Shoelssu[h and

2 -> B: [ Y e s

3 En Shoelts end me: we ev o:nly: got |one paj^ge?

4 S: Yehi
5 B: En nohrmally we er sent two page ez on the: second

6 page is also: ahr also some ahrdigls?

(10 lines omitted)
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17 S: Neo of course eh eh eh we We I haa I have: sent it em I
18 send it agayn?
19 (.)
20 B: [Yuh
21 -* S: [hhh I'll se [nd it
22 -* B: [But
23 (0.5)
24 (S): Uh [ ]
25 B: [ ] (Well)
26 -> S: [ ] but but but -hhh [(now-)
27 —>• B: [ (But) but we haven't got that
28 (0.3)
29 S: Aha
30 (.)
31 S: I-I send it again Bei[rhoffhuh -hhhh
32 B: [Okayi

Line 1 projects a report by S concerning the mystery of the missing
faxes, with B's colleague Schulz implicated as a significant party. Just
before S's report is to be launched, B starts talking. This is the first
possible point where S's ongoing utterance reaches some kind of
completion Yes I have talked with Mr Schulz. In CA terms, S is about to
finish an ongoing turn-constructional (syntactical) unit - a TCU - and
to start a new one which would be the telling of what Mr Schulz might
have said or done. TCU endings are routinely places where new
speakers start talking (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974).

B starts by acknowledging S's preceding unit (yes) and then
produces his own turn, with Schulz now appearing as a witness for B,
moving from prosecution to defence, as it were. B's turn in lines 2 and
3 links to the preceding turn with the conjunction and, which signifies
continuation of what S had embarked upon. But B does not produce
the report projected in line 1. B's turn is a hostile annexation of the
ongoing turn, executed precisely at the place of transition relevance,
i.e. the place where S has ended a syntactic unit and B might start up
his own talk. S's projected report about himself and Schulz is changed
into a statement about B and Schulz. B thereby deflects a possibly
embarrassing detail about the fax transmission, and re-establishes his
own point: that he had not received a fax. B's and S's activities are
actions in the social world. By using interactional tools, e.g. modes of
continuation and turn taking at possible transition relevant places,
they co-construct their here-and-now activities and prepare the ground
for future activities.

A somewhat parallel but more complicated case is found in the
second part of the extract. B produces a but in line 22, where he
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intrudes into S's ongoing turn. B's but might link back to his yuh
('yeah') in line 20, which is the beginning of a response to 8's prior
turn, so the whole unit appears to be a yuh but reaction to 8's turn in
lines 17/18. Then in line 26, 8 triply incorporates the but into his own
ongoing turn, but B takes the element back and produces in line 27 a
turn extension as a but construction which fits what 8 had produced in
lines 17/18 and 21. What B has again done is manoeuvre the
perspective from S to one that accords with B's own position.

In both instances, B deflects the potentially embarrassing topic of
how and why the faxes went missing. His contributions draw on the
design of units produced by S, and route them in a different direction.
He thereby manages to deflect further argument about the faxes. B, and
to an even greater extent so 8, are not linguistically very advanced
speakers. Nevertheless, B demonstrates an ability to use his resources
in an interactionally sophisticated way.

Repair in interaction

Any element in talk may turn out to give trouble to the speaker or any
other participant. In line 1 of Extract 2, the item 'with' is trouble
marked by a cut-off and an 'eh' sound and instantly repaired by the
speaker. In line 6, B produces the verb is which turns out later not to fit
an upcoming object in the plural and is repaired to are. In these cases,
instances of trouble are placed in a speaker's ongoing turn and are
repaired by the current speaker.

Trouble may threaten intersubjectivity, i.e. the joint construction
of meaning by the participants in and through sequential order of
action and talk. Repairs deal with trouble sources that have been
uttered previously in the same speaker's current or earlier turn or in
another speaker's turn (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977). In this
sense, repair is the key resource to protect intersubjectivity in
situations where it is challenged. Consequently, repair sequences are
a major topic in this volume.

That repair deals with intersubjectivity implies that it does not
deal primarily with grammatical mistakes and errors, since there is no
one-to-one relation between error and threatened intersubjectivity.
Indeed, deviations from the linguistic norms of the target language are
common and inevitable in second language speakers' talk, but they
rarely create trouble for understanding and meaning (Le. for inter
subjectivity). The fact that repair and correction of linguistic errors are
rare shows that the speakers are more oriented to meaning and
intersubjectivity and less to form. Not repairing any upcoming
'mistakes' means that the imposition of repair on the ongoing
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interaction is minimized by the speakers. For second language
conversations in general, the distribution of repair seems to follow
what has been described for first language conversations: self-initiated
repair in the ongoing turn is the most frequent form of repair, while
corrections of other speakers are rare outside of classrooms or similar
educational situations (cf. Rasmussen and Wagner 2000).

Corrections (i.e. other repair) raise a sequential issue. Instead of
delivering a turn which is relevant to the ongoing talk, repairs make a
reaction to the repair relevant. In this way, repairs stall the progress of
the talk and the main conversation has to be re-established. In other
words, corrections are ways of re-establishing intersubjectivity, but at
the same time they threaten the ongoing talk.

Corrections of grammatical errors by first language speakers are
often produced 'en passant' (Kurhila 2001, 2003) with minimal
imposition on the ongoing interaction, and mainly focus on 'simple'
grammatical issues such as morphology and pronunciation. Another
way of minimizing the impact of a correction is to embed it into the
next action. Brouwer, Rasmussen and Wagner (this volume) show that
embedded corrections are found in positions where a lack of correction
might threaten intersubjectivity. If a speaker produces a first pair part
of an action sequence, e.g. a question, and if this first pair part contains
a linguistic error which has consequences for meaning, then the next
speaker may include the corrected element in the second pair part,
showing on what grounds he/she constructs this next action (cf.
Jefferson 1987).

Even though repair is used to work on intersubjectivity, this does
not imply that repair of grammatical errors does not happen. Brouwer
(this volume) discusses instances where 'self' or 'other' initiates repair
of pronunciation. She shows that repairs of pronunciation errors run
off as side sequences where the word in need of repair is isolated from
the ongoing action and repaired. Then, the prior action is re
established.

Those chapters of this volume which deal with non-educational
interactions show clearly that repair of linguistic form seems more to
be the business of the second language speakers, that is, repair of form
is typically initiated by the second language speaker. Repair of trouble
with understanding, meaning and the consequences of actions seems
more to be the business of first language speakers.

The discussion so far has consequences for an understanding of
'uptake', which is the term sometimes used in Second Language
Acquisition (SLA) theory (see next section) to refer to the re
production of the corrected form by the speaker of the trouble source.
Sequentially, the trouble source, the repair initiation (if there is any)
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and the repair proper precede the uptake. The concept of uptake shows
a marked difference between CA and SLA. While CA is interested in
repair as the resource for securing intersubjectivity, SLA theory is
interested in recasts (Long, Inagaki and Ortega 1998; Lyster and Ranta
1997; Lyster 1998) and uptakes which are seen to be a vehicle for
acquisition. While CA furthers an empirical, descriptive analysis of
repair activities, SLA takes a functional perspective. But, whatever the
perspective, repairs in conversation do overwhelmingly orient to
intersubjectivity and not to linguistic errors - even though repair of
linguistic errors is undertaken in certain environments, and uptake is
found in certain positions: in the sequences described by Brouwer
uptakes have the effect of bringing the repair side sequence back into
the main activity of the conversation. Uptake is also found in the
studies of repair and negotiation of meaning in classroom data
(Mazeland and Zaman-Zadeh; Mori; Olsher, all this volume).

Second Language Acquisition (SLA)

The data used in this volume belongs traditionally in the realm of
research on second language acquisition. SLA's main identificational
characteristic dates back to Chomsky's (1965) ideas of a rule-based
grammar: instead of listing structures in a language, Chomsky
suggested writing rules which generate these structures. This opened
the way for a dynamic understanding of grammar and had a huge
impact on the field of language studies. In the early 1970s, the idea of a
generative grammar was adopted into foreign/second language learn
ing and the emerging field was referred to as Interlanguage studies.
According to Interlanguage theory, the language of language learners is
systematic from the very beginning. Learners' language may be full of
mistakes, but many of these mistakes show regularities and indicate a
developing grammar. To treat acquisitional processes adequately in
language teaching and testing, research needs to understand the
circumstances under which the language of the learners emerges.

Interlanguage was a very important innovative notion. Its
assumptions about language and about learning still lie at the heart
of SLA: Interlanguage is a cognitive issue. Since the turn of the
twentieth century, the study of language learning has been in the
hands of linguists, who have adopted the methodology of empirical
psychology. A large number of theories have been formulated to
explain how a language enters the head of a speaker. In these theories,
language competence, Le. the ability to generate the forms of language,
has been the key term. Language use - or performance - becomes
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negligible, because - according at least to the earlier Chomskyan
argument - it is nothing more than messed up competence.

Mainstream SLA is a conglomerate of theories and methods, but
the main glue that keeps the diverse approaches in SLA theory together
is the concept of language as primarily form, and the understanding of
acquisition as individual cognition, Le. an accomplishment of the
(single) human mind. Theories in SLA model the learner as an input
output processing unit in a sender-receiver model of communication.

Certain branches of SLA have embraced social interaction. This is
the case for Interlanguage pragmatics (e.g. Kasper 1998; Kasper and
Blum-Kulka 1993; Kasper and Dahl 1991) and for what has been
referred to as the Interaction Hypothesis, which operates with
interaction as a relevant or even central input factor (Ellis 1994; Long
and Sato 1984; Doughty and Williams 1998; Doughty 2001; Gass 1997
and many others). The Interaction Hypothesis in SLA studies
interaction between language learners and native speakers or other
learners, to build hypotheses about how focus on form can further
language acquisition.

Firth and Wagner (1997, 1998) criticized SLA's understanding of
language acquisition and the learner, as represented in the many
studies following the interaction hypothesis. Their argument was
mainly methodological and came out of a CA perspective. The current
volume follows up on the discussion that occurred after the
publication of the 1997 paper by describing in fine-grained analyses
what people do in interaction when they use another language. The
chapter by Mori especially relates directly to the 1997 controversy.

CA based studies describe language as humankind's major
embodied resource for creating meaning, understanding and social
order. Understanding the reality of language use has to be the stepping
stone to formulate a theory about language acquisition as a tool for
achieving intersubjectivity and engaging in social action. This theory
needs to go beyond the topic of acquiring a new set of forms. Due to its
interest in individual cognition, SLA has not yet looked into the
question of how a second language works in the world as a tool to
achieve intersubjectivity (mutual understanding) between speakers
who do not have a common first language.

CA based research is not alone in this endeavour. Related
positions are taken by scholars in sociolinguistics and pragmatics,
especially in interactional sociolinguistics (Bremer et al. 1996;
Rampton 1997b; Roberts, Davies and JupP 1992; Sarangi and Roberts
2002 to mention some), intercultural theory (van Lier 2000; Kramsch
2000, 2002a) and sociocultural theory, working in the tradition of
Vygotsky and Bakhtin (Hall and Verplaetse 2000; Lantolf 2000; Young
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and He 1998). Recently, the metaphor of an ecological perspective on
language acquisition and socialization has been brought to the debate
(Kramsch 2002b) to create a common point of reference. Language
ecology understands language acquisition in and through interaction
in a language other than the speaker's first. Understanding language
acquisition in terms of language socialization in a complex socio
cognitive ecology (Dchs 2002) may help socially anchored approaches
to refine their concept of acquisition and make it more explicit.

This, however, is not the task of this volume, the aim of which is
a partial, but nevertheless very detailed, description of the ecology
surrounding language acquisition processes. It lays some foundations
for further work and points to a revision of the distinction between
language use and acquisition. It is part of a wider effort to release
second language from the straitjacket of structural analysis and
demonstrate that second language use is simply use of an ordinary
language, a field which needs further research before a new theory of
language acquisition can be formulated.

The central aim of this volume is to investigate whether a micro
analysis of second language conversations can enhance our under
standing of what it means to talk in another language, by broadening
the focus beyond the sounds, structures and meanings of language to
encompass action sequences, timing and interactivity, and, as Hall
(1997: 218) put it

to investigate the processes of becoming participants in second
language conversations: the processes of the discovery (other- and
self-guided) of interactive patterns in the practices in which we
engage with others; observation and reflection on others' partici
patory moves and the responses to these moves; and our own active
constructions of responses to these patterns.

In this sense we envisage the possibility that language teaching
pedagogy and research into language learning may come across some
enlightening findings within this collection.

Findings

Across all chapters in this volume a number of findings are consistent
and corroborate earlier research on naturally occurring second
language conversations (for an early example, see Hatch 1978). The
main lesson from all the chapters is that second language conversa
tions are normal conversations. They can be described using the same
methodology that has been developed for first language conversations.
The chapters by Carroll and DIsher show that second language use, in
the same way as first language use, is fully embodied language.
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However, there are relatively few instances reported in the studies in
this book in which the non-nativeness of one participant leaves
systematic interactional traces. Wong discusses instances where the
next speaker's turn is delayed as a result of linguistic deficiencies in
the turn produced by a second language speaker. In these cases, the
delay of the next turn is a result of the deviant form of the preceding
turn. Delays in such positions are not taken as foreshadowing
dispreferred actions. This may be one characteristic feature of second
language conversations, whereby the dynamics of the turn-taking
machinery for minimizing overlaps and gaps is relaxed in comparison
to First Language Conversations.

In another chapter, which highlights specific features of second
language conversations, Gardner found that the first language speakers
regularly expand a question into a multi-unit format, e.g. they ask a
second question directly after the first or they increment the question
in other ways (c.£. Svennevig 2003). This phenomenon is found in first
language conversations, but is rare, though it seems to occur more
regularly in first language institutional settings (see Linell, Hofvendahl
and Lindholm 2003). This suggests that it is not so much the feature
itself, but its frequency which is specific for second language
conversations.

A second major finding is that errors and mistakes are rarely
consequential. That is, speakers can - but do not have to - orient to
grammatical form and make it the focus for some of the talk. This can
happen at any time, inside and outside of classrooms. In general, this
orientation is, perhaps surprisingly, initiated by the second language
speakers, and not by their first language speaking counterparts.
Questions implicit in this study include an exploration of the extent
to which certain practices of conversation are found more widely
or more extensively in conversations involving second language
speakers.

A third finding is that whilst second language speakers may not
be highly proficient in the language, they are not 'interactional dopes'
(Garfinkel 1967: 68). They are able to engage in quite exquisite
activities in the interaction. In other words, they are in this respect just
like any other speakers in a socially embedded situation. Mazeland
and Zamah-Zadeh show in detail how novice SL-speakers use
conceptual, interactional and semantic procedures to clarify with
their co-participants the meaning of unknown words.

A fourth finding has to do with identity. In their everyday lives,
second language speakers are business professionals, doctors and
patients, clients, lawyers, students, friends, roommates, lovers, anything
a person can be. Being a second language speaker is not a paramount
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identity in itself. It is one identity a speaker can adopt. But on the other
hand, non-nativeness can be made relevant at any time, by a speaker or
by recipients, as well as by different means (by repairs and corrections,
see Kurhila, this volume, and Brouwer, Rasmussen and Wagner, this
volume; by accent, see Brouwer, this volume; by delays, see Wong, this
volume; or by reformulations, see Gardner, this volume). The data used
in this volume foreground to a high degree the normality of second
language conversation, and less the potentially deficient identity of
being a 'non-native'. This focus is mirrored in the terminology used in
this volume. The more neutral terms 'first' and 'second language
speaker' are preferred to 'native' and 'non-native' (d. Firth and Wagner
1997).

A fifth finding of the volume is that second language speakers are
highly versatile. They are able to use a very wide range of interactional
resources, and they do it from the very beginning of their language
careers. As Carroll's chapter demonstrates, even his novice second
language speakers are not acting deficiently, but are in fact inter
actionally very efficient, and the seemingly problematic and dysfluent
shape of utterances can be understood as sensitive to their turn
environment. In other words, practices of turn taking, recycled
overlaps (Schegloff 1987c) as well as practices of repairs to attract
other participants' gaze (Goodwin 1981), which have been described
for ordinary first language interaction, are found in the interaction
even of novice SL-speakers, and are found to be doing the same kind of
interactional work. Kurhila shows that features such as delays and
other speech perturbations, which at first glance might count as
indicative of low linguistic proficiency, can turn out to be predicated
on the institutional environment, such as delicate topics in the talk.

A sixth finding is that second language speakers can be very
persistent. They struggle for meaning and keep going until they are
successful. Egbert, Niebecker and Rezzara describe a repair sequence
which lasts for about two minutes (139 lines of transcription) before
two of the participants manage to pronounce a name, GaliIeo, in such a
manner that their co-participants are able to identify who is being
referred to. During these two minutes, the participants appear to
abandon the repair several times, but they return to it again and again
until the trouble is resolved. Egbert et ai. - as well as other studies 
show that second language speakers do not easily abandon topics, but
struggle for solutions. This is not surprising when one takes into
account that these speakers are not engaged in task completion
exercises in the classroom or laboratory, but are engaged in everyday
meaning creation and activities which mean something to them.
Giving up on a topic might impinge negatively on the speakers'
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identities as competent social beings. Further, the 'expert' or first
language speakers in the environments described in this volume come
to the aid of the less expert speakers. Skarupdescribes a technique
which speakers use to change the participant structure such that a less
proficient speaker becomes a participant in the group and is able to
share the processes of meaning construction.

The work reported in this volume can be seen as an early
contribution to an area of inquiry which is gaining increasing
attention, namely how second language speakers use their linguistic
and other communicative and interactional resources in talk in the real
world. The focus is more on how they use their relatively limited
linguistic resources in the second language together with all the other
available resources they have at their disposal to achieve successful
outcomes as equal, rather than deficient, participants in their social
worlds. As such, the project is not just about language, or about
language acquisition, or even about language use, but rather it is about
social action and interaction, with language as one part of the whole
story, albeit an important part.

Endnotes

1 This book does not include data from fully bilingual speakers, for example
first or second generation immigrants. Consequently, code-switching is not
a major topic in this book (for an interactional approach to code-switching
see Auer 1984,1988,1998).

2 Comments to the transcription of the Rahman:1:2:1-2 tape, unpublished.
3 Transcription reproduced by courtesy of Gail Jefferson.
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Ways of 'Doing Being
Plurilingual' in International
Work Meetings
Lorenza Mondada

Second language talk in plurilingual work settings

Professional talk and workplace interaction are increasingly and
routinely becoming plurilingual within European professional net
works - either in face-to-face meetings or in technologically mediated
events. Thus, international work settings are becoming one of the
principal places where second language talk is experienced and where
manifestations and organization of second language talk-in-interaction
can be observed.

The study of international work settings can contribute both to
studies of workplaces (Drew and Heritage 1992; Button 1993; Heath
and Luff 2000) and to studies of second language talk. As highlighted
by Wagner (1996: 225), the contexts taken into account for the study of
second language talk have been limited. The American tradition (e.g.
Pica 1989; Long 1983; Gass and Varonis 1994) has analysed mainly
elicited data involving learners recorded in laboratory settings or in
encounters arranged by the researchers. In contrast, the European,
mostly French-speaking, tradition of studies on 'exolingual' interac
tion dealing with asymmetric interactions between first language (FL)
and second language (SL) speakers has worked mainly on naturally
occurring everyday conversations of immigrants or students (e.g.
Bange 1991; Dausendschon-Gay, Giilich and Krafft 1995; Py 1997), but
not on ordinary professional interactions.

Contrary to much research using 'native'I'non-native' as a priori
categories to identify speakers in plurilingual or 'exolingual' settings,
speakers in work settings present themselves not primarily as 'non
natives' or as 'learners', but as 'experts' (Furchner 1997; Zuengler
1993), as 'team-leaders', as 'seniors' or 'juniors', etc. (Mondada 1999,
2001; Firth and Wagner 1997: 292). In the same way, emerging
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problems are not always immediately categorized as involving
linguistic (in)capacities, but more often as involving conceptual
issues, related to knowledge in a particular field of expertise. Work
settings show that members indeed exploit all possible linguistic
(and non-linguistic) resources in order to organize and achieve their
goals. They do that by taking specific resources into consideration
and by adjusting to these as they are displayed by participants -(d.
Wagner 1996: 223), and by defining tasks and possible difficulties not
primarily as linguistic problems or learning opportunities, but as
locally and variously categorizable practical problems of a much
wider range. These views show the importance of Membership
Categorization Analysis within a CA framework for studying second
language talk (Day 1994; Mondada 1999; Wagner 1998).

More widely, these observations show the importance of taking
into account not the view of the researcher defining competence from
above, but the local orientations of the participants toward their
definition of mutual competence, of locally available resources, of
actually possible choices, of situated and emerging categorizations of
speakers, situations, troubles and tasks.

This chapter deals with the ways in which participants achieve
interactional order in plurilingual professional meetings. The situation
observed concerns a European network of surgeons, who meet
regularly through video-conference to discuss therapeutic choices
concerning difficult clinical cases. The analysis focuses on this
particular situation, taken as a perspicuous setting for the study of
second language talk-in-interaction, since it provides a wide range of
situated lingua franca, plurilingual and local language practices.

I will describe how linguistic resources are locally selected and
used in an accountable way: achieving, sustaining, repairing reflex
ively the interactional order of international meetings. That order is
not dealt with in terms of being difficult/deficient/problematic because
of the non-nativeness of its participants, but as an event as it actually
emerges and develops.

The analysis is based on a corpus of video-recorded video
conferences of surgeons who exchange advice on difficult clinical
cases, counsel on therapeutic decisions and discuss new, state-of-the
art surgical procedures. This corpus was obtained through extensive
fieldwork in this professional community: it consists of about 20 video
recorded meetings and is complemented by another corpus - not
analysed here - of surgical operations transmitted live to an
international audience of advanced trainees and to experts who
provide online advice (d. Mondada 2001, in press). The meetings
focused on in this study display a heterogeneous and unstable
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international character, which is locally dependent on the participants
involved. Meetings generally involve three to five teams from different
hospitals in Europe: an important part of the corpus, not analysed here,
comprises meetings of surgeons in France, Switzerland and Belgium,
defined locally as monolingual French meetings. A minor part of the
corpus, which forms the data for the study reported here, consists of
meetings between surgeons from Francophone (Strasbourg, Toulouse,
Brussels) and Germanophone areas (Freiburg and Basel- although the
leader of the latter team comes from the French part of Switzerland).

The characteristic of plurality in this as well as other interna
tional working contexts in Europe shows the not-taken-for-granted
character of the interactional order to be achieved in these activities.
Problems of recipient design and of participation formats playa central
role in the organization of these contexts, where a range of participants
is distinguished and addressed specifically by choosing particular
forms of second language talk at particular moments. Although this is
a recurrent phenomenon within conversation (d. Goodwin 1981;
Goodwin and Goodwin 1992a, 1992b) and in the workplace (Heath
1986; Heath and Luff 1992), it has a stronger emphasis within
international working groups. These aspects play an even more central
role within a technologically mediated interaction such as the one
described here, involving participants from different geographical
locations connected by video-conference. The interactional order
which parties have to build involves not only the organization of
plurilingual resources, but also the organization of a virtual space of
interaction. The latter is achieved not only technically through the
video-conference, but also interactionally through specific forms of
sequentiality, of turn-taking and of recipient design (Meier 1998a).
Thus, the participants' perspective in defining their context and
categorizing resources, issues and activities will be a central topic of
this chapter.

A crucial alternative to the projection from the analyst's
perspective of a priori (etie) categories is to inquire after the relevant
emie categories that participants use to describe what is going on in
their talk-in-interaction. This alternative, which studies of code
switching inspired by a CA approach (Auer 1988; Wei 2002) insist on,
follows the line of Sacks' (1963) problematization of sociological
description; it aims to take as an object - and not as a source - what is
relevant as it emerges locally and changes dynamically within the
sequential organization of the talk. Procedures of categorization make
relevant the adequate categories members locally orient to, changing
as the activities and the talk unfold (Sacks 1972a). Moreover, within
the professional interactions in the European setting I analyse,
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participants' orientations towards the choice of relevant language are
often not convergent and not stable. They vary throughout the
meeting and depend on tasks and practical purposes. The question of
plurilingual practices organizing foreign language interaction mingles
with issues such as displaying expertise, constructing collegial
relationships, accomplishing efficient collaborative work and orga
nizing specific participation opportunities - which all have to be
taken into consideration in an analysis that does not restrict itself to
considerations about the linguistic proficiency of the speakers.

Accordingly, in this chapter the focus is on various moments in
the meetings that display different members' orientations towards the
relevant linguistic resources to be used in order to accomplish the
ongoing tasks and activities within the video-conference. I will
concentrate on various sequential positions where participants'
perspectives define the kind of second language event the meeting
consists of, seen as a lingua franca or as a plurilingual setting, as well
as the kinds of linguistic choices and practices that are adequate for
inviting or for restricting participation. A range of local solutions to the
choice of the linguistic resources to be exploited is displayed, varying
according to particular tasks at hand and specific participation
formats. These activities contribute to the shaping of the video
conference interaction: they can accomplish a local space of participa
tion within a connected site, for example when participants use the
intra-group language in side sequences, as well as favour participation
across connected sites, for example when all participants jointly solve
technical troubles provoked by the video-conference device, using the
same linguistic resources.

What emerges from this study is that linguistic choices are not
determined by the specific competence of the speakers, but in fact
themselves configure turn formats, and are designed reflexively to deal
in an accountable way with the emerging interactional order and the
specific activities undertaken - namely to create intelligibly and
accountably differentiated participation spaces.

Locally emerging choices of the meeting's language in the
openings

Even if participants in the meeting receive a programme announcing
the speakers and the topics, as well as the overall language of the
meeting (generally English), the working language of the meeting is
never decided on once and for all, but it is constantly renegotiated.
Various first and second language talk opportunities are projected
throughout the activity. A given choice is indexical and varies across
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time and activities; thus, that choice is not so much a matter of
competence, but it is in fact related to varying relevancies locally
oriented to by members.

The very first position at which this choice is made is in the
openings. Openings have been described within the literature as the
locus where relevant identifications (Schegloff 1968) and context
descriptions (Zimmerman 1992) are achieved; openings are also the
locus where a recognizable boundary is drawn between some previous
informal talk and the beginning of an official event (Atkinson, Cuff and
Lee 1978).Therefore they are a crucial place to observe the way in
which the event and its features are defined and oriented to by the
participants. In the data, the opening is a key moment where
participants organize the linguistic format of the meeting, in order to
accomplish the discussion of difficult clinical cases as a collective task
involving international participation. This decision is neither taken
before the event nor considered a problem that can be easily solved
from the beginning. Generally this decision does not define the
situation as one evidently requiring the use of English as a lingua
franca, but orients to possible forms of second language talk related to
the categorization of the speakers and to various forms of participation.

The first extract is representative of the way in which the
language to be spoken during the meeting is re-discussed locally as the
turns unfold.

Extract 1

Sef = Seford (Strasbourg), Lar = Larose (Brussels), Sch = Schilder-
neck (Freiburg), Pet = Peters (Freiburg), Ler = Lerennes (Strasbourg)
1 Sef: bonjour Bruxelles
2 (1.1)
3 Sef: est- [ce que Fribourg ] est branche aussi? ((image

on Freiburg))
is Freiburg connected too

4 Lar: [ bonjour Strasbourg]
good afternoon Strasbourg

5 (1.4)
6 Sef: Fribourg est branche aussi. oke. (.)

Freiburg is connected too okay
/Pet waves with left hand/

7 eu::h for you /Freiburg (.) [euh/: we will ]
8 Sch: [hello ( ) Freiburg]
9 Sef: hello, .hh we will speak in euh in English for eu::h
10 the state of the art. so you can participate (.) .hh and after

/Pet nods
11 that /if eu:h Bruxelles can present also in euh in English
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14 have to apologize for my english (.) I didn't learn it in
15 school (you know) I just learned it by doing, (.) and (.)
16 it's (.) the only language I (.) talk better than frangais,
17 (.) (there) I know only the menu. (0.6) my theme is to
18 talk about (the) rectal surgery,

Here the participation problem is formulated in a complementary
way compared to Extract 1, where English was dealt with as allowing
the 'non-French speaking Germans' to participate: here Dr Maire,
chairman from Strasbourg, introduces the meeting in German and
presents English as allowing the 'non-German speaking French' to
participate. In both cases English is chosen, but the perspective is
reversed and a different distribution of linguistic resources is focused
on, as well as different speakers' categorizations. This shows how
issues of competence are discussed locally and made accountable in
different possible ways according to the participants and to the task at
hand. In this same context, self-assessment of competence can be
topicalized: English is shown not as the best but as the 'least bad'
solution.

Parties orient to issues of participation very early in the
opening, even during the greetings. The language chosen for the
first part in the greetings adjacency pair projects the language that
will be used in the second part. In Extract 1, greetings are exchanged
in French with Brussels, but Seford does not greet Freiburg, just
checks if they are connected: the two participants in Freiburg offer
gestural greetings and then greetings in English immediately after the
code-switching (line 8). In other cases, greetings and checks can be
exchanged in ways displaying that a plurality of linguistic resources
is locally available, and subsequently allow more or less open
choices.

Extract 3

Sef = Seford (Strasbourg), Obe = Oberwieser (Freiburg)
1 Sef: euh (.) Fribourg?
2 (3.0)

3 Sef: allo Fribourg
4 (1.5)
5 Obe: allo, . [oui

hello . yes
6 Sef: [can you hear me
7 (1.0)
8 Obe: ja,

yes
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9 Sef: oke
okay

10 Obe: yes oui
yes

11 Sef: ((laughs)) bon on va le faire en frangais je pense. (.)
well we'll do it in French I think

12 si vous voulez commencer peut-etre Toulouse va nous (.)
if you want to begin maybe Toulouse will

13 va nous prendre en cours
join us on the way

In Extract 3 more than just one possible language is offered: the first
adjacency pair is exchanged in French (lines 1-5); for the second,
Seford switches to English in the first part, repairing the previous one,
which had a delayed answer, but this time his greeting is responded to
in German (line 8) and then confirmed both in English and French (line
10), which shows responsiveness to Seford's French oke (line 9). This
accountably shows all possible solutions to language choice, and
displays the Freiburg speaker as 'doing being plurilingual'. Language
choice is therefore displayed as possibly open to various solutions, as
exhibited for all practical purposes and as locally renegotiable - not as
related to one fixed dimension exclusively, namely the Germans'
(supposed) competence in French.

Transitions to the next presentation: selecting the next
speaker and the next language

Another sequential position where linguistic choices are both
displayed and articulated is the transition to the next presentation,
where the next speaker is selected. Language discussion can be
initiated either by the chairman or by the selected speaker, showing
various members' concerns.

Extract 4

Mai = Maire (Strasbourg), Obe = Oberwieser (Freiburg), Luk =
Lukas (Freiburg), Jon = Jones (Strasbourg)
1 Mai: okay the next euh: (.) case is from (.) Strasbourg, (.)

/ looks to the right /
2 /oh, tu presentes la pancreatite? / it's a ne-

hey, you are you presenting the pancreatitis
3 it's a chronic pancreatitis and euh: it is done

/looks to the left—
4 about the the- therapeutical decis /ion, (.) tu paries dans

in which language
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5 quelle langue Jones, t'arrives a le faire en anglais,
do you speak Jones can you manage in English

6 (2.0)
/

7 okay./ and euh (.) because we're only with you (.) euh
8 doctor Jones will present you the patient, and will try to
9 present it in English, I think it will be easier than French for

/ Obe nods
10 you. /(.) [°°okay00

11 Luk: [thank you ((nods))
12 ((Luk and Obe smile))
13 Luk: °( ) ne° ((to Obe))
14 Mai: monsieur Jones tu essaies de parler en anglais hein,

mister Jones you try to speak English okay
15 (3.0)
16 Jon: ((clears throat)) I present to you the case of a patient
17 euh (.) forty-three years young,

The projection of the next case presentation by the chairman, Dr Maire,
is interrupted several times by some side sequences: similar to Extract
1 line 13, Maire switches to French (lines 2, 4-5) and looks outside the
field of the camera (lines 2, 4) inserting an exchange with his
colleagues before reporting the decision taken. Different participation
spaces are mobilized here, the one inside the French team (an intra-site
space) and the other between the French and the German sites (an
inter-site space). Their distinction is achieved by code-switching and
gazes - the gaze toward the camera maintaining contact with the
'official' inter-site channel, whereas other gazes, on the side, achieve
contact within the local team. English choice is evaluated in respect
both to the next speaker and his audience: the use of English by the
next speaker, Dr Jones, is repeatedly referred to in a modalized way as
a difficult task (t'arrives a le faire en anglais, line 5, will try to present it
in English, lines 8-9, tu essaies de parler en anglais, line 14); its use is
presented for the German crew as a facilitating solution (line 9) and it
is convergently received by them in a manifestly positive way (lines
10-12) (cf. Extract 1, line 9), explicitly displayed for the camera (Heath
and Luff 1992; Mondada in press).

Language choice is not only a matter of concern for the chairman,
but also for the next speaker. It is indeed the latter who can initiate its
negotiation.

Extract 5

Sef = Seford (Strasbourg), Lar = Larose (Brussels)
1 Sef: s:O we can euh (.) continue the programme with the
2 presb- the presentation of the case from Bruxelles please,
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3 (1.8)
4 Lar: okay.
5 (2.2)
6 Lar: so I suppose the presentation in English
7 Sef: if you want yes, (.) it would be better.
8 Lar: yeah. okay. (.) [(yes)
9 Sef: [thank you.
10 Lar: so:, (.) I will present you the (.) the case of a forty
11 (.) one year old man

The chairman, Dr Seford, gives the floor to Brussels (lines 1-2); he
projects Dr Larose as the next relevant speaker and his presentation as
the next relevant action. Larose takes the floor with some delay (okay,
line 4), but instead of beginning the case, he negotiates the language to
be spoken (line 6). Even though Larose has been selected in English,
this does not seem to be sufficient to make it the language of
presentation. This not-taken-for-granted character is confirmed by
Seford, who answers with two different turn-constructional units
(TCUs) accounting for the use of English (line 7), and thanks Larose for
his willingness to do so (line 9).

Such occurrences show that language negotiation can arise late,
just before the presentation. Indeed, such requests can even arise in
other sequential positions, not at the beginning of sequences but in
their midst.

Late positionings of language choices

Choices are negotiated in other sequential positions than openings or
the transition from one presentation to the next. By requesting to speak
in English, speakers can repair the language being used in the middle
of the sequence, showing by this very late positioning the not-taken-
for-granted character of English as lingua franca.

In Extract 6, language choice is requested and repaired by the
German team.

Extract 6

Lau = Lautrey (Toulouse), Bra = Brague (Toulouse), Pet = Peters
(Freiburg)
1 Lau: on a peut-etre une (.) une question, a Toulouse docteur Brague,

we have maybe a a question in Toulouse Dr Brague
2 Bra: oui j'aurais aime savoir si euhm (.) quand on parle des facteurs

yes I'd have liked to know if ehm when one speaks about
3 de (.) pronostic, (.) des sarcomes, (.) on parle surtout en

prognostic factors for sarcomas one speaks above all in
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4 termes de pronostic ( )recidives loco-regionales,(.)de ( )
terms of prognostic loco-regional recurrences of

5 la qualite de la: (.) du geste chimrgical, (.) la localisation
the quality of the of surgical gesture the localization

6 de la tumeur et le grade histologique, (.) est-ce que les
of the tumour and the histological grade are the

7 facteurs pronostics pour le risque metastatique, sont les memes?
prognostic factors for metastatic risk the same

8 (4.0)
9 Pet: euhm (.) est-ce que peut-etre vous pouvez repeter la question en

ehm could you perhaps repeat the question in
10 anglais par ce qu'ici personne (compre-) a-a part de

English because here nobody (under-) ex- except me
11 moi comprend le frangais done (.) ils peuvent discuter

understands French so they can discuss
12 avec nous.(.) ga serait tre[s sympa-

with us that would be very nice
13 Lau: [°(could you) repeat your

question in ( )° English (.)
14 Bra: euhm (.) a- are the (.) prognostic factors, for euhm (.) loco-
15 regional (.) euhm recurrence, (.) are the same than (.) euh
16 the: (.) those for euh (.) metastatic (.) recurrence
17 (3.0)
18 Bra: (dree) (.) localization, (.) and eu:h (.) grading. (.) is
19 there a degrading?
20 (2.5)
21 Pet: (there's a hint) that euhm (.) high grade tumours (.)
22 euhm (.) that th- there is a higher euhm (.) incidence
24 of local recurrences.

Dr Brague asks his question after the state-of-the-art presentation in
French by Dr Peters from Freiburg; the whole discussion from then on
is in French. However, Peters, instead of answering the question, after
a delay (line 8) asks Brague to repeat it in English, raising the issue of
the participation of his colleagues. His request is further relayed and
legitimized by the chairman (line 13). This repair of the question
offers a translation that poses some problems, with a number of
hesitations; since in lines 18-19 Peters does not recognize transition
relevance. Brague continues by adding another TCU, after which
Peters answers. Even though Peters, previously acting as a 'French-
speaking German surgeon' in his presentation, is the person who
answers the question, his request makes his colleagues visible and
relevant; Peters shows his membership to two groups, the French-
speaking one (referred to by the first-person pronoun nous and
distinguished from the third-person ils, line 11) and the Freiburg team
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(referred to by the deictic id, 'here' line 10), categorized as 'non-
French speaking'.

The various sequential positions analysed here show the
changing definitions of the event, possibly categorized as a French-
dominated, as an English lingua franca or as a plurilingual event. This
defines various second language practices that distribute facilitated or
complexified linguistic tasks among participants and in turn reflex-
ively produce their changing competence.

English is explicitly announced, but in a way that shows that it is
not the taken-for-granted solution, but just one solution among others;
English is not presented and dealt with as the lingua franca for
everybody, but rather as 'nobody's language'.

On the other side, the instability of the status of English is also
made explicit by the fact that some members systematically 'forget' the
official language and are reminded to use it by others in the later course
of their action:

Extract 7

Fur = Furttaler (Basel), Dum = Dumont (Basel)
1 Fur: ( . . . ) as it doesn't
2 present any cutaneous form of the kaposi sarcoma.
3 (15.0) ((microphone noises; camera moves from Fur to

Fur and Dum))
4 Dum: °alors° (4.0)oke (.) alors euh: le la chose qui nous

well okay well then ehm the the thing we are
5 interesse dans ce cas, [c'est ce que ce que- oh sorry=

interested in in this case is that
6 Fur: [English huh uh ((smiles))
7 Dum: =yes I have to speak English. (.) euh: the interesting
8 thing in this case ( . . . )

Dr Dumont provides comments in French (lines 5-6) and shifts
with some acknowledgement into English, after his colleague, Dr Furttaler,
has initiated a change of language (line 7). Here the change is explicitly
accounted for in a formulation manifesting that it is normatively expected.

This 'forgetfulness' can even be displayed by a Freiburg speaker
whose next presentation has been explicitly announced in English.

Extract 8

Lei = Lelacq (Strasbourg), Rei = Reineck (Freiburg)
1 Lei: bon on va commencer si vous voulez bien par

we will begin if you agree with
2 euh le petit state of the art de Fribourg (.)

ehm the little state of the art of Freiburg
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3 qui est fait pa:r le docteur Reineck, (.) eu:h je pense
which is to be done b:y Dr Reineck eh:m I think

4 que c'est en anglais enfin je ne sais pas, (.) et on est
that it's in English well I don't know and we are

5 on on est pret a vous ecouter.
ready to listen to you.

6 (4.0) ((Rei takes the microphone))
7 Rei: good evening (.) ladies and (.) gentlemen (.) euhm (.) je
8 vais parler anglais s'il s'il est possible, (.) c'est c'est

/ will speak English if if it's possible it's it's
9 mieux, je crois pour vous, et aussi pour moi, (.) peut-etre

better I believe for you and also for me maybe
10 (0.5) et euhm (.) je veux (.) pardon ((laughs)) I want to

and ehm I will sorry
11 give, (.) you ahm. (.) short statement. (.) about (.) our (.)
12 state (.) of the art in the (.) surgical treatment, (.)
13 of the thyroid (.) cancer.

Selection of the next speaker is here done in French: the kind of
presentation, the site's location and the author are listed. This is
followed by a turn increment after a pause, where uncertainty about
the language in which the presentation will be held is shown (lines
3-4). Dr Reineck takes his turn in English, but immediately switches to
French to account for the use of English, referring in a modalized way
to the audience and to himself. Interestingly, the recognizable
beginning of the case is still done in French (et euhm .. je veux ..
pardon, line 10); then it is repaired by a restart in English, showing
again its not-taken-for-granted status.

These fragments allow us to see a plurilingual situation where
English is neither the only nor the first language; where English as a
lingua franca has to be continuously brought back to mind by the
participants, and its status as the 'official language' re-established.

Side sequences in the local team's language

Mobilizing various kinds of linguistic resources which are dealt with
as available in a plurilingual context is a way of designing differing
appropriate co-participation in the event. More particularly, practices
of repair initiated within a team and in the language of the team are a
recurrent technique to restrict participation to the co-members of that
team. When this is displayed in front of and for the camera, it becomes
a way of exhibiting the collaborative distributed work of the team,
showing the current activity as one done not individually but
collectively.
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In this context, we encounter a number of side sequences where
help activities - to search for a word or to clarify comprehension of a
word - display second language talk as an emergent phenomenon.
These activities are organized within a specific participation frame-
work (Goodwin and Goodwin 1986) where members of the same team
co-participate in the search and in the elucidation. Video recordings
show how these side activities are publicly displayed to the camera
and for the other connected participants. In.this way, a particular
participation space is created: the very fact that the event is transmitted
through video-conference allows the participants to configure the
specific media space (Heath and Hindmarsh 2000) to organize the help
activities, exploiting them to exhibit co-membership.

First, activities to search for a word are documented, as in the
following excerpt.

Extract 9

Luk = Lukas (Freiburg), Obe = Oberwieser (Freiburg)
1 Luk: we started with euh rectal patients right now (.) but in
2 our series we didn't (.) evaluate it. it's just- (.) the: ehm

/ looks at Obe /
/ Obe looks at Luk /

3 (0.7) /ehm ((bends his head)) (.)°wie/sagt man iiberzeugung0/
how do you say 'conviction'

4 Obe: .hh ((sighs))
5 Luk: we think, (.) I can't I do- I don't know the English
6 word. (.) we think that (.) living without a (.) a: sto:ma,
7 permanent stoma, (.) should be superior. (.) than living (.)
8 with euhm(.) with a stoma.

Dr Lukas is presenting his case; in line 2, he begins a word search,
designed at first to be an individual search, then becoming a collective
search, when Lukas, inclining his head (line 3), abandons the space of
the official channel of the video-conference to orient himself towards his
colleague, Dr Oberwieser, asking him for the English word correspond-
ing to iiberzeugung in German - within a syntactical construction
organized in reference to the German expression. His colleague does not
provide a solution (line 4), and this lack of a solution is thematized by
Lukas (line 5-6). The current activities of both participants are
momentarily suspended and reorganized in a different activity, publicly
displayed through the video-conference channel, although inscribed
within the local space. The normal course of action is resumed soon
after, first when Lukas continues his topical contribution, and then
when Oberwieser looks straight into the camera again.

Problems are addressed and solved within the team in a
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collaborative manner using the resources of the team's language,
displayed as the local way of speaking in side sequences.

Extract 10

Luk = Lukas (Freiburg), Mai = Maire (Strasbourg), Pte = Pteridis
(Strasbourg)
1 Luk: yes, did you did you have a PET? (.) did you have a
2^ pet in this patient? (.) in this patient? (.)

/Pte looks at Mai
3 po/sitrone electro (.) tomography

/looks at Pte /
4 Mai: /°ah un pet scan, un: scan spirale (.)/non°

ah a PET scan a: spiral scan no
5 Pte: °non° ((Pte looks at Mai, Mai looks at Pte))
6 ((Mai and Pte look at the camera))
7 Pte: no we have no pet scan for this paftient
8 Luk: [no

Dr Lukas' question about a PET scan is repeated in a different form
three times. No answer is given after the first transition point (line 1).
The question is rephrased in line 2. Again no answer is given, and
Lukas repeats the end of his question, again coming to a further
possible transition point. Then he changes the format of his question
by expanding the initial acronym, PET.

At this point, Dr Pteridis, to whom the question is addressed,
quits his frontal visual orientation toward the other sites and turns
to his team colleague, Dr Maire (line 4). Maire also turns to him at
the end of Lukas's turn, providing a reformulation (accompanied by
an iconic gesture) and an answer. Pteridis repeats Maire's non (line
5) before giving an extended answer to Lukas (line 7). In this way,
help activity is limited to the participation space of a single team
and is not interfered with by others. The outcome of the repair is
simply reintroduced into the official channel in the second
language.

Turn-taking problems are recurrent in this kind of second
language talk-in-interaction, as shown by the next excerpt.

Extract 11

Sir = Sirenz (Strasbourg), Fur = Furttaler (Basel), Dum = Dumont
(Basel)
1 Sir: and to see whe euh::: what can be the evolution with
2 euh: local treatment.
3 (0.5)
4 Fur: mhm
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5 Sir: it may be [a: possibility
6 Fur: [about (.) local-
7 (1.5)
8 —* Fur: konnt ( ) = ((turns to Dum))

could ( ) =
9 Dum: =°jaja, sag's0 ((nods and turns to Fur))

-yesyes, tell him0

10 Fur: about local treatment, we don't euh: didn't think
11 about it. he was treated fa- four months with a (.)
12 virosept- euh (intra)viro- (.) euh therapy ((continues))

In the lines leading up to this extract, Sirenz had produced a highly
dysfluent question and Furttaler clearly had difficulties in deciding on
the timing of his answer. He and Sirenz overlap several times, and the
division of labour between questioner and answerer is threatened. At
this point, Furttaler turns to Dumont. The insertion of an adjacency
pair (lines 8-9) enables Furttaler to answer without any problem.
Thus, turn-taking troubles are collectively dealt with here by the Basel
team, within specifically intra-site designed side sequences in Swiss-
German.

Dealing with troubles is therefore not achieved as a matter for an
individual speaker, but as involving the local team as a whole and as
concerning the global performance order. Switching from the official
second language to the local team's language achieves the recognizable
character of the side sequence, reorganizing intra- and inter-site
participation.

Dealing with technical problems by making other
linguistic resources relevant

Technical problems are quite frequent in these video-conferences: the
way in which they are dealt with as collectively shared problems
involves both specific relevances in the language choices and the
reshaping of participation spaces. The way in which the German team
participate in these activities is interesting when considering the
sequential position of their contribution, the language chosen and the
turn format used.

Addressing technical problems can typically be initiated by the
chairman at whatever moment, for instance in the middle of a
presentation:
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Extract 12

Lar = Larose (Brussels), Sef = Seford (Strasbourg), Dum = Dumont
(Basel), Pet = Peters (Freiburg)
1 Lar: so (.) I will present you the (.) the case of a forty (.) one
2 year old man (.) who came euh (.) to consultance for
3 an eventual indication of liver transplantation. (0.7) and as
4 you can see on the first slide (.) there are no
5 [ ( . ) ( )
6 Sef: [monsieur (.) monsieur Larose

mister mister Larose
7 Lar: [oui?

yes
8 Sef: [excusez-moi. (.) eu:h est-ce que vous une i-avez une autre,

sorry eh:m do you have another an i-
9 vous avez 1'image de QUI? sur votre ecran s'il vous plait.

whose image do you have? on your screen please
10 Lar: moi j'ai:: (.) j'ai encore 1'ancienne dia, (.) de Bale.

/ / have I still have the old slide of Basel
11 Sef: d'accord. (.) eh .h Bale? (.) vous avez quelle image

okay (.) eh .h Basel?(.) which image do you have on
12 sur votre ecran?

your screen?
13 (1.1)
14 Dum: on a une diapositive: eu::h bleue, qui est pas a nous la.

we have a slide eh:m blue which is not ours there
15 .hh ((laughs))
16 Sef: .hhh a qui: abbi histologies elle est a vous celle-la ((laughs))

whose: ABBI histologies is it yours that one
17 Dum: ((laughs))
18 —> Sef: and in Freiburg what are you (.) seeing
19 (2.0) ((Pet takes the microphone))
20 —>• Pet: la dern- (.) la derniere de Bale aussi

the la- the last of Basel too
21 Sef: la derniere de Bale aussi (.) done on est (.) le systeme est

the last of Basel too then we are the system is
22 est plante, (.) done il va falloir euh (.) tout relancer.

is stuck then we have to ehm reboot it all

Dr Larose's English presentation is interrupted in French by the
chairman, Dr Seford, who signals a technical problem, since the slide
announced by Larose does not appear on his screen (line 5 ff.). The
extent of the problem is checked in every site successively, beginning
with Larose and continuing with Basel - they answer with a joke - and
then with Freiburg. When Seford selects this last site, he switches to
English (line 16), but Peters answers in French (line 18). In this way,
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Freiburg participates in French in an activity - solving a technical
trouble — which is sequentially designed to involve all the sites and to
be recognizably distinct from the presentation activity. Using French,
Freiburg joins the group. Interestingly, language selection is not just
determined by the (presumed) competence of the Germans, but is
articulated to the kind of activity going on and the kind of participation
adequate for it.

The main speaker can also initiate the check of the technical
availability of the image.

Extract 13

Moi = Moine (Brussels), Lau = Lautrey (Toulouse), Dum = Dumont
(Basel), Obe = Oberwieser (Freiburg)
1 Moi: cylindre de paroirectale INterne. (.) on voit bien

cylinder of the rectal INternal wall can you see alright
2 les schemas d'anatomie la chez vous?

the anatomical schemes there at your site
3 (2.0)
4 Lau: ties bien

very well
5 Dum: ties bien a Bale.

very well in Basel
6 —» Obe: oui c'est bien a Fribourg

yes it's well in Freiburg
7 Moi: diapositive ( ) (.) done voila 1'incision va debuter euh

slide then here the incision begins ehm

Dr Moine's check is answered successively by Toulouse, Basel and
lastly Dr Oberwieser in Freiburg, using an analogous turn format in
French. In this way, Freiburg takes part in the series initiated by
Toulouse, aligning itself with them in the formulation of the technical
problem and using and expanding a format previously initiated by
Toulouse and Basel. Oberwieser also aligns with Dumont's use of the
French toponym (Bale, line 5, cf. Fribourg, line 6) instead of the
German local one.

However, Freiburg is not always the last in the series; they can
also initiate the sequence.

Extract 14

Lau - Lautrey (Toulouse), Obe = Oberwieser (Freiburg), Hoi =
Holzer (Basel)
1 Lau: devant la parfaite (.) tolerance: clinique du patient,

in front of the perfect clinical tolerance of the patient
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2 on 1'avait surveille. (.) et un peu perdu de vue (.)
we watched him and (we) lost sight of him a little bit

3 [les ( )
the

4 —> Obe: [pardon (1.1) pardon Toulouse?
sorry sorry Toulouse

5 Lau: oui?
yes

6 Obe: nous n'avons pas 1'image de Toulouse,
we don't have the image of Toulouse

7 (5.0)

8 Obe: nous voyons Martial Dumont, il est- il est joli, mais (.)
we see Martial Dumont he is- he is pretty but

9 £nous [n'avons pas (.)£ 1'image de Toulouse,
we don't have the image of Toulouse

10 Hoi: [((laughs))

In this case, Freiburg initiates the repair sequence in the middle of Dr
Lautrey's explanation; Dr Oberwieser does this not only in French, but
he accompanies it with a joke about what he sees on his screen.
Making a joke is here a way of inviting co-participation across the sites,
since it invites others - as in this case Holzer in Basel - to join in the
laughter. Participants frequently make jokes about the frozen screen
images; in this way the Freiburg team can be said to exhibit a 'co-
member category bound activity', which presupposes an extended
French linguistic competence.

In all these cases, Freiburg doctors are not participating in the
resolution of technical problems as 'second language speakers', but as
using common ways of doing it in French within the group. In this
way, not only are co-membership and co-participation accomplished,
but also an incipient common identity of the group across the sites.

Thus, repairing technical troubles is an activity in which
members orient to and make relevant other linguistic resources and
capabilities than in the presentations. Distribution of the plurilingual
resources functions as a way of delimiting different co-participation
formats and different activities and sequences; resources are mobilized
by the speakers in a way that shows the relevance of other dimensions
than simply their presumed linguistic competence.

Concluding remarks

In this chapter, I have observed a range of interactional practices where
participants use plurilingual resources to accomplish the ordered,
intelligible, meaningful character of their professional activity. More
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particularly, the focus was on the way in which participants orient to
the kinds of first or second language talk, or in-group or cross-group
language they use, defined as a lingua franca, a plurilingual or a
circumscribed monolingual sequence. This definition is related less to
participants' interests in second language per se than to their methods
of achieving co-participation and co-membership in various ways. It
has been shown that definition of relevant participation forms varies
across sequences and activities, mobilizing differently the available
resources. For instance, display of local activities is achieved by the
exhibition of the intra-group specific linguistic resources; whereas the
display of common tasks, related to an inter-site participation space, is
achieved by the exploitation of common resources, either a lingua
franca, or the majority's, or the chair's language. In this way,
participants display different orientations to the adequacy of the
plurilinguistic resources to be used in international events as they are
locally categorized.

Second languages, as well as other languages, are dealt with through
an endogenous perspective as a set of resources available to the
participants in order to organize their activities in an accountable way.
Choice of language is not directly related to the participants' presumed
competence, as it could be defined by an exterior observer, but it is
related to their practical purposes, such as restricting or enlarging
participation, displaying co-membership, designing recipiency, or orga-
nizing the complexity of distant and technologically mediated spaces.
Among those practical purposes, the local evaluation of the interlocutor's
competence can be achieved by their partners, and speakers can show
'doing being a non-native' (cf. Schegloff 2000a: 113-14) as well as 'doing
being a native'. For instance, German participants in the meeting have
been observed successively doing being 'non-French speakers', being
'French speakers', being 'German speakers' and being 'plurilingual'. This
shows how competence can be conceived as a situated phenomenon
locally addressed by participants.
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Brokering and Membership in a
Multilingual Community of
Practice
Terkel Skarup

When several languages are used in interaction, some participants may
find themselves left out due to their inability to speak the language
used. This is not necessarily a deliberate exclusion of any participant -
although it certainly can be - but may be merely a by-product of other
participants' choice to speak a language that they may be able to use
better. The practice, then, that this chapter describes is one that aims at
re-engaging the temporarily excluded participants in talk. This is done
through code-switching or an initial choice of language that benefits an
otherwise excluded participant rather than the person directly
addressed, that is, the recipient design takes into account not just
the person being directly addressed, but also others present. This
inclusive move enables an uncomprehending bystander to become an
active participant in the interaction. Whether that person subsequently
chooses to act on the move to engage in talk is another issue. The
example below is taken from a breakfast meeting in a small American-
owned electronics company in Copenhagen. Kaare and Jonas are both
native speakers of Danish, but Kaare nevertheless chooses to address
Jonas in English. This seems to be done for the benefit of Alan, who is
sitting next to Kaare and who does not speak Danish.

Extract 1 New job

K = Kaare, J = Jonas
1 (1.8)
2—> K: what about you Jonas (.) are you gonna apply
3 for a new job today ((smiles))
4 (0.7)
5 J: .hhhhh [(°no::°) ]
6 K: [you're wear]ing your (.) Powersoft shirt
7 (1.0) ((Jonas looks down his shirt))
8 J: m (.) well actually it's quite old
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9 (.)

10 K: [yea]
11 J: [it's] the only clean one I have left .hh ((through
12 nose)) he he the only clean one I have .hhh .hhh

By choosing English, Kaare manages to implicate Alan in a response.
Although Jonas has been selected as the next speaker (line 2), the mere
choice of language makes it possible for Alan not just to follow the
conversation but to actively participate in it. In this case he does not,
but as we shall see later in this chapter, in other cases he does.

Extract 1 shows this kind of move which enables participation of
persons who would otherwise be excluded, and it occurs in a place
where it opens a new topic and also selects the next speaker. This re-
engaging move can be found in positions other than opening ones as
well, that is, when talk is already under way. I will call this
phenomenon of (re-)inclusion of a participant in interaction by code-
switching 'bilingual brokering', in that the move 'brokers' the
uncomprehending participant back into the conversation.

Secondary plurilingualism and community formation

With the increasing economic integration of Europe, more and more
workplaces are becoming bi- or plurilingual. This occurs internally at the
workplace, as well as in dealing with customers abroad or with other
contacts outside the local workplace who may speak other languages. The
languages used often include ones that are not native to the surrounding
society, such as English used in workplaces in Denmark. That bi- or
multilingualism becomes internal to workplaces means that several
languages may be used within each workgroup with the challenges and
opportunities this provides for everyday interaction in the workplace.

Most research on code-switching and bilingualism has been done
on what O'Driscoll calls 'primary plurilingualism', which is a
'traditional' setting of multilingualism 'by virtue of ... participants'
long-standing residence in a geographically circumscribed space'
(2001: 247) (see e.g. Blom and Gumperz 1972; Gumperz 1982a,
1982b; Hinnenkamp 1987; Auer 1998; Wei 2000). These are relatively
stable communities where a change of membership evolves gradually,
such as bilingual Turkish-German or Italian-German communities in
Germany, or even communities with a longer history such as the
German-Romanian-Hungarian speaking communities in Transylvania.
In contrast to this sort of plurilingualism, 'secondary plurilingualism'
refers to more fleeting situations, such as business meetings or
interactions with tourists. These are 'secondary settings' and people
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who participate in such settings 'do so only as long as they continue to
play a particular role' (O'Driscoll 2001). Instrumental considerations,
such as achieving a basic mutual understanding, become salient.

Multilingual workplaces take a position somewhere between
these two extremes: at the one end of the spectrum there is a solid,
stable community or society such as 'Denmark', and at the other end
there are fleeting encounters among strangers speaking different
languages which lead to no stable community formation. In a
workplace, participants in interaction may meet frequently enough to
establish what we may call a 'community of practice' (Lave and
Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998), that is, communities of people who share
certain practices, but who do not meet frequently and comprehen-
sively enough to form full-fledged societies in themselves. Workgroups
within organizations exist in order to do a job together, not to support
whole life worlds of the members of the groups, such as a society may
do. One becomes a member of a community of practice by participating
in the practices of the group, in the beginning only as apprentices
through 'legitimate peripheral participation' (Lave and Wenger 1991),
but later (possibly) as full and central members of the community. This
may not be essentially different from how children become active
members of a society in a more general sense, but the term 'legitimate
peripheral participation' is the one used by Lave and Wenger to
describe the process of learning in a community of practice.

Multinational organizations and globalization - and also multi-
national workgroups - have been the focus of considerable research
effort within interculturally oriented business studies. One of the
questions within this tradition is what the consequences are for
'corporate cultures' of international mergers and acquisitions that have
been intensifying over the last few decades (Hjort, S0derberg and
L0ngreen 1993). Studies in this tradition are usually based on
interviews, surveys and ethnographic observation rather than video
or audio recordings of actual interactions. As a consequence, they
rarely provide insights into how 'multilingualism' is played out in
detail, although this is one of the obvious consequences of interna-
tional mergers and acquisitions.

In this chapter, the Danish situation will serve as an example. The
same trend is visible in other European countries, especially in the
smaller ones. In 1997, 10 per cent of the Danish workforce in the
private sector had to use a language other than Danish to carry out their
work. This proportion is increasing (Gertsen, S0derberg and Torp
1998). The default 'other language' in Denmark is usually English
(Preisler 1999). The 'consequences of globalization' is also a sub-theme
in many contrastive studies of, for example, meeting structures in
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British and Italian business meetings (Bargiela-Chiappini and Harris
1997), in comparisons of speech acts between British and Chinese in
businesses in Hong Kong (Bilbow 1997, 1998), or in comparisons
between, for example, politeness structures in 'Western' and 'Eastern'
discourse systems (Scollon and Scollon 1995).

Linguists may want to think of a community of practice as a
'speech community' in a more traditional linguistic sense but there are
some important differences: for a community of practice, it matters a
great deal for the dynamics of the group if one or more members leave
or new people join the group. This is due to the size of the group. For a
'speech community' - in whatever definition of it one may prefer
(Dorian 1982) - it matters little if one or two members leave or join it.
The characteristics may not change substantially. For the multilingual
communities of practice, on the other hand, it matters a great deal if
one or two members leave: they may stop being multilingual, and thus
the language practices of the group may change radically. The notion
of 'communities of practice' is increasingly being used in language-
related studies (Holmes and Meyerhoff 1999).

Data, methods and ethnographic background for the
analyses

This study is part of a greater ethnography of two multilingual
communities of practice in Copenhagen. The data consist of ten hours
of video-recorded meetings and other work situations in which several
languages are used. In addition, I have conducted semi-structured
interviews with all the participants in these meetings as well as with
their managers. Thirdly, as their English and Danish teacher, I have
been able to observe interactions between the participants as well as
discuss language- and work-related issues with them twice a week for
two years. Finally, I have collected written material on language
policies within these two companies as well as other similar
companies.

For this chapter, I have analysed sequences where participants
engage others in talk. Before I go into the details of the analysis, some
ethnographic background information is necessary. The group of
people whose language practices I am investigating consists of 12-15
engineers within an electronics company. It is a small company, which
two years prior to my data collection had been acquired by an
American corporation. The engineers are all male, and all but one are
native speakers of Danish. There is one British engineer, Alan, a native
speaker of English, who has been with the company for a year. All the
Danes speak English at varying levels, and Alan is learning Danish but
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had only just started at the time when the data were collected. The
level of English of the Danes is far above the level of Alan's Danish. All
engineering students in Denmark must be able to at least read English
to obtain their degree, and most Danes with any higher education have
at least some working knowledge of spoken English.

Every Friday morning, the group meets to catch up on the events
of the week and to plan for the following week. The structure of the
meeting is always the same: within the first 20 minutes everybody
arrives and there is a lot of informal chitchat while they pass around
the coffee, cakes and rolls, and sometimes a bitter to celebrate the
upcoming weekend. When everybody has arrived and breakfast has
been consumed, the formal part of the meeting starts. Usually
the manager of the group has an agenda and takes minutes from the
meeting. If he is not present, he has always asked somebody else in the
group to chair the meeting. When this formal part is over, the meeting
quickly breaks up and everybody goes to his workstation.

Up until one month before I started collecting data, the manager
of the group was American, and thus much of the talk throughout the
meeting had been in English; invariably the formal part of the meeting
would be conducted in English. When I started collecting video data,
the new manager was Danish, but the formal part was still conducted
in English to enable Alan to participate. The change from the informal
to the formal part of the meeting is usually marked by a change of
language from Danish to English. In the following extract, the manager,
Peter, summons everyone in Danish and English (line 1) and then
continues in English (lines 4-6).

Extract 2 Listen up

P = Peter
1 P: tPf0 li- erhm listen up e:rm

literally: 'try jus-'
2 (0.7)
3 (0.5) ((teaspoon noise))
4—» P: both kirsten: an I:: (.) are going to have a::
5 (0.2) erh: (0.3) erh::: (0.2) interview with
6 a (0.3) erh (0.2) potential (0.6) a trainee-
7 t!n.gineering trainee (0.3) erhm (0.6) ten aclock (.)
8 so I think we have to start (.) °the meeting0 (0.3) .hhh

This change of language also happens when the manager is not present
and has appointed a deputy. In Extract 3, one of the engineers,
Madsen, asks the appointed substitute, Poul (or Tops'), to initiate the
meeting (line 2), which he then does, after waiting for another of the
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engineers, Kaare (S0rensen), to sit down again. Part of the action
of opening the formal part of the meeting is the change of language
(line 25).

Extract 3 Serious part

M = Madsen, P = Poul, K = Kaare
1 (3.0)
2 M: na pops (.) ka du ikk forelaegge ugens begivenheder?

so pops couldn't you present the events of the week
3 (1.6)
4 P: jo

yes
5 (0.4)

((a few turns omitted))
12 P: =fnej (.) |°nej (.) vi ska0 li:::=

no no we just need to
13 M: =ha S0rensen med

have Sorensen join us
14 P: ja

((a few turns omitted))
22 (4.0) ((Kaare is getting seated))
23 K: Thm|m
24 (2.3)
25-^ P: five minits of (0.9) °th serious part0

The formal part of the meeting, then, is marked off by a change of
language from Danish to English. This does not mean that English is
not spoken in the initial, informal part of the meeting, rather that both
Danish and English are spoken. At times Alan displays some
understanding by nodding or minimally responding to Danish. The
option of engaging in talk in English is always open to him, as we shall
see later (Extract 7). In the data to hand, however, he does not engage
in speaking Danish beyond single words.

It is generally expected that Alan will learn Danish, since he is
married to a Dane and expresses his intention to stay in Denmark. This
was not expected of the former American manager whom everyone
knew would return to the USA after a few years. For the members of
the group, there is at the time of the recordings a constant issue of
involvement. The question that they orient to is how to involve Alan in
the business and social life of the group in the period before he
becomes a sufficiently proficient speaker of Danish to participate on a
par with everyone else in the group. The dichotomy is that on the
one hand, in the longer term, he needs to learn Danish, and on the
other hand, in the shorter term, he needs to participate in the life and
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work of the group. What is interesting is how he is engaged in talk -
and thus treated as a full member of the community of practice - until
such time when his colleagues no longer need to accommodate him. In
Lave and Wenger's terms (1991) the question is how to allow Alan
'legitimate peripheral participation' in the community as a learner of
Danish, while at the same time expect his full participation at the
centre of the community as an IT professional. The practice of
'brokering' and the switch into English for the formal part of the
meeting seem to allow him both peripheral and central participation.

Engaging in talk

By 'engaging in talk', I mean initiating conversation or providing a slot
for others to join an ongoing conversation. It is opening moves which
provide a slot for the first speaker to get to talk him- or herself, or a
move to get others to talk. 'Engaging in talk', as I use it here, also refers
to moves to enable potential, currently non-contributing, participants
in the talk to join in actively, that is, to treat bystanders as ratified
participants by enabling them to participate, for example by choosing
to speak a language in which they are proficient.

In my data, I have found that the participants engage in different
ways in talk when they are at a meeting. In the remaining part of this
section I will describe three ways of engaging a co-participant.

Engaging a co-participant by a summons-answer sequence

In a meeting, a summons may depend on whether one party has the
attention of the other with whom he wishes to engage. Here is one
instance where it is necessary: in this meeting, two people are sitting
between Poul (P) and Alan (A). Poul is sitting at the end of the table
and Alan in the middle on one side. In front of Alan, there are some
cakes.

Extract 4 The cakes

P = Poul, A = Alan
1 P: Alan
2 A: ((looks up from his plate and leans in the
3 direction of Poul while looking at him))
4 P: <raekker du kagerne her ned>

will you pass me the cakes
((said very distinctly while pointing at the cakes))

5 A: ((hands the cakes to Poul))
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We may also note that Poul designs his turn for the recipient Alan, the
non-Danish speaker, by speaking very slowly and distinctly. Further-
more, the gesturing makes it obvious to Alan what it is that Poul wants.
By delivering a non-verbal second-pair part, Alan displays an under-
standing of the turn.

Engaging o co-participant by naming the next speaker

In the following examples, the speaker, Kaare, selects the next speaker,
Madsen, by asking a question and then addressing him by name.

Extract 5 Going out sailing

K = Kaare, M = Madsen
1 (1.5)
2—> K: ska du pa s0en i weekenden madsen

are you going out sailing this weekend Madsen
3 (0.7)
4 M: 0h vi tar nok i sommerhuset i weekenden

we're probably going up to the cabin this weekend
5 (1-1)

Although the question has a yes-no format, the asking of it also gives
Madsen an opportunity to elaborate on his answer, for example, why
he is or is not going sailing, where he might go, etc. That Kaare expects
a longer answer is evidenced by the pause in line 5, functioning as a
silent probe, in which Kaare could have selected himself as next
speaker. Instead Madsen self-selects and elaborates on his answer (not
shown here).

Engaging the co-participant by proximity and physical orientation
towards the next speaker

When interactants are physically closer together, they may be more
immediately available for engagement in talk, that is, they may skip the
summons—response sequence as well as the naming of the person they
are addressing. They are in a 'continuing state of incipient talk'
(Schegloff and Sacks 1973). In Extract 6, three attempts to engage in
talk are initiated between three different pairs of interactants. In each
case the initiator (Ernst in line 2, John in line 6, Alan in line 17)
addresses the person sitting immediately next to him. In each case the
initiator is physically oriented to the selected next speaker in that their
bodies are slightly turned towards them, as are their heads somewhat.
The addressees display no doubt that they have been selected as next
speakers.
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Extract 6 None of your business

E = Ernst, P = Poul, J = John, K = Kaare, A = Alan, M = Madsen
1 (4.8)
2^ E: ((leans slightly towards Poul who is sitting to the left of Ernst))
3 hva ska I ned te (.) tyskland efter denne gang?

what are you going to do in Germany this time
4 P: rager ikk dig=

none of your damn business
5 ((Karsten sitting on Ernst's right laughs))
6^ J: =hmhm sa du match race i gar?

did you watch the match race yesterday
7 (1.0)
8 K: jnej?

no
((eight lines omitted))

17—> A: I managed to get my machine again- again last night,
18 (.)
19 M: ja

yes
20 A: it worked perfectly for almost (.) half an hour

In line 2 Ernst tries to engage Poul, who is sitting to his left, in talk, but
receives a markedly 'dispreferred' answer (line 4). At the other end of
the table, John turns to Kaare who is sitting next to him and asks him a
yes—no question. There is a pause (line 7) before Kaare responds, but
Kaare is physically oriented towards John and thus does not seem to
display any doubt that he has been selected as next speaker. In line 17,
Alan engages Madsen in talk. He does so not by a question but by
immediately embarking on a narrative about his computer. He too is
slightly turned towards his addressee before he speaks and pauses
slightly after he has initiated his topic (line 18) thus providing a slot for
Madsen to display his alignment. Madsen gives a go-ahead by minimal
response (line 19) and Alan then continues.

Brokering as an opening move

In the next section, I will describe a fourth way of engaging a co-
participant. So far I have looked at speakers engaging in talk with one
specific other. Some of these engagements developed into jokes that
were taken up by others at the table (e.g. Extract 6). In Extract 6,
Karsten laughs at Foul's dispreferred response to Ernst's question. The
point here is that the recipient design of turns is not just for the
selected next speakers, but for others at the table as well. From a joke
telling point of view, these others are an audience; from a brokering
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point of view, however, the others are treated as potential future
participants. It is this second kind of design, one involving a choice of
language, which we shall turn to now. Let me compare two examples
of engagement in talk from two different meetings that share some
structural properties, but the choice of language with respect to the
selected next speaker makes them dissimilar. Both extracts have the
same kind of opening, What about you, (name), and they are both in
English. The first one (Extract 7), however, is addressed to Alan, a non-
Danish speaker, whereas the second one (Extract 1, above) is addressed
to Jonas, a speaker of Danish.

Extract 7 Match race

K = Kaare, A = Alan
1—> K: what about you Alan (.) you haven't been out
2 watching: match race
3 (0.4) ((Alan shakes his head: no))
4 K: on 0resund
5 (1.8)
6 A: oh
7 (0.8)
8 K: its the:: (.) complete eh (.) world top of match race sailors
9 A: yeah
10 K: >that are present at the moment<
11 (0.8)
12 K: [( )]
13 A: [I've noticed a lot of boats] out there when
14 I've been going home on the tram

The turns initiating the engagement in talk in Extract 7 (lines 1-2) and
line 2 in Extract 1, begin with What about you, (name) which could be
referring to some immediately prior talk in which Kaare then seeks to
involve Alan and Jonas on two different occasions. In this case,
though, it is not. Immediately prior to Kaare's first turn in Extract 7,
Kaare and Alan find themselves 'between' two conversations in that
they are sitting across from each other at the middle of the table and
there are conversations going on at both ends of the table. Kaare has
participated briefly in the conversation at one end but slowly
disattends the conversation by turning his gaze away, first down to
his coffee cup and then up to Alan, sitting across from him, who is
similarly disengaged from the conversation. Alan has not been engaged
in the conversations at either end of the table, which is probably
because they were all in Danish. He is thus available for conversation
in the sense that he is not talking to anybody else when Kaare
addresses him. Kaare's first turn, though, despite its construction
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(What about you, Alan?} does not address itself to the conversation
that he has just disengaged himself from. Rather it takes up a topic that
had been discussed much earlier in the meeting by Kaare and John
(Extract 6), but at that time Alan was himself engaging in talk with
somebody else (Madsen), and had thus not been following Kaare's and
John's discussion of match race. Instead of referring to immediately
prior talk, then, Kaare's turn seems to function as a kind of
summoning, only he does not wait for a response but rather, after a
very brief pause, moves right on to the first topic, the match race. One
might say that Kaare reopens the topic of the match race, since it had
been discussed earlier. However, as Alan had not participated in the
previous discussion, for him it is a new topic. Similarly in Extract 1,
Kaare moves on after a micropause to introduce the first topic.

What is interesting in these two extracts is the choice of language.
When addressing Alan, Kaare chooses English, which is the obvious
recipient design choice to make given the level of Alan's Danish. With
respect to Extract 1, the obvious recipient design choice for Kaare
would have been Danish, as Jonas is a speaker of Danish. We can also
observe that Alan is sitting next to Jonas and by choosing to speak
English, Alan - as well as everybody else at the table who overhears
the conversation - becomes implicated in the response. The main
difference between the participation frameworks of Extracts 7 and 1 is
that whereas in Extract 7, Kaare and Alan find themselves 'alone'
between two conversations at either end of the table with no attentive
audience, Jonas and Kaare in Extract 1 are overheard by all present.

As a next step, we may look at the types of conversational
activities that Kaare is trying to engage Alan and Jonas in respectively.
In Extract 7, Kaare leaves several slots open for Alan to pick up on the
topic he has introduced (lines 3+5+7+11). Alan, however, merely
shakes his head as a go-ahead (line 3) and then leaves the rest of the
slots open, thus making it seem that he knows nothing about the topic
that has been brought up, which obviously makes it difficult for him to
pick up on it in a longer turn. Instead, Kaare chooses to repeatedly self-
select as the next speaker, at each turn giving one more piece of
information for Alan to pick up on (lines 4+8+10+ possibly, but
unbearably, line 12). Finally, in lines 13-14 Alan displays the extent of
his knowledge on the topic of match race: I've noticed a lot of boats ...
From there Kaare moves on to tell Alan more on the topic. Thus,
instead of Kaare's engagement in talk with Alan becoming an
opportunity for Alan to share his views about sailing, which is a
frequently discussed topic in this community of practice, it becomes
an opportunity for Alan to initiate on the topic and an opportunity for
Kaare to tell him something that is very important to other members of
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the group. As Alan can engage in legitimate peripheral participation
with respect to learning Danish, he, as well as any other relative
newcomer, can do so on any other topic which is new to him. Learning
about such topics is what makes a newcomer part of the community of
practice not just professionally, but with respect to non-work related
issues as well.

What is the activity in Extract 1? Kaare engages Jonas in talk by
asking if he is going to apply for a new job and then he smiles (lines
2-3). There is a short pause and an inbreath and then what sounds like
a weak no in overlap with Kaare's next turn. The weakness and the
delay of the answer may indicate that Jonas is unsure of the upshot of
the question. It is an odd kind of question to ask a colleague, so in line
6 Kaare accounts for what triggered his question, namely the way Jonas
is dressed that day. He is wearing a sweatshirt from a software
company he used to work for. Jonas then goes on to say that this would
not be a suitable outfit to wear if he was looking for a new job (line 8).
The pause and the turn construction including 'well actually' is typical
of a dispreferred reply (Pomerantz 1984a). Kaare's question, if it was
intended to be funny, has fallen flat, and Jonas tries to make it funny by
making fun of himself: the only clean one I have l e f t . . . the only clean
one I have with a little laughter interspersed (lines 11-12).

In Extract 1 there are fewer participants in the meeting and Alan
is sitting right next to Kaare. The limited number of participants in the
meeting may explain, at least in part, why Kaare chooses to construct
his turn in English in spite of the fact that he addresses another first
language speaker of Danish: Kaare not only designs his turn to Jonas,
he designs it to make Alan an able, ratified participant and an
overhearer of a joke. Alan does not participate in the exchange — and
does not share in the laughter either - but Kaare designs his turn in a
manner that would make it possible for Alan to join in and, at least,
follow the conversation. This kind of move is what I call 'brokering'.
By his choice of language, Kaare acts as a broker between the single
non-Danish speaker and all the second language English speakers. This
is a kind of move that Kaare engages in quite frequently. It is very often
he who manages to engage Alan in talk either by addressing him
directly or by switching the language to English. In my data, neither
Madsen nor anybody else apart from Kaare brokers Alan into the
conversation in a similar way.

Another way of engaging Alan in talk may be to speak to him in
Danish in a manner that he may understand, that is, slowly and
distinctly as in Extract 4. However, Alan never spoke more than one
Danish word at a time during the period of the data collection. In
Extract 4 he displays an understanding of Foul's question by acting on
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it. He does not verbally respond in Danish. He does, however, shortly
after this exchange repeat what Poul has said, but in English, and gets
some laughter from it as well as an acknowledgement that he has
understood the Danish correctly (line 6).

Extract 8 Have a cake

A = Alan, M = Madsen, P = Poul
1—* A: have a cake (.) now what was it he said?
2 ((all laugh))
3 P: jDobelobe ((this is a reference to an earlier
4 conversation, mocking a foreign accent in Danish))
5 ((more laughter))^
6 M: fja (.) that was what he said

Brokering in the flow of conversation

We have now looked at engagement in talk as opening moves, that is,
moves to engage somebody in talk that are at the same time initiating a
new topic. One of these opening moves was designed, by the choice of
language, not just for the selected next speaker but also for overhearers
of the conversation who by that move became not just ratified
participants in the talk but also able ratified participants (Extract 1).
Again, this kind of move is what I call 'brokering'.

In Extract 1, Alan does not pick up on Kaare's choice of language.
In the next Extract (9), Alan does pick up on the switch of language,
although in a different direction than is projected by Kaare's turn.
Instead of making a joke about somebody else, as Kaare projects (line
9), Alan makes Kaare the butt of the joke (line 44). Extract 9 is an
example of brokering which is an indirect engagement in talk of an
overhearer but not an initiation of a new topic in a conversation. The
brokering in this case happens, so to speak, 'in the middle' of a
sequence of talk rather than as an opening. It is a long extract, which I
have chosen to provide almost in full because of its complexity. I am
not, however, going to analyse it all in detail. With respect to language
choice and engagement in talk, lines 9 and 20 are the most interesting
ones. Notice how Alan engages in the conversation (line 44) after Kaare
has switched into English (line 20). The meeting has just started and
they still do not know how many participants there will be that day.
Many of the usual participants in this Friday morning meeting are
away on vacation. In the omitted lines immediately before the extract,
they establish who they are talking about: J0rgen, one of their
colleagues who is away on vacation.
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Extract 9 The bridge

P = Foul, K = Kaare, J = Jonas, M = Madsen, E = Ernst, A = Alan
1 P: ban ska ud og sejle nu (.) ska han ik

he's going out sailing isn't he
2 K: mhm

((6 lines omitted))
9^ J: he han ligger og plasker rundt og leder efter

ha he's probably splashing around looking for
10 den ene are tror jeg e an sted=

one of the oars somewhere
((9 lines omitted))

20^ K: [ maybe ] he's talking to the vessel
21 traffic control in Great Belt ((smiles))
22 M: Great Belt?
23 K: mm
24 (1.0)
25 K: when you have to pass the bridge=
26 P: =ya
27 M: [ okay ]
28 K: [you have ] a mast that is higher than what is it
29 fifty metres?
30 P: mm
32 K: if you have that (.) you have to: eh (.) have some
33 kind of allowance to: eh to cross the bridge area=
34 E: =((giggle))=
35 M: okay
36 (0.5)
37 M: cross the bridge?
38 K: a permit
39 (0.5)
40 P: haha
41 E: he- [he- ]
42 J: [he's] not cross the=
43 =bri[dge (.) he's (going under it)]
44-^ A: [something to see really (.) ] isn't it (.)
45 massive mast (.) sailing^[across the bridge]
46 Several: [ ((laughter)) ]
47 ((4.5 seconds laughter))
48 K: he might go underneath it (.) perhaps

In lines 1—8 Poul, Kaare, Jonas and Madsen discuss whether J0rgen at
that very moment is going out sailing. In lines 9 and 10 Jonas jokingly
offers a more detailed suggestion as to what J0rgen is doing at that very
moment: splashing around looking for one of the oars somewhere. In
lines 20-21, Kaare switches the conversation to English.
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His turn is similar to Jonas's turn in line 9 in that it is a joking
suggestion as to what Jelrgen is doing at that very moment: Maybe he's
talking to the vessel traffic control in Great Belt. Some explanation of
the rather convoluted joke Kaare is trying to make is necessary here:
Great Belt is the sound between Zealand and Funen in Denmark across
which there is a very high bridge. Part of it has a free span of c. 1700
metres, under which ships of a height of 65 metres can pass. The joke
Kaare was trying to make may be that the kinds of boats used by
members of this group, including Jelrgen, probably do not have masts
higher than one fifth of that, and it is therefore ludicrous that Jelrgen
should be seeking permission to go under the bridge, as Kaare suggests
later in lines 32-33.

The action of Kaare's turn at lines 20-21 is similar to Jonas's turn
in line 9, but unlike Jonas, Kaare does not mark his turn as 'funny' by
laughing slightly while speaking. He only smiles briefly after finishing
his turn. This may be one reason why it is not taken up as a joke by
anybody else. No acknowledgement of his turn being 'funny' ensues.
Instead Kaare's turn induces Madsen to initiate repair (line 22) by
repeating part of Kaare's turn. It is uncertain what Madsen seeks to
have repaired: the place reference or what may be a new term for him,
the English Great Belt instead of the Danish Storebmlt. After a pause,
Kaare goes on to explain what vessel traffic control is rather than
repairing Great Belt, but when he mentions the bridge, this uniquely
identifies the place he is talking about: the sound between Zealand and
Funen. Madsen acknowledges this as a repair (line 27).

Having to explain a joke is always problematic, and at this point
his joke has fallen flat. In its place, however, he involuntarily delivers
another issue to laugh at: the linguistic error of saying that the boats
cross the bridge instead of 'go under the bridge' (line 33). Kaare actually
says cross the bridge area, not just cross the bridge, but Madsen and
Jonas treat it as an error by first initiating repair (Madsen, line 37), and
then eventually correcting it (Jonas, lines 42-43). Although it may be
face-threatening to do so, this linguistic error is what the other
participants pick up on. It is not the content but the form of Kaare's
turn that they make into a joke. When Madsen initiates repair (line 37),
Kaare goes on to repair another item (allowance - repaired to permit)
(line 38). At this point Poul and Ernst laugh outright, and Jonas
delivers the repair proper (lines 42-43). Interestingly, the repair proper
is directed at the creator of the trouble source, Kaare, rather than the
repair initiator, Madsen. Alan then goes on to visualize Kaare's error
(lines 44-45), and with this there is finally something funny that they
can all laugh at. Although he hedges it (might and perhaps), Kaare
acknowledges the repair by reformulating the trouble source (line 48).
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Although Kaare ends up being the butt of the joke, he has
managed to get Alan involved in the conversation by switching into
English. If he had not chosen to do so in lines 20-21, there would have
been less of an opportunity for Alan to actively join in. We may say,
then, that Kaare has been successful in his brokering, but not so
successful in getting recognition for the joke he set out to tell in lines
20-21. We may also ask, though, if there is something in the
interaction that we can see that might have prompted Kaare to switch
to English in addition to Kaare's tendency to speak English whenever
Alan is one of the recipients. There is one thing that may have
prompted his choice of language, and that is Alan's gesturing
immediately prior to Kaare's turn in line 20. Alan is located
immediately to the left of Kaare.

Throughout most of the extract, Alan has alternated between
directing his attention towards the speakers to his right and directing it
towards his bread roll on the table. Immediately before his turn in line
20, Kaare's attention is directed to the people on his left, and during
the same turn, Alan quickly looks at all the speakers to the right before
once again redirecting his attention to his bread roll. As Kaare begins to
speak, he turns his head slightly towards Alan, and Alan quickly looks
back at Kaare. At the same time Kaare has chosen to speak English
instead of Danish, which was used in the preceding talk.

Whether or not this exchange of glances was what prompted Kaare
to change the language of the interaction is not altogether clear. It would
seem reasonable to suggest, though, that Kaare has seen Alan look around
at all speakers and interpreted this as an attempt to follow the
conversation. Kaare has, then, by choosing to speak English, once again
enabled Alan to act as a ratified participant, and has brokered Alan's
active engagement in the talk. Kaare's brokering move, then, may not just
be a reflection of a personal preference to speak English while Alan is
present, but may also be prompted by cues internal to the interaction, in
this case his noticing of Alan's attempts at following the conversation.

Brokering and membership in a multilingual community
of practice

'Brokering' in a multilingual context as we have seen it in the analyses
above is a move to enable a ratified participant to become an active
participant by using a language in which that other participant has a
sufficient level of proficiency to be able to contribute to the
conversation. We may also think of brokering as 'filling someone in',
for example, a latecomer to a meeting, on the topic of a conversation
but this has not been part of the analysis here. We may say, though,
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that Kaare, in Extract 7 when he tells Alan about match race, fills Alan
in on an activity other members of the group are very preoccupied by,
and which Alan, as a foreigner and relative newcomer to the group,
may not know about. Alan may then recognize this topic in later
conversations.

Becoming a member of a community of practice implies several
things that we may subsume under the notion of 'getting to know and
master the work of the community'. For Alan there is the additional
challenge of learning not just the specialized language of the
community, such as the way they talk about the specific products that
they manufacture and how they address each other, but also the
challenge of learning Danish, which is the main language of the
surrounding society as well as the first language of the majority of the
group. The members of the group invariably accommodate Alan when
it comes to 'the serious part', as Poul calls it in Extract 3, line 25, but as
for the 'non-serious' part of the interactions in the group, the members
of the group engage him in talk in different ways.

These 'different ways' may be summed up as a tension between
enabling him to participate in the shorter term and enabling him to
participate in the longer term. On the one hand, it is important that
Alan is not left out of the 'non-serious' part of the life of the group. This
is what Kaare achieves when he 'brokers' Alan into conversations. On
the other hand, it is important to provide opportunities for Alan to
learn to speak the language of the majority such that he can participate
more fully later on. This is what other members of the group do by
speaking Danish when discussing 'non-serious' issues in the presence
of Alan. Occasionally they may also provide Alan with a more 'active'
learning opportunity as in Extracts 4 and 8 by addressing him in
Danish. This tension between providing him with learning opportu
nities on the one hand and not 'excluding' him on the other is not
likely to be resolved until Alan reaches a level of proficiency in Danish
that enables him to participate in conversations without the need for
brokering. Until then he is aided by the fact that English is so
commonly spoken in Denmark.

Alan, then, is allowed a two-tiered entry into this community of
practice. At a social and linguistic level he is a learner and as such
allowed a 'legitimate peripheral participation'. At a professional level
he is a core member of the group, and mere peripheral participation on
his part would be unacceptable. Hence, the other members of the group
accommodate him by speaking English while discussing business
issues. One might suspect that Danish is thus relegated to an
'unserious domain' only, but from my observations within this
company as well as in other companies, this suspicion is unfounded:
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as might be expected, Danish is used for 'serious work' whenever all
participants speak Danish.

Any newcomer in a community of practice - not just 'foreigners'
- undergoes a period of 'legitimate peripheral participation' and
occasionally needs to be 'filled in' to be able to understand a particular
activity. It is about sharing group knowledge. In the case of speakers of
a minority language within the community of practice, however, what
is at stake is not just 'group knowledge' but also the language in which
that knowledge is shared. In this community of practice at least, it
seems that the problem of this linguistic gap is in part alleviated by the
bilingual brokering conducted by members such as Kaare.
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Clients or Language Learners
Being a Second Language
Speaker in Institutional
Interaction
Sollo Kurhilo

In the conversation analytic tradition, the salience of the participants'
identities is seen as being dynamic. The relevance of the identities is
sensitive both to the immediate local and the more global context, and
it is evidenced in the interaction. (Cf. Sacks 1992 [Spring 1966].) This
view challenges the tacit assumption in the second language research
tradition, according to which 'native' and 'non-native' are over
whelming categories which determine the nature of interaction
between first and second language speakers (see Firth and Wagner
1997 for the critique on concepts in SLA research). It is evident that
people who have only a rudimentary knowledge of a language face
difficulties when trying to formulate utterances. However, these
difficulties need not, necessarily, prohibit successful interaction, and
the participants need not make the identities of 'linguistically
competent' and 'linguistically incompetent' interactionally relevant.

The data of this study consist of naturally occurring conversation
between first language (FL) and second language (SL) speakers in a
range of institutional situations in Finland. The full database is
approximately 12 hours. The majority of encounters were videotaped
in the offices of three institutions which offer courses for foreigners.
The participants are Finnish-speaking secretaries and clients who
either are studying at the institution or who are planning to begin to
study there. In addition to these office encounters, the data consist of
conversations at the reception desk of a hotel and at the information
desk in a bus station. Finnish is the language of the conversations. The
language skills of the clients range from intermediate to fairly
advanced. All speakers know basic Finnish, but they can sometimes
experience difficulty in expressing themselves.

The conversations have typical institutional features: they are
goal-oriented and the participants' contributions are shaped by
the institutional goals (d. Drew and Heritage 1992). The clients have
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come to the office in order to ask for information or assistance on
various matters concerning the institution. In order to take care of the
client's business, the secretary needs to gather information about the
client (e.g. to fill in various forms) by asking a series of questions, and
the clients are there to inquire about institutional practices. The
conversations are completed when the goal (i.e. the reason for which
the client came to the office) is achieved. Thus, question-answer
sequences, which are typical of many institutional interactions (cf.
Drew and Sorjonen 1996), are also central in these encounters.

The chapter seeks to explore how local identities (being a first
or second language speaker, being an agent or client of an institution)
are mobilized by the participants, how they intersect, and how shifts
in their salience can be traced in the details of the talk. I will approach
these questions by first discussing cases in which the SL-speaker
displays institutional knowledge despite restricted language skills.
Thereafter, I will investigate instances where linguistic problems
actually cause institutional trouble. Finally, I will examine cases
where the SL-speakers orient to their restricted linguistic knowledge. It
will be argued that orientation to the different identities is organized so
that the SL-speakers make the speaker identities prominent more
easily, whereas the FL-speakers hold to their institutional identities.
Some reasons for this division are discussed.

The interplay between linguistic and institutional
knowledge

There are various ways in which interlocutors can orient to the
linguistic identity of other speakers. No exhaustive list of such means
can be presented, since they arise in interaction and are to be
interpreted in their local context. However, there are certain
conversational practices which the participants in my data use
regularly to orient to their speaker identities. For example, the SL-
speaker can display being a language learner by verbalizing her lack of
knowledge ('I don't know how to say in Finnish' etc.) or by asking for
help ('How do you say', 'What is it [called]' etc.). Also, a particular
type of word search - where the SL-speaker repeats some syllables of a
word whilst shifting her gaze to the FL-speaker — functions as an
appeal for help (cf. Kurhila 2003). The FL-speaker, for her part, could
orient to her position as the linguistically knowledgeable participant
by correcting linguistic errors in the SL-speaker's talk or by asking
whether the SL-speaker knows the meaning of particular words or
utterances. (On patterns in FL-speaker-SL-speaker conversation, see
Wong 2000a and Wong 2000b.)
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Thus, at times, it is made salient that the participants in
conversation are a FL-speaker and a SL-speaker. At other times (very
often indeed) it is much more relevant that the interlocutors are a
secretary and a client. In many encounters, the SL-speaker can display
problems in finding appropriate words or constructing correct
utterances, but it is still evident that she is able to work towards
achieving the institutional goal and displays an orientation to it. In the
following extract, the SL-speaker (P) portrays himself as having
restricted language skills but nevertheless his linguistic conduct
displays a high degree of institutional expertise.

Extract 1 Alimonies

The client (P) has come to the office to ask for help with filling in an
application form for the student allowance. The secretary (S) is
asking the questions and writing down the answers on the form.1

1 S: Oletteko naimisissa?
are+2pl+Q married
are you married

2 (.)
3 P: Eronnut.

divorced
4 S: Joo:?

yes
5 (1.0) ((writing))
6 S: Onko teilla lapsia?

have+Q you+ADE children+PAR
have you got children

7 P: J[o- on m Venajalle jai [mina en ti [eda mita se on).]
y[e- have Russian+ALL left [I not+lsg k [now what it (is)]
ye-1 have m left in Russia I don't know what it is

8 S: [Jos- [joo (.) [maksatteko ]
if- yes pay+2pl+Q
if yes do you pay

9 heista elatusapua
they+ELA alimony+PAR
alimony for them

10 P: Joo mina maksan mutt::a se: *ee* m:- m:ita se: se *6*
yes I pay+lsg but it w- what it it
yes I pay but it what it it

11 ei *6* (2.0)ei ole (.) papereita [(.) sielta
not not is papers+PAR there+ABL
it's not eh there's no papers from there

12 S: [Mm
13 P: koska se on hehhh

because it is hehhh
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14 S: Just joo. (.) maksatte epavirallisesti
okay right you pay unofficially

15 P: Joo.
yes

16 S: Jo [o just
yeah right

17 P: [°Epavirallisesti°
unofficially

There are various features in this Extract which can be treated as
signalling the client's restricted knowledge of language. In line 7, P
verbalizes his lack of a word or an expression, and his next turn (lines
10-11) is rather fragmentary containing several vocalized hesitations,
sound stretches, pauses and restarts. Also, P leaves his utterance in
line 13 unfinished; instead of producing a complement, he utters a
small laugh. During this fragmentary turn (lines 10-11 and 13), which
is the client's answer to the secretary's question about his payment
of alimony for his children, P also gesticulates vividly with both
hands.

It is worth noting that, despite P's difficulty in formulating the
answer, he manages to produce the institutionally relevant informa-
tion. The amount of the student allowance the applicant is entitled to
depends on his economic situation. Therefore, it is important for the
applicant to lay out his economic circumstances as accurately as
possible. P's turn (lines 10-11) consists of the institutionally relevant
pieces of information about his economic situation. He first confirms
the secretary's question (line 10): he does pay alimony. There is,
however, a complication: he cannot prove he is paying. The fact that P
mentions the lack of 'papers' immediately after having confirmed
paying (lines 10—11) demonstrates that he is well aware of the
institutional implications of the question in lines 8—9. An affirmative
reply to a question 'Do you pay alimony' is not institutionally valid
until written evidence of the action is presented. The institutionally
crucial part is the lack of 'papers'; the reasons for the situation are not
of institutional relevance. Therefore, the fact that P leaves his utterance
incomplete (line 13) is not necessarily a sign of linguistic inability - it
is institutionally unnecessary to finish the utterance by providing
reasons or evaluations. In sum, by answering with a confirmation
followed by the institutionally relevant complication, P displays
familiarity with bureaucratic procedures and an orientation to the
institutionality of the question.

This answer turn (lines 10-11 and 13) is not the only place where
the SL-speaker displays institutional expertise. At the very beginning
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of the extract, the secretary poses a yes/no-question (line 1). Rather
than confirming or rejecting it, the client, again, orients to the
institutional aim behind the question: to find out the marital status
of the applicant. By answering 'divorced' (line 3), P displays knowl-
edge of the relevance of the category of marital status: being 'not
married' (i.e. rejecting the question) would be interpreted as 'being
single' but, although not currently married, P is not free from the
economic responsibilities of marriage.

Thus, the client constructs his turns to be institutionally relevant,
despite the linguistic difficulties. His 'non-nativeness' does not
prohibit him from being a 'professional client' (Sarangi and Slem-
brouck 1996). However, I suggest that the relation between linguistic
difficulties and the 'non-nativeness' of the client should also be
reconsidered in this extract. It is evident that" P has trouble trying to
formulate an answer about his economic situation. To explain the
trouble solely by the restricted linguistic knowledge of the client
would be too straightforward and ignore the context in which the
utterance is produced. The action P is describing in the turn - paying
alimony unofficially - probably would not be easy to explain for a FL-
speaker either. Divorce and alimony arrangements are private and very
personal issues; they are indicative of the person's relationships and
his economic situation and, hence, reflect his ability to be a competent
member in society, his possibility of belonging, for example, to the
category of a 'responsible parent' (on membership categories, see Sacks
1992 [Spring 1965]). It should also be noted that the alimony is paid
outside of the official procedure. This makes the activity not perhaps
strictly speaking criminal, but at least somewhat suspect. Reporting an
unofficial (i.e. non-institutional) arrangement to someone who repre-
sents an institution (albeit not the same type) is probably not
facilitating the task. Therefore, P's turn in lines 10-11 and 13 could
be seen as expressing a delicate matter. Delicacy and talking about
delicate issues has been investigated in conversations between FL-
speakers (Silverman 1994; Linell and Bredmar 1996). Speech perturba-
tions - self-repairs and delays - are found to be signs of delicacy. Also
laughter (cf. line 13) has been observed to imply delicacy. In other
institutional conversations (doctor-patient interaction), laughter is
found to frame the activity as delicate, to display an affective stance
towards the performing of the activity (Haakana 1999). Thus, with his
trouble in formulating the answer (lines 10-11,13), P is not necessarily
only struggling with his linguistic restrictions, he is also constructing
the turn as delicate, as concerning matters which are commonly
experienced as difficult to talk about. By so doing, the SL-speaker
displays his cultural knowledge and competence.
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Thus, a microanalytic reading of this extract reveals that it would
be overhasty to explain the speech perturbations by the SL-speaker by
his status as a not-yet-competent speaker of the language. In addition
to being an SL-speaker, he is a client in an institutional situation,
performing a particular conversational activity. A valid analysis of the
SL-speaker's turns and activities (i.e. of his talk) cannot be given
without taking into account the whole context in which that talk is
produced.

Extract 1 thus illustrates a situation where the SL-speaker
displays institutional competence, despite his linguistic difficulties.
Also, it demonstrates that speech perturbations in the turns by the SL-
speaker cannot automatically be taken to show linguistic inability.
However, the SL-speaker can still orient to his position as a language
learner, he can portray himself as being unfamiliar with certain words
or expressions. Next, I will explore another instance in which the SL-
speaker demonstrates linguistic restrictions but, in contrast to Extract
1, in this case linguistic trouble actually causes institutional trouble.

Extract 2 Date of entry

Office: the secretary (S) is filling out information about the client
(V) on a form. (The client has emigrated to Finland with his
mother.)
1 S: Mm:? (2.0) mm (1.5) tahan pitaisi viela (.) aa (.)

here should still
mm mm here it should further ehh the

2 Suomeen muuton ajankohta aitisi
Finland+ILL moving+GEN point of time mother+your
date of entry to Finland your mother's

3 (1.2)
4 S: Ja jos han on ollut ty_ossa (.) ni kuka on ollut ty_6nantaja.

and if she has been working then who has been the employer
5 (1.2)
6 V: "(mumbling)0 ((reading the paper))
7 S: °Muuton ajankohta.0

the date of entry
8 V: Mika se on.

what it is
what's that

9 S: 60 milloin aitisi on muuttanut Suomeen
when mother+your has moved Finland+ILL

eh when did your mother move to Finland
10 V: Ehaa. sama aikaa. (0.8)vahan (l.O)sitten. mina muutin

/ see same time a little ago I moved
11 (J
12 S: M-
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13 V: [Ja-
and

14 S: [Tama sama paiva [(sitten)
this same day (then)

15 V: [*E* ei mutta han <muutti> viikon
no but she moved week+GEN

N no but she moved e week ago
16 (.) *e* *e* s- s- [s:itten.

e a- a- a:go
17 S: [Viikko sen jal [keen.

week+NOM it+GEN after
a week after that

18 V: [Joo. tuo. hhtai::
yes that- or::

19 S: Ennen.
before

20 V: °Kahekym.° kahdentena kymmenen- (.) t*a:* tai (0.8) e-
twen. twen tieth- or
the twen the twenty te or

21 ensimaisena (.) vai (.) toisena (.) sama lukukaudel°la° kuukau.
first+ESS or second+ESS same term+ADE month
first or the second in the same term month

22 S: Sama kuukausi
same month+NOM
the same month

23 V: Joo.
yes

24 S: Joo: (.) 6 voitko sen tarkistaa naiden tietojen pitaisi
yes can+2sg+Q it+GEN check these+GEN information+GEN
yes eh can you check it this information should be

25 olla <oikein>^
should be right
correct

26 V: Hyva (Jselva.
fine right

In this extract, the participants negotiate a date which needs to be
written down on the form. The negotiation is extended over several
turns; it begins when S's question2 (lines 1-2 and 4) receives no reply,
and it continues until S states the requirement for an institutionally
valid answer (lines 24-25), which V accepts and to which he claims
understanding (line 26). The extendedness of the negotiation reflects
the participants' difficulty in finding and formulating a mutually
accepted institutionally valid answer.

First, V's problem in producing an answer is linguistic; he fails to
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recognize the lexical items (muuton ajankohta 'the date of entry') in
S's question (line 2). The pauses (lines 3 and 5) are already indicative
of a problem. Thereafter, V shifts his gaze to the place on the form
where the question is written and tries to read it himself (line 6). After
these signs of difficulty, V makes explicit the linguistic nature of the
problem. He displays unfamiliarity with the key expression ('date of
entry') by inquiring about its meaning with a wh-question ('what's
that', line 8). Such a question is rather specific and demonstrates, to a
certain extent, recognition of the source of the trouble. 'What's that'
focuses on a certain unit in the prior speech and shows, in contrast to
the more open repair initiators (cf. Drew 1997; e.g. 'what' or 'what did
you say'), that V realizes that a new, relatively technical term has been
introduced; it is only the meaning of the term which is not clear.

Before the wh-question, S has responded to V's indication of
trouble (line 6) by emphasizing the key words of the question (line 7).
After V's wh-question, S recognizes the linguistic nature of the
problem and 'opens up' the expression [Suomeen] muuton ajankohta
'date of entry' by giving an everyday explanation of it (line 9).
Linguistically, this modification works: V recognizes the explanation.
He displays understanding first by a particle (Ehaa 'I see') and then by
producing the answer (line 10). Institutionally, however, the modifica-
tion causes a new problem: an everyday explanation of a technical
term changes the 'tone' of the question from official to a more relaxed
direction.

V's answer (line 10) displays, indeed, that he has recognized S's
explanation (line 9) but not necessarily the original expression 'date of
entry' (or its institutional character). V's answer is responsive to the
preceding turn: it is formulated in the same everyday manner as S's
explanation, without any exact dates (cf. Sacks 1992 [Fall 1967, lecture
14 on approximate and precise numbers]). V takes his own date of
entry as a point of comparison and says first that the mother arrived at
the same time. The following adverbs, vahan 'little' and sitten 'ago',
can be interpreted to be displaying approximation.

An approximate point of time is not an institutionally sufficient
answer, as becomes clear in the secretary's subsequent turn (line 14).
She does not write anything down but, instead, modifies V's answer to
be more exact. She changes 'the same time' into 'the same day' and
points to the date on the form in front of her. With her turn, S sets up
the requirements of an institutionally valid answer: it has to be a
specific date which she can write down on the form. By elaborating the
client's answer (line 14), the secretary highlights the institutional
character of the question and, hence, what a valid and acceptable
answer would be. It is not enough that the FL-speaker is able to
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understand the language of the SL-speaker's answer; the answer has to
be institutionally correct as well.

This extract demonstrates how the differences in the participants'
linguistic and institutional knowledge can cause interactional trouble
in conversation. First, it is the restricted language skills of the SL-
speaker which disrupt the progress of the ongoing activity. To resolve
the problem, the FL-speaker modifies the language of her prior turn
but, simultaneously, happens to change its institutional status. The SL-
speaker responds to the modified utterance in the same everyday
manner which, in turn, causes an institutional problem: an approx-
imate answer is not institutionally acceptable. Thus, the asymmetry in
the participants' linguistic knowledge is intertwined with her asym-
metric institutional knowledge: an attempt to clarify a linguistic
problem results in an institutional misunderstanding. The extended
negotiation sequence is brought to a conclusion only after some dozen
turns when the linguistic problem is resolved and the necessary
constraints for an institutionally valid answer have been made explicit
(lines 24-26).

Extract 2 differs from Extract 1 in that the SL-speaker is not
displaying similar institutional knowledge. However, there are also
features common to both extracts. One such feature is the participants'
orientation to their speaker identities, which will be more thoroughly
discussed in the following section.

Orienting to the speaker identity - the SL-speaker's
activity

It is worth noting that, even in the cases where the SL-speakers display
linguistic trouble, the FL-speakers are not eager to adopt the role of the
linguistic expert. In Extract 1, P verbalizes his failure to find a word
(line 7: 'I don't know what it is'). Instead of trying to find out what the
unfamiliar word is and providing the SL-speaker with it, the FL-
speaker orients to her institutional role and task in conversation:
having heard the institutionally consequential part of the answer, she
asks a follow-up question about it. In Extract 2, the secretary does the
linguistic modification (line 9) only after the client has made explicit
that the problem in producing the answer is of a linguistic nature. Prior
to that, after the more implicit signs of difficulty (lines 3, 5 and 6), S
does not treat V as needing linguistic help. By giving room for the
client to process the answer, the secretary treats him as capable of
formulating the utterance by himself.

This tendency can also be seen elsewhere in the data: the SL-
speakers can portray themselves as being linguistically 'not-yet-
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competent', but the FL-speakers very rarely make relevant their
identity as a linguistic expert. The subsequent extract illustrates the
participants' different orientation to the correctness of the language
and, hence, towards the prominence of their linguistic positions.

Extract 3 Course at the employment office

The secretary (S) is helping the client (K) to fill in a form for the
social security authorities about the client's previous work and
study experiences in Finland. The client has just said that he has
not been working in Finland.
1 S: Etteka opiskelleet aikaisemmin?

not+2pl+CLI studied earlier
and you haven't studied before

2 K: Joo.
yes

3 S: Olette opiskellut.
have+2pl studied
you have studied

4 K: Juu mina: (.) olen >opiskellut< (2.0) tyovoima- toimis:: (0.8)
yes I have+lsg studied employment-off
yes I have studied the employment off

5 tos-(1.0) <ty_6voima toimis ton jarjes:: kurssissa tamassa>
of- employment office+GEN organise a course +INF+INE
of a course organised by the employment

6 S: Mm:?-
7 K: =kurssi. (.) [hehhh

course+NOM
office

8 S: [Mm:?
9 S: Joo?=

yes
10 K: =Heh .h kurssissa ja.=

course+INE and
eh in the course and

11 S: =°£Ihan£°. (.) se varmaan pitaisi tahan laittaa.
PRT it probably should here put
quite mmmmm it should probably be put down here

12 K: Ahaa.
I see

Extract 3 illustrates the different orientations of the participants: the
SL-speaker orients to the linguistic aspects in the turns, whereas the
FL-speaker focuses on the institutional aspects. The SL-speaker pays
attention to the grammatical details of the turns, whereas the FL-
speaker mainly encourages the SL-speaker to proceed with the
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conversation, so that she can perform the institutional activity she is
responsible for: namely to file the information correctly. When
answering the secretary's question, the client uses a relatively
complicated utterance with a so-called agentive participle form (lines
4-5: tyovoimatoimiston jarjestamassa 'organized by the employment
office'). The way the utterance (lines 4-5, 7) emerges exhibits real
effort: in addition to the slow tempo, sound stretches and pauses, the
heavy stress on the first syllables of every word (and even the parts of
words) reflects difficulty in producing the utterance. Also the stress on
the very last syllable of the construction in line 5 (which is very
unusual in Finnish) adds to the impression of an 'I struggled through
it!' kind of task. While constructing the utterance syllable by syllable
(line 5), K shifts his gaze to S. Gaze shift during a turn which exhibits
linguistic difficulty is one means in my data of inviting the recipient to
participate in the activity: the FL-speaker is invited either to complete
the utterance (if left incomplete) or to comment on the form the SL-
speaker has ended up with (Kurhila 2003; on the functions of a gaze
shift in a word search, see Goodwin and Goodwin 1986).

S does not, however, comment on the result of K's effort at all.
Instead, she produces a minimal response token, thus giving K an
opportunity to continue. Thus, the participants orient to the utterances
from different positions: the SL-speaker's orientation is linguistic
whereas the FL-speaker's orientation is institutional. The difference in
perspective (i.e. linguistic vs. institutional) is seen also in the
subsequent turns: the SL-speaker continues to focus on the gramma-
tical details of the utterances, whereas the FL-speaker responds to the
turns on the basis of their institutional relevance. K first completes the
agentive participle construction by producing a head noun kurssi
'course' (line 7) for it.3 He keeps on gazing at S while saying the word.
Again, S does not comment on the completion; she produces
continuation-relevant particles (lines 8—9, cf. Sorjonen 2001) to give
K room to provide further information. K does not, however, provide
any new pieces of information; instead, he shifts focus to the linguistic
form of his prior turn by doing a morphological self-correction. He
replaces the former case ending of the head noun (nominative; line 7)
by the inessive (line 10), thus making the head agree with the
modifiers.

When K shifts focus to the linguistic details by beginning to do
morphological modifications, S produces a more substantial turn.
Instead of commenting on the correctness of his alternative versions,
the secretary verbalizes her institutional aim: to fill in a slot for
'previous studies' in the form (line 11). The utterance 'it should
probably be put down here' reflects the secretary's institutional interest:
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she needs the information in order to carry out her institutional task. In
this extract, as well as in Extracts 1 and 2 and in many other occasions
in the database, there is thus a discrepancy in the participants'
orientations. The SL-speakers can make relevant their non-nativeness
by, for example, displaying being hesitant about a linguistic form. The
FL-speakers, however, do not easily orient to their position as the
linguistic expert by, for example, evaluating or otherwise commenting
on the linguistic outcome of the SL-speakers' turns.

Another activity through which the FL-speakers could display
their linguistic expertise is by correcting. Linguistic corrections can be
found in the data but, even in these cases, the FL-speakers avoid
making relevant their linguistically superior position. The occurrence
of linguistic corrections is highly restricted (cf. Kurhila 2001; see also
Wong 2000c; Brouwer, Rasmussen and Wagner this volume), and the
FL-speakers avoid doing the activity as an 'exposed' correction (cf.
Jefferson 1987). In other words, even when performing an activity
which would highlight their position as linguistic experts, the FL-
speakers camouflage the correction as being something else - the next
relevant action. The following extracts may serve as a brief illustration
of the linguistic corrections by the FL-speaker in my data (for a more
thorough discussion, see Kurhila 2001 and Kurhila 2003).

Extract 4 / live with my mother

Office: the secretary (S) is filling in information about the client (V)
on a form.
1 S: Asut perheesi kanssa?

live+2sg family+your with
you live with your family

2 V: .hh Mina asun (2.0) <aidilleni> kanssa.
/ live+lsg mother+ALL?+my with
I live with to my mother

3—» S: Aitisi kanssa? j[oo? just
mother+your with PRT PRT
with your mother yes right

4 V: [Joo
7es

5 V: Ja (.) kysymys on ((goes on))
and the question is

In this extract, V answers S's question with an utterance (line 2) which
contains an additional morphological element (the morpheme -lie)
between the stem of the word (didi-) and the possessive suffix (-ni). In
her subsequent turn (line 3), S deletes the additional morpheme thus
providing the standard form of the word. The secretary is doing a
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correction: she replaces the non-standard form with the standard
language variant. However, there are features which suggest that
grammatical correction is not the only, or the primary, function of the
turn. Let us compare Extract 4 with the following extract.

Extract 5 In the daytime

Office. The student (I) is inquiring about the courses organized by
the institution.
1 S: Haluatko opiskella paivalla vai illalla.

want+2sg+Q study day+ADE or evening+ADE
do you want to study in the daytime or in the evening

2 I: Paivalla.
in the daytime

3^ S: Paivalla? (.) joo^?. h hh
in the daytime ye:s

4 (2.0) ((S is taking out some papers))
5 S: °Tassa kahdeskymmenes toinen paiva ky_mmenetta? on nait°

here is twentieth second day tenth+PAR these+PAR
here we the twenty second of October have

6 I: ((nods))
7 S: Voi kysya peruutuspaikkoja.

can ask cancellation places+PAR
one can ask about the cancellation places

As demonstrated in Extract 5, the secretary can register the client's
answer by repeating it (line 3). In other words, the third position after a
question—answer sequence is a potential location for the secretary's
(partial) repeat (cf. Schegloff 1992). If there are non-standard forms in
the client's answer, then the registering repeat by the secretary also
realizes 'automatically' another activity, a correction, since the secretary
repeats the answers in a 'native speaker' form. This means that the
correction need not become the interactional business of the inter-
change, since the participants can treat the repair turn as doing the next
relevant activity, repeating the new information. Thus, the possible
correctness of the FL-speaker's turn (line 3) in Extract 4 is mitigated
because of its sequential location (Brouwer et al., this volume).

It is interesting that conversational locations which enable a
(partial) repetition of the prior speech are also the slots where other-
corrections by the FL-speakers can be found (cf. Kurhila 2001). These
locations make possible an interactionally discreet way of correcting
but, also, they are the slots which usually contain institutionally
relevant information. The relevance is reflected in that the information
which is presented in these slots is worth repeating even if no
modifications need to be done. In institutional interaction, there are
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activities (such as filling in different forms) which require a high level
of accuracy and, consequently, the conversational activity of checking
is more prominent than in everyday conversation. One means for
checking is repeating the prior utterance (or a part of it); the speaker
can display her understanding of the prior by repeating what she
interpreted the other speaker as having just said (cf. Sorjonen 1996).
Repetition is thus a conversational resource which is well fitted both to
correcting and checking. Correcting and checking are intertwined
activities in my data, and the linguistic corrections by the FL-speakers
often perform institutionally relevant activities. Therefore, the FL-
speakers cannot be said to orient (solely) to their linguistic position
when they correct the language of the SL-speaker. The corrections also
serve institutional purposes.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have investigated conversational situations in which
alternative identities are available and become salient in dynamic and
interactionally significant ways. I have treated the speaker status of the
participants as an interactionally mobile category, and I have
demonstrated how the participants at times orient to this category
by, for example, displaying restrictions in their language skills. At
other times, however, these restrictions do not affect the progress of the
conversation. Also, the two available identities (speaker status and
institutional roles) can, but need not, have an impact on each other.
Even if portraying herself as linguistically incompetent, the SL-speaker
can display institutional competence.

The speaker identity could easily be thought of as being a
fundamental, 'omnirelevant' category (cf. Sacks 1992 [Spring 1966] on
omnirelevant devices) in conversation, since language is one of the
basic means for conducting a conversation. However, its interactional
relevance is not straightforward. In the extracts in this chapter, the
SL-speakers sometimes take longer to formulate their utterances, but
the slower production does not, necessarily, have interactional
consequences.

It is interesting that when the speaker identities are brought into
interactional focus, it is almost always a result of the SL-speakers'
activity. The SL-speakers can display hesitancy with inflecting words
or they display trouble in lexical or morphological choices. The FL-
speakers, for their part, only very rarely display their linguistic
expertise: they seldom comment on the (exposed) linguistic efforts of
the SL-speakers, and they 'let pass' (cf. Jefferson 1988) most of the
grammatical deficiencies by the SL-speaker without correcting them
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(cf. Kurhila 2001). Grammatical corrections are done if they are
institutionally relevant and if the correction can be done without
disturbing the talk in progress.

There are several reasons why the SL-speakers can be seen as more
eager to activate their linguistic identity. First, the SL-speaker may want
to show that the problems or deficiencies in her actions are a result of
restricted language skills. The SL-speaker may, for example, recognize
that it would be institutionally relevant to produce a certain kind of
turn but, because of her linguistic restrictions, be unable to produce the
expected turn. The SL-speaker's verbalization of incompetence in
Extract 1 (line 7; 'I don't know what it is') can be seen to be doing this
kind of work: telling the FL-speaker that the SL-speaker is aware of the
institutional expectations to produce particular information, but is not
able to do so because of the limitations in his vocabulary.

It is also possible that the SL-speakers orient to their non-
nativeness to express not only their institutional competence, but also
their ability to act as an interactant and a competent member of the
society and the culture. In Extract 1, the speech perturbations (lines 10,
11, 13), which could be treated as markers of the client's non-
nativeness, coincide with markers of delicacy. By exposing his
difficulties in formulating the turn, the SL-speaker displays a
member's knowledge of interactional behaviour. The laughter in the
turn (line 13) can be doing similar work: displaying a member's
knowledge of appropriate linguistic behaviour. One environment for
laughter in my data is in SL-speaker's turns which portray him or her
as linguistically incompetent (Kurhila 2003). Thus, laughter can be
seen as one resource for the SL-speakers to demonstrate that they
recognize the markedness of their lexical choices or utterance-
construction (e.g. their naivete) - as linguistically competent members
they would not use such words or constructions but, because of their
linguistic limitations, they have to resort to these alternatives.

Making relevant her identity as a non-native speaker can thus be a
way for the SL-speaker to display competence, not as a speaker of the
target language but as a speaker and interactant in general. By orienting
to the linguistic problems, the SL-speaker can demonstrate her
awareness of the deficient forms or awkward lexical choices. In
contrast, the native speakers in the data have no need to display
linguistic competence. As native speakers of the language, their
linguistic position is not challenged; they are known to be the
'linguistically knowledgeable participants' (cf. Drew 1991 on asym-
metric positions of knowledge). By avoiding activities which would
make salient their linguistically superior position (e.g. grammatical
corrections or evaluations of the SL-speaker's utterances), the FL-
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speakers also avoid emphasizing the linguistic asymmetry between the
participants.

Instead of the speaker identities, the FL-speakers (i.e. the
secretaries) orient to their institutional role and the tasks combined
with that role. When the SL-speakers have shifted focus to the
linguistic details by displaying hesitancy with utterance (or word)
construction (Extract 1, lines 10-11, Extract 3, line 10), the FL-speakers
respond by shifting the focus back to the institutional goal. In Extract 1,
the FL-speaker acknowledges having received the relevant information
and suggests a formulation to be written down in the form (line 14). In
Extract 3, the FL-speaker verbalizes the local institutional aim: to file
the relevant information correctly. That the FL-speakers hold to their
institutional identities is seen also in the activity which could make
relevant the linguistic asymmetry: grammatical corrections. Correc-
tions are done in conversational locations where it is often institu-
tionally relevant to check the accuracy of prior information. Thus, a
potentially asymmetry-oriented activity of correcting is merged with
the institutional activity of checking.

The fact that the FL-speakers make relevant their identity as the
secretary rather than as the native speaker thus serves the institutional
aim of the conversation, but it also helps to prevent activating other
possible identities - those of the language learner and the teacher. The
secretaries do not ask questions or correct grammatical details in order
to increase the language proficiency of the SL-speaker; they are doing it
because of their institutional responsibilities. Also, the linguistic
corrections which the FL-speakers actually do are constructed not to
resemble corrections in classroom interaction. The FL-speakers correct
grammatical deficiencies straightforwardly, as outright corrections (cf.
Extract 4), whereas the prevailing repair type (cf. Schegloff, Jefferson
and Sacks 1977) in pedagogic interaction is other-initiated self-repair
(cf. e.g. McHoul 1990). By doing an outright repair, the FL-speakers
manage to do correction in a way which avoids being overtly
pedagogic, without becoming 'language teachers'. An institutional
rather than a linguistic orientation by the FL-speakers emphasizes the
nature of the conversation as a service encounter; the opposite order
could create an impression of teaching or instructing in a non-
pedagogic context.

Endnotes

1 The turns in the examples are mostly represented by three lines: the first
line is the original Finnish utterance, the second is the gloss line and the
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third is an idiomatic English translation. The gloss line is left out in cases
where it is not considered to provide any additional information.

Many features in the speech by the SL-speakers surface at the morphological
level, concerning, for example, case endings. This is somewhat problematic
for the translation, as Finnish and English are typologically very different.
Finnish is an inflectional language which expresses the grammatical
functions, the dependency relations and the locations mostly with various
word-final morphemes. The different morphemes are identified in the gloss
line. The symbols used in the gloss lines are the following:

Case endings
NOM nominative (subject)
GEN genitive (possession)
PAR partitive (partitiveness)
ESS essive ('as')
INE inessive ('in')
ELA elative ('out of)
ILL illative ('into')
ADE adessive ('at, on')
ABL ablative ('from')
ALL allative ('to')

Others
CLI
INF
Q
PRT
Pi
sg
1
2

clitic
infinitive
interrogative
particle
plural
singular
1st person ending
2nd person ending

2 The FL-speaker's turn (lines 1-2) is not grammatically marked as being an
interrogative. Also, the turn is syntactically 'incomplete', since the object of
the utterance tdhdn pitdisi viela [laittaa, kirjoittaa tms.] 'here one should
then [e.g. write, put down]' is left unmentioned. However, there is no doubt
that the SL-speaker recognizes the sequential implications of the FL-
speaker's turn (i.e. recognizes it as being a question). The participants have
already gone through several questions in the form in the same manner. The
secretary shifts her gaze to the form and then reads aloud the question. This
case follows the same pattern; furthermore, the FL-speaker even moves her
finger along the question in the form while reading it.

3 In Finnish, the expression 'a course organized by the employment office' is
one noun phrase where 'a course' is the head preceded by all the modifiers.
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Embedded Corrections in
Second Language Talk
Catherine E. Brouwer, Gitte Rasmussen and
Johannes Wagner

This chapter deals with embedded corrections in second language talk.
In embedded corrections, the speaker in the ongoing turn B corrects an
item in a preceding turn A while doing some possible next action to
this preceding turn A. Thus, the main work of turn B is on this next
action and not on the correction. It is this 'next action' which is
consequential for turn C, then, and not the correction; in other words,
the speaker of the trouble-source turn A does not orient to the
correction in turn B. Embedded corrections therefore do not open a
'side sequence' as in the cases reported by Brouwer (this volume) but
proceed with the main business of the sequence.

Extract \ Office phone number

B - British secretary, D = Danish caller. B has made enquiries about
D's phone number, in order to get back to him later.
1 D: whun e:: °k°- did you come ba^ckhhh. -hh
2 B: we'll come back to you::an (thirsteen) this afterjnoon
3 ( )back from our lunch hour he [::re^
4 D: [hm:. thm

In the context of what has happened up to this point in the call, B is
able to hear D to be referring to the future, asking when to expect B to
call back. Line 2 shows that B is taking line 1 as a request and provides
a time. In the process of answering, B provides a correction to the
grammatical form of D's request. In his response in line 4, D
acknowledges the answer given in lines 2-3.

After identifying this phenomenon, we searched our available
data corpora to build a collection. Our data corpora are collected from
second language conversations between companies (mainly on the
phone) and from migrants' conversations in daily life (face to face).
English, German and Danish are used in the corpora. We find
embedded corrections across languages and settings. Kurhila (2001,
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2003, Kurhila this volume) reports embedded corrections in her data
from institutional and private interactions between Finns and
immigrants to Finland.

Before we proceed with our description, we will show how non-
embedded corrections run off. In our data, speakers of a second
language produce many linguistic deviations. SL-speakers, if they
were fastidious, would have endless opportunities for correction, but
this is not what we see them doing. The relative distribution of several
kinds of repairs is the same as has been reported in the literature on
monolingual conversational data: self-repairs are common, other-
initiated or other repairs (corrections) are comparatively rare
(Rasmussen and Wagner 2000). When corrections are initiated at all,
they are very rarely produced as the open, unmitigated corrections
found in the following two examples:

Extract 2 Odense

B is American, J is Danish.
1 J: Odense have

2 (.)

3 B: has Ounse ha:s (simplified)

Extract 3 On Saturday

J is a Dutch speaker of Danish, A is his Danish wife.
1 J: mh pa 10rdag er jeg fri

on Saturday I am free
2 A: har du °fri°.

have you free
3 J: mh pa 10rdag - har jeg fri (.)

mh on Saturday have I free
I am free on Saturday1

In Extract 3, the correction is launched without any delay, i.e. J has
very little time to self-repair. However, such blatant corrections are
extremely rare in our data.2 Instead, we find instances of corrections
which are embedded within the ordinary business the participants are
engaged in, as in Extract 1: the British speaker answers the question
and at the same time corrects the linguistic deviation.

In the next sections of this chapter, we will provide an extensive
description of this latter phenomenon and the orientations of the
speakers in bringing about this type of repair.
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Embedded repairs in first and second language
conversations

Extract 4 Leave for Denmark

D works for a Danish company, G for a German company.
1 D: j:a, dann gehn: ihr |morg°ns:0 (.) jnach da'nemark.

yes then go you mornings to Denmark
yes then you are going to Denmark in the mornings

2 G: -h ]a: wir wer:dn: mor:gen::eh nachmittag >wieder jlosfahren,<
yes we will tomorrow afternoon again drive off
yes we are leaving again tomorrow afternoon

3 D: ]a
4 G: so: wie beim letzten ma:l=

so as at the last time
just like last time

5 =so dass wir dann am: m:ittwoch mor:gen fruh
so that we then on the Wednesday morning early
so that we'll get to your place early Wednesday

6 bei ihn sind
at you are
morning

In line 1, D, a Danish speaker of German, asks her German business
partner a question. On answering, G corrects the item morgens 'in the
mornings' with morgen 'tomorrow' (line 2). Initially, instances such as
Extracts 1 and 4 seem to resemble what Jefferson (1987) has described
as 'embedded correction'. In Jefferson's description of the phenomen-
on, a speaker varies a term which has been used by another speaker,
and this term is subsequently picked up and incorporated by the
first speaker. This can be illustrated with an example from Jefferson
(1987: 93):

Extract 5

1 Cu: Mm, the wales are wider apart than that.
2 Sa: okay, let me see if I can find one with wider threads

((looks through stock))
3 Sa: How's this.
4 Cu: Nope, the threads are even wider than that.

Jefferson points out that 'the utterances are not occupied by the doing
of correcting, but by whatever talk is in progress' and this is valid for
our collection as well. The turn in which an alternative item is
suggested as a correction does not distort the ongoing interactional
business. The speaker attends to the interactional business of the talk
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and corrects an item which has been uttered in a previous turn by the
other participant.

In embedded activities, speakers perform several tasks simulta-
neously in one and the same turn at talk. However, the central features
of the cases in our collection make them different from the embedded
corrections that Jefferson describes. In our cases, the repair activity
becomes visible as such and the corrected term is not picked up by the
speaker of the repairable. In the next section we will give a systematic
description of our cases, and then we will discuss differences between
our phenomenon and Jefferson's (1987).

Analysis

It is relevant to point out that repair organization is a general resource.
Repairs consist of a trouble-source turn (the repairable) and the repair
turn which may be preceded by a repair initiation. The trouble-source
turn does not necessarily have specific features (such as errors or
mistakes) which predestine it for repair. Any item may be addressed as
a repairable by a following repair turn (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks
1977: 363). Repair organization is a resource which participants may
use at any time.

In our data, however, the trouble-source turns have certain features:
they contain non-native-like constructions. As mentioned above, the
repair turns also have certain features: they are embedded. In the next
sections, we will discuss the systematic features of these turns.

The trouble-source turn

In this section we will describe our instances of embedded corrections
by listing what features characterize them. These features are ordered
not hierarchically, but according to analytic saliency.

Observation 1

The trouble-source turn in the instances below is not delivered in a
fluent manner. In Extract 1: whun e:: °k°- did you come ba:ckhhh, 'non-
lexical speech perturbations' (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977)
distort the smooth delivery of speech. The same is true for Extract 4:
dann gehn: ihr ^morg°ns:° (.) [nach danemark 'yes then you are going
to Denmark in the mornings'. The last part of the word morgens sounds
particularly muffled. The s-sound is stretched and, together with the
preceding n-sound, is produced at a lower volume than the other
sounds in the word. This is then followed by a micropause. The
literature (Schegloff 1979; Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977 -
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henceforth SJS) has shown that speech perturbations may be followed
by a variety of events. At the time of their occurrence, they do not give
a hearer a specific clue as to what to expect next. As SJS have argued,
such non-lexical speech perturbations may function as self-initiations
of repair. However, as they note, they do not necessarily initiate repair.
In Extracts 1 and 4, 'self produces something that possibly could
function as repair initiation. In other words, self makes it relevant that
there is possible trouble in the turn under production.

Such dysfluencies may only be slight, as in the next two extracts,
but they are commonly found.

Extract 6 Confirmation

The Dane (D) has given his order. His colleague S from a Swiss
company proceeds with the technicalities of the ordering process.
1 S: |oi: '11 get these on order for you^
2 (0.3)
3 D: yes -hhhh er will you have a confirmation?
4 (0.8)
5 S: e::h yes you will (mail) the confirmation?
6 D: yes?

Line 3 in Extract 6 is delayed by a long inbreath and an er. Extract 7,
line 1, shows a slight delay.

Extract 7 Some beer

B is a speaker of Dutch, D of Danish. Both are students.
1 B: vil du ha nogen (.) 01? eller

will you have some beer or
would you like some beer

2 (.)
3 D: ja ja jeg vil gerne en 01 ja

yes yes I will gladly a beer yes
yes I would like a beer yes

4 B: okey

Extract 8 is from the opening of a business telephone conversation
between a Dane, D, and a speaker of German, G.

Extract 8 Herr Heinrich

D is the caller and produces line 1 directly after the opening of the call.
1 D: -hhhhh haben sie Heinrich zu hause;

have you Heinrich at home
is Heinrich around

2 (0.4)
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3 G: bitte sehr?
pardon?

4 (0.3)
5 D: haben sie Heinrich zu hause;

have you Heinrich at home
is Heinrich around

6 (0.6)
7 G: -h der herr Heinrich. der ist nich im hause. nein,

the mister Heinrich he is not in the house no
mister Heinrich is not in the building no

8 (.)
9 D: nein,;,

no
10 (0.3)
11 G: nein,

no

D produces a first pair part in a fluent manner without any delays,
perturbations or other trouble marking. After a delay of 0.4 seconds
(which might project a dispreferred response), G produces an 'open
class' repair initiator in line 3 (Drew 1997).3 After another delay, D
repeats line 1, treating the repair initiation as based on hearing trouble.
The architecture of Extract 8 is entirely different from Extracts 1, 4, 6
and 7, but what happens in lines 1-6 seems to be similar: something in
the turn/sequence is marked as troublesome. In the other extracts this
is done by the speaker him/herself, whereas in Extract 8 it is done by
the other participant (and, hence, in a sequence rather than in a turn).

Observation 2

As we mentioned above, our data are full of 'non-native-like
constructions'.4 Very few of them are corrected at all. However, we
can observe that one or several items in what later becomes the trouble-
source turn seem to be problematic with regard to linguistic norms of
the language spoken. In Extract 1, there is a grammatical problem (verb
tense), Extract 4 contains a lexical problem. Morgans means 'in the
morning', whereas it turns out that the speaker had wanted to say
morgen ('tomorrow'). Extract 6, line 3 looks like a word for word
translation from Danish, meaning 'do you want confirmation', and this
is what S is responding to as having been said. The grammatical
problem in Extract 7 has to do with quantification. B uses a quantifier
in connection with the word 01 'beer', which refers to beer as a mass
item, not as a countable bottle item. Nogen 01 could also indicate that
more than one bottle is available. In Extract 8, zu Hause means 'at
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home', while the speaker means 'in the building' Um Hause). The
omission of the honorific address term Herrn in front of the last name
Heinrich is pragmatically problematic when talking to employees of a
German company. None of these 'errors' are corrected by the SL
speaker.

Observation 3

Although trouble has been marked, the speaker of the trouble-source
turn indicates in various ways that the signalled trouble need not be
dealt with further. In Extracts 1,4, 6 and 7, the speaker continues the
turn past the dysfluencies and perturbations. In Extract 8, the speaker
of the trouble-source turn treats the trouble signalled in line 4 as a
hearing problem and repeats the trouble-source turn as a whole. He
does not try to deal with or focus on one of the non-native
constructions that were mentioned above. To sum up, then, the
speaker of the trouble-source turn does not attend to non-native-like
constructions as a potential problem source, and displays that there is
no unresolved trouble in his/her view.

Observation 4

Our next observation is about the immediacy of the repair to the
problem-source turn. In general, other initiations and other repairs are
delayed with respect to the repairable (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks
1977: 373-5). If a repairable is placed at the end of a turn, the repair is
'item-adjacent' (Jefferson 1972). This makes such an item 'readily
challenged' in Jefferson's words. In our extracts, however, the problem
source is hidden inside the turn, or there are problems with the entire
turn. Thus, the repairables are not 'readily challenged' but are
nevertheless challenged, as we will show.

In most of our examples, the action in progress cannot be fully
understood before the turn or (in the case of Extract 8) the action is
completed. Even a non-native construction is not always immediately
identifiable. In Extract 4, morgens is not easily picked up as
problematic. The turn in progress: ja dann gehn ihr morgens could
develop in ways where morgens would in fact be meant as 'in the
morning(s)', for example as a question about what the staff in A's
company do in the morning(s). The fact that this turn occurs at a
topical boundary (i.e. A and B have just closed a prior topic) leaves
open what the possible next actions in a turn at this point could be.
Only upon completion of the turn does it become evident what kind of
action it accomplishes, and thereby what may be problematic about the
marked item. In this case, it turns out to be the inflection of the word
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morgen, which, in this form, means every morning. Of course, the staff
at the German company does not have the habit of visiting Denmark
every morning.

In Extract 6, the whole unit in line 3 by the Danish speaker is
awkward, and the Swiss speaker provides a candidate rephrasing. In
Example 7, it is unclear what amount of beer is available. Nogen 01
could mean several bottles and could indicate an extended drinking
session. By answering a beer, S makes it clear that this is not on the
agenda for the moment.

In most of our data, the repairable is hidden inside the turn or has
to do with the entire turn itself. To repair, the other speaker would
need to locate the repairable since it would not be item-adjacent.
Speakers have techniques for doing this, but they would need to
interrupt the activity in progress to initiate a repair cycle.

Observation 5

The next observation is about the action environment in which the
phenomenon occurs. In order to repair trouble, the other speaker has to
recognize the nature of the trouble and how it can be repaired. This has
to do with understanding the action which the trouble-source turn
accomplishes. In our data, the actions accomplished by the trouble
source turn belong to a specific class of actions.

Before Extract 1, B had announced that she would call back and is
given D's phone number and name. However, B has not yet provided a
time to call. When D asks for a time in line 1 (Extract 1), B specifies one
(line 2) and thereby becomes accountable for calling back at that time.
So, by asking for a time, D commits B more strongly. In line 1 in Extract
4, D requests confirmation and/or specification. In Extract 6, D requests
information in line 3. In Extract 7, B makes an offer by asking a
question, and, finally, in Extract 8, D produces a pre-request: haben sie
Heinrich zu hause.

In all cases in our collection, the trouble-source turn is the first
part of an adjacency pair. This may be a central point with regard to the
relevance of repair initiation on an item in that action. Some of the
properties of adjacency pairs are described in the literature (Schegloff
and Sacks 1973) as follows:

1. They are two turns in length.
2. First speaker produces the first pair part.
3. Second speaker produces the second pair part.
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The specific relationship between a first and a second pair part has to
do with how a first pair part constrains what can be produced as a
relevant next action, and when. For example: when a question has
been produced, the relevant next action upon its completion is an
answer by the addressed participant. Participants face the task of
producing a relevant next action when recognizing a turn as a first pair
part. In order to do this, recipients of a first pair part do not only have
to understand the type of action that is accomplished by that first pair
part. A relevant next action (i.e. something that can be understood as a
second pair part to a first pair part) is always understood in the light of
that first pair part. It is thus crucial that the interlocutors can assume
that they agree on what the first pair part is. In our collection of
extracts, there seems to be a problem with just that: the first pair parts
are produced containing a non-native-like construction which has
consequences for how that first pair part may be understood, and thus
also for how a second pair part can be produced as a relevant next
action. For example, in Extract 4, the action in line 1 is a 'questioning
statement' - an action to which an exclusive 'yes' or 'no' could
function as an answer: j:a, dann gehn: ihr imorgOns:o (.) lnach
ddnemark 'yes then you are going to Denmark in the mornings'.

However, if D's interlocutor were just to answer 'yes' to this
question, there would be a doubt about what he actually is saying 'yes'
to. The linguistic error is not severe, and with a bit of good will,
contextual knowledge and common sense, D's interlocutor may
understand that D means to say the German equivalent of 'tomorrow'
or 'tomorrow morning' rather than 'in the mornings'. However, what D
actually has said is in the mornings. The task D's interlocutor thus
faces is not only producing a relevant next action, but also to make
clear to D that he takes D's turn to mean something other than what it
literally appears to mean.

The same goes for Extract 8: haben sie Heinrich zu hause 'is
Heinrich around'. In the context of D having called the company, the
question can be heard as a pre-request to talk to Heinrich, i.e. ist
Heinrich im Hause 'is Heinrich in the building'. The trouble is related
to the German phrase zu Hause, meaning 'at a person's private home'.
Due to the fact that Heinrich, as it turns out later in the conversation, is
not at work but has had a medical operation, zu Hause meaning 'at
home' is a possible hearing. However, the grammatically correct
question would then have been ist Heinrich zu Hause. In the way the
question has been constructed though (haben sie), it could be
understood as asking whether Heinrich is at G's place.

The possible hearings of the question then are not only different,
but they are actually contradictory. Now, the format of this question
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projects a 'yes/no' answer. However, a simple 'yes' or 'no' would be
problematic, as there are different answers for each hearing. Therefore
such an answer would not give any information about the whereabouts
of Heinrich. In contexts such as these, the next turn has to mark
explicitly which hearing is the relevant one.

The repair turn

Next speakers may address trouble with a first pair part before
producing a relevant next, for example by initiating (self- or other-)
repair. This results in a repair sequence, lines 4 and 5 in the following
example.

Extract 9 How's the weather?

A represents a British company which regularly buys from K's
Danish company. The extract is taken from the very beginning of
the talk.
1 A: [uh
2 K: [how's the weader?
3 (.)
4 A: eyh?
5 K: °how's the weather?0

6 (0.6)
7 A: u:h (0.3) co:ld, very wethh.
8 K: uh huh

Alternatively, speakers can ignore trouble and produce the next
relevant action.

— In Extract 1, the next speaker answers D's question with we'll
come back to you::an (thirsteen) this afternoon.

- In Extract 4 the request for confirmation is followed by the
confirmation and specification ja: wir wer:dn: mor:gen::eh
nachmittag >wieder [losfahren 'yes we are leaving again
tomorrow afternoon'.

- In Extract 6 the request for confirmation is answered: yes you
will (mail) the confirmation.

— The same goes for the offer in Extract 7: ja ja jeg vil gerne en 01
ja 'yes I would like a beer yes'.

- In Extract 8 the pre-request is treated as a question, thereby
blocking the request: der herr heinrich. der ist nich im hause.
nein 'mister Heinrich is not in the building no'.

The challenge for the analysis is to show that speakers do more than
just produce second pair parts, and that a repair is embedded inside
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them. It is obvious that the first pair parts in our collections are
'impossible': they cannot be answered merely with a yes or no. The
next speaker needs to display how he understands the first pair part in
order to produce a relevant next action.

Our main argument is that the second pair part does more than
merely what a second pair part needs to do. Regularly, linguistic
material from a first pair part is recycled in a second pair part. In our
cases, however, this recycling is done in such a manner that the first
pair part is being re-established at the same time as the second to that
first is being produced. We will illustrate this with Extract 8. The
answer to D's question is prosodically delivered in three intonation
units: der herr heinrich. der ist nich im house, nein. The first one
specifies the proper address item, the second produces a negative
answer in a full sentence, and the third part gives a short answer 'no'.
Generally, such short answers to yes/no questions are produced before
the full sentence answer resulting in nein, herr heinrich ist nicht im
house.5

As we have shown, the trouble needs to be repaired, or at least
addressed in order to ensure the maintenance of intersubjective
meaning. We have also shown that at a certain point it is clear that
the speaker of the first pair part will not initiate self-repair. This is the
context in which the second speaker chooses to do the repair in a
specific way.

The repair is recognizable as such and therefore one may argue
that the preference for self-repair is overruled. However, the examples
at hand are still designed with an orientation to the preference for self-
repair. The repair is produced so to speak 'under cover', which can be
seen as an orientation to the preference for self-repair.

A repair sequence can also be seen as overruling the preference
for contiguity: instead of producing a relevant next to a turn, items in
that turn or the turn as a whole are addressed before the interaction
gets back to the relevant next. In the cases presented here, items have
to be dealt with before a relevant next can possibly be understood as
such. However, no turns in our collection are exclusively occupied
with dealing with such repairables. Instead the repair work is closed
down as a second pair part is delivered in the next turn. This means
that the second part moves the interactional business forward. The
relevant next turn is thus dealing with that turn as a second. In this
way the examples to hand are seemingly designed according to the
preference for contiguity across turns (Sacks 1987).
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Post-repair work

In this section we will look at the way the speaker of the trouble-source
turn deals with embedded corrections. As shown above, the current
speaker in the repair turn has proposed a hearing of the trouble-source
turn. In addition he has made an effort to eschew the repair work in
favour of moving forward the interactional business. The speaker of the
trouble-source turn now has the option of dealing with that interac-
tional business, to acknowledge (or reject) the proposed hearing of the
trouble source turn or do both.

In Extract 4, the first speaker produces an acknowledgment token
ja at the first possible transition relevant place, i.e. when G has
produced a possibly complete turn: -h ja: wir wer:dn: mor:gen::eh
nachmittag >wieder [losfahren,<. After fahren, this turn-constructional
unit is syntactically and pragmatically possibly complete, but intona-
tionally it is marked as incomplete and part of a larger unit. This is a
place where continuers and/or acknowledgement tokens are regularly
placed by the other speaker. Any other business would need additional
interactional work by the next speaker. D's ja could be heard as
accepting both the repaired version of her turn and as an acknowl-
edgement of the information in G's turn.

We can exclude this possibility of doing two actions simulta-
neously in Extract 8. Here the current speaker is exclusively orienting
to the main business of the talk.

Extract 8 Detail

7 G: -h der herr Heinrich. der 1st nich im hause. nein,
the mister Heinrich he is not in the house no
mister Heinrich is not in the building no

8 (.)
9 D: nein^

no

Nein is a repeat of the negative answer in line 7. It follows the
negative polarity of the unit in line 7 and is not a possible
acknowledgement token of the correction done in the same line. To
indicate an orientation to the repair, the first speaker would have to
do a positively phrased response, either as a minimal or an elaborate
response. In all our data, we do not find instances in which the
speaker of the trouble-source turn orients to the correction in post-
repair work.
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Embedded correction: a preliminary conclusion

In our analysis, we have made the following observations which hold
for our collection:

- The turn that is later treated as the trouble-source turn is a
first pair part.

- Such turns are produced with dysfluencies which may indicate
trouble. In Extract 8, the trouble-source turn is delivered
fluently, but trouble is marked by the other participant.

- The trouble-source turns contain some type of linguistic
trouble ('error'). They are complete turns and the 'error' is not
produced at the end of the unit.

— None of the speakers indicates directly that there is
unresolved trouble. In many extracts, the second pair part is
delayed, providing the speaker of the trouble-source turn
ample space for self-repair (cf. Wong, this volume).

- Sometimes the trouble-source turn as a whole has major
problems (Extracts 4, 6 and 8). In other cases, the current
speaker moves on after the trouble-source item has been
produced. When the other speaker respects the preference for
self-repair, a possible repair would no longer have item-
adjacency. Generally speaking, the placement of the repair
turn is problematic.

- It is impossible to respond to the first pair part with a simple
yes/no. The repair turn recycles linguistic material from the
first pair part and is more explicit than it would otherwise
need to be. In other words, the second pair part can clearly be
heard as doing more than just being a second pair part.

— There is no post-repair work after the embedded correction,
i.e. the speakers do not orient to the repair.

With Extract 5 we made reference to Jefferson's (1987) analysis of
embedded corrections. As a conclusion of our analysis we can now
explain the similarities and differences between our collection and the
data described in Jefferson (1987).

In Jefferson's as well as in our data, the talk in progress continues
and is not derailed by a repair sequence. As Jefferson points out, this
prevents accounting for the error and the repair.

Our phenomenon has specific features which differ from the
extracts in Jefferson's collection:

- While Jefferson's embedded repairs appear in a variety of
environments, the repairables in our collection occur in
completed first pair parts.
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- What turns out to be a repairable is in Jefferson's data not
marked as potentially problematic. In our collection, the turn
is trouble marked, often by speech perturbations.

- The corrected items are recognizable non-native-like con-
structions. This is not the case in Jefferson's data, but some of
her items exhibit technical language problems, as in Extract 5
(wales/threads}.

- The correction is done in a second to a first pair part.
- The correction re-establishes part of the first pair part's

linguistic material.

In Jefferson's data the first speaker often adopts the correction. In
Extract 5, the customer uses wales. The salesman replaces it by threads
and the customer hereafter uses threads. As Jefferson concludes, the
sequence is wales-thread-thread (X Y Y) but can just as well be X Y X,
if the first speaker does not take up the offered correction, but uses the
repairable again. In our data, speakers of the trouble source do not take
up the offered correction. We identify instances in our collections by
the extended second pair part with its recycling of linguistic material.
This is a significant difference from Jefferson's material.

Problematic instances

A number of instances do not fit our explanation in all respects, but
show only some of its traits. We will discuss four extracts. Even though
they are deviant cases, they may help to make the description of our
main collection stand out more sharply. The main reason for us not to
include these items in our collection is the absence of recycling of
parts of the trouble-source turn. The correction seems to be an
accidental artefact of the sequence, and does not reflect specific work
by the co-participant. Compared to Jefferson's data, we do not either
find an X Y Y or X Y X sequence but only two instances X and Y.

Extract 9 is found in a business call between a Danish and a
German company. D's company is delivering vending machines to G's
company.

Extract 9 Delivery

D and G talk about a shipping date.
1 D: .h eh: >aber< wenn wiinst du: >diese< automadn? (.)

but when wish you these machines
2 senden? °send°

ship ship6
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3 G: ja wann wann konn: wir die kriegen?
yes when when can we this receive
yes when can we receive it

Line 1/2 is a first pair part, a question, which exhibits several non-
native-like constructions. Instead of wenn it should be wann. The
correct form of wiinst du would be wunscht du, but the main problem
is related to the verb senden. A possible unit in this business context
could either be wann willst du diese Automaton haben 'when do you
want these machines' or something such as wann wunscht du dass wir
diese Automaten senden 'when do you want us to ship these
machines'. Speaker D self-repairs the inflection of the main verb
senden 'to ship' - which actually was right in the first place. So D hints
at trouble in connection with senden without repairing it properly.

Line 3 is not an answer to the question asked in line 1, but starts
an insertion sequence. Insertion sequences are placed between a first
and a second pair part. Often they clarify conditions for how the first
pair part should be understood. After an insertion sequence is finished,
the second pair part is still relevant. That means, speakers still orient
to the second pair part which the insertion sequence 'defers' (Hutchby
and Wooffitt 1998: 40).

Insertion sequences are relevant next actions to first pair parts
and orient to the main business of the talk. A correction embedded in
an insertion sequence thus still attends to the business of the talk.

Extract 10 is taken from the same sort of call as Extract 9.

Extract 10 Special colour

D represents a Danish company, G its French daughter company.
1 D: hm: ja? Es ge:ht um ein an:frage:

there's a question here
2 von sieben stuck ef be funfzig in eh:m: specia:le farbe?

of seven pieces ef be fifty in uh:m: special colour
3 wie lange 1st die: liefertermin dafiir?

how long is the delivery time for this
4 G: mit einer speZIELlen farbe?

with a special colour
5 D: ja hn

The first pair part is delivered in a complex fashion. Line 1 announces
the upcoming action and line 2 inserts material which is necessary for
a specific understanding of the question in line 3.7 The problematic
item is placed in the 'pre' in eh:m: specia:le farbe 'in uh:m: special
colour'. The pronunciation of speciale sounds like the corresponding
Danish word. Further, the article has been left out. However, these
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errors are innocent compared to the linguistic problems discussed in
relation to the earlier extracts. There is little problem with the
answerability of the question in line 3.

The insertion sequence targets line 2 and corrects at the same
time both phonetic features and the article. The change of the pronoun
in 'in' to mit 'with' actually introduces another linguistic error.

The main reason for us not to include Extracts 9 and 10 in our
collection is that we do not see the other participant doing work to
produce a repair 'under cover'. In Extract 9, less linguistic material
from the trouble-source turn is recycled than was the case in the earlier
extracts. This may be due to the nature of the linguistic mistakes.
However, a closer look shows that line 2 does not correct line 1, but
reformulates it from the 'receiving' end: instead of senden 'to ship' we
have kriegen 'to receive'. The repair is not only embedded, it seems to
be accidental in the action the participants are concerned with. The
insertion sequence in Extract 10 targets the condition for the question.
This is difficult to do in other ways, so the repair appears accidental as
well. In both examples we cannot see the other participant orient to the
repair work.

Extract 11 is another piece of data which has not been listed in
our main collection. The extract is from a migrant conversation.

Extract 11 Fuseret

J is a speaker of Dutch, A is his Danish wife.
1 J: er de er de fuseret eller overtaget

are they are they fusioned or taken over
2 (0.8)
3 A: de er fusioneret.

they are fusioned
4 (2.2)
5 J: fusioneret.

fusioned
6 (0.5)
7 A: °mh°
8 (0.9)
9 A: (to) ar siden

(two) years ago
10 (6.7)
11 J: 

so it is called fusioned

A hears J saying a word fuseret which does not exist, but she may infer
from the context that he means to say another possible word, fusioneret
'fused'. However, A is asked to choose one of two alternatives, and one
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of these alternatives is not a Danish word. To answer, A has either to
repeat a linguistically wrong item or to correct. Extract 11 shows the
same features as we saw in Extract 10. Native speakers do not repeat
linguistic errors. Instead they produce the correct form.

In line 5, J repeats the corrected form and the repair activity now
becomes the main activity of the talk. The correction is no longer
embedded in the talk. Extract 11, as well as 10, is different from our
collection since we do not see the speakers of the second pair part do
any specific work showing their orientation to the non-native
constructions and correction of them. These cases do not exhibit
embedded constructions which recycle part of the trouble-source turn,
but are plain second pair parts.

We will finally discuss another deviant case where the correction
activity becomes the main activity.

Extract 12 Air parcel post

The Danish buyer D has called a Belgian company.
1 D: perhaps you coult=eh send it by flight and eh parceljpost
2 (0.8)

3 B: send it by uh air parcel pjo[st?
4 D: [yes:
5 (0.6)
6 is that possible.
7 B: yes

It is worth noting that the turn in line 3 could develop with a
postponed 'yes', i.e. in the same way as the second pair part in Extract
8: derHerr Heinrich. der 1st nich im Hause. nein 'Mr Heinrich is not in
the house no'. So it could become send it by air parcel post. yes. If this
had been the case, the example would have been part of our main
collection. However, D overlaps slightly and treats line 3 not as a
second pair part but as a first pair part in an insertion sequence.

Now, if line 3 has opened an insertion sequence, B can be
expected to produce the second pair part after the sequence is closed.
This is not what B does. Instead we find a long silence and D re-
establishes in line 6 the first pair part and receives an answer in line 7.

Extract 12 is a deviant case with respect to our main collection.
What could have developed into an embedded correction in a second
pair part is treated by D as an insertion sequence. B is treating it as a
repair sequence when he is not delivering the second pair part after
line 4, but waits until D has re-established the first pair part.

To sum up: items which do not show the next speaker reacting to
the repairable by doing more interactional work than necessary are not
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included in our collection. We are not saying that the next speakers in
Extracts 9-12 do not hear the non-native-like constructions in the first
pair part, but they do not do anything specific with them. These cases
do not fit Jefferson's collection either, since the speakers of the trouble-
source turns do not take up the corrections and build them into their
own talk without making the correction openly the business of the talk.

Endnotes

1 The translation of Extract 3 may be distracting since 'being free' is in Danish
constructed with 'to have', bar and not with 'to be', er.

2 Kurhila 2001, 2003 has referred to this type of correction as 'en passant'
correction.

3 Open class repair initiators 'do not locate specifically what it is in the prior
turn that the speaker is having trouble with hearing or understanding - that
is, which does not locate a specific repairable in the prior turn' (Drew 1997:
71).

4 Instead of calling these items 'linguistic errors' we will refer to them as 'non-
native-like constructions'. The concept of 'error' is based on grammatical
descriptions and is not an interactive category. In grammar, errors call for
corrections. In interaction they certainly do not, but clearly these
constructions are recognizable by competent speakers as 'non-native'.

5 We are grateful to Geoffrey Raymond who has pointed this out to us.
6 We have not provided an idiomatic translation of line 1, since its

grammatical construction is partly opaque.
7 The architecture of this construction is described in Schegloff (1980).
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Doing Pronunciation: A Specific
Type of Repair Sequence1

Catherine E. Brouwer

Second language (SL) speakers

In this chapter, I will describe instances of an activity that I have called
'doing pronunciation'. Sequences of doing pronunciation are specific
types of repair sequences, in which a speaker (most often a second
language speaker) is corrected by another speaker (most often a first
language speaker) on the phonetic level of the language spoken. It will
be argued in the analysis that these sequences are 'side sequences'
(Jefferson 1972).2 The interaction is 'put on hold' while the
interlocutors take care of some other business, which has to do with
the participants' orientation to matters of language competence.
Thereby, 'doing pronunciation' can be distinguished from other
activities: the interlocutors make that distinction themselves. The data
corpus used in this analysis consists of 6.5 hours of everyday
conversation between Danes and Dutch speakers of Danish.

The following is a prototypical instance of the activity of 'doing
pronunciation'.

Extract 1 Rucksack

B = Dutch speaker of Danish, S = Danish
The talk is about stereotypical Danes. S has mentioned that they all
carry around a rucksack of a special brand. B then says that she
finds that strange, and continues:
1 B: ja det bar vi ikke i Holland at vi -alle ha:r (.)

yeah we do not have that in Holland that we all have
2 d samnie:: (0.4)

the same
3—> 0h |rygsa:k

{rucksack}
4 (0.2)
5^ rygtsak
6 (0.2)
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7-» S: frygjsaek

8—» B: rygsaek

9 (0.3)

10 |sa (1.0)
so

In this extract, a word is repeated several times by the speaker B and
her recipient S. The first occurrence in line 3 is syntactically part of an
ongoing turn-constructional unit (TCU), uttered by B. The second
occurrence (line 5), also by B, takes place after a short pause.

Although the first occurrence of the word is syntactically
integrated, it is productionally 'isolated'. It is preceded by a 0.4 pause
and it is not prosodically integrated into the TCU. There is a break in
the pitch movement of B's TCU: the word rygsa:k starts with a much
higher pitch than was projected by the pitch movement in the
preceding part of the TCU. Also, the first instance of the word, and
its first repeat, have rising intonation.

The first occurrence appears at the end of a TCU, and the second
occurrence appears at a point where the turn is possibly complete. They
are pronounced in the same way, and according to Danish standard
pronunciation, incorrectly. The quality of the vowel in the second
syllable is more 'open'. Phonetically, the vowel in line 3 and line 5
would be transcribed as [a] (sounds like 'a' in English 'car'). The first
two mentions of the word are succeeded by a second repeat, by the other
speaker, in which the pronunciation of the vowel in the last syllable is
pronounced according to Danish standards: the vowel is more closed,
between the cardinal vowels [e] and [e]. After S has repeated the word in
this way, B repeats it once more with a similar pronunciation.

A first characterization of this extract is that S and B are engaged
in repairing a troublesome item. B is the one to propose the item as
troublesome, and S, by repeating the item with 'standard' pronuncia-
tion, corrects it, after which B repeats the item in its correct form.

For this analyst (and perhaps for the reader), it is easy to
recognize this sequence as one of 'doing pronunciation', since we have
the whole sequence at our disposal. For the participants, however, the
task is to find out what is going on, and shape what they are doing, in
the course of the activity. In the following, I will describe the methods
used for the organization of 'doing pronunciation'.

Initiation techniques

I will describe 3 different ways to initiate 'doing pronunciation'. The
first is through speech perturbations, the second by intonation and the
last one by repetition.
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Pauses, uhs and sound stretches

Initiation techniques in repair sequences have been quite well
described in the CA literature, but whereas Schegloff, Jefferson and
Sacks (1977) (hereafter: SJS) list several techniques for other initiation,
they treat self-initiation techniques only briefly: 'Self-initiations
within the same turn (which contains the trouble source) use a variety
of non-lexical speech perturbations, e.g. cut-offs, sound stretches,
"uh"s etc., to signal the possibility of repair-initiation immediately
following' (SJS: 367).

To explicate in which way these perturbations may actually
signal trouble, and thereby a possibility of repair initiation, their
characteristics, frequency and placement would appear to be impor-
tant. It is not entirely clear what counts as 'non-lexical speech
perturbation', but as a point of departure we may consider anything
that is non-lexical and perturbs the smooth delivery of a turn. This will
include pauses.3 Several speech perturbations occur in B's turn in
Extract 1. In line 2, there is a sound stretch at the end of the word
samme ('same'). This is followed by a 0.4 pause, at a point where the
TCU is not possibly complete. The pause is followed by 0h ('uh') in
line 3.

Similar perturbations are found in other examples of self-
initiation of 'doing pronunciation'.

Extract 2 Advantage

B = Dutch speaker of Danish, S = Danish
1 B: liar de begynder senere sa: (.)

when they start later then
2—> sa bar de ogsa lidt |0h (0.3)

then they also have some
3^ fo:r (.) °spro:ng°j0h

advantage}
4 S: for [ spring

advantage
5 B: for|spring (0.6)

In line 2 we find an 0h ('uh'), followed by a pause, and in line 3 a
micropause between the first and second syllable of the word
forsprong.

These speech perturbations seem to signal some kind of trouble
with regard to the delivery of the turn. Following SJS, immediate
repair initiation can take place, but does not necessarily do so. So we
might call these speech perturbations possible pre-indicators of
repair initiation. This signalling potential also depends on the type of
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speech perturbation. Schegloff (1979) describes how different types
of speech perturbations in general are positioned differently relative
to the element they initiate repair on. Cut-offs are post-positioned,
whereas pauses and 'uh's are pre-positioned (1979: 273).4 According
to this, the perturbations in Extracts 1 and 2 are forward-oriented.

For a recipient of these forward-oriented speech perturbations, it
is important to know whether trouble has been resolved before turn
transition, for if it is not, it may be expected that the recipient him/
herself will contribute to the repair of the trouble. Two circumstances
may show a recipient that trouble is resolved. First, in some cases, a
recognizable repair is done immediately after the production of speech
perturbations as in lines 1 and 2 of Extract 2.

The pause at the end of line 1 is followed by a repetition of sa
('then') at the beginning of line 2. Schegloff (1979: 279) describes
repairs likes this as marking time: i.e. a try at a part of talk is the same
as a prior try. The second try adds further speech to the first try. The
second circumstance that may show that trouble is resolved is that the
turn continues without further perturbation (Schegloff 1979).

The speech perturbations in the two extracts shown appear in
what can be regarded as the latter part of the turn. Therefore, at
possible completion, successful repair is not recognizably achieved.
The occurrence of a non-lexical speech perturbation just before the
last item in the TCU therefore already indicates a possibility for a
repair sequence. In Extract 1, a pause and an oh occur before the last
word in the TCU rygsaek ('backpack'). Also in Extract 2, an. oh and a
pause occur, and a silence occurs within the last word of the TCU,
indicating that trouble possibly is to be found in the last syllable of
that word.5

Also, it is important to note that these perturbations occur in the
turn for no apparent reason. Sometimes speech perturbations are a part
of an 'overt' repair. The non-lexical speech perturbations in these
extracts, however, do not indicate to hearers what to expect next. The
work that non-lexical speech perturbations in the cases of doing
pronunciation seem to do is thus 'signalling trouble'. They may be seen
as contributing to repair initiation, but they do not initiate repair by
themselves.

Rising intonation

In many cases, sounds stretches, pauses and '0h's' before a word are
part of a word search format (Schegloff 1979: 273), where the same
speaker resolves the word search. An example is the following.
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Extract 3 Shake together

V = Danish, P = Dutch speaker of Danish
The expression ryste sammen, literally 'shake together', is
especially used for 'team-building' activities
1 V: vi kalder det «ryste sammen»

we call it 'shake together'
2 P: [ja ]

yeah
3 V: [kenjder du det ord=

do you know that word=
4 P: =nej

770

5 V: na 0h ryste sammen=
oh 'shake together'

6 P: =°ryste sammen0

shake together
7—> V: ryste at- sa man 0h (0.4)

shake to- so you
8—> °mh° get together.

In this extract we find non-lexical speech perturbations in lines 5, 7-8
as in Extracts 1 and 2: 0h, a pause and mh. However, this extract
differs from the previous two because of the pitch movement in get
together. While get together is spoken with a downward pitch
movement, a 'finishing' intonation, by which it is hearable as the
solution for a word search, the words in Extracts 1 and 2 (rygsak and
forsprong) are spoken with rising intonation. This rising intonation
strongly supports the possibility of unresolved trouble. One action the
rising intonation seems to accomplish, then, is 'signalling unresolved
trouble'.

Also, rising intonation in these words does specific work
regarding the location of the trouble. The non-lexical speech perturba-
tions in these examples are forward-oriented. The recipient can thus
expect the next segment to be a problematic item, rather than items
which have already been produced. Now the first occasion of rygsak in
Extract 1 and forsprong in Extract 2 are spoken with relatively high
pitch, and rise even more. Note that the rising intonation is local: it can
not be heard as part of a pitch contour that would make the turn
hearable as a question. The local rising intonation in the word actually
makes it recognizable as a repair initiation, and not only a recognizable
repair initiation, but a repair initiation on this word. So, while the non-
lexical speech perturbations did some work regarding locating the
trouble in the upcoming speech, the high pitch onset and rising
intonation of both words locate the trouble unambiguously.
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Syntactically, the turn is possibly complete after the production
of the items rygsak in Extract 1 and forsprong in Extract 2. When turn
transition is relevant after initiating repair, this offers a suggestion for
the distribution of repair work:' the accomplishment of repair is
(presumably) left for the other to do. A speaker can initiate and do a
self-repair at turn transition, but a repair outcome is not done by the
trouble-source turn speaker in transition space when this speaker has
initiated the repair before turn transition becomes relevant. Moreover,
the rising intonation even seems to invite other to do the repair proper.
In this way, a repair sequence becomes relevant. So, instead of trouble
being signalled, located and repaired by self in the trouble-source turn,
other will in some way be involved in the repair work, and thereby the
repair possibly becomes the focus activity of the interlocutors. In other
words, rising intonation, by which other is invited to participate in the
repair work, possibly opens up a side sequence.

The techniques of non-lexical speech perturbations in combination
with a rising intonation seem, in several cases, to be 'sufficient'
indications for other to either confirm or correct a repairable. However,
in other cases, these techniques do not suffice. In these cases, the speaker
of the trouble source performs remedial techniques, i.e. techniques that
reinstantiate and explicate the initiation of repair. These remedial
techniques are 'repeating' and 'refraining', and they partly overlap.

Repeats

In Extract 1, line 3, 'rucksack' is the last word of the turn, the one that
is pronounced with local rising intonation, and it is repeated in line 5.
Repeats like these do not occur in all self-initiated sequences of doing
pronunciation (see, for example, Extract 2). However, it can be shown
that such a repeat does further work, which directs the sequence to the
activity of 'doing pronunciation'.

As described above, the first occurrence of the word rygsaek has
rising intonation, whereby it is understandable as inviting a response
from S. Now there are two ways of interpreting how the repeat in line 5
comes about. The first is that B, the speaker of the turn, detects an
ambiguity in her turn and, in turn transition space, disambiguates her
action. By repeating rygssek, she shows that repairing this item has
priority over reacting to the turn as such. Disambiguations in this
position are fairly common (Schegloff 1992). Repeating rygsaek is then
a remedy for possible ambiguity regarding the sequential implicative-
ness of the turn, which B has detected herself.

The other way the repeat may come about is that the solicited
response is 'due' in line 4, but for some reason, it is not there: the
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response is noticeably absent. Normally, speakers who have solicited a
response, but do not receive one, see this as a problem and deal with it
(Pomerantz 1984b). This may be done in different ways, depending on
the supposed problem with the utterance that solicited a response.
Now if we look at Extract 1, we see that B deals with the absence of a
response by repeating an item from her prior TCU. The repeated item is
the same item as the repairable. The repeat, then, functions as a
clarification of B's initial action: she was initiating repair. By repeating
the word with similar intonation, B demonstrates once again that this
questioning intonation is local, and that she was thereby initiating
repair. She excludes other possibilities, for example hearing the
previous TCU as a question. Thereby, B pursues a specific type of
response from her interlocutor. The second analysis of the way the
repeat comes about leads to the same conclusion as the first: the repeat
is a remedy for possible ambiguity of what B was doing in the
preceding turn.

The repeat thus supports the signalling of trouble. Moreover, by
repeating this item, B further isolates it from the rest of the TCU as 'the
matter of focus'. The repeat thus does further locating work. The
'isolation' of the repairable, which is a word in almost all cases of
'doing pronunciation', has consequences for the identification or
analysis of the trouble: there is a limit to what kind of trouble can be
associated with a word. By isolating a word as a repairable, some
identification of the trouble has already been done.

It is also important to note that by repeating a word in its original
form, in the context of initiating repair, a speaker gives the item the
character of a 'candidate' - something that is proposed as possibly
correct though possibly troublesome or incorrect. The speaker, in other
words, shows indecision about the item's accuracy.

Sometimes speakers actually do repeat items in other ways, for
example with an altered pronunciation. In these cases, they propose an
alternative for the repairable, or, in other words, they present two
candidates to choose from. The following extract of an alternative
repeat is part of an activity where the SL-speaker is doing his
homework for the Danish course with the help of his girlfriend. The
first line of this extract occurs just after a sequence where they
interactively have resolved a matter of linguistic form.

Extract 4 Homework

} = Dutch speaker of Danish, A = Danish
1—> J: og tilbiKd

and offer
2 (0.8)
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3-> tilburdt
{offer}

4 (1.0)
5 A: i flertal

in plural
6 (0.4)
7 J: nej

no
8 (0.5)
9 °°enkelt(tal)00

singu(lar)
10 (3.0)
11 A: hva |sp0rger du om

what is your question
12 (1.0)
13 J: er det tilbud (.) eller pt- tilbudt

is it offer or {offer}
14 A: et (.) til|bud

an offer

In line 1, J proposes, with rising intonation, the form of a next item to
be written down. The intonation is doing work to solicit a response
from his interlocutor. As in Extract 1, a pause occurs after this, which
is hearable as a 'noticeable absence'. After this pause, he proposes the
same item, but with a difference in pronunciation (phonetically: [d] in
final position in stead of [6]} in line 3. Hereby J pursues a response from
A, but he does it in a slightly different way than in Extract 1. By
changing the item rather than repeating the original, J asks for
confirmation of one of these two forms from his conversation partner.

Presenting an alternative form in this way does the signalling and
location work much in the same way as the repeat in Extract 1. But it
also shows something to the hearer about the nature of the trouble: by
presenting alternatives J displays the trouble to be of a particular
linguistic character. Pursuing a response by presenting an alternative
seems, in comparison with a repeat, to identify the trouble.

Now it is clear that in Extract 4 the repair is not done
unproblematically. In line 5 A comes in with a clarification request,
and in line 11 she initiates repair addressing the nature of J's actions in
lines 1 and 3. To remedy this, J repeats both alternatives, and makes it
explicit what kind of response he is pursuing in line 13. This
explication shows two things. First of all, J's way of pursuing a
response in line 3 seems to be ambiguous for A. Second, J explains here
that his actions in lines 1 and 3 should be understood as 'soliciting a
response'.
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To sum up, repeating the repairable can do the work of remedying
the signalling, location, and to some degree identification of the
trouble. Presenting alternative items does further work regarding
identification of the trouble, in that it shows that the trouble is a matter
of linguistic form. Furthermore, alternative items are presented for the
purpose of 'picking the right one', which is something the other is
invited to do. Therefore, it does more work regarding the distribution
of the repair work.

Discussion: the interactional impact of initiating techniques

As shown by Extracts 1 and 4, initiation techniques such as non-
lexical speech perturbations and rising intonation do not always
unambiguously solicit a hearer's confirmation or correction. As
outlined in the previous section, a remedy for this can be a repeat of
an item and/or presenting an alternative. Repeating one item from a
turn can be seen as 'unframing' that item: where the item first occurs
in a grammatically and pragmatically coherent turn (the frame), it is
selected as the matter-of-focus by reproducing it without that frame.
Such a selection may suggest the initiation of a side sequence. These
are defined as follows: '[Side sequences] are demonstratedly
subsidiary sequences for some on-going sequence, at least in so far
as the objects that generate them are subsidiary objects' (Jefferson
1972: 315). There seems to be some kind of'point-of-no-return' in the
development of doing pronunciation as a sequential matter. Trouble
is first signalled with non-lexical speech perturbations and located
in 'upcoming speech', and further located by means of questioning
intonation. After the troublesome item is produced, the recipient
still has several options. Apart from withholding a response, the
item can be confirmed or corrected, but the recipient may also treat
the turn as unproblematic and simply produce a sequentially
coherent next to the turn. This Jefferson (1987) calls 'embedded
confirmation'.

However, as soon as the item rygsak was repeated, it was not
possible to disregard it as something that did not need to be dealt with.
It is the 'unframing' of the item that proposes the item as the matter-of-
focus as opposed to the ongoing activity. The repeat of the item by the
speaker of the trouble-source turn has a great deal in common with
what Jefferson (1972: 299) calls a 'questioning repeat', which does
some of the same work the 'self repeat' seems to do: it selects
something as a repairable. Note that the selection of the repairable is
done TCU-externally: by proposing an item as the matter-of-focus after
the TCU in which that item occurred, it becomes possible to deal with
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that item in a side sequence, without disrupting the internal
architecture of the TCU.

Refraining and unframing items seem, like repeating, to remedy
possible ambiguities as to what has priority. These ambiguities
concern different aspects: it can be an ambiguity with regard to the
sequential implicativeness of the TCU; in some cases, there is
ambiguity with regard to the location of the trouble; in other cases, it
is the distribution of repair that is ambiguous. As seems quite
essential for how the sequence may develop, in some cases the
nature of the trouble may be ambiguous. The following extract is an
example of ambiguities regarding the nature of the trouble being
dealt with.

Extract 5 Swimming in the garden

V = Danish, P = Dutch speaker of Danish
In order to understand this extract, some comments are necessary.
P, as it turns out, is trying to tell V that she has been swimming in
the sea. The word for sea in Dutch, zee, resembles the word so in
Danish. S0, however, means 'lake' or 'pond'. The word P should be
using for sea is hav. To make things more complicated, the
determined form of Danish hav is havet. Instead, P uses haven —
which is the determined form of Danish have - meaning 'garden' or
'park'. (It speaks for P, however, that the Danish language on this
point is very confusing; the word for the 'North Sea' for example is
nordsoen.}
1 P: sidste sidste weekend har jjeg (0.3)

last last weekend I have
2 0h sv0m|met i s i J,s0en. (.) i (.) jhaven.

swam in 1- in the lake, in the garden
3 (0.8)
4—> °hvad° siger man? havfn

what does one say? garden
5 V: ha- ha- -h havet

se- se- -sea

In this rather confusing extract, P produces an ambiguous turn in line
2. One way to hear it is as a not smoothly delivered, yet coherent turn:
P has been swimming in a lake or pond, which lies in a garden or a
park. Another hearing is that P does a self-repair, substituting soen
('lake, pond') with haven ('garden, park')- The turn seems to be
possibly complete at the end of line 2.

Now at line 3, a response from V is noticeably absent: the turn in
lines 1 and 2 is presented as news, but V does not react to it. P initiates
repair in line 4, which disambiguates line 2: 'i haven' is to be heard as a
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repair of 'i s0en'. The last word haven is repeated with questioning
intonation, and it is framed by hvad siger man. This expression
literally means 'what does one say', practically it means 'how do you
say this'. The frame thus deals with matters of form: P invites V to
correct or confirm the proposed word. The word haven is thus
reframed as the matter-of-focus.

Note that, in this hearing of line 2, P has repaired a word by
replacing it with another word. Thereby, she seems to have identified
the initial trouble as lexical trouble (soen vs. haven). However, since
her self-repair did not solve the trouble, it is not necessarily the case
that P still regards the trouble as lexical. In most cases where repair is
initiated on a word, several things may be wrong with a word: a word
can be wrong (in the specific context) altogether, which means it has to
be replaced by another lexeme (i.e. it is lexical trouble), or it can be
partly wrong, which means it has to be replaced by an alternative
version of the word (i.e. morphological, morphophonological or
phonological trouble).

In line 5, V displays an analysis of the repairable in line 4: she
identifies the trouble as being a phonetic and/or morphological6 'error',
by producing an alternative version of the word. Note the stress on the
last syllable, where the 'error' is located. Now, note what happens next.

Extract 5 (continued)

6^ P: i have:n
in the garden

7 i [ i i i ]
in in in in

8 V: [»0h hvad taenker du pa«]
what are you thinking about

Instead of repeating the ' pronunciation as V has produced it in
line 5, P repeats it in way she presented it initially. P here
demonstrates that, alth . she clearly initiated a repair, and one
specific word was sKc., out, it was not the phonetic properties of
that word that made it, for her, a repairable. P is thus engaged in an
activity of finding the right one of two alternative lexical items (soen
vs. haven), rather than, as V seems to suppose, between two
(morpho)phonetic ones (haven vs. havet). We thus see here that the
nature of the trouble is not a given, but can be a matter of negotiation
between the participants. And, as line 8 shows, in this extract this
matter is not always resolved easily.

An important point can then be made: it seems to be necessary for
interlocutors to agree on the nature of the trouble, and how it may be
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repaired. If interlocutors do not agree, substantial interactive work has
to be done to arrive at a repair outcome. Furthermore, it seems to be
necessary that the person who is being corrected in some way
anticipates possible phonetic correction in order to recognize it. This
issue designates 'doing pronunciation' as an essentially interactional
activity. The person who utters the problematic item is not the one to
correct it - so it is crucial for both interlocutors that they recognize that
they are engaged in the same type of activity, and that they coordinate
their actions accordingly.

It can thus be concluded that, even when trouble is signalled and
located, and the distribution of repair work is proposed, there still may
be ambiguities with regard to these aspects of repair initiation and with
regard to the identification of trouble. Issues of ambiguity such as these
are mainly remedied by repeating the repairable item, presenting an
alternative version of it, and/or by refraining it.

Initiating techniques: conclusion

Initiation of 'doing pronunciation' is achieved through multiple
techniques: in its simplest form (as in Extract 2) we find a combination
of non-lexical speech perturbations with rising intonation. In more
complex extracts we find these techniques supplemented with
remedial techniques, mainly repeats and un- or refraining. In the
course of the initiation of the repair, we can see several kinds of work
being done: signalling trouble, locating trouble, distributing repair
work, and identifying the error method (Mazeland 1986). The
techniques, including the remedial ones, occur successively in the
course of the sequence. This seems to point to the fact that the nature
of the repair emerges in the trajectory of the repair initiation. The
initiation itself does not conclusively point to 'doing pronunciation'.
However, the nature of the initiation techniques shows the prospect of
a sequence of 'doing pronunciation' developing: there are some
features of self-initiation techniques that allow for a correction on
the level of pronunciation, while others do not.

One such feature concerns the repairable upon which repair is
initiated. First of all, the repairables in all cases are words.7 This
already restrains the 'nature of the repair', since there is a limit to what
sorts of things can possibly be troublesome about words as isolated
items.

Another feature is the place of the repairable in the trouble-source
turn. As argued above, the initiation of 'doing pronunciation' seems in
various ways to initiate side sequences. The ways in which this is done
seem to be related to the 'isolation' of the repairable from the turn it
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occurs in: by pausing just before the word, by a break in the overall
pitch movement of the turn, and by the local rising intonation of the
word. Repeating (unframing) and refraining the word seem to isolate
the word further from its original habitat. These techniques seem to
favour words that are placed last in the turn. When repair is initiated
on a word that occurs at a point where the turn is hearably not
complete, interlocutors might work at keeping the repair work to a
minimum in order not to 'disturb' the architecture of the turn more
than necessary.

Jefferson (1972), in her analysis of several kinds of side
sequences, notes that errors which are the last item in a TCU may be
'challenged' more readily than those that occur mid-turn. First then,
when an incorrectly pronounced item appears at the end of a TCU, it
might be more likely that a sequence of 'doing pronunciation'
develops. In support of this view is the fact that in the cases described
here, contrary to the examples that Jefferson shows, repair is initiated
by the same speaker. By employment of several techniques, the items
are thus set up to be challenged: the placement of the item at the end of
a TCU might be just one more way to set it up.

Setting an item up to be challenged indicates an orientation to
other as expert. The way the items are presented in the turn with
questioning intonation, isolated in several ways from the original frame,
and in some cases refrained in questions that are directly addressed to
other, supports this view. The kind of interaction the participants are
actually engaged in can be characterized as 'ordinary conversation' in
which the participants in principle are 'equals'. The interactants have to
do interactive work in order to change the 'default scheme of
interpretation' (Wilson 1991) from 'being equals' to 'being a language
novice and a language expert'. That 'work' is done by the multiple
techniques of self-initiation, including the techniques used for remedy-
ing ambiguities with regard to how the initiation is to be understood.

Repair outcome

Theoretically, after self-initiation there are several possibilities. Other
can in principle withhold a response, in which case there would be
further remedies. I have found no such cases in my data. More
plausible treatments of the self-initiation by other are confirmation of
the troublesome word, or correction.

Confirmation

When a repairable is not found troublesome by its recipient, or when it
is not found 'worth bothering about' (Jefferson 1972), a recipient may
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confirm that the item is understandable and 'correct enough' (which
may or may not mean 'totally correct'). A case of confirmation is found
in Extract 6.

Extract 6 Go to that party

P = Dutch speaker of Danish, V = Danish
1—>• P: ja (.) men jeg har (.) havde: tvivjlet (.) tvivlet?

yeah but I have had doubted doubted
2-> V: [mhm ]
3^ P: [meget] |0h (.)

much
4 om jeg skulle (.) ga til deen fest

if I should go to that party

In this extract the recipient of the repairable simply confirms the form
as acceptable by producing a continuer (mhm}. Another way of
confirming is shown in the next extract.

Extract 7 High School

B = Dutch speaker of Danish, N = Danish
The participants are talking about high school, which for both of
them is some years back.
1—>• B: »jeg er ikke god til« J,0::h jgeogratfi

I'm not so good at uh geography
2-* (0.2)
3-> °ge::o[gra] Tfi0

4^ N: [a: ] ((nasalized))
(0.3)

6 B: °m jeg var° J.0h °ret godt til histori|e°
but I was uh rather good at history

In lines 1, 2 and 3 of this extract we see some of the same self-initiation
techniques as the ones described above (non-verbal speech perturba-
tion oh, rising intonation, repeat). This extract resembles Extract 6. The
receipt token in line 4 functions as a confirmation. Also, as we have
seen in Extract 6, it does not matter that such a receipt token comes in
overlap. However, in Extract 6 the receipt token is oriented to the
repair, showing that the word in itself is acceptable. Hereby the
repairable, for a short moment, becomes the matter-of-focus and is
dealt with directly. The receipt token in Extract 7 is a marker of news, a
'change-of-state token' (Heritage 1984), and, as such, is heard as a
receipt token for the turn as a whole. This implicates that the item is

focus, and the interaction continues as if geografi was not proposed as
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possibly troublesome. There thus seem to be two different kinds of
confirmation after repair initiation of a word: direct confirmation, and
implicit confirmation. Items need not be totally native-like to be
confirmable, just as long as they do not distort the interactional
business the participants are engaged in.

When an item is proposed as possibly troublesome, other has to
make a decision as to which of the three options (confirming the item,
repairing the item, producing a relevant next) is the most applicable.
One factor in this decision is an analysis of the item regarding what
might be incorrect about it. We have already seen some instances (e.g.
Extract 1) where other demonstrates an analysis of the item as
incorrectly pronounced. In the cases where self proposes alternatives
for an item (e.g. Extract 4), self has proposed an analysis.

Possibly, confirmed items are analysed as well. These items,
however, are not demonstrably analysed, and thereby this analysis
never becomes an interactional issue. The speaker of the repairable
will never know 'how' correct his or her repairable actually was. This
is why we may speak of instances that have the potential to become
sequences of 'doing pronunciation' - but that never develop into such
a sequence.

Correction as an alternative for 'doing pronunciation'

When we look at a piece of data with a correction in it, particularly
when it concerns a correction of an item produced by a speaker of a
second language and corrected by a first language speaker, this
correction might on the surface look like the only possible outcome
after the initiation of repair. For the participants, however, this is not at
all the only logical, possible outcome of the repair sequence. There is a
reason for the Dutch speaker of Danish to ask for assistance: she invites
correction from other, because this person probably knows better than
she does herself whether to correct it or not. The outcome, then, is a
task for other: she will have to decide if the item is 'correct enough' or
not, and if not, what is not correct about it. From the point of view of
the participants, then, a self-initiation such as the one in Extract 1 can
have several outcomes: other can confirm, and other can correct in
several ways.

In interactions between first and second language speakers,
however competent the latter, there are numerous items to be found
that are pronounced, inflected or syntactically placed in an erroneous
way. Nevertheless, a lot of these items, if not most of them, go
uncorrected in the interaction. As we have seen in Extract 7, even
items that are proposed as incorrect and which, by native standards,
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are incorrect, sometimes go uncorrected (see also Brouwer, Rasmussen
and Wagner, this volume).

It is the correction that treats an erroneous item as an error. And it
also shows, by the way in which it corrects, what kind of error it is. In
sequences of doing pronunciation, the correction is done by proposing
an alternative. So, in Extract 1, the item rygsak is proposed to be
replaced by rygssek. This not just an alternative, it is an alternative
repeat. The pronunciation is what alternates. The crucial point for a
repair sequence to be regarded as 'doing pronunciation' or not
concerns the correction. Before the point of correction, there are still
several options. As soon as correction is done as an alternative repeat,
the sequence can be categorized as 'doing pronunciation'.

An alternative repeat concerns the pronunciation of the original
item. In most of the cases the words that are pronounced incorrectly
are not just 'foreign accented' versions of the word, they are distinctive,
or possibly distinctive. Also examples like ryksa:k vs. rygssek concern
the issue of different phonemes rather than different phonetics.

This is the reason why this is 'worth bothering about': although
faulty pronunciation does not necessarily disturb meaningfulness in a
specific interaction, it may do so on other occasions. The participants
are, in other words, engaged in learning which sounds of the language
are distinctive.

How is it made into a focus activity?

The corrections in sequences of 'doing pronunciation' are very short.
In most cases the TCU consists of only the alternative repeat. By
producing such a TCU, other does two things: she displays her
understanding of the preceding, i.e. as a repair initiation on the word
that she is repeating, and she deals with that repair initiation by
repeating the word in an alternative form. By repeating this one word
without any of its frame, and without refraining it in any other way,
dealing with the word becomes the focus activity of her turn.

This supports the notion that the interaction is 'put on hold'
while the interactants are dealing with the issue of repairing an item. It
is possible to accomplish repair and at the same time other actions, like
responding to an assertion. But in the case of doing pronunciation, the
correction occupies a whole turn at talk. The sequence is thus a side
sequence in the sense that Jefferson (1972) describes them.

After correction

After the item is repaired, the sequence might be over. There are, in
principle, no unresolved matters left. Typically though, as in Extract 1,
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line 8, the corrected item is repeated by the trouble-source speaker
(rygsaek).

Note that the TCU consists of only one word. Again, then,
correcting the repairable is the focus activity of the interlocutors.
B shows that she is able to identify the corrected form as a correction:
she can detect the difference between her own way of saying the
word and the way S says it. Also, by repeating S's version, B shows
that she is adopting that version. Thereby she orients to S being an
expert on this matter. And last but not least, B shows that she is
being instructed: S has shown her how to speak Danish more
'correctly'.

B also shows engagement in the activity of doing pronunciation,
rather than a correction at a different linguistic level. Whereas the
correction itself is merely a proposal to 'do pronunciation', at this
point we can say that both participants actually are engaged in 'doing
pronunciation'. Also, a connection is demonstrated between the
acoustic, auditory and articulatory aspects of the corrected word:
B demonstrates that she not only can detect differences between her
own and S's version, but that she can reproduce S's version.

A word may, for a variety of reasons, be pronounced incorrectly
after correction. In most of these cases, additional attempts at
accomplishing repair are undertaken. In the course of those attempt(s),
the reason for the first attempt not being successful is made clear. An
example is the earlier one shown as Extract 5.

Extract 5 (continued)

6^ P: i have:n
in the garden

7 i [ i i i ]
in in in in

8 V: [»0hhvad taenker du pa«]
what are you thinking about

9 P: =va:nd.
water.

10 V: i vand have|t]
in water sea

11 P: [e] (.) ha [| ve t ]
the sea

12 V: [(med |te)] i [havet]
(with 't') in the sea

13 P: [ihav] jet
in the sea

14 vi har sv0mmet i jhavet
we swam in the sea-
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15 V: =havet -0h hatven, (0.5) [|0hm]
the sea uh the garden

16 P: [ ja ]
17 (0.3)
18 P: [is ] a garden ((NB. this is in English))
19 V: [°ja°]
20 V: ja

Although the item is repeated in line 6 by P, it is not correct. However,
P is simultaneously displaying that, to her, the repair sequence has not
ended: recognizable repair has not been accomplished. Note that the
item in line 6 is spoken with rising intonation. Therefore this is
actually initiating a second cycle of repair, showing that something is
still troublesome; and that that 'something' is still the item that was
initiated for repair in the first place (line 4). P is thus acknowledging in
line 6 that V did a correction, but that she (P) did not get it.

Sequences of 'doing pronunciation' can be compact: the sequence
does not have to take more than three turns at talk. However, as Extract
5 shows, when the trouble is not just phonemic or, morpho-lexical,
intersubjective meaning might also be at stake rather than purely
formal/linguistic matters.

Getting out of a side sequence and back to the
main talk

At the point where the trouble-source speaker has repeated the
corrected version of the word, the side sequence appears to be over.
The word has been dealt with and the participants can resume their
conversation. However, as Jefferson (1972) notes, a side sequence in
principle can go on for a long time, and sometimes it is hard to see
whether the interlocutors get back to where they came from before the
side sequence was initiated. In the case of 'doing pronunciation',
though, the focus activity in the side sequence can be regarded as a
compact one, and as recognizably completed. This does not mean that
the participants do not show that they are returning to where they
came from.

Extract 1 will again serve as an example of how participants may
get back.

Extract 1 (continued)

ll-> B: Tnej (0.3) ja |0hm (0.2)
no yeah/well uhm

12 studenter se:r (1.0)
students look
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13 lidt det samme iKd fordi |ja (0.8)
a little bit the same because well

In the bit of talk that occurred just before this, B had given her opinion
on 'Danes' all carrying the same brand of backpack: she finds it strange.
In line 1 of the extract she explains why she holds this opinion: she is
not accustomed to such a thing. In principle, this is something for S to
react to, but B initiates repair. When the repair is over, B does some
work to get back to where they were before the repair sequence. First,
she utters the word sa ('so' line 10). This word can be taken as a marker
for a return to the interactional business, which is what B does in the
following lines.

Summing up: the trajectory of self-initiated 'doing
pronunciation7

The characteristic properties of sequences of doing pronunciation are
the following. First of all, trouble is signalled, located, and to some
degree identified by self in the trouble-source turn. The trouble source
is a word, often placed at the end of a TCU, and spoken with rising
intonation. The word is isolated from the rest of the TCU by means of
non-verbal speech perturbations occurring just before it, and by means
of intonation.

Often, possible ambiguity with regard to repair initiation
techniques is remedied by unframing and/or refraining the trouble-
source word. This work, which is all accomplished by the trouble-
source speaker, seems to signal the initiation of a side sequence, and
seems to invite other to do a confirmation or correction.

The trouble-source word is repeated with an alternative pronun-
ciation. This alternative repeat occupies a turn at talk.

The word is repeated by self with the correct pronunciation. If the
pronunciation is not correct remedies are initiated by the interlocutors.

Finally, some work is done to return to the talk that was occurring
before the side sequence was initiated. This is often achieved by some
kind of 'redoing' of the trouble-source turn.

The methods for other-initiated sequences of 'doing pronuncia-
tion' are less clear-cut than self-initiated sequences. First, some of the
work that in self-initiation is done by self is either done by other
entirely, or is distributed between the participants. Second, in other-
initiated sequences, intersubjective meaning seems to matter to a
greater degree: even though the trouble is repaired by providing an
alternative repeat, it seems to be connected with understanding
problems (see also Brouwer, Rasmussen and Wagner, this volume).
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These understanding problems are either actual problems, or they are
presented as potential understanding problems (i.e. in future interac-
tions). Related to this is the third difference to self-initiated sequences:
the way in which the correction is acknowledged. In self-initiated
sequences this happens by a repeat of the corrected item, whereby the
sequence becomes one of 'doing instruction'. In other-initiated
sequences, the item is acknowledged, but the second language speaker
does not produce the correct pronunciation.

These fundamental differences seem to call for a categorization of
'doing pronunciation' in which other-initiated sequences are not included.
Although other-initiated sequences that focus on pronunciation may have
some similarities to self-initiated ones, the methods of constructing them
and the distribution of those methods are clearly different.

Endnotes

1 This paper is based on Chapter 6 in Brouwer (2000). In the dissertation, I
treat instances of doing pronunciation particularly with regard to the
pedagogical construct of 'L2 listening in interaction'. In this paper, the
analysis itself will be the focus.

2 The possibility of sequences of 'doing pronunciation' being insertion or
other expansion sequences was considered. In relation to side sequences as
accounted for in lefferson 1972, expansion sequences have a specific
relationship of conditional relevance with what follows. Side sequences, in
contrast, are followed by either resumptions or 'continuations' of the
ongoing business of the talk. This is a reason to describe expansion
sequences as sequences that push the interactional business forward,
whereas side sequences can be described as 'time-outs' — sequences that put
the interactional business on hold. In the instances discussed in this paper,
the 'problems' associated with the sequences are not problems of hearing,
speaking or understanding — which would make them expansion sequences
— but asides which address momentarily aspects of pronunciation before
returning to the main business of the immediately prior talk.

3 Pauses are also included by Schegloff (1979) as non-lexical speech
perturbations.

4 In Schegloff (1979) it is shown that this is not invariably so. There are cases
that Schegloff calls repair conversions: instances where repair is initiated
on one type of trouble, but then solved by repairing another type of trouble.
But the examples shown here are not of that type.

5 Note that in Extract 1 as well as 2, it is possible to recognize the non-lexical
speech perturbations as occurring before the last item of the TCU, even
before that last item is produced.

6 Extract 5 shows how phonetic errors simultaneously can be phonemic and/
or morphologic errors. The words hav and have in their uninflected form
actually sound different (i.e. [haw] or [hewa]. But in their definite forms, the
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difference lies only in the pronunciation of the actual inflections. The error
becomes thereby a morphologic and phonemic one.

7 One could argue that in Extract 2 repair is initiated on a syllable:

3^ foo1 (.) ""sprang0 J0h

Although there are indications of repair before the last syllable of
'forsprong', it is clear that the actual trouble is situated in this last syllable.
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Some Preliminary Thoughts on
Delay as an Interactional
Resource
Jean Wong

The notion of delay has been addressed in the literature on talk in
interaction from a number of differing angles (Jefferson 1986; Lerner
1996; Pomerantz 1984b; Schegloff 1992; Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks
1977). 'Delay' refers to inter-turn silences, i.e. silences which appear
after a possible completion of a turn-constructional unit (TCU). The
concept of delay builds on the notion that ongoing turns often project
what the next turn will do, e.g. an answer after a question, a repair after
a repair initiation or a greeting after a greeting. The focus of much of
the research in which the notion of delay is prominent involves talk
between native speakers (but cf. Schegloff 2000a; Wong 2000a; Kasper
and Ross 2001). What is of fundamental interest here is the question of
whether the use of delay as an interactional resource of the language is,
on occasion, special or different in the 'context' of interaction between
first language (FL) and second language (SL) speakers.

Here I present some cases in which a delay occurs and consider
how the delay might be tied to the special circumstances of FL—SL
interaction. One primary motivation of this study is to see what can be
said and what is possibly going on with respect to the single cases of
delay in the FL-SL conversation data at hand and to consider whether
and how these instances might be different from delays employed in
first language speaker English conversation. One way to begin a
discussion on the notion of delay in talk in interaction is to ask what
the delay is all about, namely, delayed from what?1 What comes to
mind immediately in attempting to answer this question is the work on
turn-taking organization by Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974). It is a
regular, systematic feature of ordinary conversation that participants
monitor the talk in the course of its production for a turn-constructional
unit (TCU) that draws to a possible completion, which becomes a point
at which a next speaker has the opportunity to start up and take the
next turn. The interactional moment at which turn transition takes
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place in ordinary conversation is to be appreciated as one which
requires design, effort and alignment on the part of the participants
involved. So delayed from what? Delayed from the position of earliest
start by a next speaker might be one answer to the question. Relatedly,
Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974) have observed that transitions
from one speaker to the next occur with little or no gap or overlap
(Jefferson 1986).

It is against the methodic practice of earliest start by a next
speaker that some analysts have discussed the notion of delay with
reference to the organization of turn taking (Jefferson 1986; Pomerantz
1984a, 1984b; Schegloff 2000a; Wong and Olsher 2000) and the
organization of repair (Kasper and Ross 2001; Levelt 1983; Schegloff
2000a; Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977; Wong 2000a).

Pomerantz's work (1984a) on agreements done as second assess-
ments and disagreements done as delayed responses, i.e. responses that
are withheld from early positioning within turns and sequences, is
another manifestation of the interactional nuance and significance of
delay in talk in interaction. She proposes that the production of a
delayed response is associated with the doing of a dispreferred action.
Preferred responses and actions are typically delivered early in the turn
or sequence and without delay markers, e.g. uh and the like (Schegloff
1995/2000). Criticisms, requests and disagreements typically come late
or later in the turn or sequence. Silence, hesitations, questioning
repeats, clarification requests and the like may also fall within the realm
of delay to some other response or action, as they regularly occur in
environments of disagreement or conflict (Pomerantz 1984a; Schegloff,
Jefferson and Sacks 1977). Lerner (1999) also reports that a slight
hesitation typically precedes topics treated as delicate.

Now it is reasonable to consider that a SL-speaker may sometimes
speak 'late' or 'later' or 'slow' or 'slower' precisely because he or she
does not yet or not quite have adequate command of the language of
interaction. Many non-native speakers of English are both talking and
learning the language simultaneously as the acquisitional processes of
knowing and using the target language both come together and are
separable.

For example, FL- and SL-speakers both deploy a form of other-
initiation of repair referred to as 'delayed within next turn position',2

but there is some preliminary evidence which suggests that these
repairs may reflect problems of language processing manifest as
delayed understanding in the case of SL-speakers. Schegloff writes
about the use of repairs that are delayed within next turn by FL-
speakers that the producer of the other-initiated repair, perhaps, spoke
'prematurely', i.e. 'without sufficient time to complete a proper
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analysis of prior turn' (Schegloff 2000a: 205). In contrast, in cases of
delayed next turn repair produced by SL-speakers, Wong (ZOOOa) notes
that it is a sense of speaking 'late' or 'later' than the speaker of the
repair ought to have spoken, and not a matter of 'prematurely'
produced speech. These findings suggest that talk is produced and
oriented to in ways which display the notion of recipient design. As
Schegloff notes in Wong and Olsher (2000), with such a powerful
vehicle at hand, there seem to be no initial grounds for considering that
the procedures or methods by which a conversation analyst works with
second language (SL) talk would need to be any different from that
employed in analyses of first language (FL) interaction.

My intent is to take a detailed look at several particular episodes
of FL-SL interaction in order to see what can be said with respect to an
interface among grammar, delay (or silence) and the FL-SL context,
given the findings of past literature on first language talk which
strongly suggest that a delay in the transition space of more than a beat
of silence is 'potentially marked and import-laden' (Schegloff et al.
2002). Also, these authors indicate that turn-taking organization,
which includes examination of the timing or 'speed' with which next
speakers start up, might be one key area especially for those in applied
linguistics in terms of examining how participants orient to or invoke
non-nativeness (Carroll 2000; Hosoda 2000, 2001; Schegloff 2000a;
Wong 2000a).

The data used for this chapter consist of 150 pages of transcrip-
tions of conversation between FL- and SL-speakers (dyads). All 12 SL-
speakers have Mandarin as their native language.

Delay in FL-SL speaker English conversation

Delay of uptake from one turn to the next might be treated as one
generic place from which to explore what might be special or different,
if anything, about FL-SL interaction.

Extract 1 Sheng Shao

Huang attempts to explain her baby's Chinese middle name Shao,
having just offered an explanation for the baby's first name Sheng.
\ Huang: ((sniffle)) -h andda he got thum (.) Ch-Chinese
2 name tch yeah Chinese name is Sheng Shao
3 Vera: Sheng Shao
4 Huang: Yeah
5 Vera: What does tha:t mean?
6 Huang: -h eng Sheng means eh:: mm::: tch -h how can I
7 say Sheng means em (.) just do- try do everything
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8 (.) bestt
9 Vera: Oh:::
10 Huang: An' work hard or: yih know tch jus- t- just try
11 (0.2) try ev- ev- ev- everything by your- do your
12 bestt way -h -h and then shao means uh -h an:::
13 (0.6) how can I say issa yih know -h mmeans uh f-
14 how can I ( ) an:: (1.2) um:: (h)uh (h)uh I
15 cannot- can't say English
16 Vera: ehuh huh huh huh
17 Huang: -h that means um mm yih know an' ss- som- som-
18 something happen nnow or ss- some- some- some-
19 something will become

((falling prosodic contour})
20^ (0.4)
21 Vera: Uh huh
22 Huang: Yeah (h)(h)
23 Huang: some
24 Huang: [thing like that
25 Vera: [Oh gooood

Huang's initial attempts at explaining the word Shao (starting line 12)
terminate in failure. She gives up her multiple efforts at explication
when she utters, / cannot- can't say English, which is the outcome,
as opposed to a solution, to the search begun at the elongated item an::
(line 14), which is followed by a long pause and another non-lexical
perturbation, um:: and some laughter. The outcome (/ cannot- can't
say English) is produced and heard as a point of turn completion.
This TCU is of a sentential nature, displaying one manifestation of
how the notions of sentence, grammar, repair, and turn taking intersect
(Schegloff 1996). In this regard, notice that Huang produces a
self-initiated repair before exiting the turn, changing the form
cannot, which is correct, grammatically speaking, to a contracted one
can't.

In contrast with this earlier failed attempt, Huang's subsequent
effort at explaining the meaning of Shao is successful because a
solution to the search, as signalled by repair initiators, um mm yih
know an, does lead to a definition of the word Shao (i.e. something
happen nnow or some- some- some- something will become]. However,
at line 20 there is a silence or pause of four tenths of a second. At this
place in the talk we do not see the conversational practice of earliest
next start by a next speaker being deployed.

How are we to analyse the silence of four tenths of a second at
line 20? The silence arguably belongs to Vera, given that Huang has
just taken the preceding turn and has produced the turn final
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component of the TCU with downward prosodic contour, which
suggests that she is ready to close the turn.

The final TCU at line 19 is not necessarily projectable as a point of
turn completion from both pragmatic and syntactic standpoints. First,
the utterance is incomplete in terms of action, i.e. 'What' will
something become? We do not know and, more importantly, Vera
does not. Second, the utterance something will become is incomplete
syntactically. This TCU is not 'transition ready' (Jefferson 1986), not
yet complete until an object to the verb become is delivered. Possible
objects might include an item from the grammatical categories of
adjective or noun. Such an object would complete the predication of
the sentence and simultaneously achieve possible turn completion
(Schegloff 1996; Ochs, Schegloff and Thompson 1996; Ford and
Thompson 1996). The search which Huang began at line 17 (-h that
means um mm yih know) is not yet or not quite complete or successful
even though she has drawn the turn to which the search is attached to
a closure.

Although we can only speculate, it is unlikely that in FL-speaker
English conversation a recipient would orient to an utterance such as
something will become as one which draws the turn to a transition
relevance place (TRP). More talk by the same speaker is projected after
the verb become. It might be argued that FL-speakers of English
possess the sort of linguistic knowledge that would allow them to hear
that some verbs are followed by objects, namely transitive verbs, while
others are not, namely intransitive verbs. Sacks, Schegloff and
Jefferson (1974) have claimed that syntax is relevant to turn taking;
clearly this aspect of communicative competence must somehow
figure in a FL-speaker's abilities to achieve turn transfer (or not) on a
moment-by-moment basis in real time interaction (cf. Schegloff 1996;
Ford, Fox and Thompson 1996). As Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson
(1974: 702) have stated, 'instances of the unit-types so usable allow a
projection of the unit-type under way, and what, roughly, it will take
for an instance of that unit-type to be completed'.

In the example under discussion, the delay or silence at line 20 is
not used to signal conflict, disagreement or a dispreferred action type
(Pomerantz 1984a). What is possibly displayed at the location of the
silence are divergent 'understandings' of the grammar of the language
of interaction (Ochs, Schegloff and Thompson 1996), and more
specifically, what it will take to draw the TCU type under way,
namely, sentence (or sentence fragment) to a point of possible closure.
The respective speakers' understanding or knowledge of the grammar
of the language, with the first and the second language speakers'
commands thereof, appear to have both grammatical import and action
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import in terms of procedural consequences for the form and shape of
current and next turns as well as for the silence that intervenes (Wong
and Olsher 2000).3 In Extract 1, what counts as a 'next' (or 'second')
turn utterance in relation to a prior (or 'first') turn is no longer or not
quite a matter of immediate adjacency (Jefferson 1986) but is one of
delayed adjacency, a looser fitting of sequential parts (cf. Schegloff
2000a; Wong 2000a). Moreover, FL-speakers appear to collaborate and
cooperate, propping up an image, so to speak, of the SL-speaker as a
conversationally competent member of the interaction (Wong 2000b).
These collaborative and cooperative efforts are displayed by Vera's
delayed uptake at line 20, her passing up of an opportunity to perform
other-initiated repair at lines 20 and 21, and her claim of under-
standing at line 21.

By withholding talk at line 20, namely, in producing the silence
that occurs, Vera possibly provides Huang with an opportunity to talk
further or to initiate a transition space repair (Schegloff, Jefferson and
Sacks 1977). Huang might have delivered an object for the verb
'become', or initiated repair in order to alter this verb because it
appears that the verb may have been a latent trouble source,
inappropriate as a target item for what Huang was intending to
describe. She appears to be setting up a juxtaposition in time
orientation, i.e. something happening in the present (something
happen now) or something happening in the future (something will
become).

However, the talk displays that Huang does not take the next turn
at line 20 for initiating self-repair or for performing any other action.
Vera subsequently takes the next turn at line 21 and produces the
token uh huh, which may be interpreted as a claim of understanding
and a passing up of an opportunity to do other-initiated repair
(Schegloff 1982).4 Her utterance at line 21 is delayed in the sense that
an earlier position from which it might have been delivered is at
line 20.

The claim of understanding at line 21 occurs in a sequential
environment that is not immediately adjacent to the talk to which it
responds. It is a looser form of alignment or fit between current and
next turns, at least when juxtaposed against Jefferson's discussion of
turns at talk in FL-speaker English conversation which regularly
involve 'immediate adjacency' or turn terminal overlap (Jefferson
1986).5 In that the second utterance (i.e. uh huh) is retrospectively
produced and heard as tied to the first utterance (i.e. Huang's lines 13-
14), we have not 'immediate adjacency' but delayed adjacency (Kasper
and Ross 2001; Wong 2000a; Schegloff 2000a) in a somewhat relaxed
form of 'close ordering' of current and next turn relationships
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(Schegloff and Sacks 1973).6 In fact, in native speaker talk, a second
speaker's subtle and fine-grained alignment at producing and orienting
to anticipatory completions (Lerner 1996) provides clear evidence of
participants' knowledge of a 'syntax-for-conversation' (Schegloff
1979), and what it will take for them to complete a sentential TCU
that is in progress.

Then what does it take, roughly, for a FL-speaker to project turn
completion when the turn under way is one that is uttered by a SL-
speaker as in the instance addressed? From a FL-speaker's perspec-
tive, the TCU unit-type (something will become) might be interpreted
as a sentence fragment and not a sentence. The TCU contains a
subject and a verb but no predication for the verb become. But it
appears that along with the falling prosodic contour of the utterance,
Huang treats this TCU as a complete sentence, as a place in which
sentence and turn completion points intersect. On the other hand, it
is possible that Vera hears or treats the TCU, as displayed at the
silence or withholding of talk at line 20, as a sentential unit-type
under way that is not yet ready for completion because a predication
component for the verb is still due. But after waiting four tenths of a
second and with no further talk forthcoming from Huang, Vera now
reinterprets Huang's sentence fragment as an utterance that was
intended as syntactically and pragmatically complete. At line 21,
Vera offers a response (uh huh) to what may have seemed to her as
only a turn-so-far (i.e. Huang's line 19) but is now treated as a
'complete' sentential TCU. Her response is one that possibly claims
understanding but does not necessarily show it (Schegloff 1982;
Wong 2000a).

In the next instance, the SL-speaker's just prior turn is a
sentential TCU that is syntactically complete, but it is not quite
grammatically on target. An inter-turn silence occurs before uptake of
the next turn by FL-speaker.

Extract 2 Phone number

1 Jim: Yeah (I'm) pretty tired
2 Tang: Yeah:: -h ugh- well (0.4) nice talk to you
3 lim: Oh:: thanks for calling
4 Tang: You're welcome (0.2) andda if you have any you
5 know(h) thing needs help jus ta give me a call -h OH::
6 you don't have my number yet right?
7 lim: Um:: no (I guess) I don't
8 Tang: Do you want one?
9^ (0.4)
10 Jim: Uh huh
11 Tang: -h Okay it's 534 (0.4) 987 (0.8) mm:: jus' a minute let
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12 me:: let me see the lastt four numbers I can't
13 remember 7 okay 1938
14 Jim: eight okay

The inter-turn silence occurs in line 9, and arguably belongs to Jim
because Tang had just asked him a question in the preceding turn.
However, there is a referential problem in Tang's question Do you want
one?, which is not quite right grammatically speaking, possibly
suggesting that she has more than one telephone line. This would
run counter to her just prior utterance you don't have my number
yet right?, which implies that she only has one telephone number. At
line 8, a native speaker might have asked 'Do you want it?'

Jim's receipt token uh huh occurs in a delayed position. At line 9,
which is an earlier position from which Jim might have answered
Tang's question, there is a pause of four tenths of a second. It is
possible that Jim delays uptake of the next turn so as to afford Tang an
opportunity to continue her talk, talk that might have clarified the
referential error, for example a transition space repair that might have
changed one to it. But when the interaction displays that Tang
produces no further talk at line 9, Jim takes up the next turn after the
gap of silence.7

In contrast, in the next instance, we do find that a transition space
repair is produced by the SL-speaker after a delay of uptake by FL-speaker.

Extract 3 Tapes

1 Tang: Ohd- by the way did you get the tapess?
2 (0.2)
3 Jim: Oh yeah I did
4 Tang: You di::dd andda did you get the- (e-) you know the stuff I
5 sent chew like (uh) (a) (.) some relea::sse

((mid range, level intonational contour))
6^ (0.6)
7 Jim: [(uh) ((uttered very softly))
8 Tang: [the- the film:: relea::sse (0.2) the xerox copy

((falling intonational contour))
9 Jim: Oh:: yeah:: yeah:: yeah:: that's really neat I haven't seen
10 that (.) (for-) such a long time
11 Tang: -h -h that was rea::lly won::derful ta::pe
12 Jim: heh(h) funny

Tang asks Jim whether he received the stuff that she had sent him.
She refers to the stuff as like (uh) (a) (.) some relea::sse. As a phrasal
TCU that is a next increment (Schegloff 2000b), the utterance like
(uh) (a) some relea::sse extends the just prior TCU, which is one that
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might have drawn Tang's turn to a possible completion point (did you
get the- (e-) you know the stuff I sent chew). But even though the next
increment extends the just prior TCU, there must be some point at
which it, too, projects and draws the extended turn to a closure
unless another TCU is added on subsequently, which it is not. The
end of Tang's turn at line 5 does not lead to Jim's immediate uptake of
the next turn. At line 6, there is a gap of silence of six tenths of a
second. This turn or gap of silence is arguably Jim's, given that Tang
had just taken the prior turn and, moreover, had posed a question to
him.

Tang's saying of the phrase like (uh) (a) some relea::sse is
produced with a level intonational contour. She produces the word
relea::sse with heavier stress, a sound stretch on the second syllable of
the word, and an extended articulation on the /s/ sound in the second
syllable (which is marked on the transcript by the ss). These details of
the talk all contribute to the sense that there may be more talk to come
in the same turn after the saying of like (uh) (a) some relea::sse. In
short, this incremental TCU does not 'sound' like a sequential place
projectable as a possible turn completion point, at least from a first
language speaker's perspective such as mine and possibly Jim's, even
though it appears that Tang treats her utterance at lines 4-5 as
complete and drawing the turn to a closure.

One account of what may be going on is that Tang may have used
the wrong intonational contour and stress on the production of the
turn terminal item 'release'. Her production of the word relea::sse done
with a level, non-falling prosodic contour and the heavier stress and
elongated nature in its delivery, led this analyst (and possibly Jim) to
consider that Tang may have pronounced the verb form of the word
'release' when what she may have intended to pronounce was the
noun form which, to my ear, has a lower, falling intonational pitch and
less stress and elongation on the second syllable of the word than Tang
had given it. If the item 'releases' were heard by a recipient as a verb,
s/he might be inclined to project more talk to come in the same turn (or
at least have 'pause' for thought as displayed in line 6).

By withholding a next turn at talk at the pause in line 6, Jim in
effect affords Tang an opportunity to add more to her prior
'incomplete' TCU of line 5. Indeed Tang does produce more talk after
the gap of silence. She initiates a transition space repair and,
interestingly, now targets the phrase some relea::sse as a potential
trouble source; she clarifies what she means by substituting the phrase
the- the film release as part of a transition space repair. But her
pronunciation of the word 'release' is still very similar to its
production in the trouble-source utterance. In this regard, note the
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pause of two tenths of a second that follows her utterance the- the film
relea::sse. Jim is still not ready to respond, and subsequently Tang
adds the phrase the xerox copy in further specification and after which
Jim displays understanding. In line 9, his turn initial item Oh, which is
followed by three acknowledgment tokens (yeah:: yeah:: yeah::),
signals a change of information state (Heritage 1984) or understanding
'just now'.

I now turn to another instance in which a SL-speaker's sentential
TCU constitutes a sentential fragment or turn-so-far but is treated by
the speaker as a complete sentential TCU. In this case, Huang and Vera
are attempting to draw their telephone conversation to a close. They
engage in a series of pre-closing moves (Schegloff and Sacks 1973),
which include making arrangements for a future meeting.

Extract 4 I wait for your phone

1 Huang: -h alright thank you Vera(h)
2 (0.4)
3 Huang: -h thank you for you call me::
4 Vera: Oh:: you're we::lcome

((16 lines omitted))
5 Vera: If I study (.) really good (0.2) the beginning of the
6 week I don't- -h I'll do fine at the end of the week(h)
7 Huang: Mm hmm I see.
8 Vera: so

((whispered))
9 Huang: (h)(h) s- so okay tch -h (I'll) (I- I) wait uh for your phone
10-> (0.6)
11 Vera: Are you home (.) on the weekends?
12 Huang: Yes I- (0.2) I- I'm at (a) (uh) home everyday
13 (0.2)
14 Vera: Oka:y
15 Huang: Oh: n-next Tues:day:: uh next Thursday -h (0.2) eh:
16 we got appointment with doctor but uh (h) (h)
17 another day we always at home.
18 Vera: Uh huh
19 Huang: Tch yea[h
20 Vera: [Well I'll see what day works out and then I'll-
21 I'll give you a call.
22 Huang: Mm hmm
23 Vera: Okay?
24 Huang: tch okay
25 (0.5)
26 Huang: Alright
27 (0.3)
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28 Vera: Alright Huang Lin::
29 Huang: Thank you: Vera::

The silence at line 10 may belong to Vera, because Huang has just
taken the prior turn at line 9. At this place in the talk Vera may
be providing Huang with an opportunity to talk further, or to do a
transition space repair. However, the talk displays that Huang does
not produce more talk. Huang treats her talk at line 9 as complete
because she adds no more to it. Thus line 10 is, retrospectively, a
place in which turn transition might have been effected. Vera's next
turn at line 11 is delayed in juxtaposition to Huang's just prior
utterance, and we can look to see what the delay and silence are
possibly about.

What sort of further talk or transition space repair might Vera
have been orienting to at line 10? As a TCU unit-type, Huang's
utterance at line 9 is a sentence. However, it is plausible that Vera
hears the TCU at line 9 as a sentence fragment, an utterance not yet
ready for turn transition because there may be a next word due, for
example, the word 'call' which would complete the turn final
prepositional phrase ('for your phone call').8 As a regular practice of
the organization of turn taking, participants (FL) do mutually orient to
the next sound or the next word that is due (Schegloff 1979). This
methodic practice of talk in interaction is particularly prominent in
cases of self-initiated repair that involve word searches, which are
regularly done in a collaborative manner (Schegloff 1979; Lerner 1996;
Wong 2000a). One caveat here, however, is that in doing conversation
analysis an analyst ordinarily does not consider what a participant
ought to have said but examines what a participant actually said. But
in the context of speakers who are still learners of the language of
interaction, it may be appropriate to give some initial consideration to
what a SL-speaker ought to have said from a grammatically 'correct'
standpoint.

The ability to orient to the matter of what it will take to draw the
talk of a current turn - the TCU unit-type in progress - to a point that is
possibly complete is an interactional concern for participants. Yet, set
in the 'context' of FL-SL interaction, this practice may occasionally
resonate somewhat differently. There is, for example, the question of
what the 'norms' for projecting turn completion are, and whether these
norms are sometimes different for SL-speakers, i.e. target language
norms, because they may be still talking and learning to talk
simultaneously. Further, there is the question of whether the norms
that FL-speakers typically apply in talk in FL-interactions are
transformed or modified, on occasion, when engaged in interaction
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with SL-speakers (Kasper and Ross 2001; Schegloff 2000a; Wong
2000a, 2000b, 2000c; Wong and Olsher 2000).

In attempting to understand what the so-called 'norms' for
projecting turn completion would involve for FL-speakers, one might
consider that FL-speakers have an awareness of collocation, that is,
words which ordinarily co-occur. Take Extract 4 as exemplary. It may
be that when a native speaker hears the utterance 'wait .. . for your
phone' at what is coming to be the possible end of a turn, s/he orients
to hearing a word such as 'call', 'message' or the like, as possible items
that would fill out the prepositional phrase and complete the sentence
and turn. Familiarity with the lexicon in this detailed and subtle
manner, namely at the level of knowing the words that typically co-
occur, most likely influences a FL-speaking participant's ability to
project possible turn completion points in a FL 'syntax-for-conversation'
(Schegloff 1979, 1996a).9

Applied linguists have approached the topic of grammatical and
lexical collocation (e.g. DeCarrico 2001a, 2001b; Biber 2000; Conrad
2000; Schmitt 2000; Carter 1998; Nattinger and DeCarrico 1992). As
Schmitt (2000: 77-8) has indicated

there is much more lexical patterning and widespread collocation
in language than has been realized before, and when one word is
selected, it can constrain lexical choice several words away.
Nattinger and DeCarrico (1992, p. 22), for instance, believe that we
must look more than five words away to find every collocational
relationship. In fact, the realization that words act less as
individual units and more as part of lexical phrases in inter-
connected discourse is one of the most important new trends in
vocabulary studies. These lexical phrases in language reflect the
way the mind tends to 'chunk' language in order to make it easier to
process.

Furthermore, Conrad (2000) addresses the topic of 'lexical bundles',
namely words that are typically associated with one another. She
proposes that learners of English as a second or foreign language need
to become familiar with 'lexical bundles' used in oral and written
forms of English, because this may be as equally important a
dimension of language study as knowledge of the syntax, phonology
and lexis. SL-speakers in early (or earlier) stages of learning a language
sometimes produce sentences or utterances that are (overly) correct
grammatically but anomalous precisely because they combine words
that do not collocate according to native speaker norms (Gass and
Selinker 2001).
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A native speaker's intuitive understanding of lexical bundling is
perhaps best exemplified in his or her usage of idiomatic or colloquial
expressions. Research on foreigner talk discourse (Hatch, Shapira and
Gough 1978) has revealed that in FL-SL conversation, participants
typically use fewer idiomatic or slang expressions. On the SL-speaker's
part, this may be due to the fact that s/he does not yet or not quite have
the broad command of the target language. On the FL-speaker's part, s/
he may be displaying mutual orientation to this language 'deficiency'
by reducing the number of idiomatic or slang expressions. Here is one
instance from my database.

Extract 5 / got on the bus

1 Beth: Yeah (they have) a lot of em are- are faced with that
2 exact same problem.
3 Lin: Uh huh ((background noise)) uh huh
4 (1.4)
5-^ Beth: I:: I ran in- um:: tch I:: got on the bus: one-
6 one day a few weeks ago and there was Su Mai De::
7 (0.2)

8 Lin: Oh::
9 Beth: with a- he was helping (.) a new arrived GELC student

Beth was about to say that she 'ran into' a Chinese friend named Su
Mai De on the bus. Notice that Beth initiates repair and ends up stating
that she got on the bus and saw Su Mai De. The self-initiated repair
changes a more idiomatic expression (ran in-) to one that is less likely
to be misinterpreted or misunderstood (/:: got on the bus: ...). It is
possible that this self-initiated repair displays an orientation to the
matter that the one for whom the utterance is designed is a SL-speaker
or learner of English; more examples are needed to confirm.

Next I would like to present one more instance of delay. Here the
delay is slightly different in that it involves two occurrences of the
token yeah and not a gap of silence.

Extract 6 Theatre arts

\ Marie: Are you in theatre arts now?
2 Fang: Yes, uh no. This is uh the place I live
3-+ Marie: Yeah
4 Fang: with American famly
5—> Marie: yeah
6 Fang: um, this is ne- near USC in downtown Los Angeles
7 Marie: No- but I mean are you still in the theatre arts department?
8 Fang: Yes
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9 Marie: Yeah
10 Fang: Yes
11 Marie: Yeah
12 Fang: Urn, one more year I finish degree probably.

In what sense does the token yeah at the arrowed turns signal a delay
and what sort of delay is it? Marie has just asked Fang whether he is in
the theatre arts department. Fang equivocates (Yes, uh no). Subsequent
to that, he explains that he is at home (line 2) to which Marie produces
a claim of understanding (yeah}. Fang subsequently explains that his
residence is in the downtown Los Angeles area.

Marie gives Fang three attempts at answering the question before
initiating repair (No- but I mean ...). Apparently what Marie intended
to ask Fang was whether he is still a student in the theatre arts
programme, but what Fang hears her to have asked is whether he is, at
the time of the telephone conversation, located in the theatre arts
building or department. This ambiguity may not have passed Fang
completely undetected as displayed by his turn initial utterance Yes,
uh no at line 2. However, what Fang does is act on his understanding
of the question; he takes it that Marie is asking about his physical
location, and in response, he offers a description of the place from
which he is calling.

Fang constructs the description as an extended turn at talk, and
in this regard Marie collaborates. She waits until after he finishes
before initiating repair when in principle she could have done so
earlier, for example after Fang's line 2 or 4. Thus in two responses
Marie displays no problem with Fang's answer to her question at
line 1. Marie's two yeahs at lines 3 and 5 may indicate to Fang that his
interpretation of the question is 'correct' and thus he produces further
components of his answer.

Marie's repair at line 7 is a third position repair (Schegloff 1992),
one that reveals that she hears Fang's utterances at lines 2 and 4 as a
misunderstanding of her talk at line 1. This repair is delayed in the
sense that two earlier turns from which it might have been produced
are allowed to pass. It is possible that in this particular instance the
delay of the repair may relate to the matter of giving the SL-speaker
extra time and space to get it right. Yet, when the talk displays that the
SL-speaker does not get it right, the FL-speaker initiates repair from a
position five turns removed from the trouble-source utterance.
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Discussion

I have selected for detailed scrutiny some particular episodes of
delayed uptake by the FL-speaker of the next turn in FL-SL
interaction. In juxtaposition to findings of past literature which has
revealed that in FL-interaction a delayed response is typically used to
signal a dispreferred action type or a topic of a delicate nature, in the
cases under consideration a dispreferred action type or the notion of
delicacy would not explain what is going on in the talk.

The delay or slight hesitation in uptake of the next turn by the FL-
speaker possibly relates to the matter that the SL-speaker's just prior
turn had not reached completion, that is, had reached a point that
projects possible turn transfer. One problem in Extracts 1, 2 and 4,
however, is that the SL-speaker treats her turn/TCU as one that is
complete, correct or appropriate because when presented with an
opportunity to add to or repair her talk, namely, at the gap of silence,
the SL-speaker produces no further talk, thereby displaying that her
just prior turn/TCU is treated as having come to a transition relevance
place. It appears that FL-speaker's orientation to the syntax of the SL-
speaker's turn under way sometimes has implications for turn transfer,
specifically, the speed or timing with which the FL-speaker is ready to
take up the next turn and produce an utterance which is responsive to
the SL-speaker's just prior turn. The delayed adjacency of current and
next turns may relate to trouble sources which are unspoken, ones that
never quite reach the conversational surface even though space,
namely at the gap of silence, has been provided for them (cf. Wong
2000c on unspoken repair projection). These unspoken problems may
involve matters pertaining to sentence construction and completion,
reference and collocation; these problems may sometimes pose
different sorts of issues for a SL-speaker or language learner, and if
so, it would appear that FL-speakers would need to display mutual
orientation and alignment as well.

Although the preliminary finding that the FL-speaker may wait
longer before taking up the next turn at talk may not seem surprising or
striking, it is to be appreciated as an interactional achievement,
something done in the details of the talk. Delays are to be viewed
against a range of alternative courses of action, the byproducts of
which include a minimization of gap and overlap and an orientation to
the constructed practice of earliest next start by a next speaker (Sacks,
Schegloff and Jefferson 1974). Current and next turn linkages in
'ordinary' conversation quite regularly occur in tight alignment or
immediate adjacency (Jefferson 1986). In that no further talk or course
of action transpires at the gap of silence in the examples under
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consideration, adjacency between current and 'next' (or first and
'second') turns is restored (Schegloff 1988b, 2000a; Wong 2000a),
although from a slightly delayed position.10 The SL-speaker appears to
be allowed a bit of extra 'room' interactionally speaking.

What does it mean from an interactional standpoint to b& an FL-
speaker of the language as opposed to being an SL-speaker? How are FL-
speaker identities transformed or adapted, if at all, when they serve as
co-interactants engaged in talk with SL-speakers of the language of
interaction? What is a 'syntax-for-conversation' (Schegloff 1979) when
the interaction involves talk or grammar, moreover possibly divergent
'understandings' thereof, between native and non-native speakers? For
example, is an SL-speaker's sentence fragment, as displayed in Extracts
1 and 4, to be regarded as a sentential TCU (by FL- and SL-speaker in
FL-SL conversation), thereby making fluid or reshaping our notion of
what constitutes a sentence from a strictly grammatical standpoint? Or
are we to add the sentence fragment as another 'unit-type' of TCU,
perhaps, one more likely to occur in FL-SL interaction? Issues like these
deserve our analytic focus and zoom especially if, as Schegloff has
pointed out (Schegloff 2000a; Wong and Olsher 2000), we take FL-SL
interaction as a sub-area of the larger domain of talk in interaction.

Given the single case analysis approach, I can only raise the point
for future research to confirm or disconfirm that earliest next start by a
next FL-speaker may occasionally be relaxed in order to allow the SL-
speaker more opportunity or time for getting it right, for working out
grammatical and turn-constructional snafus - if s/he can - that may
never quite rise to the conversational surface, because allowing such
problems to arise in a more explicit manner, as opposed to with-
holding talk or repair initiation at a gap of silence, may bear
interactional consequences, for example highlight an SL-speaker's
linguistic 'deficiencies' or 'incompetence' with the language of
interaction. FL- and SL-speakers may collaborate and cooperate in
co-constructing an image or 'identity' of the SL-speaker as a
conversationally competent member of the interaction (Wong 2000b;
Firth 1996). The significance of the SL-speaker's being viewed in this
manner, namely the presentation of a 'linguistic' or conversationally
competent self, may be something that is distinctive to FL-SL
interaction, at least when compared with ordinary conversation
between native speakers in which a certain level of automaticity or
fluency with the language is more or less taken for granted, and the
identity of the speakers as competent interactants of the language is
typically not of concern.

By examining in detail several particular episodes of talking and
interacting in FL—SL conversation, I have provided some initial
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musings on the notion of delay and its potential relevance to issues
concerning the syntax of a turn under construction, and what it
possibly takes to project turn completion in FL-SL interaction. The
issues raised provide only a sense of the range of topics and concerns
that merit our attention when the 'context' involves an inter-language
that is both constructed and oriented to by FL- and SL-speaking
participants. A cautionary note is in order, however. One must treat
the foregoing discussion as preliminary mappings on an exploratory
trek into 'foreign' terrain, as an invitation for other scouters to come
along on the journey, helping to build or undergird a bridge between
concerns in conversation analysis and those in applied linguistics.

Endnotes

1 The question was raised by Emanuel Schegloff in response to Anthony
Wootton's talk on delayed echoing responses in children's speech
delivered at the annual convention of the Center for Language, Interaction
and Culture (CLIC), May 2000, UCLA.

2 This category of repair addresses the question: Delayed from what?
3 In Wong and Olsher (2000), Schegloff indicates that in FL-SL interaction

or SL talk it is quite plausible, although empirical evidence would be
needed, that the grammar may have 'action import' in ways that may be
slightly different from that in talk between native speakers.

4 See Gardner (1998) for a discussion of tokens such as 'uh huh', 'mm hm',
'yeah', and 'mm' which function as continuers which claim partial but
incomplete understanding.

5 In my corpus of FL-SL conversation data, there is very little overlapped
speech between speakers. The transcripts all appear 'very clean' when
juxtaposed against those of first language speakers in which overlapped
talk is regular and abundant.

6 Cf. Sacks (1992, 1995) on the notion of tying and utterances that are
produced as seconds by a second speaker.

7 According to work in progress by Rod Gardner (personal communication),
in native speaker English talk in interaction pauses regularly occur after
the asking of a question, which is the case in the example discussed. This
would appear to be an alternative or competing explanation. A more
comprehensive investigation than can be done here would juxtapose a
collection of similar such examples produced by FL-speakers with those
produced by SL-speakers.

8 An alternative argument might view Huang's line 9 as an announcement,
in which case a response or second pair part (SPP) in the next turn might
be relevant but not required as would be the case if the first pair part were
a question, in which case an answer/SPP would be sequentially
implicative and noticeably 'missing' if absent.

9 See Ford, Fox and Thompson (1996) for a discussion of other factors that
impinge on the notion of projectability of turn completion.
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10 Relatedly, turn realignment is observed in instances of repair which are
delayed within next turn position that are produced by SL-speakers. In
these instances, Wong (2000a) reports that FL-speakers may give SL-
speakers an added opportunity to produce further talk, providing room for
a response that does 'more than' merely receipt what later turns out to
have been trouble-source talk.
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The Logic of Clarification:
Some Observations about
Word-Clarification Repairs in
Finnish-as-a-Lingua-Franca
Interactions
Harrie Mazeland and Minna Zaman-Zadeh1

We analyse a specific type of repair in the talk of adult learners of a
foreign language: the clarification of a word that causes trouble for the
interlocutor. In SLA terms, we are doing a fine-grained analysis of
issues which have earlier been subsumed under the heading of
communication strategies (Kasper and Kellerman 1997). We will
characterize alternative ways of doing a clarification and examine
some of the ways in which this type of repair is organized
interactionally. Finally, we explore the relation between the semantics
of the expression that is explained and the constructional and
sequential design of the repair. We focus on word-clarification repairs
that are initiated by the recipient. Extract 1 is an instance.

Extract 1 Where-your-capital?

Abdul is a Kurdish man who has already been in Finland for three
years; Juan is from Guatemala and has only been in Finland for
three months at the time of the recording (his wife is Finnish).
1 Abdul: missa sinun paakaupunki?

where your capital ((paakaupunki: 'head' (pad) - city.))
2 (0.8)
3 ( ): ((smacks))
4 (0.8)
5 Abdul: paakaupun°ki°?

capital
6 (0.4)
7 Juan: paakaupunk[i ]

capital
8 Abdul: [°joot:°]

yes
9 Juan?: (°ko°)
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10 (0.5)
11 Juan: >en tieda.<

/ don't know.
12 (0.3)
13 Abdul: miksi en teea,

why I don't know
14 (0.6)
15 Abdul?: -hh ((??))
16 (0.4)
17—> Abdul: minun paakaupunki Bagdad.

my capital Baghdad
18 (0.4)
19 Abdul: m[issa sin]un paaka[u°punki°? ]

where your capital
20 Juan: [A:=jaa. ] [>joo joo< ] =

oh yes yes yes
21 =>ym.marran. ymmaran.<

/ understand I understand
22 (.)
23 Abdul: °j[o(o)°]

yes
24 Juan: [jah-,] (>°6°<) Guattemaala, (0.3)

and Guatemala
25 on sama jnimi kaupunki. sama,

is same name city same

Juan does not immediately provide an answer to Abdul's question in
line 1 ('where (is) your capital')- After several attempts to repair the
trouble (lines 5-13), Abdul eventually solves the problem by
exemplifying the word 'capital': 'my capital (is) Baghdad' (line 17).
All the repairs we will discuss in this paper display this pattern: they
are initiated by the recipient in next turn and subsequently repaired
through clarification by the speaker of the trouble-source turn him- or
herself. From a sequential perspective, this type of repair can be
characterized as other-initiated self-repair (cf. Schegloff, Jefferson and
Sacks 1977).

Note that Abdul does not just exemplify the class of capital
names by mentioning a member of that class when he is clarifying the
meaning of the word paakaupunki ('capital'). The utterance as a
whole ('my capital (is) Baghdad') exemplifies the type of answer Juan
should give to Abdul's question ('where your capital'). Abdul
demonstrates the kind of utterance that would work in this particular
environment of use. Clarification thus is not just accomplished at the
prepositional, descriptive level of utterances: it is primarily achieved
through and via pragmatic exemplification at the sequential level.
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Understanding a word amounts to more than knowing what it
represents: the recipient should be able to understand what the word
is used for and what action is implemented by the utterance in which
it is used.2

We will discuss three aspects of other-initiated word-clarification
repairs: their conceptual, their interactional and their semantic logic.
At the level of the conceptual logic, the focus is on the mode of
problem solving. In Extract 1, for instance, the clarification is done
by exemplifying the word pa'akaupunki Bagdad ('my capital
Baghdad'). But exemplification is just one of the ways in which a
word may be explained. In theory, Abdul could have used other
methods, e.g. by circumscribing the meaning of paakaupunki as 'the
main city of your home country'. A speaker can explain the meaning
of a word in different ways - by exemplification, by specification or
by contrast. Each method that is used to clarify the meaning of an
expression displays a specific type of reasoning about how a word
could be explained in the easiest, most effective and/or most
appropriate way.

The second aspect has to do with the interactional logic of the
repair. This is investigated by an examination of its sequential
trajectory. Word clarifications may be done as a one-step move that
is implemented in a single turn (as in line 17 of Extract 1) or as a multi-
step project that is interactionalized in a series of turns. The number of
steps, their order and the way they are packaged mark the path along
which the speaker tries to guide the recipient towards recognition of
the word in question.

The conceptual and interactional design of clarification repairs
are not independent from each other. There is a finely tuned
interdependency. A primary level at which they meet is the semantics
that is built into an expression through the process of clarifying it. This
is the semantic logic of the repair. We explore this aspect by examining
the clarification of state-modifying categories (expressions such as
'divorce', 'repair', 'restore', 'recover', etc.). We describe how a state-
modifying category is clarified by locating its position in a little
semantic system of categorically organized knowledge. The way this
system is ordered for the purpose of clarifying an element of it clearly
figures in the sequential design of the repair.

Before our discussion of the conceptual, the interactional and the
semantic logic of the design of word-clarification repairs, we will first
describe the environment of use of clarification repairs. Our students
did not engage in clarification work after just any type of repair
initiation. They never do word-clarification as a first attempt to solve a
recipient problem with prior turn. All word-clarification repairs in our
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data are subsequent attempts to solve the problem. We will refer to this
feature as the non-firstness property.

The data

Our data were collected by Minna Zaman-Zadeh in the spring of 1996.
She collected the recordings of 12 conversations between adult
learners of Finnish in an immigrant-education school (the Adult
Education Center of Oulu, Finland). The students, who migrated to
Finland as adults, came from Ethiopia, Germany (2), Guatemala, Iraq
(2), Russia and Thailand; their first languages are respectively Somali,
German, Spanish, Assyrian and Kurdish (the two Iraqis), Russian and
Thai. The participants had lived in Finland from 2.5 months to 3 years.
The teachers characterized their students' command of Finnish as still
very elementary; they were 'real beginners'.

Pairs of students were asked to talk Finnish with each other
during a break between lessons and to record this interaction. It
indeed turned out to be a rather laborious task for the students to
speak in Finnish to each other. The interaction was frequently
formatted as a kind of interview, with one party asking questions
and the other answering. Both the introduction of topics and their
elaboration turned out to be hard work. There were many long silences
within and between turns and many forms of repair could be
observed.

Our data are semi-elicited. The talk we recorded was not
'naturally occurring'. Although the participants had local control over
turn-taking and the topical and sequential organization of the talk, the
exchange itself was arranged for research purposes. Almost all of the
reservations that should be held against the use of elicited data apply
to ours too.

The non-firstness of word-clarification repairs

Before discussing the clarification repair itself, we want to point to a
remarkable sequential feature of this type of repair in our data. Our
word-clarification repairs are not done as a first option for doing
repair. The speaker of the trouble-source turn first tries to solve the
problem by other types of remedies. In the 'where-your-capital?'
extract, for example, the trouble is first dealt with as a hearing or
recognition problem. Abdul tries to solve the problem by simply
repeating a segment from the trouble-source turn (see his paakau-
punki in line 5) and by confirming its correctness when it is
subsequently repeated one more time by the recipient (line 7). In
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Extract 2 below, we see this non-firstness property of word-clarification
repairs one more time.

Extract 2 He-repairs-car

Asha is a 19-year-old woman from the Somalian minority in
Ethiopia. Melbi is a 25-year-old Thai woman who is married to a
Finn. Each of them has been in Finland about one year at the time
of the first recording round.
1 Asha: sinun mies on suoma[lain ]

your husband is Finnish
2 Melbi: [minun-]

my
3 (0.6)
4 Melbi: |joo|o,

yes
5 (0.3)
6 Melbi: suomalainen.

Finnish
7 Asha: hy:va.

good
8 (0.3)
9 Melbi: joo. han:(0.9) kollejaa3 (0.3) autoh.

yes. he {repairs} car
10 (1.5)
11-+ Asha: [>°mi ]tah?

what
12 Melbi: [kol- ]

re-
13 Melbi: <kollejaa.>

{repairs}
14 (0.5)
15^ Asha: kollettiaa?]

/repairs]
16 Melbi: [joo, ]

yes
17 (0.2)
18—> Melbi: (jos:.) sinaa o a: (1.2) auto rikki (0.4) jahan °tama°

(if) you car broken and he this
19 (1.1)
20 Asha: (°m:h:n:°)
21 (0.4)
22 Melbi: korjaa,

repairs
23 (1.6)
24 Asha: °joh°

yes
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25 (0.5)
26 Melbi: °autoh,°

car
27 (0.6)

When Melbi tries to tell Asha that her husband works as a car
mechanic, Asha indicates that she is having a problem (mitahl:
'what?', line 11). Again, the speaker of the trouble-source turn at first
deals with the trouble as just a hearing problem. Melbi merely repeats a
specific segment of her turn, perhaps in a more carefully pronounced
mode (kollejaa, line 13). Only after her recipient has signalled this
does not solve the problem (see the questioning repeat in line 15:
kollejaa?), she deals with the trouble as something that can be solved
by doing a word-clarification repair (lines 18-22).

As in Extract 1, word clarification is dealt with as a non-first
option. Other methods of doing the repair are tried first. In our data,
almost all cases of other-initiated word-clarification repair have this
feature of non-firstness. The clarifications we will look at thus occur in
a sequentially specifiable environment: they follow an other-initiation
of repair indicating that this prior, less strong method of doing the
repair was not successful.

It is tempting to explain the non-firstness of word-clarification
repairs in terms of a kind of communicative trust which even
beginning foreign language users rely upon. As long as no counter-
evidence is given, the speaker assumes that his/her recipient is able to
develop a working understanding of the words and constructions that
are being used.

This account can be seen as compatible with the possibility that
the non-firstness of our clarification-repairs is an artefact of the
recording situation. Our conversations are recorded in a foreign-
language learning setting. The students may have seen the recording
situation as an assignment, or perhaps even as a test. Other types of
accounts might be worth considering, however. The non-firstness of
word clarification may be a side effect of an orientation to a problem-
solving strategy that favours easy solutions first (cf. Pomerantz 1984b).
The speaker of the trouble-source turn first deals with the trouble as
just a hearing or recognition problem. When a speaker treats a trouble
as a hearing problem, s/he still can be aware of the possibility that the
expression in question is not known by the recipient. The speaker just
tries to avoid less preferred interactional trajectories.4 Repair outside
the borders of the trouble-source turn causes discontinuities in the
sequence that is in progress. It may even become the primary activity
for a longer stretch of talk. The repair temporarily suspends the current
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business at hand, even at the risk of losing it wholly (cf. Jefferson
1987). The participants may anticipate this by trying to minimize this
type of discontinuity. Particularly in the kind of interaction that is
examined here, solving the problem as only a hearing problem might
be considered as an alternative that is less discontinuous than the
laborious difficulties a beginning foreign-language learner might
foresee when forced to clarify the meaning of a word to another
beginner.

But whatever the origins of its initial dispreferredness may be, it
suffices for our current purpose to observe that the word-clarification
repairs in our data are non-first, next attempts to accomplish repair. At
least one previous attempt to solve the problem in a different way has
been unsuccessful.

The conceptual logic of the design of word-clarification
repairs

All clarifications in our data explain world-describing words. When
a speaker tries to clarify a word, he has to solve the problem of how
to present information about it in such a way that the recipient is able
to grasp what it is doing. The speakers in our data use various methods
to achieve this. In Extract 1, Abdul solves the problem by giving an
example from the set of names of capital cities. The example is
supposed to do the work of enabling the recipient to develop a working
understanding of the problematic expression. We have already referred
to this type of solution as clarification-by-exemplification.

In Extract 2, Melbi solves the problem by describing the kind of
work her husband does: 'when a car is broken, he repairs it' (line
18-22). We call the conceptual logic of this type of repair clarification-
by-description.

Extract 3 illustrates a third type of conceptual logic. We call this
type clarification-by-script-link. Juan is explaining that his wife is in
hospital, and when his recipient does not understand, he says 'doctor'
(line 8). The reference to the professional category ('doctor'} is
somehow supposed to do the work of enabling the recipient to identify
the setting he is talking about ('hospital'}.

Extract 3 Where-your-wife?

Juan and Abdul
1 Juan: e:nyt,|minun vaimoo| on, (0.2) *hospital*.

uh nowmy wife is hospital
2 (0.8)
3 Abdul: (m-) missa- (.) missa sinun vaimo?

(m-) where whereyour wife
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4 (0.5)
5^ Juan: °*hospital*°.
6 (0.5)
7 Abdul: [(ei-) ]

(no-)
8-» Juan: [LAA ] kari,

doctor

The types of clarification we have seen up to now — by exemplification,
by description or by script-link - have in common that they all resort to
world-describing, encyclopedic knowledge. In Extract 1, the recipient
not only has to know that Baghdad is a city, but also that it is the main
city of a country in some relevant respect. In 2, the recipient is
assumed to know that broken cars are repaired by a professionally
specialized category of persons, 'car mechanics'. And in 3, the
recipient is supposed to be able to make a link to one type of setting
in which doctors relevantly act. In all these extracts, the clarifier relies
upon the recipient's ability to make a knowledge link from familiar
knowledge to the target knowledge.

The procedure for locating knowledge for constructing meaning
may rely more heavily upon linguistic means, however. See, for
instance, Extract 4, particularly lines 20-24. Hanna explains the
Finnish word for 'be free' (vapa, here: 'have a holiday') as 'does not
study'. Vapa is made into a member of the contrast pair <(be) free,
studyx The negation of the other member should enable the recipient
to locate the contrast category.

Extract 4 Is-your-husband-December-free?

Hanna is a 27-year-old Iraqi woman who had been in Finland as a
refugee for 13 months at the time of the first recordings. Gudrun is a
28-year-old German woman who is married to a Finn; at the time of
the first recordings, she had been in Finland for 2.5 months.
1 Hanna: onko sinu mies (1.1) on joulukuu vapaa0:: (0.3)vii|ko

is your husband is decemberfree week
2 (4.2)
3 Gudrun:on|ko (.)minun- minun mites: (0.5) on: jouflu=

is my my husband is Christmas
4 Hanna: =>J£ulukuu vapa, <

december free
5 (0.5)
6 Hanna: viiko?

week
7 (1.7)
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8 Gudrun:>°vapa?°<
free

9 (1.7)
10 Gudrun:°m:.°(.) (°en ymmara,0)

(I don't understand)
11 (0.3)
12 Gudrun: e:he:mf!
13 (0.4)
14 Hanna: °m:.°
15 (0.6)
16 Gudrun: °a:h°
17 (1.7)
18 Gudrun?: (-h)
19 (1.9)
20^ Hanna: ei opiskeeleh?

doesn't study
21 (0.8)
22 Gudrun: minun:: (0.3) mies: °6:h-° (2.5) opiskelee (1.0)han[en]

my husband studies his
23 Hanna: [jo]o

yes
24 >mina ymmaran,<

/ understand

The meaning of a word is explained by exploiting the contrastive,
antonymic relation it has with another word. So, apart from knowledge
links, word clarifications can also make use of linguistic practices for
locating relevant cultural knowledge (see Fillmore 1982). Another
example of a linguistic practice is giving synonyms. However, a more
frequent type of using substitutes in our data is the use of intermediate
language equivalents, e.g. the mentioning of the English equivalent of
the word to be explained.

The interactional design of clarification repairs

Most of the clarification repairs in our corpus are designed as one-step
moves. The repair proper is done in a single turn. In Extract 1 - my
capital Baghdad - the clarification is packaged into a single turn-
constructional unit. This is also the case in the clarification in Extract 3
(doctor) and in 4 (doesn't study). The speaker of the trouble-source
turn assumes that the clarification can be done as a one-step procedure.
However, if we look at Extract 5 - which is an instance of clarification-
by-description - we see that the clarification is delivered as a series of
successive steps.
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Extract 5 Divorce

Abdul and Juan
1 Abdul: -h onko me em onko onko m m: ihi- ihimine- nen

is weuhmis is m m: m- man- CASE MARKER
2 paa: (0.5) (-h) sinun kotimaa?

head your home country
3 (0.5)
4 -hhonko mies: ero eroja nainen ja nainen eroja mies?

•hhis man divorce divorces woman and woman divorces man
5 (1.6)
6 onko?=

is
7 Juan: =erro,

{divorce}
8 (0.3)
9 Abdul: ero,

divorce
10 (0.5)
11 Juan: ero?

divorce
12 (0.3)
13 Abdul: joo.

yes
14 (0.9)
15 Juan: >mita se on< (.) ero?

what is it divorce
16 (1.0)
17—> Abdul: e:: sina nyt naimisissa.

you now married
18 (0.6)
19 Juan: jo, (0.4)[mina (naimisissa,)]

yes / married
20 Abdul: [nyt naimisissa. ]

now married
21 (.)
22—> Abdul: ja milloi sina haluat, (0.7)

and when you want
23 sina sano 6 sanon na:: sinun vaimoo (-h) e: e

you say uh say your wife
24 mina en (0.2) halua sinun e e e:: (0.5) mene °e:°

I don't want you go
25 sinun eroja.

your divorces
26 (0.4)
27 Abdul: onko sinun paikka sama suomia?

is your place same Finland
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28 (1.7)
29 Abdul: onko°: (0.7) eroja?

is divorces
30 (0.3)
31 Juan: >anteksi en ymmara.< erro

sorry I don't understand, {divorce}

After a few rounds in which he tries to solve the problem in other ways
(lines 4-13), Abdul begins to clarify the meaning of ero ('divorce') in
order to enable Juan to answer the question about marital law in his
home country. Unlike the clarifications we have seen so far, the
clarification is now delivered in a series of turns. Abdul first makes an
assertion about Juan's marital status ('you now married', line 17) and
he does not continue before Juan has confirmed it explicitly ('yes, (0.4)
I (married)', line 19). Abdul even repeats a part of the assertion about
Juan's married status one more time (we will come back to this repeat
in the next section) before he goes on with a next step of the
clarification, a description of the kind of event that occasions a divorce
in a marriage ('and when . . . you say your wife . . . I don't want your . . .
go ... your divorces', lines 22-25).

The progress of the clarification project is made dependent on the
active collaboration of the recipient. The recipient not only demon-
strates that he recognizes that some repair sequence is under way, he
also seizes the opportunity to show that he is following so far. The
clarification is interactionalized by distributing it over a series of turns.
The recipient contributes to the way it is unfolding. Unlike one-step
clarifications, the trouble is not treated as a problem that can be solved
by simply handing over a one-way ticket with which the recipient
should arrive at a solution all by himself. Instead, the clarifier works
towards a solution of the problem by a stepwise guiding of his recipient
towards recognition of the kind of situation the word ero applies to.

Multi-step clarifications are interactionally achieved as a series of
ordered moves that can be characterized both structurally and
functionally. In our data, the contours of the following positions
become visible: the clarification basis, the clarification path and the
clarification target.

In the first step, the clarification basis is established. It locates the
starting point from which a joint path can be followed until the
clarification is complete. In Extract 5, the clarification basis is created
by asserting knowledge that is evidently familiar to the recipient ('you
now married', line 17). The person who is the main possessor of this
knowledge is Juan himself. He is the one who it is assumed can
confirm the correctness of Abdul's assertion.
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The turn in line 17 with the assertion about Juan's married state
has not yet completed the repair, however. It is observably oriented to
as still to be followed by more. Juan only confirms the assertion that is
made in it and does not yet begin with answering the question that
Abdul is repairing. Complementarily, Abdul too is not yet giving any
sign that his recipient should already be able to answer the question.
Both participants orient to current turn as only the first step of a project
that encompasses more. The clarification is observably designed from
the beginning as an activity that will unfold over a trajectory of more
than one step.

The clarification basis provides the common ground from where
the speaker of the trouble-source turn will guide his recipient along a
path that will enable him to develop a working understanding of the
explanandum (the item to be explained). Perhaps this is why this move
is formulated as a request for confirmation. The assertion about the
recipient's married state is oriented to as stating knowledge that is to
be ratified interactionally before the participants continue with the
next step of the clarification.

The clarification target is the position at which the clarification
project is brought towards completion. In Extract 5, Abdul uses a
specific device to mark the completion of the clarification trajectory.
The turn in which he describes the kind of event it takes to end a
marriage is packaged in the 'when . . . , then . . . " format (see ja milloi sina
haluat...: 'and when you want... ' , line 22). In the 'then'-part, Abdul is
repeating the repairable in a way that incorporates it in an assertion
about the recipient (sinun eroja, 'your divorces', line 25). By combining
it with the (possessive) pronoun 'your', the speaker demonstrates that
the expression-to-be-explained is applicable to his recipient in the
circumstances described in the 'when'-part of the ongoing turn.

The repeat of the repairable is not only a demonstration of its
applicability, however. It is marking the completeness of the clarifica-
tion project. We already saw a similar use of repairable repeat marking
clarification completion in line 22 of Extract 2. So at least two
structurally and functionally specifiable positions can be identified in
the series of steps into which the clarification is interactionalized: the
clarification basis and the clarification target.

The steps along which a trajectory is laid out from clarification
basis to clarification target we will call the clarification path. In Extract
5, this is the part in which Abdul characterizes the type of event it
takes to end a marriage. He dramatizes the kind of dialogue that leads
towards divorce (lines 22-24). Note that the transition to the
clarification-path position is marked as a departure from the clarifica-
tion basis by formulating this next step as a hypothetical event in the
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marriage of the recipient ('and when you want.. . , you say . . . your wife
. . . I don't . . . want your .. . ' , lines 22-24). The clarification basis
describes the actual marital state of the recipient, whereas the
clarification path is designed to trigger reasoning about the ways in
which this situation may develop hypothetically.

In sum, the following three steps can be discerned in the design
of Abdul's clarification repair:

(1) clarification basis (assertion about the recipient's married
state, line 17)

(2) clarification path (narrative characterization of the type of
event that ends a marriage, lines 22-24)

(3) clarification target (project completion-marking in line 25: the
speaker returns to the explanandum by stating it as the
outcome of step 2).

In Extract 5, step 1 and the combination of step 2 and 3 are
interactionalized in separate turns that are responded to indepen-
dently by the recipient. Each of these steps may be expanded further,
compartmentalized or recursively repeated in separate turn-
constructional units that are responded to separately as independent
turns. Together they implement the trajectory of the repair.

Abdul's second attempt to explain ero through clarification is an
instance of such an expansion. The first clarification round was not
successful (see line 31 of Extract 5, which is repeated in the beginning
of Extract 6 below: anteksi en ymmdra. erro, 'sorry I don't understand,
divorce)'. After another attempt to deal with the troubles as a simple
word-recognition problem (see the morphologically modified repeat of
ero in line 33), Abdul then embarks on yet another attempt to solve the
problem by clarification (lines 40—58). This time, his endeavours
eventually will be successful. Before they arrive at the clarification
target, Juan already indicates that finally the penny has dropped (see
his relieved 700 - 'yes' - in line 58). Immediately after this, Abdul
returns to the trouble-source turn. He repeats the original question
(lines 59-61) and Juan is now finally able to answer it (lines 63-67).5

Extract 6 Divorce

Continuation of Extract 5: the next clarification round
31 Juan: >anteksi en ymmara.< erro

sorry I don't understand, {divorce}
32 (0.2)
33 Juan: sana erro,=

word {divorce}
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34 Abdul: =eroja,
divorces

35 (0.2)
36 Abdul: >teroj|aat:?

divorces
37 (2.2)
38 Juan: °erro,°

{divorce}
39 (2.9)
40^ Abdul: e [si e: esimerkiksis tama (0.3) tama (0.7)

for example this this
41 Juan: [(°erro,°)
42 Abdul: ta- tama se on nainen.

this it is a woman
43 (0.2)
44 Juan: joo,

yes
45 (0.2)
46 Abdul: ja tamamx mijes. e ]

and this a man
47 Juan: [mies]:,

a man
48 Abdul: -h ban (°ng-°) (l.l)naimisis:

he marrie
49 nai[misissa, ]

married
50 Juan: [>jaa naimi]sis,<

yes marry
51 (0.2)
52^ Abdul: -hh jaa ban (ng:)m ban sano< nainen:<

andhe he say woman
53 mina en:< h[alua, ]

I don't want
54 Juan: [mi ]naenhalu[a,

/ don't want
55 Abdul: [sinut pois.

you away
56 (0.7)
57 jaa [min*a:*,]=

and I,
58^ Juan: [|joo ] =

yes
59 Abdul: =jo-, -h > onko sinun< m m:: kotima< (.) sama.

ye- is your home country same
60 (1.4)
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61 sama suomia.
same Finland

62 (0.9)
63 Juan: (d)jootx (.) kotimaa (1.0)

yes home country
64 on sama. muta (0.7) usko,

is same but belief
65 (0.4)
66 Abdul: [joo, ]

yes
67 Juan: [ei ol]e sama.

is not same

Again, the clarification is delivered as a multi-step project that is
distributed over an ordered series of turns. A major difference from the
interactional design of the clarification in the first round, however, is
that both the clarification basis and the clarification path are expanded
into an ordered series of smaller units. Each of them is implemented in
a separate turn-constructional unit that can be responded to as an
independent turn.

The starting point from which the clarification work begins is
moved further back in this second clarification round. The clarification
basis itself is treated as something that has to be accomplished
independently along an interactionally warranted series of moves.
Abdul this time does not start with an assertion about the state of being
married. Instead, he begins with the real basics of marriage: " . . . this is a
woman, . . . and this is a man' (lines 40-46). The concept 'marriage'
itself then is introduced by stating it as a relation the latter person (the
man) has with the former (the woman): 'he . . . married' (lines 48-49).
Each relevant component of the concept marriage is delivered in a
separate turn-constructional unit and each unit is responded to
independently by the recipient. First by just acknowledging (700,
'yes'; line 44) and then by more actively co-producing the relevant
utterance parts by repeating them in overlap at the first possible
recognition point of their delivery (cf. Jefferson 1973; see mies, 'a man'
in line 47 and jaa naimisis, 'yes marry' in line 50).

The clarification path is also interactionalized. It is shaped as a
discrete component implemented in a single turn-constructional unit
that is responded to separately ( ' . . . I don't want,' line 53). Its
successful receipt is not only registered by repeating the relevant part
at the first possible recognition point (see line 54).6 It is also
reformulated in a next turn-constructional unit ('you away', line 55).

Both the clarification basis and the clarification path are modified
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so as to maximize the number of opportunities at which the recipient's
developing understanding can be monitored. Each step is delivered as
a separate turn for which the effect can be verified independently in
the recipient's response. The clarifier gains maximal control over the
process in which the recipient is working towards understanding from
the components and instructions provided in the successive steps of
the clarification.

In the next section we will see that the selection and ordering of
the materials that are used in multi-step clarifications may be guided
by semantic considerations. For now it suffices to have shown that
clarifications are interactionalized into a sequentially ordered series of
steps, each of which can be oriented to as a separate turn seeking an
independent response. The order of these steps and their respective
functions can be specified. We have distinguished the following
positions: the clarification basis, the clarification path and the
clarification target.

Interactional semantics: clarifying state-modifying
categories

In this section, we show that the design of clarification turns and
sequences is guided by a semantic analysis of the expression to be
explained. The semantic logic of Abdul's clarification of ero can be
formulated in terms of the notions that Harvey Sacks developed for the
analysis of the categorization of persons (Sacks 1972a, 1972b). Sacks
describes how the members of a culture order knowledge categorically
in their perception and interpretation of the social world. They
organize the knowledge that is relevant with respect to some topic or
task in collections of categories for which specific rules of application
and rules of inference hold. 7

Abdul orients to this type of knowledge organization in his
clarification of ero. He clarifies the problematic expression by
specifying its position in a system of categorically organized knowl
edge.

(a) Locating the system. Abdul begins the clarification with an
assertion about his recipient's married state ('you now
married'). He introduces a category that locates knowledge
about a specific area of social organization ('marriage'). The
use of this category enables him to talk about Juan as the
incumbent of the male category in the relational pair
'husband' and 'wife' and about a specific woman as the
incumbent of the counterpart category.
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(b) Telling about a change. Abdul then tells about a fictive
dialogue in Juan's marriage ('and when you ... want you say
... your wife ... I don't ... want your ... go'). The things
Juan says and does to his wife are designed to be heard as
cancelling constitutive features of their bond as coupled
incumbents of the category pair <husband, wife>.

(c) Finding the consistency. The clarification began with an
assertion about Juan ('you now married') and it ends with
another one (sinun eraja: 'your divorces'). This latter
assertion is also about Juan and it has the problematic
expression in it. The first assertion is about Juan's married
state and the second is after a story about a hypothetical
event in his marriage. The second assertion demonstrates
that era can be used to characterize his situation after the
event in the story. The whole clarification project is
configured so as to suggest the type of order that accounts
for the co-selection of the category that is used to describe
Juan's situation before the event in the story ('married') and
the one that is asserted about him after it (era).

{a} Locating the system

The semantic system in terms of which era is clarified is located by the
predicate 'married' in the clarification basis ('you now married', line
17). Abdul introduces a category that is associated with knowledge
about a particular social institution ('marriage'). This knowledge is
used as a frame of reference that provides the categories in terms of
which the actors in the ensuing story are identified. When Abdul
is talking about 'your wife' ('and when ... you say ... your wife', line
22-23), he exploits a semantic relation between married and the pair of
relational categories 'husband' and 'wife'. Asserting that Juan is
married implies there is a woman who is his wife. The possessive
pronoun 'your' - in 'you say ... your wife .. .' - refers to the addressee
as the husband of the woman referred to with 'wife'. 8

The recipient's displayed understanding of the category that is
introduced in the clarification basis is used as an interpretative
framework in the clarification path. The expression-to-be-explained is
not only related to the state of being married, but this latter category is
also treated as taking part in a more encompassing system of
categorically organized knowledge. The relational pair <husband,
wife> belongs to it as well, just as the rules of inference that are
associated with it.
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(b) Telling about a change

Talking about being married also brings along a set of latent
assumptions about how the members of a married couple treat each
other. Two of these assumptions are made relevant in the story with
the fictive dialogue in Juan's marriage. Abdul describes an event in
which Juan tells his wife that he does not want her ('I don't ... want
you ... '). Note that this is a negative statement. The tellable thing is
that a specific attitude of the husband towards his wife is no longer
present. The absence of this feeling is noticeable and tellable, not its
presence. A husband is expected to 'want' his wife, at the least in a
programmatically relevant fashion.

The other assumption is activated in the next story unit. Juan's
dismissal of his wife (' ... your ... go!') does not just terminate a state
of accidental togetherness. Rather, it takes some kind of lasting co
presence as a default feature of the relation between husband and
wife.

The husband first tells his wife that a condition for preservation
of the marriage does not hold any more. He then actively terminates
their state of being together. The order in which Juan is quoted suggests
that his first statement is consequential for the second one (ef. Labov
1972). The lack of feeling for his wife is presented as a motive for
sending her away.

Abdul's fictive anecdote describes an event that is designed to be
heard as incompatible with constitutive features of the bond between
husband and wife. Prototypical rights and obligations associated with
the category pair <husband, wife> no longer apply. The husband's
actions are selected so as to enable the recipient to infer that the story
is about the annulment of marriage.

Note that the packaging of the turns in the clarification basis
already projects a change. Abdul says 'you~ married', stressing the
now (sind E.Y.!. naimisissa, line 17). He even maintains the temporal
adverb in the partial repeat of this turn (E.Y.!. naimisissa, 'now married',
line 20). Stating, stressing and repeating that something is presently
the case is a practice for setting up a temporal contrast. In its present
context, it projects the upcoming delivery of the other part of the
contrast. It makes the ongoing utterance recognizable as a move in a
larger project. The project will not be complete until the other part of
the contrast pair is delivered.

(c) Finding the consistency

Abdul builds two types of clues about the nature of the problematic
expression into the final step of the clarification. The first one has to do
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with the framing and placement of the final unit. The second one is
incorporated into its design.

Abdul began his clarification with an assertion about Juan's
married state ('you now married'). In the concluding step, he makes
another assertion about Juan ('your divorces'). The second assertion is
made in the 'then'-slot of a [when ... , (then) ...J-frame: 'and when you
want ... you say ... your wife ... I don't want your ... , your divorces'
(lines 22-25). Both the framing and the placement of the second
assertion locate the story in the when-part as a resource for figuring out
what is being done with it. The story is pivotal for determining what is
being said about Juan when the problematic expression is used in the
second assertion.

The other clue is built into the construction type of the second
assertion. It is formatted in a way that is similar to the formatting of the
first. The first assertion (sina nyt naimisissa: 'you now married') begins
with a recipient reference ('you'). The second assertion begins with a
form of 'you' too: sinun eroja ('your divorces'). The analogy suggests
that the second assertion has a design that runs parallel with the format
of the first. In the first assertion, 'you' is followed by a predicate that
describes a state that currently applies to the recipient ('now married').
Analogously, the recipient reference at the beginning of the second
assertion projects a slot for a similar type of predicate.

Not just any predicate will do, however. It has to be contextually
relevant. The problematic expression is doing something similar to the
category that is used in the first assertion. It has to be related to the first
category in such a way that it makes a relevant assertion about Juan's
married state after the event in the story.

The problem is almost the reverse of the hearer problem Sacks
observed for the interpretation of a series of categories. He describes
the problem for the now famous little story 'The baby cried. The
mommy picked it up.' Why do we hear 'the mommy' as the mother of
the baby? Sacks accounts for this kind of methodical hearing with a
relevance rule that he called the consistency rule. If two or more
categories are used to categorize two or more members of some
population, and those categories can be heard as categories from the
same collection, then hear them that way. The rule accounts for a
hearing of 'the mommy' as a member of the same collection of
categories as 'the baby'. The categories refer to persons that are co
incumbents of the same case of the category family (Sacks 1972b and
1992: 150 ff.).

The category-interpretation problem is different for Juan. He
does not know the expression that is used in Abdul's second
assertion. The consistency rule nevertheless provides a basis for
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making inferences in a case like this. It proposes that we hear the
unknown expression in Abdul's second assertion ('your [era]-es') as a
member of the same collection of categories as the predicate category
in his first assertion ('you now married'). The relevant collection has
two members: 'married' and the category referred to with era. The
consistency rule provides the kind of relevancy principle that
enables the recipient to assemble the collection of categories that
matters.

The clarification thus provides the following clues to the
recipient. The problematic expression refers to a category that comes
from the same collection of categories as 'married'. It is used to
characterize the state that results from a marriage when the husband
sends his wife away because he does not want her any more. The clues
exploit categorically organized knowledge with respect to a specific
domain of social organization ('marriage'). The knowledge and the
rules of inference that are associated with it have to enable Juan to
recognize the situation era is referring to.

Technically speaking, 'marriage' is a presupposition of 'divorce'.
The term presupposes a chronologically prior state, that is, the state in
which a couple is still married (see Miller and Fellbaum 1991;
Fillmore 1973; Mazeland 1980). Abdul begins the clarification by
introducing the presupposition. He introduces the state of being
married before depicting the kind of event that dissolves it. The
temporal directionality of the pair of categories <married, divorce(d»
(the second state occurring after the first) and the action-logic
dependency of the second state on the first (the first one must have
been the case before the second one can apply) are carefully built into
both the order in which they are introduced and the way their relation
is demonstrated. 9

Abdul explains era as an event that modifies the situation that is
referred to with 'married'. He presents the two categories as co
members from a structured collection of categories. The collection's
structure is explicated as a contrastive two-place relation with an order
of precedence. It has 'married' as its first member and era ('divorce(d)')
as the second one: <naimisissa ('married'), eraja ('divorces'». Each
part of this ordered pair is a state-describing category but the second
one is shown to be dependent on the first. It refers to a situation in
which the state referred to by the first category is terminated in a way
that is consequential for its applicability. So the state-modifying
category era is explained by explicating the operation it performs on
the state-describing category 'married' .10

To formulate the semantic logic of this organization more
schematically: era is explained as the second member of a temporally
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ordered pair of categories <C l , Cz>. Cl refers to a state of affairs that
chronologically precedes Cz. Cz results from events that terminate the
Cl -state. The relation between Cl and Cz is mutually exclusive, in the
sense that Cl is not applicable any more as soon as Cz is appropriately
used. The relation between Cl and Cz is presuppositional in the sense
that the assertion of Cz legitimates the assumption that Cl has been
applicable.

Although we did not come across many other instances of
clarifications of state-modifying categories in our corpus, we have
already seen an instance in Extract 2. Melbi's clarification of the
Finnish word for 'repairs' (kollejaa), line 18-26, displays an analysis of
the repairable as a state-modifying category. In this case too, the
repairable is characterized as a state-modifying category. The tempo
rally preceding state is described first with the Cl -category (auto rikki,
'car broken'; line 18). Then the dependent state is referred to with the
Cz-category itself (korjaa, 'repairs'; line 22).

The main difference with the repair of ero has to do with the way
the clarification is interactionalized. The three steps in Abdul's
clarification - clarification basis, clarification path and clarification
target - are built into a single tum-constructional unit. The clarifica
tion path and the clarification target collapse. The terms in which
state-1 is described ('car broken') is assumed to provide sufficient
ground to govern inference making with respect to what is happening
next.

Korjaa ('repairs') is explained as a paired category at the semantic
level. It is presented as the second part of an ordered pair of categories.
The first member of the pair is explicated as the - negatively evaluated
- breakdown of a formerly well-functioning, artificial device; the
second member refers to a chronologically next state in which state-1 is
undone: <broken device, repair>.

The unit type that is selected for implementing the clarification
still allows for a two-step segmentation of the clarification's trajectory,
however. The clarification basis is delivered in the if-part and the
clarification target in the then-part of a turn-constructional unit with
an ['if ... , then .. .']-format. The design of the clarification turn still
correlates with the bi-partite structure of state-modifying categories.
The Cl -state is introduced in the 'if'-part of the clarification tum, the
Cz-category is demonstrated to be applicable in its 'then'-part. The
design of the clarification tum is guided by the semantic analysis that
is made of the repairable.

A similar interdependency of semantic analysis and the archi
tecture of the repair can be observed at the level of its sequentialization
in the case of Abdul's clarification of ero. The semantic structure in
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terms of which the repairable is explicated is reflected in the
successive steps into which the repair is interactionalized. In the
previous section we already showed that the clarification of ero was
sequentialized into the following steps:

(1) the clarification basis (the assertion about the recipient's
married state: 'you now married', line 17)

(2) the clarification path (a narrative characterization of the type
of event that ends a marriage: 'you say ... your wife ... I don't
... want your ... go', lines 22-24)

(3) the clarification target (the demonstration of the applicability
of ero in sinun eroja: 'your divorces', line 25).

The structure of the semantic system that is laid out in the clarification
figures prominently in its interactional design. In step 1 (the
clarification basis), the first member of the relevant pair of categories
is introduced in an assertion about the recipient. In step 2 (the
clarification path), the position of the other member of the pair is
located by specifying through example the circumstances under which
it can be used ('you say ... your wife ... I don't ... want your ... go'). In
step 3 (the clarification target), finally, the rule of application of the
problematic expression is demonstrated by using it in a second
assertion about the recipient (sinun eroja, 'your divorces').

The speaker's analysis of the semantic structure of the repairable
correlates with the design of the clarification. This is independent of a
delivery as a single turn - as in the 'he-repairs-car' extract - or as a
trajectory of three or more turns. First, the C1-category is introduced in
the clarification basis, then the relation of the Cz-category with the C1
category may be specified in the clarification path (optionally) and,
finally, its applicability is demonstrated in the segment with the
clarification target. The layout of the clarification trajectory is informed
by considerations with respect to the semantic properties in terms of
which the repairable is explicated. The structure of the device returns
in the design of the repair and, in reverse, the design of the repair
structures the device in a way that 'is relevant and informative for the
occasion.

Concluding remarks

We do not know whether similar types of clarification repairs occur in
non-elicited second language interactions between adult foreign
language learners. However, we expect that our central results will
turn out to be valid and insightful. Our phenomena pertain to levels of
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interaction that were not specified in advance. The data-driven
methodology provides some warrant that we did not construe patterns
that cannot be found in the data. We therefore expect that the methods
our students used for solving word-understanding problems are
typical for the ways this kind of trouble is dealt with in some other
types of second language interactions between adult foreign-language
learners.

On a theoretical level, we made a distinction between different
levels of word-clarification design: the conceptual, the interactional
and the semantic level. At the conceptual level, we discussed several
types of word-clarification repairs (clarification by exemplification, by
description or by script-link) and grouped them into classes that differ
with respect to the kind of linking procedures they primarily exploit
(encyclopedic versus linguistic links). However, our exploration ofthe
semantic logic of state-modifying categories also shows that language
knowledge and world knowledge are highly interdependent and
reflexively interwoven. A speaker may explain an expression by
positioning it in a little categorical system that is embodied in the
language that is used to talk about it.

An interesting result of our tentative exploration of the semantic
logic in the design of clarification repairs is the idea that the lexical
semantic features of the trouble-source word are a primary resource for
the interactional design of the repair. The material that is used in the
respective positions of multi-step clarifications (clarification basis,
clarification path and clarification target) is selected on the basis of its
position in the categorical system in terms of which the repairable is
explained. The design of the clarification is the result of considerations
with respect to three interdependent dimensions: the problem-solving
mode, the semantic analysis of the repairable and its implementation
into a repair sequence.

Endnotes

1 The authors would like to express their thanks to Arja Piirainen-Marsh from
Jyvaskyla University (Finland) and Maurice Neville from the Australian
National University in Canberra for carefully reviewing earlier versions of
this paper. We also profited from the comments of Emanuel Schegloff after a
presentation of the paper in the Clic-colloquium at UCLA, February 1998.
Finally, we thank the editors of this volume for their remarks and
suggestions.

2 Note that the recipient of 'my capital (is) Baghdad' also has to be able to
perform a very subtle type of situated, deictic reasoning with respect to
categorically relevant properties of the identity of the speaker in order to be
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able to develop a working understanding. The possessive pronoun my does
not just refer to the speaker but to the speaker as a member of the people
from Iraq. Only if the speaker's identity as an Iraqi is taken into
consideration, is it appropriate to say that his capital is Baghdad.

Note further that the class of capital names is not exemplified by its most
prototypical member. The selection of Baghdad is not governed by
considerations with respect to prototypicality - the type of consideration
a naive transfer of cognitive linguistic arguments would generate - but by
situated pragmatic reasoning. The one member of the class of capital names
is selected which would do as an answer to 'what is your capital' in the
event that Abdul himself had to answer the question. So, it is what the word
is doing in this particular utterance in this particular context in this
particular situation that provides the criteria for selecting a particular
member of the class of capital names.

3 A 'correct' pronunciation of this word would sound like korjaa. Melbi does
not always pronounce the r-sound as native Finnish speakers are assumed
to do. Note that Asha repeats this pronunciation in line 15 and that Melbi
herself produces a more correct form later on in line 22.

4 Pomerantz (l984b) also discusses other types of measurement systems in
terms of which participants assess the degree of easiness of resolution
types. One prominent type is social delicateness. Its resolution might lay
bare some kind of disagreement between participants. In our data, assuming
that your recipient does not know a word might be a delicate thing to
show.

5 Note that the participants are able to maintain an orientation to the
conditional relevance of the suspended answer over a very long trajectory of
inserted repair sequences. The first part of the question/answer pair was
delivered for the first time in lines 1-4 of Extract 5. The question/answer
sequence is proliferated considerably through insert expansions dealing
with the trouble occurring in the first pair part. It is not until lines 63-64 
almost two minutes later - that the second part of the base pair is delivered.
This prolonged maintenance of an orientation towards the sequential basis
of the inserted repair sequences is an essential difference of adult foreign
language learning from first language acquisition: participants are compe
tent with respect to such basic pragmatic skills as the interactional
management and maintenance of sequences over a long and very complex
trajectory. See also Goodwin (1995), who makes a similar observation for the
interaction of an aphasic man with his collaborators.

6 See Schegloff (1997: 527 ff.) for a discussion of repeats as a practice for
registering the receipt of something the prior speaker has said.

7 Collections of categories are context-relevantly assembled relative to some
task. They should not be reified too easily as pre-existing, context
independent structures (cf. Hester and Eglin 1997). Perhaps it is better to
think of them as emerging structures (ef. Hopper 1987) for which sufficient
cultural continuity holds in the history of their use on the one hand,
whereas, on the other hand, a collection is assembled and ordered each time
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anew as a situated configuration relative to the interactional task at hand.
(Cf. Schegloff 1972; see also Mazeland et al. 1995.)

8 The general rule of interpretation for expressions such as 'your wife' is:
when a possessive personal pronoun modifies a category from a relational
pair such as <husband, wife>, the referent ofthe personal pronoun is heard
to be the real-world matching incumbent of the other category from that
pair. Other instances of this kind of cross-reference based upon relational
pair semantics are, for example, 'my father' (invoking the relational pair
<father, child» or 'her doctor' «doctor, patient». Cf. Sacks (1972a, 1972b
and 1992 passim); Watson (1987).

9 Pairs like <married, divorced> are antonymous but in a different way to, for
example, the pair <bachelor, married>. The relation between the members
of the former pair displays some kind of both temporal and logical
directionality - a kind of irreversibility by default. Re-instalment of the
original state - 'and then they married again' - is noticeable, a tellable, a not
self-evident course of action. The pair is also different from pairs of
categories describing frequently alternating states such as <'be-free', 'have
to-work'> in which the replacement of one state by the other usually is not
considered to be final (see Extract 4). There is also some specific relation
with negation: in the case of <married, divorced>, one has to add any more:
'he is not married any more'. Saying 'he is not married' does not have to
imply that he is a divorcee.

10 Other candidates for the class of state-modifying categories are: 'repair',
'recover', 'cure', 'die', 'restore', 'expire', 'fire', 'resign', 'release', 'rescue' ...
Note also that these state-modifying categories are level-specific. In contrast
with general state-modification describing categories like 'stop', 'change' or
'modify', the former class specifies at least some particular features of the
kind of state that is modified.
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Pursuit of Understanding:
Rethinking 'Negotiation of
Meaning' in View of Proiected
Action
Junko Mori

During the last decade, a growing number of critiques have been raised
towards so-called mainstream approaches in second language acquisi
tion (SLA) research that are born out of, and heavily influenced by,
cognitive, psycholinguistic traditions (e.g. Atkinson 2002; Block 1996;
Firth and Wagner 1997; Hall 1997; Kramsch 2002b; Lantolf 1996,2000;
Lantolf and Appel 1994; Rampton 1997). While these critiques
originate in a range of tributaries such as critical discourse analysis,
language socialization, linguistic anthropology, sociocultural theory
and conversation analysis, among others, it appears that they all merge
into another evolving mainstream that underscores the necessity of
incorporating interactive, sociolinguistic perspectives in SLA research.
These two contrasting veins differ fundamentally in how they
conceptualize the relationships between language and social actions,
between learners and societies, and between acquisition and use. The
former tends to view language acquisition to be an individual cognitive
process of internalizing the knowledge of a given language that exists
as an autonomous system. Metaphors such as learner as a computer or
an information processor (Kramsch 2002b: 1), or even 'a single cactus
in the middle of a lonely desert' (Atkinson 2002: 525), are used to
capture the images that have been portrayed by the traditional
mainstream. On the other hand, the latter emerging vein replaces
these images with metaphors such as a learner as an apprentice or a
negotiator - not only of meanings, but also of pathways, of stance and
of identities (Candlin and Sarangi 2002: xi). Thus, the latter views
language acquisition to be a process tightly integrated with immediate
as well as historical social contexts, in which learners increase the
level of participation in a wider range of activities, and increase the
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level of sophistication in the ways in which they participate in those
activities.

The dichotomy described above briefly summarizes the major
competing currents in the field, but it may not fully capture variations
and hybrids that exist between the two. For instance, even those who
conceptualize language acquisition to be the internalization of a
linguistic system, or the development of interlanguage, have recog
nized interaction as an important vehicle for second language
acquisition, as represented by studies on 'negotiation of meaning'
(e.g. Gass and Varonis 1985; Pica 1988, 1994; Pica et 01. 1996; Swain
1985; Varonis and Gass 1985). The following excerpt introduced by
Pica (1988: 47) exemplifies the prototype of sequences studied as
examples of negotiation of meaning, in which, upon encountering a
'communication breakdown' signalled by a 'clarification or confirma
tion request', learners are pushed to modify their outputs (Swain 1985).

Extract 1 The chwach

SLS stands for a second or subsequent language speaker while FLS
stands for a first language speaker
SLS: and they have the chwach there. ((trigger))
FLS: the what? ((signal))
SLS: the chwach - I know someone that-
FLS: what does it mean?
SLS: like uhm like American people they always go there every

Sunday
FLS: yes?
SLS: you know - every morning that there pr- that - the American

people get dressed up. To go to urn chwach
FLS: oh to church - I see

It has been suggested that through this process of modification and
negotiation, learners take more active, responsible roles in their
learning and stretch their interlanguage to meet goals. Researchers
have investigated these sequences consisting of trigger, signal,
modified output and (successful or unsuccessful) uptake, examining
if and how varying types of triggers, signals, tasks or interlocutors
yield different types of modified output. However, as discussed by
Kramsch (zoozb: 1), 'the prevalence of the machine metaphor has
channeled the imagination of many researchers and teachers alike into
viewing the acquisition of a language as an information-processing
activity where what gets negotiated is not contextual meaning, but
input and output'. Namely, in this research paradigm, negotiation of
meaning has been considered as a process towards the accurate
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isolated skills' and 'the students' active construction of knowledge
through social interaction'. 3

This particular task design differs from those frequently examined
in the negotiation of meaning research in several respects. For example,
most interactions between SL-speakers and FL-speakers who are not
instructors examined in this research tradition have been conducted in
experimental or quasi-experimental settings for the sake of research,
while the interaction to be examined in this chapter was designed as part
of classroom discourse with a specific pedagogical purpose. There were
gaps in the participants' background knowledge concerning the content
covered in previous classes, the first-hand experience of the Japanese
employment system, among others, but these are much broader
differences due to their unshared history than those in tightly controlled,
typical information gap activities in classroom or experiments. The
interaction in this classroom task may be characterized as being more
'authentic' or 'conversation-like', although the fact that it is situated in
the classroom must have provided a certain level of institutional control
over the ways in which the participants interacted with each other.4

One group in this class, which included Mr Kim, a Korean
student, Mr Smith, an American student, and Mr Honda, a FL
speaking informant who is a friend of Smith's, was videotaped for
about 25 minutes. The segment examined in this chapter started
roughly nine and a half minutes after the start of the recording. The
beginning of the target segment marks a clear sequential boundary.
Prior to this point, both Kim and Smith were taking turns to ask Honda
about the bonus system, the health insurance system and the social
welfare system in Japan. Starting at the beginning of the following
transcript, however, Kim began to shift the topic to rirekisho or the
resume in Japan. Kim initiated this segment of talk by characterizing
his upcoming talk as concerning something that he had found
interesting. Subsequently, Kim explained to Honda what he heard or
learned about Japanese resumes in the previous class. It reads, or
sounds as, 'I heard that there is a column in which they write about
their research and everybody always writes form in that column'. Kim
constructed his utterance in a grammatically correct manner although
the utterance includes a few self-repairs and recognizable pauses.
Content-wise, however, this is a rather puzzling utterance. As we
observe the later development, we will discover that this puzzling
utterance is a result of Kim's confusion of the Sino-Japanese
vocabulary items that all appear in this unit. What he intended to
say here is 'everybody always put "good" in the "health" column'. The
Japanese for health is kenkoo, and for this Kim used kenkyuu, which
means research. The Japanese term used for good in this resume-
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transfer of information, or towards the formation of comprehensible
input and output.

Nearly two decades after Swain's (1985) proposal, several issues
have been raised towards the development of the negotiation of
meaning research and the comprehensible output hypothesis from
both within and outside of this research tradition. One of the issues
raised from cognitive and psycholinguistic perspectives concerns how
to determine its effectiveness in language acquisition. Many research
ers (e.g. Izumi and Biglow 2000; Long 1996; Pica 1994; Swain and
Lapkin 1995) are concerned that there is little hard evidence to support
the long-term impact of pushed outputs upon the development of
interlanguage. According to Shehadeh (2002), most previous studies
on comprehensible output have been descriptive and focused
primarily on occurrences of modifications per se rather than whether
or not output modifications are retained in the learners' interlanguage.
Shehadeh proposes that researchers should shift their focus from
occurrences of modifications to their effects on acquisition, designing
appropriate post-tests to measure the effects. As an example for taking
a right step towards establishing an empirical baseline, Shehadeh
introduces Nobuyoshi and Ellis's (1993) study that incorporates a
tightly controlled experimental design to test the effect of modifica
tions on the acquisition of past tense forms. However, such an
approach that administers tests and aims at producing numbers to be
used as evidence has a significant pitfall. As discussed by de Bot (1996:
535), while the focus on specific linguistic aspects, as in the Nobuyoshi
and Ellis study, may enable researchers to provide supportive evidence
for the output hypothesis, 'this seems to go against one of the crucial
aspects of output, which in the examples presented by Swain and her
colleagues is inherently part of interaction and co-construction'. That
is, the more researchers attempt to classify different factors potentially
involved in the acquisition of different components of the linguistic
system and isolate them for the purpose of measurement, the further
the resulting research design moves away from original interactive
environments in which the significance of pushed output was
considered. 1

The fact that attempts to arrive at concrete evidence for the output
hypothesis are usually conducted in controlled, experimental envir
onments has also led to a practical issue as to whether or not it is
worthwhile promoting negotiation of meaning in the classroom. Foster
(1998), for instance, observed pair and group work in an intermediate
EFL classroom, and found that negotiation of meaning did not occur
frequently in classroom tasks and that even when negotiation moves
occurred, very few students produced any modified utterances. Should
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instructors try to change the behaviours of these students who choose
not to negotiate? Foster's answer is no. In her discussion on this
negative recommendation, she refers to Aston (1986), who points out
that interactions designed to maximize negotiation for meaning may
end up jeopardizing rapport with interlocutors and increasing the
'affective filter' that could negatively influence the acquisition. Foster
also raises a concern as to how effectively students' performances can
be changed through instructional designs, by citing Kumaradivelu
(1991) and Willis (1996), who assert that it is difficult to ensure
learners approach a task in a specific way no matter how well
instructors design it. More recently, Bannink (2002: 282-3) points out
that what was observed in Foster's study, namely students' passing
opportunities to initiate clarification requests or comprehension
checks, hoping that a future utterance would clarify uncertainty, are
quite normal. The preference for self-repair in everyday mundane
conversation documented by Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks (1977)
predicts this sort of behaviour. 2 Thus, if the aim is to make classroom
practices authentic, close to real-life conversation, the encouragement
for explicit negotiation moves may contradict this purpose.

Nakahama, Tyler and van Lier's (2001) recent study, which
compares negotiation of meaning in conversational and information
gap activities by analysing different trigger types (lexical, morphosyn
tactic, pronunciation and global), also helps us re-consider what kinds
of negotiation may be taking place in different types of interactions.
Although the overall number of instances of repair negotiation was less
in the conversational activities than in the information gap activities, a
closer look at the trigger types offers a point for consideration. That is,
while local triggers, especially lexical items, were most common in the
information gap activities, more global triggers involving elements that
can cause a reanalysis of more than one turn were more frequent in the
conversational activities than in the information gap activities. This
result, along with the results of the interviews with the participants in
the dyads examined, led Nakahama et 01. to conclude that conversa
tional interaction has the potential to offer substantial learning
opportunities at multiple levels of interaction, in contrast with Long
(1996) and others who claim free conversation is a poorer context for
driving interlanguage development than tasks designed to orient
participants to shared goals and to encourage negotiation work. This
latter series of discussions questions the underlying assumptions
about what is negotiated and what is learned in the cognitive,
psycholinguistic inquiries from the interactive, sociolinguistic and
pedagogical perspectives.

This chapter will continue this discussion on the reconsideration
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of 'negotiation of meaning' by introducing a short excerpt of
interaction that includes cases of modified output, or rather what
should probably be called 'modified actions', reflecting on the broader
perspectives towards interaction that go beyond the information
transfer metaphor. Through a close examination of the moment-by
moment development of talk-in-interaction and accompanying non
vocal conduct in this short segment of classroom discourse, this
chapter will consider the following issues:

• How non-vocal conduct serves as a critical resource at different
stages of negotiation including indicating and noticing a
trouble, as well as pursuing different levels of understanding.

• How local, lexical triggers could possibly influence the
management of global development of talk and simultaneously
how the global development of talk could influence the
management of a seemingly local trouble.

• How not just literal meanings or pieces of information but also
social actions and participation structures are negotiated.

While approaching these particular issues, the chapter will also
discuss implications for more general issues as to what kinds of
competence the learners demonstrate through this interaction and
what kinds of learning may be taking place by engaging in this sort of
interaction.

The data

The excerpt to be examined in this chapter is extracted from a small
group activity held in an upper-level Japanese language course in the
USA. The instructor divided one semester into units that lasted two to
three weeks. In each unit, the students were assigned articles to read
and films or TV programmes to watch concerning the theme of the
unit. Upon discussing the content ofthese materials, the students were
asked to carryon further research to answer questions that they had
encountered through the reading and class discussion. In the class
period in which the target episode occurred, the students were asked
to interview guest first language (FL) speakers concerning the
employment system in Japan. The interview was conducted in small
groups of three or four. The task was set up so that the students had to
go beyond asking simple questions. Namely, they had to explain to the
FL-speaking informants what they had already learned and next to
gather more detailed information on the topic. The task reflected the
instructor's pedagogical ideal that underscores 'context rather than
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writing context is ryookoo, and for this, Kim used yooshi, which a
native speaker can hear as 'form'.5 Despite these significant lexical
problems, as the talk-in-interaction progresses in the next few minutes,
the participants come to an understanding of Kim's intended meaning.
The following sections document the step-by-step development of talk-
in-interaction, through which the participants have come to solve the
puzzle presented at the beginning.

Noticing of a problem

Let us first consider how Kim's co-participants reacted to Kim's
puzzling utterance and how Kim demonstrated his noticing of the
problem. As shown in Extract 2, the addressed recipient, Honda, did
not explicitly state that he had trouble understanding, nor did he
explicitly request Kim to clarify or rephrase his utterance. However,
Honda's non-vocal behaviours and his delayed initiation of uptake
demonstrated his difficulty in understanding Kim's talk. That is, if one
closely observes Honda's behaviours during Kim's talk starting in
line 4, there is a significant change in the frequency and the strength of
his vertical head movements. In the transcript below, slashes '/' and '//'
indicate the participants' non-vocal conduct.

Extract 2 Everybody writes 'form '6

1 Kim: kore wa chotto (.) omoshiroi koto desu kedo::[::, ano::.
this Top little interesting thing Cop but well
This is a little interesting thing, but uhm

2 Honda: [hai.
yes

3 (2.0)
/gazes to S /Honda nods twice /Honda nods once

4 Kim: /a reki- rirekisho o/:: tsu- ano:: kairu- kaku / toki wa::=
um resume O uhm write when Top
um when (you) wri- write uhm re- resume

5 Honda: =°u: [:n =
uh-huh

//Honda nods once //(Honda weakly nods twice))
/gazes to H /gazes to S

6 Kim: / [tai//tei jibun no kenkyuu // wa, (l.O)/ kenkiuu o::
kaku::::
usually self LK research Top research O write
uhm usually there is a column in which (you) write

/gazes to H until end of line 8
7 /koramu ga (0.8) arimasu ne.

column S exist FP
about (your) research, right.
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8 >kore wa< MINNA wa zenbu YOOSHI? (1.0) TO?=
this Top everybody Top all form QT
For this, everybody always (writes) 'form'?

/Honda slightly nods once
9 Honda: =/un.

uh-huh
10 (0.6)

/gazes to S /to H
11 Kim: /kaku to /kikimasu (0.7) >TA[kedo<.

write QT hear PST but
(I) hear (I) heard that (you) write (that way), but

12 Honda: [ano:::: soo desu ne::, .hh
well so Cop FP
We::ll, ye::s.

When Kim initiated his talk in line 1, Honda, who had been facing
Smith, shifted his gaze to Kim to attend his talk. Hai ('yes') in line 2
also confirmed his attention to Kim's talk. Then, as Kim developed his
talk further, Honda nodded at the phrase boundaries after rirekisho o::
(resume + object marker), after kaku toki wa:: ('when we write'), after
taitei ('usually') as shown. However, Honda's head nods after kenkyuu
wa ('research' + topic marker) were notably weaker than the previous
ones, and he did not produce another head nod until line 9, at the end
of Kim's utterance, despite the fact that there were other phrase
boundaries where head nods could have occurred. In fact, these
moments when Honda could have produced the similar head nods
were marked by Kim through his use of sound stretch, pause, the
utterance-final particle ne and rising intonation, the features of talk
that have been associated with the solicitation of reactive tokens (e.g.
Maynard 1986, 1989; Miller 1991): namely, after kenkiu oo:: ('research'
+ object marker), kaku:::: ('write'), koramu ga (column + subject
marker), arimasu ne ('exist, right?'), YOOSHI? ('form'). After Kim's
addition of the quotation particle to produced with a rising intonation,
Honda finally produced a minimal response un with a slight head nod.
Un, which is often considered to be an equivalent of 'uh huh' in
English, appears to serve as a continuer here, 'passing' the opportunity
to initiate a repair or to provide a more elaborate response (cf. Schegloff
1982; Iwasaki 1997). In line 12, Honda provided another verbal
response, Ano::, which can be considered an equivalent of the English
hesitation marker 'well' (cf. Pomerantz 1984a; Schiffrin 1987),
followed by soo desu ne. The expression soo desu ne can be used
when the speaker makes a claim of agreement or confirmation.
However, if the speaker were indeed agreeing with or confirming the
prior speaker's statement, he or she would be likely to develop further
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talk to demonstrate his or her agreement or confirmation (Mori 1999).
Preceded by the hesitation marker ano::: and not followed by any
further supporting talk, the claim of agreement or confirmation soo
desu ne:: here appears to have served as another device for delaying his
concrete response.

In the meantime, Kim appears to have demonstrated, in subtle
ways, his noticing of the emerging problem. As Kim developed his
talk, he shifted his gaze back and forth between Honda and Smith. Kim
initiated his talk by looking at Smith, but as soon as he completed the
temporal clause in line 4, he shifted his gaze to Honda, the guest
speaker designated to answer the students' questions in this session.
After producing the problematic lexical items (kenkyuu wa in line 6
and YOOSHI? (1.0) TO? in line 8) and receiving only slight head nods
and continuer from Honda,7 Kim momentarily shifted his gaze back to
Smith, his classmate, who had participated in previous classes
together with Kim and therefore might have had a better understanding
of what he was trying to say. By shifting his gaze to Smith, Kim could
attend to Smith's reaction to his developing talk and/or solicit Smith's
assistance in resolving the potential problem.

Subsequently, Smith, who had received Kim's gaze, shifted his
gaze back and forth between his co-participants, starting in line 11.
Smith then leaned forward towards Kim and explicitly initiated repair
in lines 14 and 18, nihon no? ('Japanese?') and rirekisho no doko?
('where in resume?'). These repair initiations by Smith indicated that
not only Honda but also Smith, who supposedly shared the knowledge
of the class material, did not understand what Kim had said, and this
led Kim to change his approach or modify his utterance in the
following sequence.

Extract 3 Where in the resume?

11 Kim: kaku to kikimasu (0.7) >TA [kedo<.
write QT hear PST but
(I) hear (I) heard that (you) write (that way), but

12 Honda: [ano:::: soo desu ne::, .hh
well so Cop FP
We::ll, ye::s.

13 Kim: °( ) ° [KONO/
this

14 Smith: [nihon no?
Japan LK
Japanese?

15 (0.5)
16 Smith: °do°. ((raising himself))
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17 Kim: RIREKISHO::.
resume
resume.

18 Smith: [rirekisho no (.)[(°doko°)?
resume LK where
Where in the resume?

19 Honda: [(soo desu ne.)
so Cop FP
Let's see.

So far, we have examined in detail how Honda and Smith reacted to
Kim's problematic utterance and how Kim displayed his noticing of
the problem. The close examination illuminated how much the
participants' non-vocal behaviours such as head nods or gaze direction
may affect the ways in which they construct their talk and manipulate
their participation. Many conversation analytic studies, most notably
studies by C. Goodwin (1979,1981, 1986), M. Goodwin (1980,1990), C.
Goodwin and M. Goodwin (1987, 1992b), have documented how the
recipients' displayed attention to, and/or assessment of, the current
speaker's talk, or the lack thereof, influences its ongoing development.
In the case at hand as well, Kim appears to have observed closely
Honda's vocal as well as non-vocal reaction to his talk and
demonstrated his concern by shifting his gaze. That is, although Kim
did not initiate further talk to resolve the trouble until after Smith's
explicit repair initiation, this does not necessarily suggest that he did
not notice the trouble earlier, nor that the explicitness of Smith's
clarification requests alone was what mattered. The fact that Smith,
whom Kim treated as a collaborator for assisted explaining (cf. Lerner
and Takagi 1999; Hayashi 2003) by virtue of the shared experience of
previous classes, was not capable of providing the needed assistance
and further indicated his incomprehension, changed the participation
structure of this triadic interaction. Kim now alone faces two
unknowing or uncomprehending recipients in the following pursuit
of understanding.

Pursuit of understanding: Part 1

As we observed in Extract 3, Kim's problematic utterance triggered
Smith's repair initiations. Following these repair initiations, Kim
attempted to clarify his particular concern with regard to the Japanese
resume, which he had not been able to successfully convey by his
earlier talk that included the problematic lexical choices. Kim's second
try involved the use of a different, and 'easier', vocabulary item, and
the non-vocal conduct involving the use of visual aids.
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Extract 4 Whether or not healthy

17 Kim: RIREKISHO::.
resume
resume.

18 Smith: [rirekisho no (.)[(°doko°)?
resume LK where
Where in the resume?

19 Honda: [(soo desu ne.)
so Cop FP
Lefs see.

20 Kim: [NO naka DE: ano:
LK inside at well
in (the resume) well

21 (2.5)
22 Kim: °(nan [desu ka.)° ri[rekisho no ::,=

what Cop Q resume LK
What is it. in the resume

23 Honda: [u:::n. [u:::n.
uh huh uh huh

24 Honda: =°u:n.°
uh huh

25 (1.0)
26 Kim: watashi no IMA (0.8) GENKI ka dooka::, >°tte koto O:,

/ LK now healthy Q whether QT thing O
27 (zenb-)°< (.)

all
Whether or not I am healthy now, that sort of thing all-

28 Honda: KAKIMASU NE f.=
write FP
(we) write, yes.

29 Kim: =kaka nakerebanaranai [koto ga:: (.) arimasu ne|.=
write must thing S exist FP
There are things that (you) must write.

30 Honda: [hai.
yes

31 Honda: = hai.
yes

Starting at line 20, Kim went over his file, looking for the pages relevant
to the current discussion. While looking for those pages, Kim in lines 26
and 27 also rephrased what he had intended to say by using an easier
vocabulary item, which also refers to the concern of health: ima genki ka
dooka ('whether or not healthy now'). The term genki is the one that is
used in everyday talk for expressions such as 'how are you?' or 'I'm fine',
and was thus introduced early on in the course of language instruction.
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In lines 26 and 27, Kim attempted to specify the column that he
had meant earlier, by incorporating an easier vocabulary item but with
a more complex syntactic structure. That is, while the earlier utterance
in line 6 involved the [noun (i.e. kenkiuu) + object marker (i.e. o::) +
verb (i.e. kaku::}] structure, the utterance in line 26 involves the
[embedded question (i.e. watashi no IMA (0.8) GENKI ka dooka::} +
nominalizer (i.e. tie koto] + object marker (i.e. O:)] structure. Before
Kim completed this sentential unit, however, Honda came in to supply
a verb that appropriately completed the unit started out by Kim. This
practice of collaborative completion or anticipatory completion (cf.
Lerner 1991, 1996; Lerner and Takagi 1999; Hayashi and Mori 1998;
Hayashi 2003) indicates Honda's understanding of Kim's emerging
talk. While Honda's earlier reactions to Kim's talk, including head
nods or pro forma expressions such as un or soo desu ne, claimed his
attention to Kim's talk but did not evidence his understanding,
Honda's completion of Kim's emerging talk here demonstrates more
explicitly his understanding of Kim's emerging talk. In line 29, Kim
confirmed Honda's anticipation by using the same verb and extended
his talk by saying 'there are things that (you) must write'. Honda, then,
responded to Kim's utterance by producing hai ('yes'), which is a
minimal token but seemingly more affirmative than the earlier un ('uh
huh'). It appears that they have accomplished a certain level of mutual
understanding by this moment.

The segment observed so far exhibits the typical pattern
described as 'negotiation of meaning' by previous SLA studies: it
includes a triggering, problematic utterance, clarification requests
and modification in response to the requests. Further, the modifica-
tion, which involves semantic as well as syntactic manipulation,
successfully achieved the co-participants' understanding. If the
purpose of the research were to identify such a classified pattern,
the case examined here would be considered one of the examples
and the analysis might end here. However, up to this moment, Kim is
only less than half way through his pursuit of the co-participants'
understanding of his initial talk and accomplishment of his
projected action, namely asking the native informant a question to
gather knowledge beyond what he had learned in the previous
classes.

The action of questioning is projected by virtue of the design of the
task assigned to these students as well as the design of Kim's talk.
Namely, Kim had begun this segment of talk by characterizing the
forthcoming talk as something he had found interesting (line 1), and
providing the background information about what he had heard (lines 4
to 11). These turns at the beginning of the segment resemble what
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has been discussed as 'pre-sequence' in conversatio nalytic literature
(cf. Sacks 1974, 1978; Jefferson 1978; Schegloff 1980). Both of these turns
end with the connective particle kedo ('but'), which marks the preceding
clause as a 'subordinate' clause providing background information and
projects the upcoming 'main' sequence (cf. Nakayama and Ichihashi-
Nakayama 1997). Kim's problematic utterance occurred in the middle of
creating this pre-sequence and the mutual understanding accomplished
by line 31 only concerns a part of this turn. As we examine the segment
following line 31, a gap between Honda's understanding of the
unfolding talk and Kim's pursuit of the originally projected action
becomes apparent. In the following, we will examine the processes in
which the participants realized the gap and later resolved it.

Realization of a gap between the understandings of
topical focus

As examined in the previous section, Kim's rephrasing of his
explanation about the column concerning health met with Honda's
supply of its final component, which demonstrated Honda's under-
standing of Kim's rephrased explanation. Subsequently, Kim con-
firmed Honda's understanding by using the same verb kaku in his
utterance, although he further added to the verb the expression of
obligation nakerebanaranai ('must'), the nominalizer koto, the subject
marker ga:: and the verb arimasu ('to exist'). That is, Kim extended his
talk by saying 'there are things that (you) must write'. Thus, Kim seems
to have succeeded in gaining Honda's understanding of what he meant
to convey in the pre-questioning sequence. Following the exchange of
acknowledgement tokens hai and a short pause (lines 30 through 32),
however, Honda self-selected as a next speaker and started to comment
on the pre-printed form of Japanese resume in line 33. At this moment,
Kim was still looking for the pages in his file that showed the resume
form. In the middle of Honda's turn in line 36, Kim finally located the
pages that showed a copy of the resume form. Honda responded to this
discovery (i.e. soo desu ('right')) and quickly incorporated the form
into his talk. While touching the form, Honda stated the fact that there
is a fixed form for the Japanese resume (line 38).

Extract 5 Here it is.

32 (1.2)
33 Honda: ano:::: (.) nihon no baai wa::,

well Japan LK case Top
Well, in case of Japan,

34 Kim: hai.
yes
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35 (0.5)
/Kim finds the page

36 Honda: rirekisho no daitai:, />soo desu<| koo [yuu
resume LK usually soo Cop this way
usually the resume has, right, in this way

/Kim points at
the column
concerning
health with a
pen

37 Kim: [°(/kore desu)°.
this Cop
Here it is.

/Honda touches the form
38 Honda: /MOO:: foomu ga kimatteiru n desu NE.

already form S fixed Nom Cop FP
the form is already fixed.

39 Kim: [hai kimatteru n desu.
yes fixed Nom Cop
Yes, (it)'s fixed.

40 Smith: [°(soo desu ne)°.
so Cop FP
Right.

/Honda touches the second page
41 Honda: DAkara:::. hh kore /tabun nimaime de atte mo: ichi mai-

so this maybe second-page Cop exist more one page
So, this is probably the second page and another page-
/Honda flips the page

42 /ichimaime ga tabun koko ni atTE::::, soo desu NE.
first-page S maybe here at exist so Cop FP
the first page may be here:::, right.

43 so [ko de-
there at
There
/Kim flips back the page

44 Kim: / [WATASHI WA:: ano[:::,
I Top well
I, uhm:::

In line 39, Kim said hai ('yes') and repeated the verb phrase of Honda's
immediately preceding turn, although importantly what is fixed is not
explicitly stated in Kim's turn. In lines 41 through 43, then, Honda
continued to talk about the pre-printed resume format as a whole by
saying that what Kim had found is the second page and that there
should be the first page before it. As he produced this utterance, Honda
touched the second page and flipped the page to show the first page of
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the resume format. However, what Kim had been concerned with is not
the resume format as a whole, but the particular column in the second
page of the format and the fact that everyone always writes the same
answer, namely ryookoo or good in the column. That is, since the
moment when Kim and Honda seemingly accomplished the mutual
understanding, the gap in their understandings of topical focus had
emerged.

By reviewing the sequential development from Honda's perspec-
tive, we can locate at least several crucial factors that might have
prompted him to talk about the existence of the standard format of the
Japanese resume. First, as we discussed earlier, Kim started out this
segment characterizing his upcoming talk, i.e. This is what I think a
little interesting'. This 'story-preface' (Sacks 1974, 1978; Jefferson
1978) announcing the nature of further talk would prompt Honda, a
native informant invited to the class to provide sociocultural
information, to expect that Kim's talk has something to do with a
Japanese system or item that may appear interesting or unique to a
non-Japanese. Given that Kim's talk-so-far in this segment had referred
to his concern about the Japanese resume and that the last utterance of
Kim's, in line 29, which did make sense to Honda, says 'there are
things that you must write', the existence of a fixed form becomes a
plausible candidate for what Kim might have found interesting.
Further, earlier in line 8, Kim said YOOSHI, which sounded like a
word meaning 'form', for the slot where he should have said 'good' or
ryookoo. YOOSHI is produced in a loud voice and with rising
intonation, which Kim might have used to invite Honda's confirmation
of his choice of vocabulary. But, in fact, this marked pronunciation
appears to contribute to Honda's establishment of a different
interpretation. These clues from the prior talk seem to have led Honda
to consider that it is the existence of the pre-printed format that
intrigued Kim.

In the meantime, Kim had been trying to stay on the topic of the
specific column by intentionally choosing the second page where the
column is located and by pointing at the column with his pen.
However, these attempts of Kim's did not receive appropriate attention
from Honda, probably because of the subtlety of his gesture (i.e. his pen
might be seen as accidentally touching the column) and/or because of
Honda's assumption strongly formed by the preceding talk. Another
source of this divergence could be located in Kim's utterance in line 29,
kaka nakerebanaranai koto ga:: (.) arimasu ne[. ('there are things that
you must write'). My speculation is that what Kim intended to say here
might not have been koto ('things') but toko or kotoro ('place'). Namely,
following the utterance which specifies the content of the column,
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'whether or not genki or healthy' in line 26, he might have intended to
continue the utterance by saying 'there is a place in which we must
write'. These two words, which are close in their pronunciation,
syntactic function and meaning, are frequently confused by learners of
Japanese. While there was no opportunity to confirm this interpretation
with Kim, had Kim used the term toko or tokoro ('place'), he might
have been able to develop the talk in the way he intended. His actual
choice of the word koto ('things') in line 29, on the other hand, seems to
have played a role in shifting Honda's orientation.

This section has demonstrated the relationship between the
lexical triggers, which are often associated as local triggers, and which
could influence the global development of talk and projected actions,
and the way in which the sequential development of talk so far could
influence the co-participants' (mis)interpretation of the speaker's
intended meaning. As discussed by Nakahama et al. (2001: 381),
repair negotiation has tended to be examined exclusively without
taking contexts into consideration, and as a result a number of other
features of naturally occurring interaction have been overlooked. This
relates to the fact that most information gap activities examined do not
require the participants to engage in any other activities than the
transfer of information, while in many daily interactions people are not
merely exchanging small pieces of information. The transfer of
information is embedded in other ongoing or projected social actions
and it influences the realization of actions. The last analytical section
examines how the participants came to adjust the gap in their assumed
and intended topical focuses.

Pursuit of understanding: Part 2

As Honda continued his talk on the pre-printed format of the Japanese
resume while flipping the page to show the first page (lines 41 to 43),
Kim showed his recognition of the different direction Honda was
heading in and attempted to redirect the talk to what he had intended
originally. In line 44, Kim initiated his talk overlapping Honda's
continuation of talk and abruptly flipped the page back to where he
originally had it.

Extract 6 Health condition

/Kim flips back the page
44 Kim: /[WATASHI WA:: ano [:::,

/ Top well
I, uhm:::

45 Honda: [hai
yes
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46 (0.2)
47 Kim: sensee kara kikimashita °( ) °

teacher from heard
(I) heard from Teacher

48 Honda: [hai
yes

/Kim circles around the health
column with his pen.

49 Kim: [minna ga jenbu::: (.) /KONO (.) koramu DE:,
everybody S all this column in
Everyone always (writes) here in this column

50 Honda: hai.=
yes

51 Kim: =koramu NI nani:: (1.0) RYOOKOO[to,
column in what good QT
in the column, (you write) 'good'

52 Honda: [.hh KANARAZU
kakimasu.

Always write
(we) always write

53 Kim: KANARAZU[°kakimasu. Uun.°=
always write yeah
always write, yeah.

54 Honda: [h h h h h h h
55 Honda: =YAPPA::: mazu:: kenkoo janai hito wa ahh. Komarimasu kara |.=

expectedly first health Neg person Top troubled because
Because, you know, a person who is not healthy is a problem.

56 Smith: =AA ko:ko: desu nej. aa: [wakarimashita. Aa::
oh here Cop FP oh understood oh
Oh, you mean here. Oh, now I understood. Oh.

57 Honda?: [UN kaisha.
Yeah company
yeah companies

58 Honda: KENKOO jootai.
Health condition
health condition.

In lines 44, 47, 49 and 51, Kim re-explained what he had learned in the
previous class. This time, though, he explicitly referred to the source of
information as his teacher and unmistakably pointed at and circled the
column as he said 'in this column'. Further, he finally used the correct
term ryookoo for 'good'; namely he rephrased his earlier utterance by
saying, 'I heard from the teacher that everyone always writes "good" in
this column'.

During the development of Kim's talk, Honda produced tokens of
confirmation hai ('yes') in lines 45, 48 and 50. Further, as Kim's
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utterance approached its end, Honda joined in the construction of the
developing talk and provided its possible ending. This time, Honda
supplied not only the verb, but also the phonologically emphasized
adverb KANARAZU ('always') which correctly reflected Kim's main
concern. In line 53, Kim confirmed Honda's anticipatory completion
by repeating the phrase Honda had just produced, emphasizing
KANARAZU in the same manner. In line 55, Honda further produced
a kara or foecause-clause, which offered a possible reason for everyone
to write 'good' in the health column, thereby demonstrating his
appropriate understanding of Kim's intended meaning. In line 56, the
third participant, Smith, also claimed and demonstrated his under-
standing of Kim by pointing at the column and explicitly stating 'I
understood'.

We have examined the turn-by-turn development of the talk from
the puzzling utterance, 'everyone always writes form in the research
column', to the understanding of its intended meaning 'everyone
always writes good in the health column'. Kim readily recognized the
diverging direction in which his co-participant began to develop the
talk and redirected the topical focus before the co-participant's talk
digressed too far. Had Kim missed the timing in which he initiated his
redoing of the preface, Honda might have continued his talk on the
pre-printed resume format, which to these learners was not a
particularly newsworthy item. In order to accomplish his agenda of
gaining information reportable to the class in the limited amount of
time allocated for this activity, Kim immediately attended to the
emerging gap and reset the course of talk. As mentioned earlier, what
we have observed so far is merely a pre-sequence establishing common
understanding before moving on to the main activity of asking
questions. The first question Kim asked subsequently concerns
whether or not Japanese companies perform any medical examination
about this regarding their prospective employees' health. Building on
this first question, Kim further asked what would happen if a 'person',
whose health is not good, writes 'good' in his resume, and then tries to
receive health insurance benefits from the company, if the company
later finds out about this person's preexisting health problems. This
second question received extended laughter from Honda and their
discussion continued. Thus, despite the difficulties Kim encountered
at the beginning of the sequence due to his lexical incompetence, he
managed to modify his output, pursue the understanding of his
intended meaning, and carry on the assigned task.
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Conclusion

This chapter has introduced a short segment of classroom interaction
and explicated in detail how the learner's lexical errors, which were
situated in, and subsequently influenced, the sequential development
of talk-in-interaction towards a projected action, came to be resolved.
The analysis has demonstrated how the attempts to pursue under-
standing of the intended meaning, which included not just the
meanings of particular lexical items but also their relationship to the
topical focus and the projected action, were aided by vocal and non-
vocal means. In other words, this case study, facilitated by the
methodological framework of conversation analysis, provides an
illustration of what Wertsch (1998) and Scollon (2001), among others,
call 'mediated actions'.

Now what can this example tell us about learning a foreign
language, or more specifically the effect of this particular classroom
activity? If we were to look at this case from the perspective of the
improvement of purely linguistic skills measured by their accurate
production, we cannot find much that is positive. For instance,
although Kim used the correct vocabulary for 'good (health)' later in
the segment when he found the word written on the page, he
continued to misuse the term for 'health' in the segment that followed
what was introduced above. However, if we consider this example
from the perspective of participation-based understanding of learn-
ing, we could draw different implications. Kim accomplished the task
assigned by the instructor and satisfied the goal of constructing
cultural knowledge through social interaction which was set by the
instructor. Despite the struggles, he was able to develop pre-
sequences to narrow down the topical focus, and properly execute
questions to learn more about the topic previously discussed in class.
Through the struggles, he learned, or at least experienced, how to
appreciate subtle, inexplicit indications of a trouble, and how to
pursue the talk-in-interaction with whatever resources were available
for them. One of the critiques of the existing negotiation of meaning
research discussed earlier in this chapter may apply to this analysis
as well. Namely, such a descriptive approach towards one episode
that occurred at one point in time may be considered only indicative
of learning or a likely candidate for a learning opportunity. Although
the critique concerning the lack of a large volume of longitudinal data
may be valid, we still know little about how exactly SL learners or
users participate in interactions occurring in and out of the
classroom. This is where this chapter and this entire volume attempt
to make contributions. An ultimate goal for the new emerging trend of
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SLA research is to understand the processes in which learners
increase the level of participation in a wider range of SL interaction.
What is important in this ecological, holistic investigation is not to
move hastily by classifying phenomena, practices and actions, and
comparing them as they occur in different occasions and situations
that may not be actually comparable, but to move cautiously by
appreciating the particulars of each occasion and how those influence
the ways in which the participants design their conduct at the
moment.

Endnotes

1 In fact, the following passage from Swain (1995: 142), the founder of the
output hypothesis, also underscores the importance of examining interac-
tions beyond input and output, although she is still concerned with the
cognitive process and the mastery of forms:

I believe that another source, and perhaps a more direct source of
cognitive process data, may be in the dialogues themselves that
learners engage in with other learners and with their teachers. It
must be that a close examination of dialogue as learners engage in
problem-solving activity is directly revealing of mental processes.
The unit of analysis of language learning and its associated
processes may therefore more profitably be the dialogue, not input
or output alone.

2 Shehadeh (2001) also reports that PL-speakers' modified output resulting
from self-initiation was significantly greater than that resulting from other-
initiation in most interactional contexts examined.

3 The instructor of this course wrote a report on her teaching of this group of
students. The phrases in quotation are taken from her report.

4 Mori (2002) examines other class periods organized by a different instructor
who incorporated a similar classroom task that involves FL-speaking
informants and discusses how the SL and FL participants in the tasks
demonstrated their orientation towards the institutional design of the
interaction. Similarly, Bannink (2002) discusses how paradoxical and
challenging it is to plan 'unplanned' spontaneous discourse that can
facilitate conversation-like interaction in the classroom.

5 We cannot exactly determine how Kim arrived at yooshi. The first character
for the correct term, ryookoo, has another reading, which is yoshi, therefore
it is possible that Kim remembered the character used in the column, but
pronounced it incorrectly. However, from the perspective of the listener,
who has not yet understood Kim's intended meaning at this point, it is
difficult to arrive at such an explanation. Judging from the ways in which
Honda responds to Kim later in the segment, he seems to have heard it as
yooshi, meaning 'form'. This point will be discussed further when we
analyse the later part of this segment.
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6 Abbreviations used in this extract: Top = Topic marker; O = Object marker;
Cop = Copula; LK = Linking marker; S = Subject marker; QT = Quotative
marker; FP = Final particle; PST = Past tense marker.

7 Kim might have also sensed the problem by observing Honda's facial
expressions, although they are not clearly captured in the videotape.
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It is frequently assumed that interaction between first language (FL)
and second language (SL) speakers is more problematic than between
FL-speakers. Since we have been curious whether this can be
substantiated by analysing authentic FL-SL interaction, we examined
20 naturally occurring conversations with a focus on places where
interactants deal with trouble in hearing or understanding ('other-
initiated repair', Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977). Not a single
case of a breakdown could be found in the data set, even though some
SL-speakers displayed very low language proficiency. Most cases of
other-initiated repair looked just like those in FL-speaker interaction,
yet in a few cases, interactants seemed to marshal extraordinary efforts
in order to repair trouble in understanding due to second language
deficiencies. The most elaborate of these cases is analysed here
because it comes closest to a breakdown. It stretches over two minutes,
and takes up 139 lines of transcript. Due to the complexity of this case,
we had to forgo the option of including other data samples for
comparison.

The second question of investigation is how non-nativeness and
cultural membership emerge as relevant in the interaction. Since, in
the focal repair sequence, orientations to second language proficiency
and categorizing along cultural lines occur at different points, we will
first describe CA's concept of cultural membership categorizing.
Subsequently, the basic properties of other-initiated repair will be
sketched in relation to the data sample to be examined.

Cultural membership categorizing

At various places in the data segment, the interactants display
orientation to second language proficiency and membership to
linguistic and regional categories, as relevant factors contributing to
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the trouble and the difficulty in resolving the trouble. The analysis
examines these affiliations within the framework of Sacks' 'member-
ship category device'.

In interaction, co-participants can assign themselves and others
to social units based on a person's characteristics, i.e. they construct
and locate membership categories. Since any characteristic of a person
can be used as a basis for membership categorizing, Sacks was
interested in finding out which features in interaction are made the
basis of categories, and how the interactional practices of membership
categorizing can be described. Such an exploration contributes
towards an understanding of the 'membership category device' (Sacks
1972a, 1972b), i.e. the mechanism used by interactants to construct
and locate membership categories.1

The analytic work to be carried out in the analysis of FL-SL
interaction will have to focus on whether, and if so how, specific
linguistic, regional or ethnic features of a person are used for
membership categorization in talk-in-interaction. How do interactants
orient to their 'nativeness' or 'non-nativeness' as a relevant factor in
the interaction, and how exactly is this achieved interactionally? In the
upcoming analysis of a repair sequence involving two Chinese, one
Italian and three Germans conversing mainly in German, membership
categorizing is done implicitly and explicitly, and it is assigned to
oneself as well as to others.

Repair

Trouble in speaking, hearing and understanding of the talk is
addressed when, in conversation, interactants resort to the mechanism
of repair to signal and resolve the trouble (see Introduction to this
volume).

In FL interaction, other-initiated repair sequences are usually
very brief, taking one turn to signal the trouble, and a second turn by
the trouble-source turn speaker to resolve the trouble. Depending on
the kind of trouble indicated, repair operations may involve reformu-
lating, repeating and/or confirming the entire trouble-source turn or
parts of it. When the repair operation is successful, the conversation
may proceed by continuing the focus suspended by the repair.
Successful trouble resolution may also be registered by a success
marker, such as 'oh' in English (Heritage 1984) and 'ah' or 'ach so' in
German, thus indicating a change of state from the speaker's deficiency
in understanding to understanding. It may, however, also be the case
that the repair operation is not sufficient. Then the repair initiation
turn speaker may launch a second repair initiation, engendering a
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second repair operation. Such 'multiples' (Schegloff, Jefferson and
Sacks 1977: 369, footnote 15) usually do not stretch over more than two
rounds. In contrast, instances of repair may vary tremendously in
length and will be difficult to press into statistical categories of score
data. The repair sequence analysed here stretches over two minutes,
involving a highly complex interconnected set of actions with several
degrees of embeddedness. The interactants enfold a multitude of
efforts in order to re-establish mutual understanding. Between repair
initiation and successful resolution 111 lines of transcript (two
minutes of talk) evolve. One of the points discussed in the conclusion
may have already become apparent after this brief description. Before
presenting these analytic results in detail, some background on the
interaction is in order.

Description of data

The data extract2 is taken from a videotaped interaction with six
participants, who are all students at the same university in a midsized
town in Germany. Timo, Andreas and Leila are from Germany. Rafaela
is from Italy, where she studied German; she had been living in
Germany for three years. Liu and Lii are from China. Upon arrival in
Germany, they knew virtually no German. Liu had arrived a year and a
half earlier, his wife Lii followed him six months later. They started a
full-time university language course in preparation for studying
biology at a German university. Leila is visiting the others, who all
live on the same floor of a student dormitory, sharing a kitchen where

Figure 1 Seating arrangement
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they have gathered for afternoon coffee. They have seated themselves
in the arrangement shown in Figure 1:

Analysis

In the actual environment within the talk, it is crucial to consider that an
action occurs in a particular place designed for the specific interactional
work it is meant to do, while connecting back to preceding talk and
preparing the ground for the next action(s). This is particularly relevant
in the data fragment to be presented, where after the first repair
initiation, all other actions have to be understood as being employed to
contribute towards the overarching goal of resolving the trouble. For this
reason, we have structured the analysis along the course which the
interaction takes. This will make it easier for readers to gain an
understanding and appreciation of how the actions unfold and how they
are interrelated, especially since the structure of the data segment is
relatively complex. Subsequent to the CA analysis, we will discuss how
the concept of language strategies may need to be specified.

Emergence of trouble

We will start the analysis at a point in the talk a few turns before the
trouble-source turn to show how the trouble emerges. Prior to the first
line of the data extract shown below, Lu introduces the topic of famous
Italian buildings, such as the Tower of Pisa. After Rafaela mentions the
Coliseum in Rome (lines 1—3), Lii indicates that she does not know this
building (line 6). This is not pursued as Liu offers an item from a
different but connected category, in that he shifts away from famous
Italian buildings towards naming a famous Italian person (line 8-9).
This turns out to become the trouble source, as Rafaela initiates repair
(line 12). Please note that the English translation captures some sounds
not common in its sound inventory by using notations from the
International Phonetic Alphabet.

/Gazes to Lu
1 Raf: ja zum beispiel /kolosseum ist sehr [bekannt,

yes for example Coliseum is very famous
2 Timo: [.hhhhh
3 [°in R£m,°

in Rome
4 Timo: [ghr, ghrm h::::: ((Clears throat))
5 Raf: kolosseum?

Coliseum
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/Turns torso to Liu
6 Lii: °kolosseum?° /nee.=

Coliseum no
7 Raf: =kennst du nich?=

you don't know it
8 Liu: =ich weiss eine:: (0.7) ws- d- diese mann

I know one ws- th- this man is
/Shifts gaze to R until 1.16

9 heisst eh: (0.7) [(tschios) ] /kalilo.
called uh {(tfi0s)} kalilo

10 Raf: [wo diese-]
where this-

11 (0.5)
12 Raf: bitte? ((Moves torso and head closer towards Liu))

pardon

The topic shift introduced by Liu is step-wise (Jefferson 1984a; Button
and Casey 1984), i.e. the topic changes gradually in that he moves from
famous Italian buildings to a famous Italian person. Sequentially, his
topic shift is a misfit as it is positioned directly after a question kennst
du nich? ('you don't know it', line 7), after which a sequentially
appropriate next action would be an answer (Sacks 1987; Schegloff
1990). This question by Rafaela is produced in her pursuit of finding
out whether Lii knows the Coliseum in Rome. Prior to this question, Lii
had indicated that he was not familiar with this building. Lii even
turns to Liu for help in that she shifts her gaze away from the 'expert'
Rafaela to her husband (line 6). With this gaze shift, she prepares the
interactional ground for him to take the next turn, which he does not,
however, by helping her to identify what the Coliseum is, but rather by
shifting the topic and sequentially deleting her contribution. Since
Rafaela is in overlap with Liu's turn, she abandons a turn which
projects a description of the Coliseum (line 10). The prior topic is
abandoned in favour of the newly introduced one.

After a brief gap following Liu's turn completion, Rafaela signals
trouble in hearing or understanding. The unspecific repair initiation
'bitteT ('pardon', line 12) targets its prior turn as the trouble source, yet
it does not specify any portion of it as troublesome nor does it indicate
the nature of the trouble. About the trouble-source turn (lines 8-9) we
can observe that it consists of a word search for a person reference, in
particular the name of a famous Italian man Liu pronounces as kalilo.
Liu's gaze shift to Rafaela (line 9) selects her as the primary recipient of
this turn.

Although it may seem obvious to any reader of the transcript that
non-native pronunciation plays a role in this segment, at this point
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there is no display (yet) by the co-participants that they orient to
second language production. In fact, the occurrence of this repair
initiation in an environment of sequential derailment is not unusual
(Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977; Drew 1997). Nonetheless it is
noteworthy that while not all instances of second language production
are oriented to in terms of their non-native features, their occurrence
creates a provision, which may or may not be taken up.

Orientation to non-native pronunciation in repair operations ana1 in a
second repair initiation; trouble remains unresolved

Although the repair initiation is unspecific in that it targets the entire
prior turn as problematic, the trouble-source turn speaker does not
respond with a complete repetition but rather focuses on the person
reference kalilo from the trouble-source turn. Liu first repeats it, and
then offers an alternative articulation as kalila, changing the word-final
vowel from 'o' to 'a'3 (line 14 below) (see Brouwer, this volume). These
two alternatives are connected by oder ('or'). This combination of two
repair operations in one turn indicates that Liu takes Rafaela's trouble
to originate in his pronunciation of the name of the famous Italian
person. Note also that Liu's repair operation is preceded by a delay of
0.5 seconds (line 13).

12 Raf: bitte? ((Moves torso and head closer towards Liu))
pardon

13 (0.5) ((Liu pulls up mouth without voice as if
pronouncing the sound 't'))

14 Liu: kalilo, oder kalila.
kalilo or kalila

15 (1.3) ((Leila moves dish towards Timo))

In response, Rafaela shows no display of understanding. In fact, during
a long silence of 1.3 seconds (line 15 above) she remains in exactly the
same body position, which she had established concomitant to her
repair initiation. Given that gaps typically foreshadow a dispreferred
action, an overly long silence builds up interactional pressure to do
something to end the silence. During this gap, two participants who
have not been involved in the repair start a new, non-vocal activity -
Leila offers a dish to Timo, which then develops into a brief parallel
conversation (see below). Liu also makes a move towards ending the
silence by offering a renewed variation in pronunciation (line 16,
below). The schisming, i.e. the splitting up of one conversation into
two, is presented in the transcript below by dividing the page into two
columns, the left one for the already existing conversation and the
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right one for the break-away conversation (Egbert 1993, 1997a). The
split page starts at a point where an action to induce schisming
(line 18) is taken up (line 19).

/Shifts gaze to Lii
16 Liu: /°tschalil6^°

{tfalilo}
((Leila and Timo gazing at each other. Leila points
to cake.))

17 (0.5) ((Rafaela shakes head horizontally))
/Gazing to Timo

18 Leila: /£°° nimm ruhig. ( )°°
take some

/Gazing to Rafaela /Gazing to Leila
19 Liu: /tscha [(liloj Timo: /hhe hhe he

{tfa(W0)}
20 Lii: [( )
21 Raf: [KARILLO?=

/Smiling and gazing to Leila
22 Lii: =ja: (0.2) Timo: /na ich nehm

yes no I'll take some
23 Lii: [karilio Timo: gleich

later
24 Liu: [fo:r,

{for}
/Moves right hand in a pointing motion upwards and
swings it back and forth

25 Liu: /fo:r diese:=
{for} this

26 Raf: =karilia [( )
karilia

27 Liu: [°sch-° schwoen.
sch- {shwoen}

28 (0.6)

In the second repair operation tschalilo^ ('tjali!0', line 16), Liu
changes the word-initial sound 'k' to a 'tsch', and the word-final vowel
'o' to an '0'. Note also that this repair operation is delivered with a try-
marked intonation (Sacks and Schegloff 1979), thus signalling that its
speaker himself is not sure of his proposed alternative. So again, the
trouble-source turn speaker orients to his pronunciation as the origin
of the trouble, with decreasing confidence to provide an under-
standable pronunciation. This second repair operation fails as the
repair-initiation turn speaker non-vocally displays continued non-
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understanding in that she shakes her head horizontally during the
ensuing gap of 0.5 (line 17).

This gap is terminated after 0.5 seconds by Leila vocally offering
cake to Timo (Egbert 1997b). This schisming-inducing turn (SIT) is
taken up, resulting in a brief schisming. The SIT is placed at a point in
the interaction where trouble-resolution seems unlikely and a situation
of potential failure has emerged, which would necessitate finding a
way out of the impasse. The schisming is induced not as a competing
activity but rather as an opportunity to move out of a looming
breakdown. Timo and Leila, the two co-participants in the break-away
conversation, are sitting at opposite sides of the table, farthest away
from those who are engaged in the repair activity. This facilitates
breaking away. Also, they have not contributed to the repair the entire
time. The new sequence used to induce a second conversation is
engendered by Leila's action of putting sugar in her cup, i.e. an
appropriate thing to do at a coffee table. Her offer of cake directed at
Timo is likewise a harmless activity concurrent to the other ongoing
conversation. Nonetheless, taking sugar and offering cake can be done
at virtually any point during a coffee table gathering, thus it is
noteworthy that here it is positioned at a place where success of the
repair operation does not seem possible any more.

For a schisming to evolve, a collaboration of at least four
participants is necessary, two to continue the ongoing conversation
and two to break away into a second conversation. So the persons
involved in the ongoing conversation have at least two choices during
schisming inducing. They can either continue their prior activity or
they can turn their attention to the new focus. Considering these
choices, inducing schisming also provides a way out of the repair
activity, an opportunity the interactants involved in the repair activity
do not take here. They do not even shift their gaze to either Timo
or Leila, rather all three persons involved in the repair almost
simultaneously start renewed repair activities in overlap (lines
19-21, left column). This triple overlap is an indication that all three
do not orient to abandoning the repair.

During this schisming, the trouble-source turn speaker repeats his
last rendering of the person reference (line 19). This is overlapped with
Rafaela's second repair initiation and an incomprehensible utterance
by Lii. So far, Lii has only observed the repair actions, and this may be
the first point at which she gets involved in resolving the trouble.
Rafaela does a second repair initiation KARILLO? (line 21) which
targets the original trouble source. There is no reaction to this from Liu,
yet Lii's ja: (0.2) karilio, ('yes karilio', lines 22/23) confirms Rafaela's
candidate rendering and displays success. Nonetheless, Rafaela
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initiates repair for the third time with karilia (line 26). However, this
attempt goes completely under in talk by Liu (lines 24-25, 27) which
later turns out to be the beginning of a word search. The interesting
point here is that Rafaela's repair initiation at line 21 is an imitation of
Liu's rendering, yet to her, this apparently has no meaning. On that
account, Lii's ensuing confirmation of Rafaela's rendering does not
result in trouble-resolution, as Rafaela's immediately subsequent third
repair initiation (line 26) indicates.

Rafaela and Lii's repair activities around the pronunciation are
sustained until line 37 (see below), while simultaneously Liu starts a
word search which continues beyond line 37. Since the primary
recipient to the repair initiation has moved towards a different effort
and ceases attending to Rafaela and Lii's attempts, Liu implicitly
acknowledges more confidence in his own new strategy.

Word search by trouble-source turn speaker towards resolving trouble
source /CQ///O

While Rafaela and Lii are still engaged in resolving the trouble by way
of variations in pronunciation, Liu starts a different strategy. He
initiates a word search (lines 24-5, 27-31) and solicits his co-
participants' help to complete it, which, after several attempts, yields
success in Rafaela's proposition pendel ('pendulum', lines 51-56). He
supports this word search with a gesture of swinging his right hand
back and forth. The word search is employed as a strategy towards the
final goal of finding the person reference in that its speaker seems to try
to explain an achievement by the person whose name is being sought.
However, this is only understood by the other Chinese co-participant
but not by Rafaela.

29 Liu: schwenge.
swing

30 (0.5)
31 Liu: wie heisst das.

what is that called
32 (0.7)
33 Lii: e:h [m
34 Raf: [karion? ((Facial expression signalling difficulty4))

karion
35 (0.3)
36 Liu: [°hm hm.° ((Nods))
37 Lii: [ja ja karion.

yes yes karion
38 (0.4)
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/Raf turns gaze to And //Lii turns gaze to And
39 Lii: /°(vielleischt)° [//.hhh die: gibt (ja)

(maybe) there is (yes)
/Shifts gaze back to Lii

40 Raf?: [/°°(nee das)( )°°
(no that)

41 Lii: ein uhr? ((Lii draws square in the air))
a clock

42 (0.5)
43 Raf: ja:,

yes
44 (0.2)

/ Starts turning head to clock on the wall behind her
45 Lii: /.hh e //h: [m

// Liu turns gaze to Lu resulting in mutual gaze
46 Liu: [(na ba). °( [ )°

(na ba)
47 Lii: [ja:, was heisst das.

yes what is it called
/Liu starts swinging motion with right hand

48 And: /°°die uhr?°°=
the clock

49 Liu: = [(imm[er) schwang.
(always) swung

50 Lii: [uhr. [
clock

51 Raf: [pendel.
pendulum

52 And: [ah pendel. [pendel. [(genau)
oh pendulum pendulum (exactly)

53 Raf: [pendel. [pendel [
pendulum pendulum

54 Lii: [°(pendel)° [ja ja
(pendulum) yes yes

55 Liu: [pendel. =
pendulum

56 And: =ja.
yes

Starting a new strategy - the word search for pendulum - also involves
Liu abandoning the other current strategy and thereby implies that he
does not view it as potentially successful. The positioning of the new
strategy is in competition with the current strategy in terms of turn-
taking and in terms of gaining the attention of the other co-
participants. It is also relevant that the new strategy is launched at a
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Liu hints that Galileo is sufficiently famous that, especially as an
Italian, Rafaela should be familiar with him. So Liu insists that his own
earlier inference-rich assumptions were right. After a 1.0 gap (line
141), Lii echoes Liu's prior turn (line 142). In overlap, Liu pursues a
response to his prior turn with a nicht wahr ('right', line 143). This is
an example of what Jefferson (1980) calls a 'post-response pursuit of
response token', i.e. an attempt to gain a response which is notably
absent. Finally, Rafaela confirms this in three ways, first by agreeing ja
ja ('yes yes') then by an upgrade ja klar ('yes sure'), followed by a
repetition der ist beruhmt ('he is famous'), finishing her turn with a
laugh token he,. Thus, the circle is not only closed on the repair but
also on the action in which the trouble-source turn is involved.

Discussion

The 'kalilo-Galileo'-instance of initiating and resolving trouble in
understanding seems like an odyssey for the co-participants. For
analysts, tracing the activities from the trouble source towards re-
establishing mutual understanding, describing the practices inter-
actants employ towards this end, and finding order in the interactants'
confusion is in itself an expedition which takes us to various places
and different ways in which 'non-nativeness' figures as a central factor
in this piece of interaction, i.e. how differing competencies in relevant
languages and cultures (German, Italian, Chinese, English) emerge and
are oriented to. In looking at a repair sequence in spontaneously
occurring everyday conversation — its natural habitat — the analysis had
to take into account that the talk and non-vocal actions are employed
as an interwoven combination of social actions towards an overarching
goal, that of resolving the trouble in understanding. Hence the analysis
showed what practices are employed to this end, how they are related
to each other, and how they are put to use in a particular context.
Among these practices, orientation to non-native proficiency, alliance
building, inference-rich expectations and structural elaborateness of
the repair sequence have been analysed in detail.

The analysis of the 'kalilo-Galileo'-instance demonstrates that the
notion of deficiency needs to be reconsidered. As linguists, researchers
can detect non-native features in the co-participants' talk, yet this
seems to be relevant to the co-participants only in certain situations.
Linguists may consider the Chinese pronunciation of 'kalilo' a display
of imperfect pronunciation. However, from the members' perspective,
'deficiency' is co-constructed in that this particular pronunciation is
signalled as problematic by the other co-participants whereas other
non-natively articulated words are not taken up as incomprehensible.
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The case analysis of 'kalilo-Galileo' demonstrates that different
levels of knowledge are also of crucial relevance to the members of the
interaction. The interactants in the case analysed orient to the repair
not only as an activity to signal and resolve a problem in under-
standing, but also as an activity which is relevant to their own social
identity and their social relationships.

For example, knowledge of Chinese is the basis for how in several
places the gathering divides into two groupings, those who understand
the non-native pronunciation (the Chinese participants) and those who
do not (the Italian and German participants). In respect to the main
repair activity, the dividing line is the same, those who have trouble
and those who do not. The Chinese alliance further manifests itself in
the use of wir ('we') as a category-bound activity including the Chinese
and excluding the other interactants.

While CA cannot address the topic of language acquisition at this
point, we would like to look at the question why, in the cases
analysed, the trouble is successfully resolved at the end. There are at
least two essential bases for this. The first is that a mechanism in
interaction exists to handle trouble in speaking, hearing and under-
standing the talk (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977). This repair
mechanism turns out to be both elastic and robust enough to provide
adequate resources even under comparatively extreme conditions
(Egbert 2002). It is flexible in that it allows for a large number of
expansions, and it is robust in that interactants keep resorting to it
until the repairable is amended. The different language proficiencies
contribute to why a simple repair initiation gives rise to a two minute
long series of actions. In particular, the structural provision of an
adjacency pair, in this case the launching of a repair initiation as the
first part of the sequence, creates conditional relevance to resolving the
trouble. This may be an indication of the strength of the constraints
created by a first pair part of an adjacency pair. Co-participants in this
(and other) data samples do not give up until an appropriate second
pair part is found.

Another reason for the final success of this repair endeavour is
the co-participants' willingness and endurance to use their limited
resources in a multitude of ways towards this end. Their limited
proficiency requires motivation, goodwill and patience from all co-
participants. These results do not imply that breakdowns do not occur,
rather we wish to stress that interactants are willing to exert
extraordinary efforts, and that the repair mechanism is a suitable
resort to restore mutual understanding even when linguistic resources
are limited due to non-native language proficiency.
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Endnotes

1 Sacks introduced the membership categorization device in lecture 6 from
Fall 1964 to Spring 1965. He writes 'I'm calling this whole apparatus the
MIR device. ( . . . ) "M" stands for membership, "I" stands for inference-rich,
and "R" stands for representative' (Sacks 1992, 1995, Vol.1: 41). 'MIR'
indicates that a member of a category is subjected to the knowledge the
larger society has about the respective category. Sacks considered this a
'very central machinery of social organization' (1992, 1995, Vol.1: 40). In
recent years, Sacks' membership category device has sparked several
empirical studies. See, for example, Gunthner 1992; Baker 1997; and the
collection edited by Hester and Eglin 1997.

2 Since this study is exploratory in nature, the database is not claimed to be
representative. It consists of approximately 90 minutes of audiotaped
(telephone) and videotaped (face-to-face) interactions. A relatively wide
spread of settings were included, such as calls to different persons and
agencies (e.g. landladies, potential employers, doctors, embassies) and
informal private settings. These interactions were not staged but, rather,
they would have been conducted even if the recording device had not been
present.

3 The sound transcribed as 'o' is a little more open than the spelling indicates,
and the sound 'a' has a little bit of an 'o' quality in it, so that the sound
change is only a slight one.

4 Rafaela is pulling the muscles of her forehead together towards the point
between her eyebrows. By engaging these 'muscles of difficulty' (Ekman
1985), her facial expression indicates that its producer is under some kind
of strain.

5 A similar phenomenon has been described for overlap resolution. Schegloff
shows that after overlap resolution and 'post-overlap resolution', there is a
'post-post-resolution' place ' . . . at which one or both of the parties can take a
stance toward the "event" that has just occurred' (Schegloff 2000a: 33).
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Restarts in Novice Turn
Beginnings: Disflyencies or
Interactional Achievements?
Donald Carroll

How speakers begin a turn at talk matters greatly. Schegloff (1987c: 71)
argues that turn beginnings (and specifically TCU-beginnings1) are
'sequence-structurally important places' that can provide vital clues
for projecting not only what sort of turn is under way, both as linguistic
gestalt and sequence implicative action, but also roughly what it will
take to bring the TCU-in-progress to completion. In this way, TCU-
beginnings are intimately bound up with TCU-endings and, therefore,
with the ability of next speakers to finely co-ordinate their timely entry
into talk. The ability to accurately project points of possible
completion is vital to the operation of the turn-taking system (Sacks,
Schegloff and Jefferson 1974) and this ability relies in large part on
information first available in TCU-beginnings.

It is not surprising then that participants work to get TCU-
beginnings 'right' and the majority go off without a hitch, which is to
say, the TCU-beginning passes without disruption into the next item
due in the unfolding turn. But beginnings can also be problematic —
even for participants speaking their first language (Schegloff 1979:
275). As the natural habitat for a variety of interactional tasks they are
prime sites of interaction work. TCU-beginnings can be doubly
problematic for novice second language speakers (SL-speakers) who,
in addition to dealing with all of the tasks facing first language
speaking participants, may have legitimate linguistic difficulties
getting their TCU off the ground, as it were. And, in fact, a surprising
number of the TCU-beginnings in my novice SL data do display some
type of trouble.

The most common disruptions hearable at turn beginnings in my
data are what are often labelled 'false starts', i.e. the apparent stopping
and restarting of an utterance. Below are just a few of the turns from my
data (extracted from their contexts) in which the TCU is begun, then
begun again - and in some cases again and again.2
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dyu: did you (0.7) did you watch?
o:h wh- wh- wh- whe:re did you buy?
oh do do you: fine? (0.4) today?
what-o what-o interesting-u (0.4) e:to schoo:l-u festival
what-o:: (0.5) what-o:: urn:: interesting best-o?
i- in Spain?
you: we:n' to: you wen' to Kenya: didn't you?

The subjective impression such TCU-initial repetition can foster,
particularly out of context, is of hesitant, haltingly produced speech -
the sort of 'non-fluent' speech stereotypically associated with 'non-
native' speakers. The term 'false start' itself encodes an underlying
presupposition that starting then stopping then restarting represents a
'failure' of some sort or a 'speech production error'. Within commu-
nication metaphors which portray smooth, unbroken talk to be the
normal state of affairs and any and all perturbations in the flow to be
breakdowns, false starts are inevitably viewed as phenomena to be
avoided, and/or indexical of non-fluency.

But just what it is that creates the impression of non-fluency in SL
talk has been poorly specified. Of the studies that have attempted to
quantify SL-speaker fluency, many have limited themselves to
comparisons of pause frequency in (usually experimentally elicited)
second language vs. first language (FL) data (Butler-Wall 1986;
Dickerson 1971; Hieke 1981; Raupach 1980; Stewnar-Manzares 1984).
Variables such as speech rate, articulation rate, pause length, number
of syllables between pauses, filled pauses, repetitions and corrections
have also been examined (statistically) as evidence of speech planning
in SL talk (Goldman-Eisler 1968; Butterworth 1980; Wiese 1984). Most
of these studies, however, make no effort to investigate what these
phenomena might be 'doing' in talk and, for the most part, merely
record frequency of occurrence (Riggenbach 1991). Are the sorts of
'disfluencies' observable in the novice SL turn beginnings given above
indexical of 'non-nativeness' or might we expect to find all or some of
these same disfluencies in the speech of 'fluent' speakers as well?

Data
The data excerpts presented in the chapter are drawn from 30 minutes
of conversational interaction among Japanese novice speakers of
English videotaped in autumn 1999.

Participants in this conversation were, at the time of the
recording, second-year English Department students at Shikoku
Gakuin University, Japan.3 In order to minimize the 'doing being a
guinea pig' effect commented on by Wagner (1998), the participants
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had selected their own conversation partners4 and the details of the
interaction reveal that these participants are close friends and/or long-
time classmates. They had spoken with each other on many prior
occasions (both in Japanese and in English) before the recordings were
made. Despite the fact that these participants were all members of the
same university conversation class in Japan, the talk is non-pedagogic
in nature, i.e. it is best described as 'everyday conversation' rather than
'classroom interaction' or 'task talk'. In terms of their general language
ability, the participants in this study are best described as false
beginner/lower-intermediate (TOEIC scores in the low 200s). This
chapter will refer to such speakers as novice SL speakers/participants.

The recording was made in a quiet area close to the classrooms
which is commonly used by students. A Hi8 camcorder was mounted
on a tripod and placed about two metres away from the low table
around which the participants were seated. A wide-angle lens
attachment was used to allow the participants greater freedom of
movement while still remaining in the frame. For each recording the
researcher checked the audio, started the video recording and then left.

Disfluencies or interactional achievements?

Within research traditions which begin by assuming non-proficient
SL-speakers to be 'incompetent' or 'deficient' communicators, con-
versational phenomena such as restarts and pauses are often dismissed
a priori as surface artefacts of so-called 'processing problems'.
Mainstream SLA research makes virtually no attempt to understand
the possible interactional basis of perturbations in talk, while work in
psycholinguistics has focused primarily on the evidentiary value of
speech perturbations and 'production errors' as proof of this or that
linguistic model or theory of speech processing. CA researchers as
well, for example Schegloff (in Wong and Olsher 2000: 113-14), have
hinted at similar views:

I think it is precisely things like delays . . . ones that otherwise
might be understood as prefiguring disagreement or misalignment
or things of that sort, which can perfectly well be written off by .
either a native speaker talking to a nonnative speaker, or a
nonnative speaker talking to another nonnative speaker, as
reflecting greater 'processing problems', or the like.

While it may well be the case that some of the perturbations to be
found in novice SL talk do reflect legitimate psycholinguistic
difficulties, it is methodologically unacceptable to assume this to be
so prior to empirical examination. As Schegloff (in Wong and Olsher
2000: 114) goes on to say: ' . . . it is one thing to have [nonnative speaker
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limitations] as a vernacular intuition, and another to show in the
details how it works, where it works, that it works, and so on'. To begin
our analysis of TCU-beginnings in novice-to-novice SL talk, consider
the following utterance extracted from my data:

Extract 1 Did you watch

S: dyu: did you: (0.7) did you watch?

Initially, this certainly appears to be disfluent (though grammatically
accurate) speech. S starts this sentential TCU three separate times.
There is also an inter-turn pause of seven tenths of a second. Many
linguists and perhaps most language teachers would see in this proof
that speaker S is a second language speaker of English experiencing
production difficulties. But is that all there is to it? Let's look at this
turn again in context.

Extract 1 [extended]

1 A: yes yes .hh[mm:]
2—» S: [dyu ]: did you: (0.7) did you watch?
3 (0.5)
4 A: OO [H!
5 S: [>did you se[e<
6 A: [little little=

We can now notice that S begins her first recycled turn beginning
immediately after emerging from overlap with speaker A. Far from
being a processing error, this is precisely what native speakers of a
language regularly do when the first part of a TCU has been obscured
by overlap (Schegloff 1987c). Participants orient to turn beginnings as
'sequence-structurally important places' (Schegloff 1987c: 71) and take
steps to protect the integrity of these beginnings. Another technique
available to safeguard TCU-beginnings is the use of pre-beginnings
such as y'know or yeah as pre-placed overlap absorbers (Schegloff
1987c: 80). As mentioned above, TCU-beginnings can provide vital
information about what sort of conversational action the TCU-in-
progress might turn out to be. In this case (and in this context), did you
projects a polar question, one addressed to a specific recipient, about
some past activity.5

But there is still the matter of the slight stretch on S's production
of you: and the longish seven tenths of a second pause following it.
Psycholinguists have treated such phenomena as evidence of 'plan-
ning' and/or 'retrieval' problems, i.e. delays caused by bottlenecks in
the cognitive process of speaking in a foreign language. Other
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researchers may suppose this to be an instance of a word search. But
there is another, empirically demonstrable, explanation - one that
requires no insight into the cognitive state or linguistic competence of
the speaker. To uncover this explanation, we will need to look deeper
still into the fine details of the interaction. In particular, our analysis
must pursue the ramifications of the fact that this is talk among
physically co-present co-participants (i.e. 'face-to-face' talk) and,
therefore, that their body positionings and movements (including
gaze) are available for inspection by other participants at all times.
This is not inconsequential. As we shall see, we cannot afford to
partition off talk from physical aspects of the interaction in the hopes
of simplifying the task of analysis.

/Restart 1 /Restart 2
S: [dyu]: /did you: (0.7) /did you watch?

As discussed above, S's first restart occurs immediately after the
overlap with speaker A is resolved, and S is, thus, able to restart her
TCU in the clear. The second restart occurs after a silence, specifically
an intra-turn pause, hearable as such by participants because it occurs
at a point where the TCU is not possibly complete and, in fact, at a
point of 'maximal grammatical control' (Schegloff 1996). For fully
competent members of a speech community, such a break in the
progressivity of the turn, i.e. a break at a point of non-completion, is a
noticeable event (C. Goodwin 1979, 1980, 1981). But is this also the
case with novice SL-speakers or, more to the point, with novice SL
talk-recipients? We might wonder whether novices have the ability to
analyse 'in real-time' the unfolding structure of the turn-in-progress,
that is, to monitor the development of the TCU sufficiently closely to
interpret a given silence as an intra-turn pause vs. a gap following
completion. Furthermore, if pauses in second language talk are taken
to be mere 'noise in the signal' - a kind of psycholinguistic detritus -
then we should not expect participants to orient to such pauses as
being, in any way, meaningful.

Yet a careful examination of the visual record (in this case
digitized versions of the original video recordings) reveals that
participant A, the recipient of S's talk, quite clearly orients to S's
pause as a noticeable event which makes relevant action on A's part.6

/oblique gaze at A) /direct gaze at A)
S: /[dyu]: did you: ( /did you watch?

/A gazes directly at S
T T
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Picture 1

As speaker S begins her first restart following overlap resolution, she
has her head positioned so that she is able to gaze (somewhat
obliquely) at A, the recipient of S's talk. Throughout S's first
production of did you, A is gazing straight ahead rather than towards
S who is seated to her left. In other words, as speaker S gazes at
recipient A, S finds that A is not gazing at her. S halts the production of
her turn and a pause ensues. At a point roughly two thirds of the way
through the 0.7 second pause (see first arrow above), S is clearly gazing
at A, but A is gazing up and away from S.

As the pause is extended, however, two things happen. First, S
turns her head very slightly so that she is gazing more fully towards A
and, second, A turns her head and gaze sharply towards S. Note: we
should not expect A to begin turning her head towards S at the very
instance that S halts the forward progress of her turn, i.e. at the onset of
the pause, as A would need some time to register that a pause had
occurred and react. Approximately a half second elapses before A
begins her head-turn. At the exact moment (illustrated in Picture 1)
that A's gaze reaches S fully, S begins her second restart. In this way, S
is able to deliver her renewed TCU-beginning to a fully engaged
recipient.

It is not coincidental that A's gaze has come to rest on S at the
precise moment that S begins her restart. In effect, S's pause has served
to request the gaze of a non-gazing recipient and S is, therefore, waiting
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for A's gaze to arrive. Goodwin (1981: 66-7) documents an orientation
to the same interactional practice in talk by 'fully competent' speakers
stating that: 'a pause is used to hold the speaker's sentence near its
beginning until the gaze of a recipient has been obtained'. This is
precisely what S has done in this bit of talk: strategically employed a
phrasal break to request the gaze of a non-gazing recipient. It might be
noted that A is not the only participant to orient to S's pause; shortly
after S enters into her pause, participant K, sitting opposite S, leans in
slightly showing heightened attention.

This analysis began by presenting what, on the surface, appeared
to be a sample of 'disfluent speech' by a SL-speaker, of an utterance
'marred' by SL production errors. As we can see now, nothing could be
further from the truth. Everything about speaker S's production of her
turn-at-talk is exquisitely tailored to the interactional exigencies of the
talk, executed in flawless coordination with other participants'
actions. And, of course, it is not just speaker S who has demonstrated
a finely tuned awareness of and attention to the details of the
interaction; both A and K reveal through their physical actions that
they were attending to the fact that current speaker S had paused in her
production of a TCU prior to its possible completion. This in turn
requires that we acknowledge that neither A nor K were merely passive
addressees but rather were both actively engaged in the real-time
analysis of the moment-by-moment construction of the TCU-in-
progress. Both A and K demonstrate their orientation to S's pause as
a purposeful pause — not as mere psycholinguistic detritus to be
expected and, thus, ignored in talk by the 'not yet competent'.

The single case analysis provided above has offered some insight
into the range of phenomena to be encountered in and around novice
second language TCU-beginnings. The remaining sections of this
chapter will take up and examine in greater detail two phenomena
found in turn beginnings which can, at first, appear to be 'false starts'.

Recycled (overlapped) TCU-beginnings

One form of evidence that participants treat TCU-beginnings as
significant interactional locales comes from the observation that
speakers often work to secure the acoustic integrity of their TCU-
beginnings by recycling overlapped beginnings (French and Local
1983; Schegloff 1987c) and/or deploying various pre-beginnings which
may serve to absorb any potential turn-initial overlap (Schegloff 1987c,
1996a). Within cognitivist approaches to linguistics, restarts have been
conceived of and treated primarily as 'performance errors', as
blemishes in speech production. In contrast, Schegloff (1987c)
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In contrast with the view of 'false starts' and pauses as errors, this
chapter has attempted to demonstrate that what may initially appear to
be 'disfluencies' in the talk of novice SL-speakers might, upon careful
investigation of the details of the interaction, which is to say, under the
more powerful lens of CA methodology, reveal themselves to be not
'breakdowns' at all but rather skilled interactional achievements on the
part of novice SL-speakers closely monitoring the talk (and non-talk) as
well as the actions (and non-actions) of their co-participants. The two
phenomena that were examined most closely in this chapter were
'recycled overlapped TCU-beginnings' and 'recycles in search of
recipiency'.

Speakers beginning a TCU, when they find their TCU-beginning
potentially obscured by overlap by another speaker, regularly stop
speaking and restart at the precise moment that the overlap is resolved,
i.e. at that point where they can expectably utter their recycled TCU-
beginning in the clear. While this phenomenon has been identified in
first language talk (French and Local 1983; Schegloff 1987c), the fact
that novice SL-speakers also employ this practice to safeguard turn
beginnings has not previously been reported. The occurrence, as well
as the precision execution, of recycled overlapped TCU-beginnings in
novice SL talk offers further support that novice SL-participants orient
to the achievement of no-gap no-overlap speaker transition - a key
point in further investigation of the interactional significance 'delay'
may have in SL-speaker talk (see Carroll 2000).

This chapter also examined the strategic use by novice SL-
speakers of a phrasal break to solicit the gaze of a non-gazing recipient.
This too can result in what sounds like on audio (or looks like in a
transcript) speech disfluency. Only by tracking the moment-by-
moment unfolding of the physical aspects of the interaction (and
how those actions link to talk) can it be seen that some pauses are, in
fact, heard as purposeful pauses and that restarts following such
purposeful pauses are by no means speech production errors but rather
illustrate a high level of interactional finesse. Again it is significant that
SL-speaking participants clearly orient to at least some pauses as
interactionally relevant and not merely psycholinguistic detritus
beyond their abilities to perceive and/or not meriting their attention.
This too supports an orientation on the part of novice SL-speakers
towards silence as a salient conversational event.

The analyses presented in this chapter, furthermore, call into
question the validity of quantitative approaches to the measurement of
SL-speaker fluency which do not also consider what interactional
goals might be served by conversational phenomena such as restarts
and intra-turn pauses. Not all restarts have the same origins or do the
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same work and only by careful examination of the sequential and
interactional contexts in which each occurs can we unpack the work
being done by a particular restart. To label them all 'disfluencies' - or
worse yet 'non-native speaker disfluencies' - is to discount the
legitimate interactional work accomplished through these sophisti-
cated conversational micro-adjustments.

This chapter further argues for the necessity, in the case of face-
to-face interaction, of carefully attending to the embodied aspects of
the interaction - something which has been almost wholly missing
from prior research on SL-speaker interaction (cf. Olsher, this volume).
When one considers that the overwhelming majority of interactions
involving SL-speakers - judging from the data types presented in past
studies — are also physically co-present interactions, this lack of
attention to body behaviours represents not only a gap in the research
but a serious methodological blind spot which future researchers must
address.

Endnotes

1 The term TCU stands for turn-construction unit (Sacks, Schegloff and
Jefferson 1974) and is described as a projectably complete unit in
conversation and may include sentential, clausal, phrasal and lexical units.
In his 1987c paper, Schegloff refers to turn beginnings, however, in his
1996a paper he speaks of TCU-beginnings. As the following example
illustrates, it is TCU-beginnings rather than turn beginnings that get
recycled.

01 S: yea(h)huh [oh go-]
02 -> A: [oh do ] do you: fine? (0.49) today?

2 It is important to exclude instances in which what is recycled is not a TCU-
beginning but rather the entire TCU as in the following:

A: me too me [too ][uh: ] uhm (0.24) eh . . .
A: yes yes [yes yes yes] [yes yes]

In addition, some instances which look initially like cases of restarts are, in
fact, emphatic, reduplicative uses of repetition:

A: many many pla:ce

3 On the matter of how 'natural' talk in English between participants sharing
the same LI might be, it is worth pointing out that although English would
not have been the first language of choice, the details of the interactions
demonstrate that participants did, in fact, use this talk to enact their social
lives, create and reinforce relationships, display identities, etc.

4 The rationale behind using triads vs. dyads or groupings of four or more is
that triads allow for a more interesting display of turn-taking strategies than
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do dyads while at the same time excluding the possibility of one
conversation schisming into multiple conversations (see Egbert 1997b).

5 Of course, this does not yet reveal what sort of action this question (as a
grammatical form) might be pursuing. For example, 'Did you take my keys?'
might be bearable as an accusation while 'Did you ever hear such a crazy
idea?' can be heard as an assessment. Schegloff (1995/2000) argues that
responses to polar questions regularly begin by addressing the format and
then the action, e.g. 'No, I don't have them'.

6 The transcription of gaze used here follows the conventions in Goodwin
(1981: 52-3).

7 The impression of motion in Picture 4 (as well as other illustrations
included here) was produced by opening two frame grabs in Photoshop and
then blending the images using the 'apply image' function ('normal' at 40—
60 per cent opacity). This technique has the potential to capture in a single
image the sense of dynamic motion inherent in embodied interaction. It can
also be used to document the absence of movement which may well be just
as meaningful.

8 Picture 5 was created by overlapping two different images. The first of these
images captures the moment marked by the beginning of the bracket in the
transcript, i.e. the moment that S begins her sound stretch. The second
image shows A's gaze direction at the end of the pause, i.e. just as S begins
her third restart.

9 Maynard (1997: 144) states that 'American listeners are more silent while
listening to the speaker'. This conversational practice is common enough in
Japanese that there is even a widely known lay term for it: 'aizuchi' (by
comparison few non-specialists are familiar with the term 'back-channel').
The metaphor of 'aizuchi' is appealing as it refers to the twin hammering of
blacksmiths working together in perfect synchrony to pound out a piece of
metal. While the term 'aizuchi' carries less metaphoric baggage than its
typical translation 'back-channel', it is rendered similarly problematic by
the inclusion of a wide range of conversational objects.
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Talk and Gesture: The Embodied
Completion of Sequential
Actions in Spoken Interaction
David Olsher

This chapter1 reports on a speaking practice used by second language
(SL) speakers in small-group project-work in an English as a foreign
language classroom: the embodied completion of turns as sequential
action, or for short, embodied completions. This practice involves
launching a turn at talk, and then at a point where some trajectory of
the turn is projectable, ceasing to talk and completing the action that
had been initiated by the partial turn through gesture or embodied
display. As an investigation of the ways language learners commu-
nicate in their target language, it adds to our understanding of the
kinds of communicative practices occasioned by small group projects
in language classrooms. While small group work discourse has been
studied by language acquisition researchers interested in the 'negotia-
tion of meaning' (e.g. Pica, Young and Doughty 1987) and by those
interested in the effects of 'language related episodes' of talk (e.g.
Swain 2000), these studies have focused on stretches of talk which
were selected on the basis of theoretical considerations. Much remains
to be learned about the micro-interactional practices used by language
learners in small group work as part of an overall understanding of
how language learners communicate, the organization of their talk, and
the range of communicative resources they employ. Yet the relevance
of this chapter is not limited to language-learner talk. The speaking
practice analysed here is also relevant to those concerned more
generally with ways that embodied action intersects with turn taking
and the sequential organization of talk-in-interaction.

This study also includes analysis of examples of this phenom-
enon in first language (FL) interaction as evidence that the practice is
not limited to second language (SL) interaction, that it is a more
generally available discursive practice which is also exploited by
language learners. While the limited scope of the data does not allow
for a full comparison of FL and SL practices, some initial observations
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about the similarities and differences are offered. Moreover, the formal
description of the phenomenon yielded by this analysis provides
grounding for subsequent investigations of the extent to which such
hybrid action units are specially exploited by (less than fully fluent)
SL-speakers and the potential utility of this practice to facilitate
spoken communication through the use of an extra-linguistic modality.

Talk and embodiment within sequentially organized interaction

Kendon argues that in order to properly understand the ways people
manage and sustain face-to-face encounters, analysis must take into
account the 'concrete observable behaviours' out of which people's
interactions are fashioned, including 'where they look, when they
speak or remain silent, how they move, how they manage their faces,
how they orient to one another, and how they position themselves
spatially' (1990: 3). Following such a line of inquiry, the issue here is
just how it is that embodied action can bring to completion the
pragmatic project initiated through a partial turn.

The mutual elaboration of talk and embodied practices in
carrying out sequentially organized social actions has been studied
within the domain of conversation analysis and related research on
situated interaction. Issues investigated include: (1) the relative timing
of gestures and the utterances which they accompany (Schegloff 1984);
(2) the use of facial manipulations (such as an eyebrow flash) and
gestures in conjunction with assessments, including concurrent
assessments (Goodwin and Goodwin 1987); and (3) assessment
gestures which mirror and amplify the gestures associated with the
assessments to which they respond. Goodwin (e.g. 2000, 2003) has
argued more generally for analysis of interaction to take into account
the physical surroundings, activities, participation frameworks and
sequential actions in which they are embedded.

Gesture without accompanying talk can, in some contexts, fill the
place of a second pair part within the action sequence of an adjacency
pair. For example, if someone at a dinner table asks for the salt, passing
the salt to that speaker can, without accompanying talk, supply an
adequate response. Similarly, a turn of eye gaze by an addressee
toward a speaker can be an adequate response to a summons for
attention (such as carried out by calling someone's name), without
uttering responsive words such as what or yes (Schegloff 1968). The
gaze shift of hearer to speaker has also been shown to be an adequate
response to a speaker's bid for attention via the use of a phrasal break
in an ongoing turn (Goodwin 1981). Given that sequential actions can
be carried out by embodied action in the absence of talk, the focus here
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is on a multi-modal unit of sequential action that starts out with talk
and is completed through the deployment of embodied resources.

The phenomenon under investigation here has much in common
with these lines of inquiry, with one important difference. Rather than
gesture and other forms of embodied action either accompanying turns
or entirely replacing talk, the embodied action follows a partial turn as a
next-positioned component that, without further talk, brings the (talk-
initiated) sequential action to completion. An important feature of these
objects is the partial turn units with which they are set in motion.

Turn taking and embodied action: some considerations

These hybrid interactional objects are somewhat difficult to describe as
'turns' since turns-at-talk by their very nature come to completion (or
do not) through the grammatical, pragmatic and intonational features
of talk.2 It therefore seems helpful to distinguish between a 'turn-at-
talk' (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974) and what Goffman (1981)
terms an interactional 'move' - a unit of interaction that includes turns
at talk, but is not limited to talk, in filling slots of sequentially
organized interaction. In the hybrid objects under consideration here,
it is the interactional move, rather than the turn, that is thus brought to
completion. The turn is brought to a kind of pragmatic completion as
an interactional project, as a move, but not as talk.3

This analysis includes talk, the use of the body, and exploitation
of resources provided by the setting. The term 'embodied action' is
meant to include a range of visible displays that contribute in some
way to interaction, such as a hand or arm gesture, a head shake, a
display of gaze direction, a display of body position and orientation, or
an act of pantomime. What will be called 'material action' is one kind
of embodied action that involves some transaction with objects, such
as passing a salt shaker to someone at dinner or writing a label on a
chart that participants are working on.

Embodied completions in first language speaker talk

First of all, to establish that embodied completions are not a practice
limited to SL-speakers, the analytic discussion begins with an example
of the practice carried out by FL-speakers of English. The example
shows embodied completion in FL-speaker talk in a university physics
lab. It is worth noting that this case involves a material object which is
tied to a collaborative project at a local, sequential level, regardless of
the broader speech activity being distinct from the kind of project work
that is the focus of the core data set.
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The interaction occurs in a working group made up of graduate
students and a professor, and on this day they are involved in
practising presentations for an upcoming conference. Miguel, a
graduate student, has just finished giving his practice talk, which
has run slightly over the time limit. Ron, the professor, had timed
Miguel and made a crossed-forearms gesture (like a baseball umpire's
'out' signal) over the stopwatch at the moment the time was up. Miguel
then quickly concluded the talk, and the excerpt below begins just
after he has finished. (For a related analysis of this data, see Jacoby
(1998, pp. 432-441).)

Extract 1 Physics Lab

1 Ron: °Okay.° ((sits back in chair)) uh::m
2 first of all that was excellent. You
3 covered a hu::ge amount of material,
4 —> but/you are g- ((points to stopwatch))
5 /Miguel hitches up pants, sits on table
6 (Y' know? [by my watch it was-)
7 Mig: [Well I was thirty seconds: uh::
8 Ron: That' s /disasterous. (I mean uh) (.)
9 /Marsha leaves room
10 I was yer (0.2) chairman I would
11 stand up an' (.) just cut you off.
12 ((Miguel nods head)) =
13 Ron: =Okay? Now-/thee:
14 /points to the conlusions viewgraph

Ron responds to Miguel's just-completed practice talk (lines 1-4). Ron
says okay, sits back in his chair, hesitates via the use of uhm, and then
begins with a point of praise (first of all that was excellent}. After this
first complete turn unit establishes Ron's strongly positive overall
appraisal of Miguel's talk, Ron continues with a new turn unit in a
kind of good, but... format (lines 2-4) that first praises the talk, saying
that Miguel covered a huge amount of material, and then proceeds
with but you are g- and stops speaking, leaving the turn unit
unfinished. Ron then points to the stopwatch, exploiting the instru-
ment to invoke its function (the timing of the practice talk), and in
particular indexically referring to the overly long time of the talk that
had just been measured by the stopwatch. If Ron's turn-at-talk had
been brought to completion through language, it might have ended
with going to run over or over time, but instead a similar meaning is
referenced via the pointing gesture which exploits the availability of
the stopwatch as a locally understandable token of meaning.

The action of pointing to the watch is understandable because the
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watch, as a tool, is not just present in the environment, but is relevant
to the activity in which the participants are collectively engaged. It was
one of Ron's assigned tasks to time the talk, and in this context the time
is a very important issue. As Ron makes clear in lines 8 through 11,
running even 30 seconds too long would be disastrous because there
would be no tolerance for running over time at the upcoming
conference.

Rather than voice the critical component of his good but format
statement, Ron has used a pointing gesture which invites Miguel to
explicitly address the problem. Consider the way Miguel responds. At
first he says nothing. Ron begins to speak again (you know?}, pushing
for a response, and then Miguel answers the criticism with well
followed by an attempt to minimize the problem by focusing on the
short amount of time he ran over (thirty seconds:}. We can see this as a
dispreferred response, including signs associated with the delay of
dispreferred second pair parts in general: the initial delay in
responding and the use of well as a turn preface, which further delays
the actual response (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks 1977). An attempt
to minimize the problem can also be seen as a dispreferred response,
compared with preferred alternatives such as agreeing, taking
responsibility or promising a remedy, for example. Thus the delay is
not due to a lack of understanding on Miguel's part but instead part of
his orientation to delivering a dispreferred response to the invitation
for him to respond to the fact that he ran over time through talk, to give
voice to what is problematic.

This example serves to establish that the practice of initiating a
turn at talk, leaving the turn unit incomplete, and then bringing the
sequential move to completion through embodied action is one that is
used by FL-speakers. In this case, it seems to be related to inviting the
recipient to give voice to a problematic matter, though in other FL-
speaker cases, not examined here due to limitations of space, hybrid
interactional moves exploit available resources within the environ-
ment of interaction, and in particular make use of material objects
related to a collaborative task, in response to other interactional
contingencies.

Embodied completions in EFL project-work interaction

Analysis now turns to core cases of interaction among English learners
engaged in small-group project-work. The focus will in particular be
on interaction within a map-making project in an English commu-
nication skills class at the Japanese vocational college. One group of
three students was observed and videotaped over the course of eight
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class meetings (nine hours videotaped). Data collection included
observation, field notes, videotaping of classes and collection of
written texts and teaching materials used in lessons. This was
supplemented with collection of curriculum materials and time spent
in informal conversations in the teachers' rooms to provide ethno-
graphic grounding for analysis of video data.4

The physical setting of the interactions that will be examined
here consists of the work area for a group of three students within a
classroom where five small groups are working on map projects, each
group making a map of a different region of Japan. The work area (see
Picture 1 below) includes a work table made up of several small desks
pushed together, the chairs around the table, supplies kept on the floor
against the wall behind the table, and the map-in-progress and
coloured pens and pencils located on the work table. The three
participants, Aiko, Junko and Yoko (all pseudonyms), are sitting in
their chairs or standing around the work table.

Analysis of Extract 2: a pointing gesture

The following case, like the one in Extract 1, involves the use of the
particle but to mark a shift from a prior stated position to a contrast or
change of direction, and this lexical but is followed by a pointing
gesture that completes the interactional move. However, the pragmatic
action carried out and the turn-taking organization of the two cases
differ. In Extract 1, the but connected two parts of a single turn, while
in the following case a turn-initial use of but links back to a prior turn.
In terms of the social action carried out, Extract 1 involved a shift from
praise to a subsequent criticism. Extract 2 involves a yes response to a
question followed by a shift to giving a reason for not complying with
the question's action import as a request.

At the start of Extract 2 (below), Aiko is pointing toward a
medium-sized island on the map that may need to be labelled. She
nominates it as a topic (line 1), and soon after asks Yoko if she can
write the name on the map (line 4). Yoko offers a yes response in line 6,
but makes no move to comply with the request. After Aiko pursues
Yoke's yes answer by repeating it with rising (questioning) intonation
(line 8), Yoko responds with an explanation of her reason for hesitating
to comply, an explanation which begins through talk and is completed
as a sequential action through gesture.

Extract 2 Yes but

1 Aiko: -Name.=

2 Yoko: =Name. (.) Oh oka:y
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3 =(3.0)
4 Aiko: Can you wri:te,
5 (0.8)
6 Yoko: Mm::: (.) ye:s,
7 (0.2)
8^ Aiko: Yes?<=
9^ Yoko: =But,< (n:)
10 (0.9) ((Y points to Junko, A & Y turn to Junko))
11 Yoko: kha .h (.) °Ju[nko:,
12 Aiko: [Ju:nko:,
13 Yoko: N- (.) no, (0.8) no uh don' need,
14 Aiko: (Yes) [ b u t ] you think (.) we need.
15 Yoko: [(don't need) ]

Yoko's yes answer in line 6 is bearable as hesitant and less than a
preferred response not only because it is delayed nearly a full second,
then delayed further with a turn-initial Mm::: and finally delivered
with a rising intonation, but also because it answers the yes/no
question form of the request without responding to the action of the
request itself. The range of actions due in response to a request would
include some sort of verbal agreement to comply, a refusal to comply,
an account for not complying, or else some embodied action that either
complies with the request or displays an orientation to preparing to
comply with the request. Yoko has done none of these. Aiko's repeat of
the yes with a rising intonation (in line 8) functions as a repair
initiator, providing an occasion for clarification of Yoko's response; it
sets up a sequential context where Yoko may be expected to clarify
what she meant or offer some account for her reluctance to comply.
Yoko responds with a single lexical item (but) followed by a pointing
gesture.

Like the first example, this case involves a partial turn-
constructional unit which allows projection of what might bring it to
pragmatic completion, and the talk is followed by embodied action
that pragmatically completes the move. Here, the turn-initial use of but
acts as a discourse particle, posing a relationship of contrast with
something in the prior talk. In this sequential context (following
Yoko's tentative yes and Aiko's repeating the yes with a questioning
intonation) the but can be understood as tying back to the prior yes and
thus constructing a yes but frame that projects some explanation of, or
account for, Yoko's failure to comply with the request despite her
ability to do so. Yoko sets up a contrast structure that is related to the
kind of compound turn units that Lerner (1996) describes as allowing
for projectability and conditional entry into a turn by another speaker.
Within its sequential context, this turn-initial use of but achieves a
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Picture 1

projectability (of a reason or account for hesitation to comply with a
request), and that projectability provides a frame for the recipient to
use in interpreting what follows.

The sequential action projected by but in this example is
delivered through a pointing gesture. As can be seen in Picture 1,
Yoko does not begin the gesture at the start of her turn, but she does
redirect her gaze from her recipient (Aiko) to the object of her not-yet-
started pointing gesture (Junko), thus displaying a shift of her attention
in a way that foreshadows her forthcoming pointing gesture.

Similar to Extract 1 (from the physics lab), this example involves
a pointing gesture which achieves its indexical meaning indirectly,
which is to say by reference to context as opposed to an explicit
linguistic formulation.

Important to parsing this bit of interaction is the participants'
knowledge of the fact that there is an ongoing state of disagreement
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Picture 2

about whether names should be written on all of the islands on the
map. A few minutes earlier, Yoko had taken the position that the group
should label the islands, and Junko had taken the (opposite) position
that they should not label the islands because there was not enough
space. This conflict was left unresolved and the talk shifted to other
matters. Thus, after Aiko asks Yoko to write a name on one of the
islands, Yoko explains her hesitation by pointing to Junko, as can be
seen in Picture 2.

Yoko, with her gaze already directed toward Junko, makes a
sweeping underhand swing of her right forearm, with her hand open,
culminating in a palm-up open-handed point toward Junko. Once her
arm is in position, Yoko turns her gaze toward Aiko, signalling that she
has brought the move to a pragmatic completion and is available for a
response. The act of pointing toward Junko invokes Junko's recent
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Picture 3

opposition to writing names on the islands. Here, within the frame of
the bu£-prefaced turn, Junko's opposition is indexically referenced as
the reason for Yoko's hesitation to comply with Aiko's request. As
evidence that this is indeed understandable to Aiko as a completed
interactional move, note Aiko's shift of attention following Yoko's
action.

Following Yoko's point and gaze toward Aiko, both treat the
sequential business of Aiko's request, and her pursuit of Yoko's
equivocal answer, as complete. Yoko drops her gesturing arm, and both
Yoko and Aiko briefly attempt to address Junko (lines 11 and 12) and
then turn to a discussion of whether Yoko thinks it is necessary to
write the names. Thus, Yoko's hybrid move has provided an account
for her hesitation to write a name on the map by invoking a lack of
consensus on the matter, and the issue of group members' opinions
(about whether or not names should be written) is then taken up as a
focus of the interaction.

In this case, the choice of a gesture instead of words to complete
the interactional move seems to be responsive to the delicacy of the
situation. What Aiko has asked Yoko to do would involve defiance of
Junko's stated position, and that explains Yoko's hesitancy to comply.
It is the very existence of an unresolved dispute between parties that is
treated as delicate. Yoko not only hesitates to comply, but also avoids
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explicitly naming Junko and in that way avoids formulating Junko's
disagreement as a problem standing in the way of Yoke's ability to
cooperate with Aiko.

Once Yoko has made her meaning clear to Aiko without explicitly
naming Junko as a problem, the two are hesitant to re-engage Junko on
the matter, providing further evidence of the participants' orientation
to the delicacy of such a disagreement. After Yoko and Aiko briefly
address Junko (timidly, with soft voices) and Junko does not show
evidence of hearing, the two abandon further attempts to bring Junko
into the talk. Yoko then expresses Junko's previously stated view (we
don't need [names]}, and she still avoids explicitly attributing the view
to Junko, as she could have done, for example, with Junko thinks we
don't need names. Thus it seems clear that it is in approaching the
socially delicate matter of a disagreement that a pointing gesture is
employed in order to avoid an explicit attribution of a conflicting
opinion to a co-present group member. The yes but construction,
followed by a pointing gesture here can be seen as exploiting an
opportunity to shift from words to embodied action within an in-
progress interactional move as a way of avoiding explicitly voicing
something regarded as sensitive.

The prior two examples both involve the use of pointing gestures
to complete an ongoing interactional move. Pointing gestures are used
to direct attention to an object or person in the immediate physical
environment of the interaction; in each case the pointing gesture
indexically achieves a particular interactional meaning associated
with a recent, mutually experienced event. The professor's point at the
stopwatch was associated with a criticism because it stood as a token
for the timing of the talk and for the professor's recent cross-armed
(baseball you're out) gesture over the stopwatch at the moment the talk
reached the time limit. Yoke's pointing at Junko was associated with
an account for not complying with a request to write a name on the
map; Junko stood as a token for her recent opposition to the idea of
writing such names on the map. In each case a range of verbal
formulations could otherwise have brought the turn-in-progress to a
close, but a pointing gesture was used to complete the interactional
move without talk.

These two examples of pointing gestures accomplishing embo-
died completion of interactional moves are, like all participation in
spontaneous talk and interaction, produced contingently in real time.
The recourse to pointing does not seem to be related to difficulty in
finding linguistic formulations in either the FL-speaker (physics lab) or
the SL-speaker example. The professor (in Extract 1) was not at a loss
for words as can be seen by his subsequent response, and Yoko (in
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Extract 2) would only have needed to utter Junko's name, which would
not pose any linguistic challenge. Instead, both cases seem to involve a
choice to avoid explicitly stating something sensitive. Both cases
involve the contingent interactional exploitation of the pragmatic
projectability of but as a discourse particle, and though Yoke's turn
construction is clearly simpler, there is nonetheless evidence here of a
similar use of pointing to achieve a pragmatic completion following
the particle but.

Analysis of Extract 3: an embedded display

In contrast to the relatively brief pointing gestures of the prior cases,
the following example involves an extended embodied display, a
pantomime that has a performative quality and completes an
interactional move within ongoing sequentially organized talk-in-
interaction. In Extract 3 (below), Junko corrects a previously spoken
English translation of a Japanese word, and then in response to a repair
initiation by Aiko, uses an embodied completion to clarify her
correction. Just prior to this, a student from another group has come
over and asked how to say the Japanese word nori in English, and
Junko and Aiko have translated it for her as paste-glue, said as a single
word. Then, in line 1 of this extract, Junko turns to Aiko and corrects
the conflation of the two lexical items, saying Paste o:r glu:e and then,
after Junko gets no immediate response, she repeats it in line 3.

In line 4, Aiko displays confusion or difficulty in understanding
by repeating the words (paste or glue] with stress on or. She is
indicating that she either does not understand, or perhaps does not
agree with, the distinction signalled by interposing or between the
words paste and glue. Aiko soon expresses her slightly delayed
appreciation and understanding of the correction in line 6 (Ah okay I
see]. Junko, however, simultaneously launches a response to the repair
initiation (made in line 4) with the start of a turn designed to clarify the
distinction made between paste and glue in her correction. This turn-
beginning (Paste is) in line 7 is subsequently carried forward as an
interactional move through the embodied action of a pantomime.

Extract 3 Paste or glue

1 Junko: Paste (o:r) glu:e ((touches A's arm; A looks))
2 (.)
3 Junko: Paste or glue.
4 Aiko: Paste or: glue?
5 (.)
6 Aiko: [Ah okay I see
7^ Junko: [Paste is (uh)
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the group's work table contributes to the understandability of this
display as involving the kinds of paste and glue associated with their
tools and poster-making work.

If the embodied display is understandable as pragmatically
completing the action initiated by the partial turn, recognizably
providing a description of paste and accomplishing the sequentially
relevant action of making a distinction between paste and glue, then is
that enough to complete the interactional move set in motion by the
incomplete turn-in-progress? Looking at the lower image in Picture 5,
notice what Junko does upon finishing her paste-scooping display.
Junko, with her hands and arms still holding at the end-point of their
motion, turns her head and eye gaze toward Aiko, her recipient, and
slightly rotates her body toward Aiko as well. It is at this point that
Aiko and Junko begin to laugh.5 Note the similarity to the way Yoko
brought her gaze to her recipient upon completion of her pointing
gesture in Extract 2.6 In the practice under investigation here, use of
gaze direction is implicated once again as a resource for signalling
completion of the move and the relevance of a recipient's response.

Analysis of Extract 4: completing by a material action

The following example, Extract 4, shows a similar kind of turn
construction to that found in Extract 3, providing for a similar kind of
projectability of what is needed to pragmatically complete the action
that has been initiated. In the moments prior to this extract, the
participants were working together at the table, colouring their
respective areas of the map, and talk had lapsed for several seconds
with no unresolved sequential or interactional business. Thus, the
spate of interaction in the example below can be understood to emerge
from a 'continuing state of incipient talk' (Schegloff and Sacks 1973),
where participants already have some relationship of co-presence and
talk can be expected to resume without the need for conversational
openings. Junko begins the talk at this point with a complaint about
her arm.

Extract 4 My arm is all

1 (6.0) (Q, A, & Y at table, colouring poster))
2 Junko: °ah°
3 (1.8)
4^ Junko: My arm is all:
5^ (.5) ((Junko rubs her shoulder with her hand))
6 Junko: He[hu
7 Aiko: [Ah::
8 (1.8) ((Junko lowers arm, resumes colouring))
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9 Aiko: Because your area is (raj)
10 Junko: Wha::t?
11 Aiko: L[arge
12 Junko: [Ah::::

The partial turn (line 4) is not brought to completion through talk.
Like the prior one (Extract 3), this case employs an incomplete
turn-constructional unit (My arm is all:) in the format of [[noun phrase]
+ is] so that it makes some description of, or comment about, the
subject-position noun expectable as a possible completion following
the BE verb. This makes for a turn unit which is understandable as not
complete and projectable as to what it will take to bring it to
completion. One difference between this example and the one in
Extract 3 is that there is an additional element, an intensifier (all),
following the verb. An intensifier, as noted by Jefferson (1984a),
narrows the range of objects that can be expected to follow it to an
adjective or adjective phrase. In this way, this case allows for a
somewhat more constrained projectability. Note also that Junko's brief
vocalization ah (line 2) before the start of her turn foreshadows that
some sort of telling may follow, since it may be interpreted to express
an initial noticing of some state of affairs that can be the focus of
subsequent talk. This sequential environment provides an added
resource for the recipient's interpretation of the hybrid interactional
move which follows.

Turning now to the resources through which this interactional
move is brought to recognizable completion, we can see that this
example again involves two basic elements: (1) embodied action that
supplies some meaning that is understandable as pragmatically
completing the action started by the partial turn, and (2) gaze and
body orientation toward the recipient upon its completion as a cue that
a response is relevant. Note also the timing of the embodied
component of the hybrid action. Just as in the third example, the
embodied action in this case is launched along with the start of the
partial turn, as can be seen in Picture 6 below. Junko's left hand is still
on the table prior to the start of her turn (as seen in the upper image),
but it goes into motion as soon as the talk begins. Her arm is already
well on its trajectory of motion toward rubbing her right shoulder by
the time she completes the talk (as seen in the lower image.)

This is evidence that this example, like the one in Extract 3,
involves the launching of embodied action along with the talk, rather
than as the result of trouble encountered within the ongoing progress
of the talk after it is under way.

Returning to the embodied action that carries forward the social
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Picture 6

project initiated by the incomplete turn, we address the core issue of
the communication of a meaning that pragmatically fills the role that
an adjective could have filled in Junko's telling about her arm. By
rubbing her right shoulder with her left hand, Junko is performing an
observable embodied action, and one that can be associated with a sore
or tired muscle. This is not simply a gesture. It is a kind of material
action where Junko is both doing something (massaging the arm she
has been using for colouring) and displaying that she is massaging her
arm as part of a sequential communicative action, as evidenced when
Junko looks to Aiko for a response. As a participant in social
interaction, Junko can be said to be doing having a sore arm.

Within the slot provided by the partial turn, this action can be
understood by the recipient as a description of the state of Junko's arm
as in need of massage and, by inference, sore or tired. Of course, this
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requires some interpretation on the part of the recipient if it is to be
understood. Nonetheless, this embodied action carries additional
communicative value in that it specifies which arm is being
commented on (the same arm that has been colouring). In addition,
the occurrence of this action within the context of the group members'
engagement in extensive colouring of their respective areas of the map
contributes to the interpretive resources available to the recipient. An
arm engaged in extensive repetitive work is likely to become sore or
tired. Within the context, Junko's massaging action ends up complet
ing the pragmatic action of a complaint about discomfort in her
own arm.

How does this particular case come to be completed as an
interactional move through embodied action? First of all, there does
not seem to be any interactional or social motivation for avoiding the
use of words (such as 'sore'). Second, the timing of the talk and
embodied action is such that Junko's hand begins moving into position
to rub her arm at the start of the turn, so that this is not a case of
resorting to embodied action in mid-turn. It may be that the
interactional move was deployed from the start as a hybrid construc
tion, or it could be that the turn's accompanying arm-rubbing action
provided a convenient communicative resource that allowed Junko to
abandon the need to complete her turn through talk. Either way,
novice-level skills seem to be implicated in this embodied completion
as a way of avoiding the need for language.

Next, it is worth noting the additional cue Junko provides that her
hybrid move has come to completion such that a response is relevant.
While rubbing her arm, and with the hand doing the rubbing action
remaining in position, Junko turns toward Aiko. At this point, Junko
also laughs briefly, marking a stance toward her hybrid move and thus
contributing a further cue that the move is complete enough for a
response to be relevant. At this point, there is evidence that the
recipient (Aiko) understands that the announcement was complete. In
line 7, Aiko says ah:: signalling a receipt or realization of what was
being communicated. This constitutes an interactional claim of having
made some construal of its import. Soon after that, Aiko actually
demonstrates her understanding that Junko has made a complaint
about her own state of discomfort.

What Aiko offers in lines 9 and 11 is an account for why Junko's
arm is sore: it is because the area Junko has been colouring is large (and
thus is taking a lot of work to complete). This account demonstrates
Aiko's understanding of Junko's situation by attending to the large size
of the area Junko has been colouring. Since accounts and demonstra
tions of understanding are among the range of possible responses
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to complaints (Schegloff 1995/2000), Aiko's response can be seen to
demonstrate her analysis not only that a sequential action has come to
completion, but also that the pragmatic nature of the action was a
complaint. This corroborates the analytical claim that the partial turn
unit followed by an embodied action, along with cues such as gaze
directed toward the recipient, successfully brought off a hybrid
interactional move as an understandable contribution to the sequential
unfolding of talk and interaction.

Discussion and implications

The interactional phenomenon analysed here reveals particular ways
that talk and embodied resources can be combined to carry out
sequential units of social action. These hybrid interactional moves are
two-part actions combining to fill a single slot of sequential inter
action, such as is commonly associated with a turn-at-talk. The first
part consists of a partial turn-constructional unit that allows projection
of what it will take to bring the turn to completion, and the second part
consists of embodied action that brings the pragmatic trajectory
initiated by the partial turn to completion as an interactional move
without accompanying talk. The projectability of turns-in-progress is
an essential resource that allows for the understanding of embodied
completions as making next-turn responses relevant on the part of
their recipients. Additional embodied resources, such as the direction
of eye gaze to the recipient, also seem to playa role in providing cues
that a response is relevant. At the same time, the interactional context
of a collectively organized project with material dimensions seems to
foster opportunities for such hybrid moves to be mobilized.

The range of partial turn constructions employed includes turns
which project particular linguistic elements, such as a final lexical
noun or an adjective phrase, as well as those which project a kind of
social action, such as a description, a criticism or an account. The
range of embodied actions that bring the moves initiated by such
partial turn units to pragmatic completion includes pointing gestures,
pantomime and material action such as rubbing one's arm.

The question remains of what this practice accomplishes and why
it is employed instead of moves done through complete turns-at-talk,
with or without accompanying embodied action. Such hybrid moves
must first of all be understood in light of the contingent nature of the
way talk and embodied action unfold within ongoing, real-time
interaction. At each moment, speakers are faced with contingencies of
interactional and sequential contexts, and it is clear that one reason such
hybrid actions are launched is because opportunities exist; speakers
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opportunistically exploit embodied action and elements of the setting
relevant to the action being carried out. If this practice were found only
in the talk of novice-level language learners, one might be tempted to
claim that it was a coping mechanism, a kind of aberrant interactional
strategy employed by those who lack linguistic resources and fluency.
As evident from the use of embodied completions by fully competent
first language speakers, however, this is not the case. Embodied
completion is a more general interactional practice which is used by
FL- and SL-speakers for a variety of social and interactional purposes.

There are cases from FL-speaker and SL-speaker data that are
occasioned by avoidance of explicitly formulating a criticism or a
person's oppositional position. In some of the language-learner cases,
it seems that hybrid moves are ways of working around the need to
come up with a full linguistic turn-formulation. The occasions and
uses of embodied completions is an area for further investigation, but
based on this study it is at least clear that they have a wider range of
uses than just the avoidance of the need to come up with appropriate
language in a timely fashion.

This interactional practice also has implications for language
learning. One might expect the practice identified here to be
problematic from a language-acquisition perspective, since it involves
avoidance of language in favour of embodied resources. However, this
is far from a common practice even among low-level language
speakers. We do not find stretches of interaction where participants
repeatedly avoid language, but only isolated interactional moves
embedded within stretches of talk-in-interaction carried out primarily
through talk. If anything, embodied completions would seem to
facilitate the continuation of ongoing talk-in-interaction in which
language is used as the primary resource for communication.

In terms of what this reveals about language learners' commu
nicative ability, again it might be assumed that embodied completions
reflect a kind of failure or limitation. On the contrary, the use of such
partial turns followed by embodied action demonstrates a degree of
interactional prowess in the understanding and deployment of units of
talk that allows recipients to project the course of sequential action.
Speakers demonstrate their ability to judge how much talk, and in
what form, is enough to provide an understandable frame for a
subsequent embodied action. Their success is evident in the
recipients' next-turn uptake that not only shows an understanding
that a response is relevant but also of the kind of response that is due.
The language learners in this data reveal on-line skills in deploying,
parsing and projecting the interactional trajectory of turns-in-progress,
skills that demonstrate their command of the use of language as social
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action. This is by no means a trivial observation, since it provides
important clues to an essential aspect of learners' evolving commu
nicative competence: their interactional competence.

Finally, this study has implications for research methodology in
the study of non-native discourse, or second language talk. The use of
data from both first-language-speaker talk and novice-level second
language-speaker talk in this study usefully informs considerations of
issues such as whether this practice is a special coping mechanism
unique to novice-level speakers. As stated above, this interactional
practice is not what one might assume it to be if only 5L-speaker data
were used. The use of data from FL-speakers reveals embodied
completions to be a more general interactional practice and allows
investigation of the particular constructions and uses which are
common to both FL- and 5L-speaker talk as well as the ways it is
specially exploited by 5L-speakers. Though not fully developed here,
this approach points to the analytic power of conversation analytic
studies which include both FL- and 5L-speaker data in order to come
to a fuller understanding of 5L-speaker practices in relation to
normative interactional practices of fully competent speakers (see also
Wong 2000a; 5chegloff 2000a).
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trajectory of a turn is set in motion through talk, it is already the trajectory of
a turn. When that turn is brought to completion, regardless of whether
through talk or embodied action, it may be argued that the pragmatic
completion should be considered 'turn completion'.
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feel comfortable.

5 Because Aiko had (simultaneously with the start of Junko's hybrid move)
expressed her delayed understanding and acceptance of the turn on which
she had initiated repair, such a response is not necessarily relevant upon
completion of Junko's clarification. Thus, this example does not allow
inspection of the post-completion uptake for evidence of the recipient's
understanding of the kind of action carried out. Since laughter encodes a
variety of stances and interactional relevancies in different environments, it
is difficult to make a claim as to the import of the laughter. Nonetheless, the
laughter does demonstrate Aiko's recognition that some response is relevant
once Junko completes the motion and gazes at her.

6 This orientation via gaze direction to a recipient upon completion of a
sequential action is much like an interactional practice noted by Goodwin
(2003) that begins with gazing at a target object or entity that is to be
relevantly taken into account by an addressee, and is followed by the
speaker looking at the recipient to see what she or he made of seeing the
target object.
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In accordance with the basic rules of adjacency pair production, 'given
the recognizable production of a first pair part, at its first possible
completion its speaker should stop, a next speaker should start, and
should produce a second pair part of the same pair type' (Schegloff and
Sacks 1973). Thus a question is typically designed to elicit an adjacent
answer, most usually in the next turn, most usually immediately, and
most usually the sequence comprises a simple base adjacency pair.

Sometimes, however, questions are sequentially more complex.
In some settings, such as news interviews (Clayman 1993; Heritage and
Greatbatch 1991) or survey interviews (Houtkoop-Steenstra 1995),
questions are often prefaced by one or more other turn components,
such as statements supplying information that contextualize or
background the question. This is facilitated by the institutional roles
of the speakers: one of the participants (the interviewer) is the ratified
questioner, whilst the other (the interviewee) is the one who provides
the answers. The interviewee therefore waits until a question is
forthcoming, and rarely starts a turn before that point.

In ordinary conversation, too, it has been noted that some
questions are prefaced by other actions, most usually other questions
or statements. The conditions for one such sequence, described by
Schegloff (1980), are different from those described for news or survey
interviews. He describes a practice whereby there is a preliminary
question or request (such as, 'Can I ask you a question') that projects a
later question. The prefatory question is typically followed by a series
of statements before the main question. In such cases of what Schegloff
called 'preliminaries to preliminaries' (or 'pre-pres')' the most common
reason for doing the prefatory work is to provide background
information that makes the question comprehensible. It is notable that
in such cases from ordinary conversation, the questioner, through the
pre-sequence initiated by the preliminary question, reserves a later
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turn for the main question. This practice in ordinary conversation
probably occurs because the participants are not oriented especially to
questions by one of the participants in the same way as they are in
interviews. In ordinary conversation parties who are about to depart
from normal adjacency pair talk, such as to tell a story or perform some
other multi-unit turn, typically need to indicate what kind of action
the talk they are engaged in is preliminary to, as in 'Did I tell you about
what happened this morning?' (ef. Schegloff 1995/2000). In all of the
practices of additional actions being undertaken to support a question,
institutional or conversational, the extra work of providing background
is carried out before the question, to pre-empt the possibility of the
question being answered before the preparatory work can be carried
through. The reason for this, of course, lies in the rules for adjacency
pair production noted above.

In the data used for the study reported in this chapter, it was
noted that there were frequent expanded question sequences (EQSs)
which differed from the design of complex questions in institutional
talk or in 'pre-pres'. In these EQSs, the question preceded rather than
followed the expansions of the turn. In other words, first the speaker
asks a question, and then before the answer comes the same speaker
expands the turn, either by an increment or by a new action (and a new
TCU). This other action can be of various kinds. However, it comes
down to two basic formats. In the first, a gap is left for an answer,
which is not forthcoming, and then, in pursuit of an answer, the
questioner provides an expansion or an alternative version of
the question. The course of these question sequences is essentially
the same as reported by Pomerantz (1984b). In the second, the original
question is extended immediately, without leaving a gap for an
answer. Such extensions (of both types) can be done with small units,
usually sub-clausal, that sharpen the focus of the question, or clarify it
in some way, or they can be done by one or more full turn
constructional units (TCUs) immediately following the question.

The primary data used for this study is a 50-minute restaurant
conversation in English involving three Australian English first
language (FL) speakers and three second (or subsequent) language
(SL) speakers: Brazilian Portuguese (Roberta), German (Beate) and
Greek (Maria). The first two of these SL-speakers engage extensively in
the conversation, but the Greek background speaker takes little part.
The Brazilian and German speakers were on a short term study visit to
Australia, with a focus on environmental issues: Their itinerary
included visits to Parliament in Canberra and attendance at a
conference. The Australians in the conversation were members of
the host family of one of the visiting students. The daughter, Annabel,
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was a student of about the same age as the visitors (early twenties), and
her parents, who also participate extensively in the conversation, were
Denise and Colin. More than 20 expanded question sequences were
found in this conversation, and most of the examples discussed below
are from this conversation. In addition many hours of transcribed FL
conversational data were examined to try to find similar expanded
question sequences - without much success.

It was notable that the post-question expansions of the questions,
both with delayed and immediate expansions, occurred frequently in
this conversation, but very few examples could be found of the second
type of expansion, namely where a question is expanded without delay
and without providing an opportunity for an answer, in a search of
many hours of data of English FL-conversation.

In the first type of EQS, a question is asked, the gap that is left for
an answer is not filled, and the questioner then does one or more of the
following in pursuit of an answer: a re-phrasing (questioner says more
or less the same thing in different words); an increment to the turn
(such as an adverbial phrase which adds some circumstantial
information to what had been said); a modification (a minor change
to what had been said); or an expansion (adding something new to the
original question). An example of an increment is seen in Extract 1,
where the question, Did you say your plane leaves at eleven?, gets no
response after a gap of 0.7 seconds. Denise then increments with
tomorrow, thereby pinpointing the time of departure. The answer,
when it comes, is dispreferred, which, as we shall see, is typical for
this first kind of question expansion.

Extract 1 Plane

1 Den: So- (.) what time d'you: lea:ve;= on Sunda:y.
2 (0.9)
3 Bea: Sink abou:t one (or something)

((eight lines of transcript omitted))
12 —>Den: |Did you say your £la:ne leaves et e|le:ven:?
13 ->• (0.7)
14 -+Den: °t'mor[row?
15 Rob: [N:o-. (.) my rjlane leaves at- u:hw;=
16 thuh fli:ght is at ten th:irdy.= an'
17 I have to be there at- (.) eight-=

The second type of EQS is seen in Extract 2. Colin asks, Do they eat
sardines, and immediately provides lengthy backgrounding to the
question, without leaving any gap for an answer. Note that this
question is directed at Roberta, not Denise, who overlaps with a
comment on Colin's question turn.
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Extract 2 Sardines

1 —> Col: =D'they eat sardines? (.) in- (.) like in:
2 Po:rtu[gal,= one [uh thuh mai:n dishes ]=
3 Den: [ Y e a h , [|P o r t u g u e s:e, ]
4 —» Col: =is [s a : : r d i : n e s, ] fd's that- (.)
5 Den: [sardines re fgood.]
6 —> Col: [followed across tuh Brazil?= |or- (.)
7 Rob: [TYea:h,
8 —> Col: yuh don' have sardines there,= [to ea:t.
9 Rob: [|No we
10 |have it? (.) |we ha::ve.

In this case the question Do they eat sardines is followed, after a very
short pause (one that does not extend to the end of the transition
space), by an expansion in the form of additional information about
sardine eating in Portugal, before a recasting (into an or-question), and
expansion of the question.

One reason for this practice can be deduced: a question (here Do
they eat sardines] projects an answer as a relevant next, and not any
other action. In this case, the question is expanded providing
clarification and background material. This work could, of course,
have been done with a pre-pre, but the EQS format provides an
alternative, which has one effect of avoiding the danger, present
perhaps particularly in a multi-person conversation such as this, that
the question could have been deflected and never asked. By asking the
question and not allowing space for an answer before continuing, the
questioner grabs the floor whilst reserving an answer as a conditionally
relevant next (Schegloff 1968). In other words, Colin applies turn-
taking rule Ic (that current speaker can continue only if no other has
self-selected) and overrides rule Ib (if current speaker does not select
next, then any other speaker has rights to the floor) (Sacks, Schegloff
and Jefferson 1974). At the same time the questioner is overriding the
rule for adjacency pair production, that the second pair part should be
adjacent. So two points of inquiry are: 1) why do these speakers so
comprehensively break the sequential rules of conversation, both turn
taking and sequence; and 2) why are these so common in this
conversation involving SL-speakers, and apparently so rare in FL-
conversations - at least in ordinary conversation (cf. Linell, Hofven-
dahl and Lindholm 2003).

One might also reasonably ask whether this practice is (also)
related to repair, in particular transition space repair. However, in the
examples examined it was found that repair initiation (in the form of
cut-offs, hesitation, or other indicators of repair initiation) did not
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occur regularly, neither was the redoing one that addressed in any
traceable way problems of hearing or speaking or even understanding.
As will be argued below, the expansions appear to be related much
more closely to sequence organization, in the sense that a second pair
part is made relevant, and then in the case of the first type, a silence
indicates a missing second part, which is then pursued, and in the
second type, having 'reserved' an answering slot, the questioner takes
the opportunity to do something additional to the question before
leaving space for an answer. The first type is a relatively straightfor-
ward pursuit of an answer. For the second type, it is argued that what
is happening is an alternative to a pre-pre, or some other practice to
project further same-speaker talk, such as 'You know, they eat a lot of
sardines in Portugal, is it the same in Brazil?'

The effect of this practice is that the components that in some
way expand the main question (as in Extract 2) separate the second
pair part of the adjacency pair (the answer) from its first pair part (the
question). In fact there are more than 20 EQSs in this conversation, all
produced by two FL-speakers, Colin and Denise. It is not the case,
however, even though it appears to be particularly common in this
conversation, that this practice is restricted to FL-speakers talking to
SL-speakers. In particular, Pomerantz (1984b) has written about the
first type of post-question expansion, where there is a silence between
the first version of the question and a redoing of it subsequent to an
absent second pair part. She used FL-speaker conversational data, and
described what she called the 'pursuit of a response' after an initial
turn has failed to elicit a response. She noted that a question may be
repeated, rephrased or elaborated, if there is a delay in the response.
Following her analysis, the increment to the question attempts one of
the following: to clarify a potentially unclear referent; to establish
common ground that may have been wrongly assumed by the
questioner; or to remove some potential grounds for disagreement in
the answer.

Increments to questions beyond a transition space where a
recognizably complete question has been asked have also been noted
in news interviews (Heritage and Roth 1995). They point out that such
increments sharpen the focus of the question. They also note that such
question increments are 'invariably grammatical continuations to
TCUs that do questioning' (p. 26). Such multiple questions have also
been found to occur regularly in health care interactions, courtroom
trials, police interrogations and social welfare office talk in Swedish
institutional settings (Linell et al 2003). They would appear, though,
to be much less common in ordinary conversation. As we shall see,
many of the question expansions in the conversation data examined in
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the current study are different from those described by Pomerantz or
Heritage and Roth, in that they do more than just 'grammatical
continuations'.

Is there any reason to suppose that the prevalence of types of
expanded question are a function of the 'cross-cultural' FL-SL-speaker
nature of the restaurant conversation? An easy answer would be to say
that the FL-speakers perceive the SL-speakers to have a lower level of
linguistic competence, so the FL-speakers do pre-emptive work to
ensure that the SL-speakers understand what they are saying. The
practices described in this chapter are available to all speakers, first or
second language, but they are occurring more frequently in this FL-SL-
speaker conversation than in conversations with only FL-speakers. The
puzzle is why.

Extended question sequences that pursue a missing
answer

The lack of a second pair part, which in the cases analysed here means
the lack of an answer, can be taken as an indication of some sort of
trouble. Sometimes such trouble will be dealt with overtly with a
repair sequence, for example a request for repetition. However, in most
cases the delayed second pair part, when it eventually comes, turns out
to be a dispreferred. In the cases presented in this section, the SL-
speaker responses which follow extended FL-speaker questions are all
dispreferreds, and in all cases the SL-speakers use a limited range of
resources used by FL-speakers to mark an emerging dispreferred
response.

In the first of these EQSs (Extract 3), for the questioner the
absence of a second pair part leads to a pursuit of it with an increment
to the question after a short gap (lines 7-8).

Extract 3 Portugal

1 Col: |You ever been tub Portutgul?
2 Rob: Hu:nh?
3 Col: Have you ever been tub Portutgul?
4 Rob: [No::.= not ye:t,
5 [I 'aven't.
6 —> Col: [Do many Br'zilian people go ba:ck?
7 -+ (0.2)
8 —» Col: to: sordev (0.2) [look et-
9 Rob: [TNo:::,
10 (0.2)
11 Rob: tbicus: (0.2) |u>:::hn.(0.4) tmore- (0.3)
12 j. gran:: fathers, = an' gran:mo:thers?=
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Colin's question in line 6, Do many Brazilian people go back, comes to
full grammatical, intonational and pragmatic completion (cf. Ford and
Thompson 1996). At the end of a normal transition space (0.2 seconds),
with the absence of a response, he begins to increment the question,
with to sort of look at. Note that the ellipsis of to Portugal, which was
overtly expressed in line 3, makes this question less than fully explicit.
However, Roberta's delayed response does not appear to be caused by a
lack of understanding, as she provides an extended, relevant and
complex response before Colin provides any help to unpack the
question, which he appears to be beginning in line 8. Delay in
responding is one phenomenon which projects a possible upcoming
dispreferred response (cf. Levinson 1983), and indeed what does
emerge, beginning with Roberta's No in line 9, is just such a
dispreferred response, with its negative polarity in response to Colin's
question, which has been designed for a positive response. As Sacks
(1987) noted, positive polarity questions have a very strong tendency
to get positive polarity answers (the preference for agreement, as he
calls it), and only a small number get negative polarity answers - the
dispreferred type. One issue for SL-speakers is how to produce
dispreferred responses, which require a lot more linguistic work than
preferred ones. FL-speakers tend to use a range of resources to do them
(cf. Levinson 1983), and SL-speakers often do not use the full range
available (cf. Gardner 2000). In other words, the reason for Roberta's
delayed response is more likely to be related to a preference for
agreement in conversation (cf. Pomerantz 1984b) than to lack of
understanding caused by 'low competence'. It can also be noted that
some features of dispreferred responses can be detected in Roberta's
answer, namely delay in providing the second pair part, and an
account of why the negative answer was given. However, other
features that commonly occur in FL-English dispreferred responses are
absent, for example a dispreference marker such as 'well', or partial
alignment such as 'some do'.1 In other words, the absence of some
ways of doing dispreferreds in Roberta's talk (and possibly more
widely in SL talk) is plausibly contributing to Colin embarking on
expansion of his question. Turn-initial delaying particles such as well,
or ostensible agreements such as yes but, for example, would tell him
that a dispreferred answer is a likely next action, but silence alone is
more ambiguous, and that may lead to his seeing Roberta's delay as
being rooted in her lack of understanding, requiring the clarification
which he appears to be embarking on, and which, it turns out, is
wrong, as what she does is a rather bald dispreferred.

A somewhat more extended example of question increment and
delay associated with a dispreferred response is found in Extract 4.
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Roberta has been appraising the success of her visit to Australia.
Specifically, at the beginning of this extract, she is complaining about
their living accommodation.

Extract 4 The Masonic Centre

1 Rob: | Then- (1.2] the s:pace of the masonic
2 centre, is: (0.4] very- (0.2] like
3 o:p_p_osite.= bicos there is no- (.] there are
4 no: wi:n:do:ws,= (.] or- (.] always like-
5 (0.3) so we become: mo : re tir: ed than: (.)
6 Den: °Yeah°. 't's a bit [depre : ssing:. ]
7 Rob: [maybe it could] be:,= if
8 yer in: a: [0.2 ] a place wh're you have=
9 Col: [Hm-]
10 Rob: =wi:n:do:ws,= an' you are not- (.) a:lways
11 in thee ai:r c'ndi:tione:r,
12 (3.0]
13 Rob: jFeels |goo:d?
14 (0.4)
15 ^Den: Did you: ta:lk?h (.) ad a:ll?
16 (0.3)
17 -^Den: D'you ta:lk, h (0.2) 't lu:nch,= did you
18 —> s:ugge:st anything:,= >'r d'd'yuh j's
19 ->• lis'en:?
20 (0.5)
21 -^Den: to u-[thing:s?]
22 Bea: [I: didn' ] talk mu:ch, |ehhhn hhn hhnt

The sequence of questions beginning in line 15 is in some respects like
those in the previous extract: a question is asked, there is a gap
allowing for a response which is not forthcoming, then a redoing of the
question. Unlike the previous case, though, the redoing is multiple,
with three subsequent versions of the question (as well as a couple of
small increments). Denise is doing an incremental, step-by-step, one-
at-a-time adding of information bits. After the barest of initial
questions, Did you talk, which has very wide scope, she restricts it
first by at all, i.e. 'on any single occasion', then she adds temporal
reference, at lunch. In the third version she changes from the generic
talk to the more specific suggest. Finally she moves to a contrasting
action: listening rather than talking. Denise is clarifying referents and
establishing common ground, and doing this very thoroughly. It is
possible that Denise is being so explicit and thorough because her
interlocutor at this point, Beate, is an SL-speaker, but there is no
evidence for this as far as I can see. However, there is evidence that the
redoings are driven by preference organization and the search for
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agreement: Beate's answer, overlapping an increment to the fourth
version of the question, is a negative / didn't talk much, which
contrasts in polarity with the first version of Denise's question, Did you
talk. In the subsequent versions of her question, Denise has subtly
shifted the polarity, but semantically rather than in terms of positive-
negative polarity, from Did you talk, through a restricting at all, a
temporally restricting at lunch, towards a version which posits an
antonymic action, just listen. Beate's answer can be seen as aligning to
that final version ('not talking' and 'just listening' are not dissimilar
actions). So one way of explaining the multiple questions here is to see
them as seeking agreement, for Denise with a stepwise alteration of
versions of the question, and for Beate by waiting for a version with
which she can (more or less) agree.

There are, though, some additional features of this sequence that
are worth noting. First, the initial question, did you talk, introduces a
new topic of talk, which is not directly related to Roberta's
immediately preceding talk. Indeed, in the whole 30 minutes of the
conversation up to this point, there is no mention of any event to
which this question related. Further, the question provides no
temporal or spatial context, and there is no mention of their possible
interlocutors. Beyond that, it does not select next speaker (prior
speaker had been Roberta, and the one who eventually responds to
Denise's question is Beate). Indeed it almost looks as if it is designed
not to get an answer. This point will be taken up and discussed further
in the final section.

The most extended pursuit of an answer after a delay comes in
the final extract in this section, in which Colin and Denise
collaboratively, starting in line 9, ask a series of questions, and it
takes about half a minute for Roberta to begin her answer, which
eventually comes in line 30.

Extract 5 Were you happy with it?

1 Col: I ho:pe- thee exp_eri[ence,= with you::r ]
2 Den: [F was second la:: ]st=
3 Den: =n[ight.]
4 Col: [e:r* ] conf'rence here was,=
5 [v::ery worth]while [for you.
6 Bea: [really nice. ]
7 Rob: [£Yea:h£. °hm hm hm°
8 (1.9)
9 —» Den: Speaking of whi:ch,= tell us what- (0.3) you:
10 -> think of it.
11 (0.3)
12 ^Den: Were you:: (.) ha:p_py with it?
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13 (0.9)
14 -^Rob: j't'e::m pa:rlamemt?
15 —>Col: Yeah. (.) p_arlamen'.
16 (0.7)
17 —>Col: Was et- [—(0.2)— ] worth thee effort,= tuh=
18 Rob: [ TYea:uh.]
19 —»Col: =f:ly_ all this way he:re?= an'
20 ?: °hh] hm hm [hm
21 Rob: [Ho:h.
22 ?: hm hm hm hm
23 (3.4)
24 ^Den: You have Sydney.
25 ?: hhhuh
26 (0.3)
27 Col: [Hhm hhm
28 Rob: [hm hhm (.) hm? -nhhhh
29 (0.8)
30 -^Rob: |There're |some: (0.2) mettadolo:n'cal,=
31 mista:kes,
32 (0.3)
33 ?: (like)
34 (1.0)
35 Rob: £eople want to talk more about their
36 exp_e:rience,= 'n other countries

The questioning/eliciting sequence begins with an invitation to a
telling (lines 9-10). One thing to note is that the telling is likely to be
extended, as what she 'thinks of it' could (and indeed turns out to) be
complex. The original invitation and Denise's follow up question, were
you happy with it, both use deictic it, on which Roberta initiates repair,
by checking whether it refers to the visit they had made to Parliament.
This seems to require some work, as Parliament had not been
mentioned in the preceding talk, but a conference that they had
attended had been. Denise put the original questions, but now Colin
comes in with an alternative version, which comes after a gap of
0.7 seconds, which is whether it was worth the effort to fly all this way
here. This puts Roberta in a position of choice, as she has two different
questions pursuing somewhat different responses. Furthermore, both
questions that followed the neutral invitation to a telling are framed in
semantically positive terms: whether Roberta was happy, and whether
it was worth it to fly to Australia, thus pushing her towards a positive
response (cf. Sacks 1987). The delay in the answer attenuates: it is
followed by some soft laughter, a very extended gap of 3.4 seconds,
and then some more laughter. At this point, Denise remarks ironically
you have Sydney. Then there is yet more laughter and more silence,
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before Roberta eventually embarks on an extended response to the
question, which, hardly surprisingly, is dispreferred, with talk of
mistakes and a complaint2 - not only was she not entirely happy with
the visit, but she does not even say that it was worth coming. She also
appears to have some difficulty with the referent for it in lines 10 and
12, as well as interactional problems - which of the questions she has
been asked she should answer first. In other words, there is an
accumulation of factors here to account for the massive delay, and the
repeated pursuits by Colin and Denise of a response.

In each of the EQSs in this first set, the following features can be
seen. First there is a question, which is followed by a silence beyond
the normal transition space, which in turn is followed by the pursuit of
an answer by some form of redoing of the original question. The
reasons for such pursuits are similar to those found by Pomerantz
(1984b), in that something that has been referred to in the question is
clarified, some necessary or helpful background information is added,
or work is done to deal with an incipient dispreferred response. The
third of these appeared to be the most prevalent in the restaurant
conversation, as it was found that most of the second versions of the
question involved at least to some degree the avoidance of disagree-
ment. Some might also consider it surprising that these SL-speakers
did not have more problems with unclear referents or unfamiliar
background (including cultural) knowledge, rather than the avoidance
of disagreement. There is little evidence from this conversation that
their competence, either linguistic or cultural, was low, as both
participated fully throughout, with frequent extended turns (if not
error free). All the SL-speakers' answers, when they emerged, showed
no indication that the original questions had not been understood.
Indeed what we have is strong evidence that the two SL-speakers, from
Brazil and Germany, were employing practices similar to those that
have been described for FL-speakers of English responses (Sacks 1987)
for avoiding or mitigating dispreferreds, though apparently with less
than the full range of available linguistic resources (cf. Gardner 2000).

Extended question sequences with immediate question
expansions

In the examples discussed so far, the extension of the question
sequence may best be accounted for by the recipient (the SL-speaker)
delaying the answer, most commonly in the cases discussed revealing
a problem with the production of a dispreferred response.

There is, though, a whole array of examples in the data set in
which the questioner does not leave a silence for an answer, but
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proceeds immediately to some form of expansion, elaboration or
clarification of the question. There is no single reason for these
question increments, but one factor unifies them all: there must be
some perceived inadequacy with the first version of the question. As
already noted, such behaviour is contrary to the basic rule of adjacency
pair production, and to the rules for the allocation of next speaker.

In the first case shown here, the question elaboration does appear
to address perceptions by the questioner of difference in 'competence'
in the recipient, a perception which turns out to be wrong. It begins
with a mismatch of understandings between the speakers. Beate has
used a German word, Schrebergarten, which is a kind of allotment or
small, private market garden. This sets off an extended discussion of
the meaning of the word. In line 18, Colin asks whether these
Schrebergarten are attached to a pub, and then immediately supplies a
synonym for pub, namely alehouse.

Extract 6 Schrebergarten

1 Bea: In thuh glimmer.
2 (0.4)
3 Bea: there are the:se:,= schre:berga:rten?
4 (0.2]
5 Col: schreber,=
6 Bea: =schre:berga:rten?
7 (.)
8 Col: [Oh ga:rdens.= [special, ] (.) p_laces,=
9 Bea: [They are liddle [ga:rdens?]
10 Col: =y_eah.
11 Bea: for p_eople:, who don't have a ga:rden,= at
12 their hou:se:?
13 (0.2)
14 Bea an:' -in thuh: summer, = they are a:ll
15 the::re,= an' [they cook ba:rbecues:, ] an'=
16 Den: [That's a |ni:ce i|de:a:.]
17 Bea: = thing [s:°,
18 ->Col: [Is that- (.) attached to a pu:b? (.)
19 —> like u:h: (0.6) 'n a:lehou:se:?= *a:* (.) a
20 ->• pub?
21 (0.4)
22 Bea: No:.
23 Col: N- (.)
24 Col: it's jest [a p_la:ce fer cooking.= food.]
25 Den: [so: they ta:ke their o:w:n ]=
26 Den: foo[:d, ]
27 Bea: [No] no:, it's:
28 Den: Yea:h,
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question does not guarantee that other participants will wait for a
question, but are much more likely to treat the preliminary as an 'only'.
The alternative is to put the question, so that it is out in the
conversational space, contextualizing the talk and setting up relevance
conditions for an answer, thus constraining what can follow. Then the
speaker has to rush through the next transition space to do the
supporting background work.

There is one final case where a question is followed immediately
by elaborate same speaker talk, with no space for a second pair part
(already seen but not analysed extensively in Extract 2). The same
practices appear to be in play as for Extract 12. In Extract 2 Colin asks a
question, Do they eat sardines'? The question is directed at Roberta, not
Denise, who begins to talk in overlap with Colin's question.

Extract 2 Sardines

1 Den: [to:h lyeanih?
2 Rob: [(I mean it's t2enrfect 'er:e-u.)=
3 Den: =ehhhheh=
4 —»Col: =D'they eat sardi:nes? (.) in- (.) like in:
5 —>• Pcxrtu[gal,= one [uh thuh mai:n dishes]=
6 Den: [ Y e a h , [|P o r t u g u e s:e, ]
7 —»Col: =is [s a : : r d i : n e s, ] |d's that- (.)
8 Den: [sardines're fgood.]
9 —»Col: [followed across tub Brazil?= jor- (.)
10 Rob: [|Yea:h,
11 —»Col: yuh don' have sardines there, = [to ea:t.
12 Rob: TNo we
13 | have it? (.) jwe ha::ve.

Denise's comment (lines 6 and 8) can be seen as a side comment, and
not part of the question-answer adjacency pair. So to start with Colin's
question beginning in line 4, he comes to a first possible completion
point after Do they eat sardines?, but quickly expands this with an in,
which could be leading to a clarifying Brazil, which would make it
similar to several of the examples discussed above. However, he then
goes into a repair, like in Portugal, which does not turn out to mean
'similar to them eating sardines in Portugal', but rather 'for example in
Portugal . . . ' . There now comes some extended backgrounding to the
question. This is something that could have been done with a pre-pre:
'Can I ask you something . . . you know in Portugal one of the dishes is
sardines, has that followed across to Brazil, do they eat sardines in
Brazil'. So why is it expanded after the question and not before?

In the talk prior to this extract, they had been discussing a
historical Brazilian dish developed by slaves. There had been no
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mention of sardines, so this question is a topic shifter, maintaining,
though, the broader topic of food. There is no anaphoric referent for
they, no provision of context, nor is there any topic framing. The
question is under-specified. This supports an analysis that the
question was not designed for an immediate answer, but was putting
out a question to reserve a later second pair part slot, but which first
needed elaboration. So topic framing has occurred after the question
which it topicalizes. Colin then goes on to provide background context
for the question, involving historical/linguistic/cultural connections
between Portugal and Brazil, and then redoing the question, more fully
than the original, and as an or-question. Whilst Denise makes a
positive assessment of Portuguese sardines as Colin is framing his
multi-unit question, Roberta withholds until her Yeah in line 10
(which may actually be responding to Denise rather than to Colin), and
then responds more fully to Colin with No, we have it, we have. This,
unlike the overwhelming majority of the EQSs in the previous two
questions, is a strongly aligning, preferred answer, as the no aligns
with the negative second part alternative of the or-question, and the we
have it, we have with the positive part of the question about whether
sardines are popular in Brazil. There can therefore be no suggestion
that delay before a dispreferred is playing a role in the non-answering
of the original question.

These final examples show cases where the questioner can be
seen to be doing work to hold on to the turn past the transition space at
the end of the question. It is a device to get round the two levels of
sequential organization in conversation, turn taking and adjacency pair
production.

Conclusion

Questions can be expanded into multi-unit turns, with expansions of
the base question before or after the question. In various types of
institutional talk, especially in interviews, an expansion most typically
occurs prior to the question, often providing necessary background
information to the question. In ordinary conversation such expansions
are unusual. In the data used for this study, a conversation involving
three FL-and three SL-speakers of English, it was found that two of the
FL-speakers produced numerous questions that were extended after
the question. Some of these expansions occurred because a second pair
part, an answer, was not forthcoming, and the questioner then pursued
an answer with an increment or redoing of the question. On other
occasions, the questioner expanded the question without leaving a gap
for a second pair part. Such expansion took two main forms: first, some
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questions were incremented with small units that added little pieces of
information to the question, thereby refocusing or sharpening its
domain. These expansions generally preceded dispreferred second
pair parts. On a few other occasions, discussed in the last section, the
units of same speaker talk that followed the question were substantial,
and it appeared that the original question was not designed for an
immediate answer, as it was vague and under-specified. Such
questions had the effect of reserving a second pair part answer slot,
but also allowing the speaker the opportunity to expand on the
question.

Many of the post-question expansions in the data for this chapter
were found to be achieving similar ends to those reported by
Pomerantz (19S4b). Such questions occurred much more frequently
in this conversation than in several hours of native speaker conversa
tions that were examined in search of examples of the phenomenon.
There is some evidence to suggest that the greater frequency of EQSs in
the FL-SL conversation has to do, in part, with two of the FL-speakers
perceiving a need for greater explicitness when talking to SL-speakers.
A more important observation, and perhaps a surprising finding, was
that a major focus of the expansions was the avoidance of disagreement
and more generally the avoidance of dispreferred responses, and the
general paucity in the talk of the SL-speakers of markers of
dispreference appears to have been a factor in this. Most of these
expansions were not, as one might expect in conversations involving
SL-speakers, clarifications of references, nor the provision of back
ground information, such as culturally specific references. On a few
occasions the FL-speakers asked vague and under-specified questions,
and then immediately followed up with backgrounding.

What appears to emerge from this study is that the practices
described in this chapter are not specific to SL-speakers, and do not
derive simply from 'low competence' on the part of the SL-speakers,
but are to some degree a function of a slight mismatch of timing,
together in particular with different ways of doing dispreferreds.

As it turns out, there is some evidence that this may be the case in
some instances (e.g. Extract 6), but this only appears to help account
for a few cases of EQSs. Another possible reason for the occurrence of
the practice in this conversation is the large number of participants
(six), which presumably raises the chances of any talk being deflected
by other speakers as a result of heightened competition for the floor.
However, there is very little evidence in the data that the two most
active SL-speakers, Roberta and Beate, had difficulty in understanding
the questions, though there is evidence that, on a number of occasions,
they take a longer time to formulate answers or other responses than
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the FL-speakers: they often delay their responses (d. Wong 2000a, this
volume). So there is strong evidence that they do not have difficulty at
a lexical or grammatical level, at least in comprehending. There are
also very few repairs targeting difficulties of understanding. It may be
the case that two of the FL-participants, Denise and Colin, are treating
the SL-speakers not necessarily as SL-speakers, but as co-participants
who 1) are on occasion delaying their answers, which is 'marked and
import laden' (d. Schegloff et al. 2002), and which prompts them to
pursue an answer, or 2) they are displaying some other troubles 
perhaps visually3 - which prompts them to expand their questions
before giving their addressees an opportunity to respond. In other
words, it is not impaired 'competence' of the SL-speakers which leads
to EQSs, but local trouble, that is, the need to create and maintain
intersubjectivity in the face of incipient misunderstandings or break
downs.

Endnotes

1 It may also be the case that there is transfer of preference organization
strategies from Brazilian Portuguese, though this would need to be
demonstrated with empirical studies of Brazilian Portuguese conversation.

2 As this is a restaurant conversation, there is the possibility that at least some
of this delay occurs because (at least some) participants are attending to
what they are ostensibly at that particular location for, namely eating. Be
that as it may, Denise and Colin pursue the answer over a number of turns,
and the response, when it comes, is dispreferred.

3 The data used for this study was only recorded in audio, so the role of
embodied action, such as gaze, posture or gesture, remains open to future
investigation.
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Transcription Conventions

A left bracket indicates the point of overlap onset.

A right bracket indicates the point at which an overlap
terminates.

=

(0.0)

(.)

Word

?

Equals signs indicate no break or gap.

Numbers in parentheses indicate elapsed time by tenths of
seconds.

A dot in parentheses indicates a micropause.

Underscoring indicates some form of stress, via pitch and/or
amplitude. A short underscore indicates lighter stress than
does a long underscore.

Colons indicate prolongation of the immediately prior sound.
The longer the colon row, the longer the prolongation.

Arrows indicate shifts into especially high or low pitch.

A question mark indicates rising intonation.

A comma indicates no strong movement in the local
intonation. Comma-intonation is heard as unfinished.

Full stop marks falling intonation.

/ A slash indicates onset of the feature described in the
preceding or following comment line. The slash is mainly
used to mark a speaker's gesture, gaze or other activity.

WORD Upper case indicates especially loud sounds relative to the
surrounding talk.
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Transcription Conventions

°wordO Degree signs bracketing a sound, word, phrase, etc. indicate
especially soft sounds relative to the surrounding talk.

W*ord* Stars bracket creaky voice.

.hhh A dot-prefixed row of h's indicates an inbreath. Without the
dot, the h's indicate an outbreath.

£ The pound-sterling sign indicates a certain quality of voice
which conveys 'suppressed laughter'.

(word) Parenthesized words are especially dubious hearings or
speaker-identifications.

(( )) Doubled parentheses contain transcriber's comments.

-+ Line to be discussed in the text.

{ } In the English glosses words marked by these parentheses do
not follow the native speaker norm of the language in
question. Elements are marked only where it seems of
relevance with regard to the analysis.

;, A reversed question mark indicates rising intonation, not too
high.

A semicolon indicates following intonation not too low.

>< Indicates faster speech.

<> Indicates slower speech.

cut off.
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